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MECHANICA LL  is alio applied to a kind of rtafamng% which of 
latee bas got great ground both in phyfics, and medicine; thus 

:  denominated, as bei ng conformable to what is ufcd in the con-
trivance,, and accounting,for  the properties and operations of 
machines.. See PHYSICS, 
Thi ss manner  Of thinkin g and arguing, Dr. Quincy infifts , \% 
therèfiri tt  of rightl y éudying the powers of a human mind, 
andd the ways by which it is only fitted to get acquaintance with 

 material beings: Èot confidering an animal body as a compo-
.. fition  out of the fame matter, from which all other  bodies are

formed,formed, 'and to have all thofe properties which concern a | 
phyucian'ss regard, only by virtu e of its peculiar  mate and ] 
conftru&ure ;;  itnaturauyleadsaperfim toconfider  thefevetal | 
parts,, according to their  figures, contexture, and ufej  either  * 
ass wheels, puliies, wedges, levers, fkrews, chords, canals, ci-
jfcras,, ftrainers, or  the like; and throughout the whole of 
fuehh enquiries, to keep the mind clofe in view of the figures, 
magmtudes,jindd mechanical poweis of every part or  movement; | 
juf tt  in the fame manner, as is ufed, in enquiring into the mo- j 

 tions and properties of any other  machine. For  which pur- ' 
II  * pole it is frequently found helpful to defign, or  pi&ur c out in 1 

 diagrams, whatsoever  is under  conHderation, asitiscuflomary 5 
.. in Common geometrical demonftrations. H 
II  The knowledge, obtained by this procedure is called Mtcha- \ 

mealmeal knowledge. See KN O wr. E &c s, \ 
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Prefacee and Acknowledgements 

Thiss book dates back to one of the pleasant evenings I enjoyed with two of 
myy friends, Peter  van der  Veer  and Janneke Plantenga, at their  home in 
Utrecht,, a long time ago. They won't remember, and perhaps I wouldn't 
havee either, if it were not for  some lucky turns of fate that put me in the 
positionn to gradually unfold the consequences of an idea I had then only 
conceivedd of vaguely. It must have been some fifteen years ago, and Peter, 
Jannekee and I were reading Marx' s Capital. When our  regular  portion of 
workk was done, discussions took other  turns and directions, and in one of 
themm we considered the idea that the kernel of neoclassical or  marginalist 
economicc theory should be sought in its very specific, and until the current 
day,, pervasive approach to the human mind. 

Too non-economists the image of man depicted in neoclassical econom-
icss is commonly considered so meagre that it hardly can be taken seri-
ously.. Yet, this image has proved persuasive to economists themselves, 
andd its parsimony is even considered by economists, such as Nobel laure-
atee Robert Lucas, as its prime virtue. It is not just the focus on self-interest 
thatt  bothers non-economists. When turnin g to Scottish Enlightenment 
philosopherss such as Hume and Smith, a far  richer  image of man is de-
picted.. Indeed, the very notion of self-interest was analysed in those days 
ass a multifaceted and complex concept. My contention that evening was 
thatt  something changed fundamentally in the way man's mind was con-
ceived,, in what is commonly referred to as the marginalist revolution. This 
wass not just the adoption of utilit y theory by the 1870s, it was something 
else.. Asked what it was, I hadn't much to say. 

Att  that time, I had only a scattered knowledge of the history of eco-
nomics,, and had no specific economist in mind to substantiate my 
thoughts.. This book now explicates those thoughts, and with regard to one 
off  the founders of the marginalist revolution. Bluntl y put, its message is 
thatt  the Victorian polymath Willia m Stanley Jevons established a specific 
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stylee of reasoning in economics, and was thus able to transform its tools 
andd instruments and through them, the universe of the discipline's dis-
course.. The book examines the social and intellectual resources he drew 
upon.. Jevons's approach to economics proved, as we will see, far  broader 
thann his approach to the mind, a fact that undoubtedly added to its persua-
sivenesss for  later  generations of economists. 

Thee fortunate circumstance that gave me the opportunity to embark on this 
projectt  was a telephone call in the early nineties from my present colleague 
Geertt  Reuten to the secondary school in Amsterdam where I then taught 
economics.. His question was whether  I would be willin g to teach a class in 
thee philosophy of science to first year  students in economics. This oppor-
tunit yy introduced me to an extremely inspiring group of researchers, who 
weree all, in one way or  another, engaged in the history and methodology of 
economics,, and practised this field of research (as I learned later  on) in a 
veryy original way. They combined thorough historical research with the 
toolss and instruments not only of the philosophers of science, but also with 
thosee of scholars of science studies, something not regularly done at other 
placess in the world at that time. 

Adriennee van den Bogaard and Marcel Boumans have been indispensa-
blee in teaching me how to carry out research. I should single out Marcel 
Boumans,, and pity him for  having a colleague who continually disturbs 
himm to test his ideas which are at times, plainly stupid. I would like to 
thankk him for  the calm and comradely way in which he endured (and still 
endures)) my presence. Frank Kalshoven, Joshua Cohen, Jack Vromen, 
Edithh Kuiper, Robert Went, Peter  Rodenburg and Hsiang-Ke Chao, some 
off  whom left, some of whom joined the group later  on, have also proved to 
bee valuable colleagues from whom I have learned a lot The joint meetings 
onn measurement mat our  Amsterdam group have enjoyed with colleagues 
att  the Centre for  Philosophy of Natural and Social Science at LSE, pin-
pointedd the defects of my knowledge, but always in a productive way. I 
wouldd especially like to thank Sang Yi and Hasok Chang for  their  encour-
agement. . 

Mostt  notably, however, my thanks go to my supervisor  Mary Morgan, 
withoutt  whom this very thesis would never  have been produced. In fact, to 
havee had the opportunity to engage in discussions with such an extraordi-
naryy historian, economist, and philosopher, has been one of the greatest 
pleasuress of working on this thesis. 
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Thee help of a great many other  people, friends and colleagues, was also 
howeverr  of immense value. It was a pleasure to meet those whom I con-
siderr  to be the real specialists on Jevons: Margaret Schabas, Sandra Peart, 
andd Michael White. At a very early stage, Margaret Schabas encouraged 
mee enormously in pursuing my research interests, as did Sandra Peart at a 
laterr  stage. At many moments in the course of time Michael White's in-
crediblyy detailed knowledge of Jevons's work, of his social environment, 
andd of the intellectual resources he drew on proved indispensable in help-
ingg me to sort out holes in the argument and to add historical detail. Neil 
Dee Marchi' s encouragement also deserves a separate mention. I also ap-
preciatee the same academic spirit in the many others who were of help at 
variouss points in time. Mark Blaug, who now chairs our  research group, 
Ivorr  Grattan-Guinness, Judy Klein, Theodore Porter, Norton Wise, Peter 
Galison,, Marcia Pointon, Melissa Hackney, Neville Nichols, Bert Mossel-
mans,, Adrian Rice, Annie Cot, Nicolas Chaigneau, Philippe Le Gall, Phi-
lippee Bazard, Robert Leonard, Philippe Fontaine, Albert Jolink, Wiebe 
BB ijker , Trudy Dehue, Jo Wachelder  and Ad Prins all commented on my 
writing ,, provided me with additional information, or  gave me the opportu-
nityy to clarify my thoughts. 

Thee cooperation of many librarie s and archives was equally indispensa-
blee in the making of this book. I would lik e to thank Peter  Nockles, Peter 
McNiven,, and John Hodgson of the John Rylands Librar y in Manchester, 
wheree the Jevons Archive is located, for  their  invaluable help. Stephen 
Johnstonn of the Oxford Science Museum answered many of my queries on 
Jevons'ss logical machine, and provided me with information I would not 
havee been able to obtain otherwise. Keith Austin, then affiliated to special 
collectionss at Senate House, University of London Library , kindly guided 
mee through the De Morgan papers. Adrian Byrne, of the Royal Society Ar-
chive,, helped me solve my queries on the Herschel-Jevons correspondence 
locatedd there. I would like to thank the librarian s of King' s College, Old 
Aberdeen,, for  making the Birkwood collection accessible to me and Ngadi 
Kponouu of the Beinecke Library , Yale University, for  providing additional 
informatio nn on the Lewes-Jevons correspondence in their  possession. I 
wouldd also lik e to thank the staff of the British Science Museum for  giving 
mee a demonstration of the working of Babbage's Difference Engine IL 
Further ,, I spent many pleasant hours at the Archive of the Royal Statistical 
Society,, London. Many thanks, finally , go to the staff of the Central Li -
brary ,, the Librar y of Science Dynamics, and the Pierson Library , Univer-
sityy of Amsterdam, especially to Jacob Tiesinga. 
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II  would like to thank Charles Baden-Fuller  for  his hospitality on all the oc-
casionss I was in London visiting yet another  librar y or  archive. Indra Wa-
habb cordially provided me with the opportunity of finishing the last parts 
off  the thesis, for  which I owe him many thanks. Without Hannie Pijnappels 
thee thesis would not have its beautiful cover  page. Without Mary Tyne, the 
bookk would not have the English it has now. 

Theree remains the category of those who predominantly suffered, my 
friends,, my family, and my beloved. And if they did not suffer, I suffered 
sometimess from the lack of their  company which, at some point in writin g 
aa thesis, one inevitably seems to deny oneself. I realise, however, that the 
blamee does not only lie with writin g a thesis. When growing in age, work 
andd children absorb so much of the day, that hardly anything remains. Es-
peciallyy Wim van Duren, Roel Martens, Bernike Pasveer, Peter  Peters, Dan 
Cohen,, Karel Markus, Lex Lohman, Maarten Delvaux, Corry van 
Renselaar,, Julia Koopmans, Machiel Keestra, and, most notably, the 
friendss of my youth, Matthij s Engelberts and Geert Brusewitz, should be 
thankedd for  their  stubborn attempts in keeping me in touch with the world. 
Too Matthij s in particular , I owe more than the usual acknowledgements. 
Friendss like these form an indispensable part, in my opinion, of the laws of 
humann enjoyment. 

Itt  is perhaps one of the paradoxes of modern lif e that those who suffer 
mostt  are those whom one likes the most. In my case, these are my parents, 
myy wife Geerte Wachter, and my children Timo and Jonne. Even if it is an 
illusionn to think that suffering can be redeemed in any way at all, I  hope 
thatt  they are willin g to accept this book in return. 
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11 Introduction : The Prying Eyes of the Natural Scientist 

1.11 The place of Willia m Stanley Jevons in economics 

Williamm Stanley Jevons (1835-82) is widely thought to have been one of 
thee founders of modern economics, yet it has proved extremely difficult to 
pinpointt exactly what Jevons's contribution was in giving economics its 
modernn shape. In the history of economics, Jevons is first and foremost 
rememberedd as the author of The Theory of Political Economy. This book, 
originallyy published 1871, introduced the calculus into economics and is 
consideredd to be one of the starting points of the so-called marginalist 
revolutionn in economics. Value came to be based on utility, and the various 
actorss in the economy, consumers, producers, labourers, landowners, were 
consideredd to base their market behaviour on essentially the same type of 
deliberationn at the margin. Economists also remember Jevons for being the 
firstt to make an analytical use of statistics, most successfully in his study 
inn the fall of the value of gold, most unsuccessfully in the various papers 
hee devoted to the influence of sunspots on commercial crises. The latter 
studiess are even considered to have hindered the use of statistics by 
economistss and form, perhaps, one of the explanations for the fact that 
textbookss in the history of economics tend to focus on the Theory (for ex-
ample,, see Blaug 1985). Despite the appearance of a great many obituaries, 
appraisalss and commemorations since Jevons's death in 1882, the reason 
whyy he is given such a prominent place in the history of economics re-
mainss elusive. 

Startingg with Keynes's and Robbins's 1936 appraisals, Jevons's work 
hass been the subject of much research by economists, historians and meth-
odologistss in the field. In his beautiful and dense essay on Jevons, Keynes 
paidd equally high tribute to the Theory as to Jevons's statistical studies. As 
welll  at home in abstract theory as in the 'black arts of inductive econom-
ics',, Jevons was, according to Keynes, 'the first theoretical economist to 
surveyy his material with the prying eyes and fertile, controlled imagination 
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off  the natural scientist'  (Keynes [1936] 1988, 66). Robbins even went to 
thee extreme when he noted that the 'sheer  genius' of Jevons's 'capacity in 
handlingg facts', more than the Theory, was perhaps his 'most conspicuous 
claimm to fame' (Robbins [1936] 1988, 101). 

Keynes'ss portrayal of Jevons scrutinising the data, spending 'hours ar-
rangingg his charts, plotting them, sifting them, tintin g them neatly with 
delicatee pale colours lik e the slides of the anatomist, and all the time por-
ingg over  them and brooding over  them to discover  their  secret'  ([1936] 
1988,, 66), is however  more imaginative than informative. Scientists use 
instrumentss and experiments to let the data speak and this might be only 
vaguelyy inferred from Keynes's description. Moreover, Keynes seems to 
havee meant this description only for  Jevons's empirical studies, whereas 
hiss most important innovation had been the introduction of a specific in-
strument,, the calculus, in economic theory. 

Collisonn Black delivered his centennial commemoration of Jevons's 
18622 first airing of his marginalist ideas in his 'Notice of a Mathematical 
Theoryy of Political Economy' (read to Section F of the British Association 
forr  the Advancement of Science (BAAS)). At that date, in 1962, Black had 
justt  recently discovered a wealth of material in the possession of Jevons's 
granddaughterr  Mr s Könekamp, which provided new insight into Jevons's 
lif ee and work. Contrary to what might perhaps be expected from Black's 
modestyy with regard to his eminent predecessors, his and Könekamp's 
editionn of these papers, from 1972 through to 1981, have greatly contrib-
utedd to a renewed interest in Jevons's work and a burgeoning amount of 
secondaryy literature. Various detailed studies have appeared regarding 
whatt  exactly Jevons's contribution was to the so-called marginalist revo-
lutionn (see esp. Black et al. 1972). His contribution to the development of 
statisticss and econometrics is discussed in detail in several highly valuable 
studiess (e.g. Stigler  1982, Aldric h 1982, 1989, Morgan 1990). His relation 
too his predecessors and successors has also been extensively examined 
(e.g.. Bostaph and Shieh 1989, Schabas 1985, 1989, Kim 1995, Peart 1993, 
1995,, White 1994a, 1994c). From these in-depth studies a much richer im-
agee emerges of Jevons as one of the founders of "modern economics"  - as 
inn the titl e of Black's contribution to the Bellagio conference on the mar-
ginall  revolution in economics (Black et al. 1972). The term echoes Rob-
bins'ss 1949 depiction of marginalist economic theory as the unifying core 
off  modern economics. 

Thee Bellagio conference on the marginalist revolution deserves some 
specialspecial attention. Obviously, it not only addressed just Jevons's work, but 
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approachedd the more general issue of whether  there was any unifying core 
att  all in the work of the three founding fathers of the 'marginalist revolu-
tion' ,, as was once claimed by Schumpeter. Was it a sheer  coincidence that 
Jevons,, Menger  and Walras all published their  tracts in the first half of the 
1870ss or  were these different authors, unknowledgeable about each other's 
work,, nevertheless working on the same project: the introduction of a mar-
ginalistt  theory of choice in which actors maximised their  utilit y in the light 
off  given means? It is certainly not my purpose here to repeat this discus-
sionn - suffice it to summarise it briefly : though to a considerable extent 
Jevonss and Walras can be seen to be in agreement in their  approach to 
economicc theory, this was certainly not the case for  Menger. As has been 
alreadyy noted by Robbins ([1936] 1988, 98), the very idea of a theory of 
choicee was not to be found in Jevons. Individual s balance pleasure and 
pain,, but this does not straightforwardl y form a link with choice and this is 
preciselyy one of the reasons for  the development of marginalist theory to 
departt  from the Jevonian hedonic framework. 

Mostt  of Jevons's theoretical innovations, such as marginal utility , 
maximisingg behaviour, the emphasis on consumption theory, were present 
inn the work of other  economists long before Jevons, though not in the Ri-
cardiann mainstream. And at closer  inspection, Jevons proved more tied to 
thee classical cost of production theory than his vehement rejection of Ri-
cardoo and Mil l suggested. The only thing that most authors agree upon as 
beingg Jevons's genuine contribution to modern economics was his insis-
tencee on the use of mathematics, especially the calculus, in framing eco-
nomicc theory. This is despite the fact that it was evident - as indeed Jevons 
himselff  had pointed out in the second edition of the Theory (1879) - that 
Jevonss had many precursors, especially in France, some of whom had 
shownn considerable more skill in handling the calculus than Jevons had 
(seee especially Ekelund and Hébert 1999). Instead of placing the emphasis 
onn a continuity or  discontinuity with his predecessors in terms of theoreti-
call  content, the attention shifted to Jevons's methodological contribution. 
Hiss use of the calculus seemed to concur  with the unity in method he de-
fendedd with regard to all of the sciences, the natural and the social, in-
cludingg economics.1 

Schabas'ss 1990 monograph on Jevons investigates this thesis more 
closely.. She explicitly addresses Jevons's use of the calculus in the light of 

Ass had been argued as early as 1962 by the logician Wolfe Mays, 'there is a close relation-
shipp between Jevons's philosophy of the natural sciences and his methodology of the social 
sciences'' (Mays [1962] 1988,212). 
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hiss philosophy of science as set out in The Principles of Science (1874). 
Thee Principles is a book which, until then, had hardly been taken notice of 
byy economists, a fact which was explained by the philosopher of science 
Ernstt Nagel in his introduction to the 1958 Dover edition as being due to 
itss lack of discussion of the distinct methods of the natural and the social 
sciences.. Schabas forges this alleged defect of the book into its very 
strength.. She concisely discusses Jevons's views on a unified scientific 
methodd and approaches Jevons's Theory of Political Economy from this 
perspective.. It transpires that there are good grounds for defending the fact 
thatt Jevons foreshadowed the so-called hypothetical deductive method as a 
unifyingg approach to the sciences (which is distinctly one of the reasons 
forr Nagel's enthusiasm for the Principles). 

Grantedd that this is the case, it unfortunately does not explain why the 
calculuss can be of use in economics, neither why a subjective theory of 
valuee should be preferred to a cost of production theory. Even more press-
ing,, such a unified method of inquiry does not entail that the subject matter 
off  political economy should be quantitative in nature - Jevons's main ar-
gumentt for treating economics mathematically. As Schabas (1990, 80-1) 
contends,, Jevons's 'appeal to the quantitative complexion of economics' 
wass 'perhaps the most simplistic of [his] arguments' even though it might 
havee been 'to Jevons and his contemporaries ... perfectly cogent.' It en-
abledd the economist to freely 'explore analogies to the natural sciences', 
especiallyy 'to mechanics' (80, 84). 

Ass we wil l see in more detail in the sequel, Jevons's 'appeal' was far 
fromm 'cogent' to his contemporaries. Reservations to the Theory were not 
onlyy uttered by those whom Jevons explicitly attacked, the classical 
economistss (to whom the hypothetical deductive method was acceptable), 
butt also political economists of the historical school, such as Cliff Leslie 
andd Ingram, who favoured detailed historical explanation over theory ab-
stractingg from historical detail, whether expressed verbally or mathemati-
cally.. In a famous letter to John Elliot Cairnes, John Stuart Mil l (CW 
17:1862-3)22 wrote: 

II  have not seen Mr. Jevons's book, but as far as I can judge from such 
noticess of it as have reached me, I do not expect that I shall think 
favourablyy of it. He is a man of some ability, but he seems to have a 

11 Mill , Letter 1698, December 5, 1871, to Cairnes. Mill' s Collected Works will be referred to 
ass CW, followed by volume number. 
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maniaa for  encumbering questions with useless complications, and with a 
notationn implying the existence of greater  precision in the data than the 
questionss admit of. 

Reviewss of the book, from among others by Alfred Marshall and John 
Ellio tt  Cairnes, turned out to be quite sceptical. In the 1875 re-edition of 
Cairnes'ss influential Lectures on the Character and Logical Method of 
PoliticalPolitical Economy, in which he had explicitly excluded the use and useful-
nesss of mathematics in political economy, Cairnes even wrote that the 
workk of his 'able friend'  did not give him any reason to alter  the views he 
hadd expressed as early as 1857. Far  from unequivocally agreeing with 
Jevons'ss appeal to the 'quantitativ e complexion of economics' his contem-
porariess reacted violently to Jevons's allegedly illegitimate use of mathe-
maticss in political economy. Even though they would have agreed with the 
complexioncomplexion of political economy, this did not make the subject fit for  the 
usee of mathematics to unravel its secrets. Quite to the contrary. 

However,, the difference of opinion on the fitness of political economy 
too mathematics did not reside in a disagreement about the similarit y be-
tweenn political economy and the natural sciences per  se. Whatever  may 
havee been the differences between the methodological views of these clas-
sicall  economists and Jevons - and there were many - there was no dispute 
aboutt  the laws of political economy making appealing to the same cer-
taintyy as the laws obtained in the natural sciences, though this certainty as 
suchh was met with radically different appraisal by Mil l and Cairnes on the 
onee hand and Jevons on the other. Indeed, one of the very purposes of John 
Stuartt  Mill' s famous 1836 essay on the proper  definition and method of 
politicall  economy had been to secure for  the laws of economics the very 
samee status as natural laws. 

Jevons'ss distinction between the mathematical character  of a science 
andd its exactness seems relevant here. Where Jevons used this distinction 
too argue for  the essential mathematical form of the laws of economics, one 
couldd equally argue for  the opposite, as Mil l and Cairnes had done. 
Mathematics,, De Marchi (1972, 350) notes, 'was not essential to the con-
ceptt  of marginal utilit y nor  to the principl e of diminishing (marginal) util -

33 In later years, Marshall admitted that he was angry with die book for two reasons. Firstly, 
hee himself had been dunking along die lines of Jevons; secondly, being an ardent admirer of 
Ricardoo and die Classical School, he felt tiiat injustice had been done to mem in thee Theory, 
Seee Schabas 1989. A more general account of the reception of me Theory is to be found in 
Schabass 1990. 
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ity' .. To pinpoint the difference between Jevons and his predecessors - and 
byy implication to point to his contribution to modern economics - the em-
phasiss thus seems to shift from mathematics to exactness; from the Theory 
too his empirical work. 

Thiss work is most extensively treated in Peart's 1996 monograph on 
Jevons.. In this book, and even more incisively in Peart 1995, she locates 
thee divide between Mil l and Jevons in their  radically different approach to 
empiricall  research. On the theoretical plane, Peart argues, the differences 
betweenn Jevons and the classical economists were far  less pronounced than 
hiss somewhat agitated tone against Mil l and Ricardo suggests. This had al-
readyy been noticed by Marshall (see also De Marchi 1973, Schabas 1989). 
Thee one aspect in which Jevons distinctly differed from Mil l was in his 
urgee for  a theory of consumption - something neither  Mil l nor  Ricardo had 
foundd of essential importance for  the sort of questions political economy 
dealtt  with, and this might have added to Mill' s and Caimes's hostile atti-
tudee to the Theory. 

Peartt  highlights Mill' s and Jevons's different attitudes towards the 
problemm of multipl e causation, a serious conundrum in those days. Ac-
cordingg to Mil l the 'abstract truths' of political economy could not be per-
ceivedd empirically due to the interference of disturbing causes. Jevons, in 
contrast,, treated these disturbing causes as 'noxious errors' which would 
averagee out on the whole. As a consequence, Mil l resisted the introduction 
off  statistical tools and techniques that in Jevons's perception formed the 
alphaa and omega of the toolbox of the social scientist. Peart reinterprets 
Jevons'ss Principles of Science in this light. Jevons's lengthy discussions in 
thee Principles of methods for  correcting measurement errors naturally con-
curr  with this emphasis on his statistical innovations. Peart's account of 
Jevonss enforces the image one forms from the detailed studies on his em-
piricall  work mentioned earlier  in which Jevons is depicted as a forerunner 
off  the probabilisti c revolution (Aldric h 1982), or  at least one of those pav-
ingg the way for  the rise of econometrics in the thirtie s (Morgan 1990). Re-
gardingg Peart's reading of what had been considered to be the distinguish-
ingg feature of Jevons's work at the Bellagio conference - the introduction 
off  the calculus - typically enough turns out to be of far  less importance 
thann it is commonly thought to be. In her  view, the 'pryin g eyes of the 
naturall  scientist'  do not reside in treating political economy in a 'strictl y 
scientificc way', as Jevons said of his 1862 'Notice', but where Keynes lo-
catedd them: scrutinising the complex numerical data to unravel their  hid-
denn secrets. 
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Thiss runs, however, counter to our intuitions. Even if there is more conti-
nuityy in theoretical content than we traditionally thought, something fun-
damentall  did change in the way economists practised their science before 
andd after Jevons's Theory. And Schabas, as many others, is perfectly right 
inn emphasising that, 'judging from the list of Nobel Laureates in econom-
ics,, it appears that many of the recent prominent economists could almost 
bee identified as applied mathematicians*  ([1984] 1988,415). If we attempt 
too appraise Jevons's contribution to modern economics on the basis of both 
Schabas'ss and Peart's books, the appraisal runs in distinct directions, one 
focusingg on the introduction of the calculus, the other on the qualities of 
hiss statistical investigations. 

Researchh on Jevons thus seems to be thrown back to Robbins' statement 
att the very beginning of his 1936 essay on Jevons's place in the history of 
economics:: 'It is not easy ... to define the exact nature of his achievement 
.... He formed no school. He created no system'. And his summary state-
mentt seems to be the most that can be said of Jevons: 'The totality of his 
achievement,, the wide range of his activities, the fertility of his imagina-
tion,, the marvellous lucidity and attack of his expository style, rather than 
thee perfection of any one of his constructions ... gives him his place in 
history'' ([1936] 1988,94). 

Thee aim of this book is to re-examine this summary statement. My con-
victionn is that Jevons's main contribution to economics lies in his meth-
odological,, rather than in his theoretical innovations. The thesis that will 
bee defended is that the wide variety of Jevons's work was driven by one 
unifyingg methodology. For reasons that will be cursorily outlined in this 
introductionn and examined in full in the book itself, I will label this meth-
odologyy mechanical reasoning. Before I elaborate any more on this sub-
ject,, it is useful to give a more detailed account of Jevons's life and work. 

1.22 Willia m Stanley Jevons: Victorian polymath 

Fromm halfway through the 1870s, Jevons's mathematical economics 
rapidlyy took hold in Victorian economics, most notably through the work 
off  Egdeworth, Wicksteed and Marshall. Wicksteed's crushing criticism of 
Bernardd Shaw's complacent discussion of Jevons's utility theory made the 
Fabianss decide to base their social reform movement on Jevons's theory of 
valuee instead of Marx's, and to combine Jevons's theory of value with 

44 This is shown convincingly in Schabas 1990, especially Chapters 6 and 7. 
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Ricardo'ss theory of rent. By the turn of the nineteenth century, Jevons's 
utilit yy theory of value had a firm basis in economic theory as well as in, 
whichh was by then, the most important movement for  social reform in 
Britai nn (Schabas 1990, ch. 7).5 

Inn his own day, Jevons was widely acknowledged as one of the leading 
statisticians.66 Jevons often complained in his diaries and letters to his 
siblingss about the lack of recognition he received, but there was in fact 
littl ee ground for  this (see also De Marchi 1973). In the early 1860s, Jevons 
embarkedd on his so-called 'Statistical Atlas' project, a major  project he 
devisedd - as Keynes suggested - with reference to the commercial atlas that 
thee mathematician Playfair  compiled at the turn of the eighteenth century.7 

It ss purpose was to present commercial data relating to trade cycles in a 
transparentt  way, as well as to arrive at an explanation of these cycles from 
thiss data.8 Though his attempts to interest Willia m Newmarch, then the 
editorr  of the Statistical Journal, in the project proved unsuccessful, his 
18633 study in the fall of the value of gold, the first to systematically make 
usee of index numbers, was immediately and widely recognized as a 
remarkablee piece of work.9 When working as a tutor  at Owen's College 
Manchesterr  in 1864 (work he combined with a part-tim e professorship in 
logicc and political economy at Queen's College, Liverpool), Jevons noted 
inn his diary that he was considered 'by reviews of authority , a competent 
statistician'statistician' (original emphasis). He was effectively elected member of the 
Londonn (now Royal) Statistical Society in November  1864 (PC l:197-8).t0 

Hiss breakthrough came with the publication of The Coal Question in 
1865.. This book, that predicted a decline of Britain' s prosperity due to the 

55 On the continent, Walras was of course of the greatest importance in the breakthrough of 
mathematicall  economics. The similarity between Walras's results with his own, strength-
enedd Jevons's 'belief in the correctness of the theory'. See Jevons's letter to Walras, 12th of 
Mayy 1874, in which he asked Walras to grant him priority of discovery, something Walras 
promptlyy and on several occasions acknowledged (PC 4: 41). The original letter was redis-
coveredd by Heertje in 1981. For a discussion of this see Heertje 1982. 
66 It has been suggested that the negative response to the Theory can be partly explained be-
causee Jevons was predominantly known for his statistical work. 
77 In a letter of 7th April 1861 to his brother Herbert, Jevons amply described the project 
(Jevons,, 1972-1981, Vol. 2, letter 150,425-427). On Playfair, see Klein (1997). 
**  For an analysis of Jevons's Atlas project in relation to the Theory, see White (1995). 
99 Jevons finally managed to get two of his charts published, out of his own pocket. 
100 Reference to Jevons's Papers and Correspondence abbreviated as PC followed by vol-
umee number. Reference to the Letters and Journal abbreviated as U. 
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futur ee exhaustion of cheaply extractable coal, was an outstanding success. 
Itt  led John Stuart Mil l to ask questions in Parliament and Gladstone 
invitin gg Jevons to Downing Street Allegedly, the book was used to plea 
forr  a reduction of the Government debt"  Without any doubt the success of 
thee book contributed to Jevons being appointed to the newly established 
Cobdenn chair  in logic and political economy at Owens College, 
Manchester.. For  someone who had only just reached the age of thirty , this 
couldd hardly be regarded as a poor  professional record. 

Jevonss was born into a well-to-do middle-class family of iron traders in 
Liverpooll  in 1835. His father, Thomas Jevons, was a man of some ability , 
whoo is said to have invented the first floating iron ship. Thomas Jevons 
alsoo wrote small pamphlets on some of the hot social issues of the day: the 
taxingg of landlords and criminal laws. Jevons's mother, Mary-An n Roscoe, 
wass the daughter  of Willia m Roscoe, who was considered to be one of the 
greatt  men of his time, a Liverpool banker  and art connoisseur, who 
rediscoveredd and ardently collected neglected Italian and Flemish 
masters." " 

Thee Jevons and Roscoes were Unitarians. Closely related to the Huttons 
andd the Marti n eau s among others, they constituted part of the intellectual 
Unitariann circles in Lancashire who were important in promoting the 
naturall  sciences. They shared in the 'superb confidence of the Victorian 
middlee class' (Thompson 1978, 264) in the promises of rational argument 
andd the advancement of science for  the public good. Middl e class 
Unitarians,, for  example, greatly contributed to the establishment of 
Mechanics''  Institutes designed for  the education of the higher  working 
classs in the principles of the natural sciences, and in the formation of the 
variouss literary , philosophical and statistical societies (Kidd 1985, 10-11). 
Thee advancement of society was the goal, the progress of science the 
means. . 

Itt  was therefore not surprising that education, especially in the natural 
sciences,, was considered of utmost importance by Jevons's parents, though 
hee was also naturally well acquainted with various aspects of culture, 
namelyy literature, the arts and music, via his mother. Jevons took to music 
inn particular  and became a competent organ player.13 When Jevons was 11 

""  White (1991) argues that in terms of its content, Jevons's book was far less influential 
thann is commonly assumed. 
122 George Chandler, William Roscoe's biographer, described him as late as 1953 as 'one 
whoo has been called Liverpool's greatest citizen' (Chandler 1953, vii). 

Hee also showed a theoretical interest in music and at one stage prepared a book on musi-
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yearss old he attended Liverpool Mechanics' Institut e School, and then, af-
terr  an interlude of two years at a grammar school, he was sent to London 
Universityy College's preparatory school, entering the College itself one 
yearr  later, at the age of sixteen. His studies in the natural sciences were 
distinctlyy more to his likin g than the humanities. 

Forr  Unitarians and other  dissenters of the Anglican Church, London 
Universityy College was one of the few possibilities for  receiving a higher 
education.. The College was founded in the 1820s by the circle of philo-
sophicall  radicals allied to Bentham to break the Oxbridge exclusion of dis-
senterss from higher  education (Bellot 1929).14 Jevons progressed well at 
thee college, especially in chemistry and experimental philosophy in which 
hee won gold medals. However, he derived most enjoyment from the 
teachingss of one of the permanent influences of his later  life, the first Pro-
fessorr  of Mathematics at University College, Augustus De Morgan.1 

Jevonss received his education despite the enormous distress suffered by 
thee family, first by the death of his mother  when Jevons was only ten, and 
then,, shortly after, by the bankruptcy of his father's iron trading business 
inn 1848 in the aftermath of the great railway crisis of 1847. This finally 
forcedd the family to move to Manchester. The family' s financial difficul -
tiess were instrumental in Stanley sailing off to Australia in 1854 to take up 
aa position as one of the two gold assayers at the newly established Mint in 
Sydney.. Jevons went to Australia before having finished University Col-
legee and it is sometimes thought that this was because of the Australian job 
offer.. However, Stanley Jevons was not planning to complete his College 
educationn anyway (Könekamp [1962] 1988, 236), for  he wished to return 
too Manchester  to pursue a career  in business, saving his scientific interests 
forr  pleasure in his spare time. In a diary entry of 16 January 1853 (PC 
1:78,, original emphasis), where he considered the possibility, he wrote: 

II  shall however  as soon as I am home, begin to work a littl e at French 
andd German ... I shall also amuse myself, down in the cellar, with 
chemicall  experiments, making instruments which however  I think are 
nott  altogether  useless amusements.16 

cology.. On this manuscript, see Mosselmans and Matthijs 1999. 
144 To enter Oxbridge, one had to subscribe to the thirty-nine articles of faith of die Anglican 
Church. . 
155 On De Morgan's qualities as a mathematics teacher, see Rice 1999. 
166 Jevons did not enjoy studying languages. An important reason for him planning to study 
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Onlyy two weeks after  this diary entry was made, his cousin Harry Roscoe, 
withh whom he shared rooms in London, talked to Stanley about the job of-
ferr  as assayer  at the Mint in Sydney, an offer  which he worried about for  at 
leastt  a week. The position of gold assayer  had first  been offered to Harr y in 
1853,, who would later  become Professor  of Chemistry at Owen's College, 
Manchesterr  and who was a few years his elder. However, Harr y Roscoe 
decidedd to pursue his studies in chemistry in Heidelberg, Germany, instead 
off  taking the job. 

Roscoee proposed Stanley Jevons as an alternative to Graham, their 
chemistryy teacher  at University College. Having received gold medals in 
chemistryy and experimental philosophy, Stanley Jevons was an excellent 
replacement.. Being strongly attached to his family, Jevons was reluctant to 
acceptt  the job, but his father  urged him not to refuse in order  to thus lessen 
somee of the financial burdens on the family. His salary, at the tender  age of 
nineteen,, was £675, a high salary in those days and which enabled him to 
makee substantial savings.17 After  undertaking some trainin g in gold assay-
ingg with Graham in 1853, and an additional course in Paris when it became 
clearr  that there was some delay in the opening of the Min t in Sydney, 
Jevonss finally  sailed off to Australia in the summer of 1854 to stay in the 
colonyy for  five years. 

Contraryy to what is sometimes suggested about this period (Schabas 
1990,, 17), Jevons only ever  planned to go to Australia for  a limited period 
off  time and 'to be at home again from five to ten years', something that 

Frenchh and German must have been that these were the dominant scientific languages at that 
timetime in the natural sciences. An example of his prime interest in technical solutions when a 
problemm presented itself can be found in a letter to his sister Henrietta of May 3rd 1856 on 
music,, when Jevons was already in Sydney. Jevons explained his difficulty in playing tri-
oless correctly. After having shown in notation how he did play them, he continued: 'Am I 
nott wrong. How stupidly contrived the notation of music is, is it not. I should improve it I 
thinkk if I had much to do with it' (PC 2:227). Jevons considered the difficulty of trioles not 
soo much a problem of bis own skills and understanding, but as a problem that could be 
solved,, in principle, by improving notation. Jevons's thinking here is in keeping with his 
moree general utilitarianism: improving notation is to the benefit of all, but improving one's 
ownn playing can be regarded as an 'altogether useless amusement'. 
177 Initially the salary consisted of a fixed amount of £100, that was to be supplemented by 
privatee assaying. Not long after Jevons arrived in Sydney, the arrangement changed to a 
fixedfixed salary payment only, which also gave Jevons more time to pursue his scientific inter-
ests. . 
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wass clear  to his family from the very start (ZJ e.g. 38,49).'  The somewhat 
romanticc notion of Jevons becoming enlightened about his true mission in 
lif ee and then deciding to return to England to found political economy on a 
soundd scientific basis, is without grounds. It is equally somewhat mystify-
ing,, as is sometimes the case, to portray Jevons as someone who spent his 
timee in Australia in isolation. This is not even true for  his actual living 
circumstances::  in the first years in Australia, he shared a house with the 
secondd official gold assayer, Charles Miller . Initiall y they had their  assay-
ingg office at home, assaying for  private individuals as well as for  the Mint . 

Despitee his young age, Jevons actively participated in the Australian lit -
eraryy and scientific circles, devoting most of his spare time to the study of 
meteorologicall  issues, and social and economic issues as well. His studies 
onn clouds (1857, 1858a,b), his contribution to Waugh's Almanac (1858) 
whichh provides the first systematic collection of data on the Australian 
weather,, his social survey of Sydney and contributions to the railway con-
troversyy are worth mentioning.20 On the whole, Jevons's writing s were very 

188 The best information on Jevons's private circumstances when in Australia can be found in 
Burkee ([1955] 1988). 
1919 The idea of a solitary existence also comes to the fore in accounts in his diaries about bis 
journey'ss to the Australian gold diggings. These journeys were considered so enduring and 
dangerouss that Jevons was unable to find anyone to travel with him. The solitary image is 
furtherr enforced by Jevons's notorious fear of speaking in public, for Jevons never read bis 
ownn papers to the BAAS. Even though this was not uncommon, it was not the usual proce-
duree (Grattan-Guiness 2000). A thorough history of the BAAS, though not including 
Jevons'ss days, can be found in Morrell and Thackray (1981). 
200 Historians of economics have extensively discussed the possible influence of the Austra-
liann railway controversy on the development of Jevons's economic thinking, mostly in rela-
tionn to Lardner's Railway Economy. See, for example, White 1982, Bostaph and Shieh 
1986,, and, critical of White, Hutchison 1982. For an early account of Lardner's influence on 
Jevons,, see Robertson [1951] 1988. From a doctrinal point of view, it is interesting why 
Jevonss referred favourably to Lardner in the Theory, but did not make use of his mathemati-
call  analysis which stemmed from Cournot. With regard to Cournot, in my view Schabas 
(1990,92)) convincingly argues that 'Jevons did not regard Cournot as a full-fledged precur-
sor',, since he 'failed to reduce economics to the more fundamental theory of utility and thus 
too establish a mechanical scheme that demonstrated the indispensability of mathematics in 
economics'.. The same holds, by implication, for Lardner's work. As far as Cournot is con-
cerned,, Ekelund's and Hébert's seminal 1999 book pinpoints the same issue when they state 
thatt Cournot rejected utility as unscientific, thus failing to offer an explanation for the moti-
vationn of individuals to engage in acts of exchange: 'Cournot's demand analysis remained 
withoutt an anchor in economic theory' (1999, 13). Jevons does not seem to have known 
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welll  received and when he left Australia for  England in 1859, the editors 
off  the Sydney Magazine of Science and Art wrote 'that Australia is about to 
losee this laborious and unassuming yet most promising natural philoso-
pher.. We fear  it wil l be long ere we shall find another  observer  so industri -
ous,, so talented, and so modest'  (La Nauze [1941] 1988, 113). 

Despitee the fact that Jevons would have returned anyway, one does get 
thee impression from his letters and diaries that the shift in his mind from 
pursuingg research in the natural sciences to political economy made this 
decisionn more pressing (Schabas 1990, 16-7). Back in London, Jevons re-
sumedd his studies at University College, from 1860-63, firstly  completing 
hiss BA and then obtaining his Masters. As mentioned above, his job as a 
goldd assayer  had been well paid, and he was able to finance these years in 
Londonn with the money he had saved. He did not particularl y like the 
classess in Political Economy. This is in contrast with De Morgan's mathe-
maticss classes that, as had been the case in the early 1850s, were his fa-
vourite.. Jevons was most upset when he was only ranked fourth in Political 
Economyy in an exam at the end of the summer term in 1860, something he 
attributedd to differences of opinion with his teacher  Waley, an ardent de-
fenderr  of Mil l and in his defence - according to Jevons - 'prejudiced' 
againstt  contrary or  innovative opinions (U 154; Checkland [1951] 1988, 
139). . 

Andd Jevons was clearly making strides in new directions. Shortly before 
hee experienced this 'sad reverse', we find the first  allusions to his new the-
oryy of political economy in a letter  to his brother  Herbert (U 151, letter  of 
1stt  June 1860). Many of the elements of the Theory are hinted at in this 
letter.. He clearly states 'the most important axiom' of the declining degree 
off  what he then called the 'ratio of utility',  and he also makes it clear  that 
hee *assume[s] that on an average' this ratio of utilit y 'is some continuous 
mathematicall  function of the quantity of commodity'; a 'law' , that ac-
cordingg to Jevons had been assumed by political economists 'under  the 
moree complex form and name of the Law of Supply and Demand'  (U 

Coumot'ss work before the publication of the Theory in 1871. Cournot's logical writing is 
mentionedd at least twice in the correspondence between Boole and De Morgan. Boole first 
writes,, in a letter of 28 June 1852, about 'a work on the laws of thought (mathematical)' 
matt *has been presented to the French Academy by a M. Courtois (or some such name)1. 
Boolee returns to this in a letter of 8 December 1852: 'De Vericour tells me that he saw six 
monthss ago a notice of a report to the Institute by Cournot on some paper on Mathematical 
Logic.. I mentioned this to you but did not remember then the name Cournot'. De Morgan 
referredd to Cournot in his vast Differential and Integral Calculus (1842). There is no indi-
cationn mat De Morgan picked up on Cournot's epistemological writings. 
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151).211 We can very easily imagine Waley's reluctance to wholeheartedly 
embracee such kinds of innovations uttered in an exam. Jevons clearly ex-
pressedd to his brother  Herbert his conviction that he would 'avenge' him-
selff  for  this setback as soon as 'I  bring out my Theory of Political Econ-
omy'omy' (LJ 154). When his 'Notice of a General Mathematical Theory of 
Politicall  Economy' was read two years later  in his absence to section F of 
thee BAAS in the beginning of October  1862, it met with equal reservations 
andd only an abstract, presumably made by the secretary of the section 
(Grattan-Guinnesss 2000), was published.22 

Att  that time, this new economic theory was, however, not the only thing 
onn Jevons's prolifi c mind. He contributed a paper  to the mathematics and 
physicss section of the BAAS meeting in September  1860 in Manchester, 

211 This episode is succinctly discussed in Schabas 1990, 21-24. From Jevons's diary, it is 
howeverr not as clear as Schabas puts it, namely that he conceived of his mathematical the-
oryy more to 'the format of Newton's Principia (1687) than to the model of constrained 
maximizationn found in Lagrange's Mécanique Analytique (1788).' De Morgan's teaching -
Jevons'ss major source for mathematical knowledge - was certainly more inclined towards 
Lagrange'ss calculus than to Newton, and Jevons's invocation of the principle of virtual ve-
locitiess is typically Langrangean. In effect, the issue involves a clear answer to the question 
ass to what version of mechanics was on Jevons's mind at that time. Schabas (1990, 91) 
datess Jevons's beliefs 'directly back' to a course he took in Natural Philosophy from Harry 
Potterr at University College from 1852-53. However, given Jevons's wide reading in the 
recentt developments in the natural sciences in the 1860s, and his mathematics classes with 
Dee Morgan, mis hardly seems convincing. On the different versions of Mechanics that can 
bee discerned in the French context at the turn of the eighteenth century, in particular see 
Grattan-Guinnesss (1990a,b). The French were distinctly ahead of England at this time (Gar-
berl999). . 
222 His statistical 'Study in Commercial Fluctuations*, that was read at the same meeting of 
Sectionn F did however meet with approval. The 'Notice' was published in 1866, with minor 
changes,, in the Journal of the Statistical Society under the heading 'Miscellanea' and with 
thee title changed to 'Brief Account of a General Mathematical Theory of Political Econ-
omy'.. The history of the 'Notice' turns out to be more complex than it appears from 
Jevons'ss papers known to exist until now. Grattan-Guinness recently discovered a different 
versionn of the 'Notice' in the archives of Taylor and Francis, the editors of the London, 
DublinDublin  and Edinburgh Philosophical Magazine to which it was sent by Jevons shortly be-
foree the 'Notice' was read to Section F of the BAAS. Att that time, Jevons regularly choose 
thee Philosophical Magazine as a medium for his studies in the natural sciences, most nota-
blyy meteorology. The paper was however refused for publication and Jevons never submit-
tedd anything again to the Magazine. See Grattan-Guinness 2000. 
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'Onn the Deficiency of Rain in an Elevated Raingauge as caused by Wind', 
startedd working on his Statistical Atlas project, and during the winter wrote 
variouss articles predominantly on measurement instruments for A Diction-
aryary of Chemistry and the Allied Branches of Other Sciences (1863-1868) 
editedd by H. Watts. Shortly afterwards, he became absorbed by his studies 
inn formal logic, triggered especially by reading Boole's Laws of Thought 
(1854),, on which he published a short critical book in 1863. Jevons pur-
suedd his study in logic throughout the 1860s and constructed a mechanical 
contrivancee to show the power of Boole's logical system. Indeed, Jevons 
oncee described his well received The Principles of Science (1874) to his 
brotherr Herbert as a study in logic in disguise. 

Thee publications dating after the Theory and the Principles are generally 
consideredd to be of minor importance. His sunspot studies which attempted 
too establish a causal nexus between solar activity and commercial crises, 
thoughh not as absurd as they are sometimes described (Sheenan and 
Grievess [1982] 1988), are usually thought of as a failure and as having 
contributedd to the bad name associated with the analytical use of statistics 
att the turn of the nineteenth century (Mirowski 1984, Morgan 1990). He 
workedd on an encompassing Principles of Economics the manuscript of 
whichh was published by his son Henry in 1905. From what can be judged 
fromm this unfinished material, the end result would not have been too 
promising.. He wrote some four vehement articles against John Stuart Mill , 
whichh did not have the effect Jevons must have hoped for. And he worked 
onn a second edition of the Theory, containing the first thorough bibliogra-
phyy of all the mathematical precursors in economics whom Jevons had 
beenn able to trace and introducing some rephrasing of the original argu-
mentt which was not entirely successful. In The State in Relation to Labour 
(1879)) and the posthumous collection of essays on social reform (1883), 
Jevonss turned more explicitly to the social and political issues of the day, 
issuess that were never far from his mind.23 These essays undeniably lack 
thee sharpness and innovative force of his early statistical studies and of his 
Theory.Theory. In all its bluntness there is something to be said for Keynes's hor-
rifyingrifying remark that when Jevons so untimely drowned in 1882, leaving his 
wifee and three young children, 'his work was done' ([1936] 1988,85). 

Whenn in Australia, Jevons had commenced working on a Social Survey of Sydney. Part of 
thiss manuscript was published as 'the Social Cesspools of Sydney' in the Sydney Morning 
Herald,Herald, 7 October 1958. Jevons envisaged working on a similar study for the working 
men'ss districts in London. 
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Fromm this short account of Jevons's lif e and work, the image arises of a 
genuinee Victorian polymath.24 Throughout his life, Jevons contributed to 
whatt we now consider to be distinct fields of inquiry. If we take White's 
andd Inoue's 1993 bibliography of Jevons's published works at hand, we 
seee that his writings range from contributions to the study of Brownian 
motionn in molecules, via his meteorological studies to his empirical and 
theoreticall  work in political economics. The emphasis distinctly shifts 
fromm his work and interest in the natural sciences to economic theory and 
statistics.. Jevons remained however more than a dabbler in the natural 
sciencess and in its philosophy as seen in his contributions to formal logic 
andd his closely related magnum opus: the Principles of Science (1874). 
Jevonss was a chemist, a gold assayer, a meteorologist, a botanist, an 
economist,, a statistician and a logician. In short, Jevons was a man of 
science. . 

1313 The distinction between the mental and the natural sciences 
inn Victoria n England 

Itt may of course be so that Jevons defended a unified view on the sciences 
andd that this view lay in the hypothetical deductive method (projecting 
modernn terminology backwards) applying to both the social and the natural 
sciences.. However, it could also be so that no unity can be found in 
Jevons'ss work, when looking in detail at its variety. In that case we should 
contentt ourselves, like Keynes, to denote his theoretical work as deductive 
andd his applied work as inductive. Maybe we should also acquiesce, like 
Robbins,, to appraising Jevons's lively and fertile imagination as his main 

24Hiss life and work are covered in far more detail in Könekamp 1962 and Schabas 1990. 
Notwithstandingg the great merits of Black's and Könekamp's edition of the Papers and 
CorrespondenceCorrespondence (PC) is the development of Jevons's life in his own words which was most 
likelyy to have been gathered from his wife's choice from Jevons's Nachlass in the Letters 
andand Journals (U). 
255 Jevons's logic merit better than George Stigler's reference to John Venn's criticism of it 
(Stiglerr [1982] 1988, 279). According to Stigler, 'Jevons's work on logic and scientific 
methodd ... soon received severe criticism from the professional logicians' ([1983] 1988, 
279).. The implicit suggestion that Jevons was not a professional logician is plainly odd, 
givenn the fact that Jevons was appointed Professor of Logic at Queens College, Liverpool in 
18655 and Professor of Logic and Political Economy one year later at Owen's College, Man-
chester. . 
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claimm to fame. Unity is not always to be found. In Jevons's case, however, 
theree is a firm  reason to dig deeper. Why else would he have proclaimed in 
thee Theory that there is but one method for  all of the sciences and waved 
hiss hands in dismay to those who thought otherwise: 

Theree exists much prejudice against attempts to introduce the methods 
andd language of mathematics into any branch of the moral sciences. 
Mostt  persons appear  to hold that the physical sciences form the proper 
spheree of mathematical method, and that the moral sciences demand 
somee other  method, I know not what (1871, 3). 

Itt  has been often noted that Jevons freely used mechanical analogies, not 
onlyy in the Theory, but also in his other  work (Schabas 1990, Mirowsk i 
1989).. Most well known of course is his comparison of the equation of ex-
changee with the laws of the lever. The very preface to the Theory empha-
sisedd an analogy between his theory with the principles of statical me-
chanics.. And Jevons described his theory as a ''mechanics of utility and 
self-interest''self-interest'' (1879, 23), a circumscription he used equivalently with that 
off  a calculus of pleasure and pain. This is not new, though Jevons's use of 
mechanicss has met with a true diversity of opinion. According to one, from 
thee very outset it distorts what economics might be about (Mirowski) , 
whereass to another, the very unity of scientific method makes it full y le-
gitimatee to use mechanical analogies to understand phenomena that in the 
nineteenthh century were considered to belong to different fields (Schabas). 
Mirowsk ii  does not complain about the use of mathematics as such, only 
thatt  it is incorrectly carried out by incompetent engineers (e.g. 1988, 21, 
27).. To the contrary, Schabas severely doubts the validit y of such a 'con-
spiracyy thesis' (Schabas 1990, 6). 

Followingg from Jevons's argument for  a unified method for  all the sci-
ences,, the invocation of mechanical analogies in the mental sphere be-
came,, according to Schabas, a natural possibility. This was perhaps so. But 
thee triad: political economy - mechanics - mathematics was, throughout 
muchh of the nineteenth century, a problematicc one. The philosopher  of sci-
encee Nancy Cartwrigh t rightl y points out that Mill , in the Logic (1843), 
highlightedd the similarities between political economy and mechanics, but 
att  the same time excluded geometry as relevant to economics, a 'peculiar' 
vieww 'from the standpoint of the modern empiricist'  (1989, 173). Cart-
wrightt  refers to the 'standard American Works' in the philosophy of sci-
encee by Nagel and Hempel to support her  argument, but might equally well 
havee referred to the close connection that historically existed, from the 
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seventeenthh century onwards, between geometry and mechanics, an issue 
thatt  wil l be discussed more fully in the next section. Even from Mill' s 
pointt  of view, to model political economy on mechanics, but to exclude 
geometryy for  its use, seems a peculiar  move to make at that time. 

Whil ee for  Jevons the use of mathematics seemed to follow as a natural 
consequencee from his unified view on the sciences, this was not so for 
Johnn Mill . The issue at stake is the distinction between the claim to the 
certaintyy of a science and its tools of research. For  Mill , the claim to cer-
taintyy of political economy was guaranteed by its deductive method and its 
introspectivelyy ascertained first principles, and in this sense full y equalled 
thee claim to certainty of the natural sciences. But this did not make the 
phenomenaa of the mind suited to be analysed by means of mathematics. 
Min dd and nature were considered as categorically distinct phenomena. To 
invokee mechanical analogies thus at no point forced the political economist 
too investigate the mind with the same tool of research: mathematics. In-
deed,, Mil l regarded mechanical analogies for  mental phenomena with dis-
trust. . 

Inn her  recent article on Victorian economists, Schabas really misses the 
opportunit yy to point out how this categorical distinction between mind and 
naturee lost its relevance in the course of the nineteenth century. She rightl y 
considerss the 'short-lived enthusiasm' for  psychology as a distinguishing 
characteristicc of Victorian economists (1997, 77). This enthusiasm can be 
tracedd from Mill' s 1836 essay up to Marshall and then fades away. How-
ever,, covering the distance from Mil l to Marshall, the very different con-
ceptionn of what psychology stood for  should not have been left unnoticed. 
Johnn Stuart Mill' s reluctance to think of the mind in mechanical terms and 
Marshall' ss description of the mind as a machine is particularl y striking. 
Forr  Marshall 'the most important machine is man, and the most important 
thingg produced is thought'  (Raffaelli 1991, 52). Somewhere in between 
Mil ll  and Marshall it became fashionable to conceive of the mind in me-
chanicall  terms and to use the instruments of the natural sciences to analyse 
itss workings, and my contention is that with regard to economics this turn 
off  mind gained ground with Jevons's work. But Jevons did of course have 
predecessors. . 

Dee Marchi' s 1972 short, but extremely complete survey of the differ -
encess and agreements between Jevons and his predecessors, locates the 
distinctionn between Jevons and his adversaries, Mill , Cairnes and Clif f 
Leslie,, in developments of psychology that came to blur  the distinction 
betweenn the phenomena of the mind and nature, but he does not explore 
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thee theme any further. De Marchi argues that for someone like Mil l or 
Cairness an explanation of diminishing marginal utility would have to be 
givenn in terms of association psychology and this type of psychology ran 
counterr to 'a clear conception of marginal satisfaction' (1972, 352). Ac-
cordingg to De Marchi the adherence to this type of psychology might ex-
plainn why political economists such as Mill , Cairnes and Cliff Leslie were 
'blindedd to the clarity of expression which Jevons' mathematics imparted 
too the notion of the margin*. De Marchi modifies this statement, however, 
whenn he goes on to argue that association psychology did not constitute an 
'absolutee barrier' to 'a clear conception of marginal satisfaction' and he 
referss to Richard Jennings's Natural Elements of Political Economy (1855) 
ass a case in point. 

However,, recent research on the relation between Jevons and Jennings 
hass made it sufficiently clear that the gist of Jennings's arguments did not 
derivee from association psychology, but from physiological theories such 
ass those of William Carpenter and Thomas Laycock in which man's ac-
tionss were the offspring of his neurophysiological constitution (White 
1994a).. With regard to this type of argument, Cairnes remarked that if 
'Politicall  Economy is to be treated in this way, it is evident it will soon be-
comee a wholly different study from that which the world has hitherto 
knownn it' (1857, 181). Halfway through the nineteenth century, the cate-
goricall  distinction between the phenomena of the mind and nature van-
ishedd under the influence of developments within psychophysiology. This 
enabledd economists such as Jevons to transgress the boundaries tradition-
allyy set to the tools of investigation with regard to the mind and to explore 
howw the tools of the natural sciences might be used to disclose the laws of 
thee mind. De Marchi refers to this mode of reasoning as 'mechanical rea-
soning',, a term which I consider completely apt to pinpoint Jevons's spe-
cificc contribution to the formation of modern economics. De Marchi ap-
parentlyy only used it to refer to Jevons's use of mathematics in economics. 
Thee term has however a much richer history that precisely relates to the 
usee of simple machines to disclose the wonders of the universe. 

1.44 Mechanical reasoning 

Mechanicall  analogies and metaphors were abundant in the moral sciences 
longg before the rise of marginalism, but they served, like poetic metaphors, 
aa distinctly different function than to structure inquiry. Let me take 
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Smith'ss comparison of society with a grand machine in The Theory of 
MoralMoral  Sentiments (TMS, 1759) as an example: 

Humann society, when we contemplate it in a certain abstract and philo-
sophicall  light, appears like a great, an immense machine, whose regular 
andd harmonious movements produce a thousand agreeable effects. As in 
anyy other  beautiful and noble machine that was the production of human 
art,, whatever  tended to render  its movements more smooth and easy, 
wouldd derive a beauty from its effect, and, on the contrary, whatever 
tendedd to obstruct them would displease upon that account: so virtue, 
whichh is, as it were, the fine polish to the wheels of society, necessarily 
pleases;;  while vice, lik e the vile rust, which makes them jar  and grate 
uponn one another, is as necessarily offensive. 

Wit hh reference to this quote in a short note in Methodus, Klant comments 
thatt  'we are still looking with the pleasure of scholars and researchers at 
thee huge machine. Our  [i.e. the economists'] models describe mechanisms' 
(1991,, 65). Without arguing for  the case Klant subscribes to McCloskey's 
vieww that there is no difference between the use of metaphors in science 
andd poetry ('What is successful in economic metaphor  is what is success-
full  in poetry, and the success is analysable in similar  terms', 65, quoting 
McCloskey),, the given example, however, provides the opportunity to 
pointt  out a difference between the use of a metaphor  'in which one thing is 
likenedd to another', and the use of a metaphor  as an instrument structurin g 
thee investigation. 

Thee issue at stake is to what extent a scientist is willin g to take on the 
commitmentss implied in a metaphor. I would maintain that these commit-
mentss in Smith's case did not go very far. Smith considered himself as 
pursuingg the same rigour  in his moral philosophy as was pursued by New-
tonn in the Principia, but in those days it was common among the literate to 
claimm that one was a Newtonian. In practice this related more to a com-
mitmentt  to Newton's famous regulae philosophandi than to a commitment 
too the specific tools and instruments Newton used in his investigations. 
Thee TMS is a case in point. In their  introduction to the TMS, Raphael and 
Macfiee emphasise that self-command for  Smith 'has come to permeate the 
wholee of virtue, an indication of the way in which Stoicism permeated his 
reflectionn over  the whole range of ethics and social science' (TMS, 6). In-
deed,, reading TMS, we see the importance our  faculty of judgement and 
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ourr  capacity of self-command play in the formation of a virtuous character. 
Thiss however  did not prohibi t Smith from comparing society to a machine. 

Thee very point of the comparison was to convey a sense of intercon-
nectednesss between the different constituent parts of a machine, just like 
thee individuals of society form an interconnected whole. However, as soon 
ass society is considered as one grand machine, judgement and self-
commandd are out of the picture, and mechanisms are in. But Smith did not 
considerr  his comparison of society with a machine to be placed in opposi-
tionn to notions such as self-command. Indeed, the very point of the com-
parisonn was to convey the sense of beauty and harmony we perceive when 
contemplatingg a well-contrived machine. 

Smith'ss purpose was not to dig into the mechanical principles regulating 
thiss device and to transpose them, 'word-for-word' , to human society. At 
noo point was the TMS designed as an inquir y into the mechanical princi-
plesples regulating society. The metaphor  of a machine did not relate to the 
explanatoryy principles of the formation of society, but to the sense of har-
monyy individuals perceived in looking either  at a perfect and well-
contrivedd machine, or  the inner  sense of harmony felt when perfecting 
theirr  own moral sensibilities. In fact, Smith used his comparison critical to 
thosee who, like Hobbes, stopped at this abstract point of view, ignoring the 
rolee played by notions such as sympathy or  self-command in individual 
morall  conduct (see Griswold 1999, 53, also 152). Society was not an air-
pump,, neither  was the human individual an hydraulic machine or  a gear.26 

Usingg mechanical metaphors was distinctly different from using a 
modee of inquir y referred to as mechanical philosophy or  mechanical rea-
soningg in Smith's days. Chambers' Cyclopaedia of 1741 explained the 
termm as follows: 

MECHANICA LL  is also applied to a kind of reasoning, which of late has 
gott  great ground both in physics, and medicine; thus denominated, as 
beingg conformable to what is used in the contrivance, and accounting 
forr  the properties and operations of machines. 

**  The argument here spills over to The Wealth of Nations itself, for one of the virtues in 
whichh judgement and self-command were of utmost importance was self-interest, the ex-
planatoryy motive behind social harmony in a market society. Whatever type of explanation 
wee can find for social harmony in either TMS or WN (and it is not my purpose to say any-
thingg definite about it in this book), it is distinctly not a mechanical one. For a recent argu-
mentt on this issue, see Griswold 1999, especially 359-60. 
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Thiss manner of thinking and arguing, Dr. Quincy insists, is the result of 
rightlyy studying the powers of a human mind, and the ways by which it 
iss only fitted to get acquaintance with material beings: For considering 
ann animal body as a composition out of the same matter, from which all 
otherr bodies are formed, and to have all those properties which concern 
aa physician's regard, only by virtue of its peculiar make and construc-
ture;; it naturally leads a person to consider the several parts, according 
too their figures, contexture, and use; either as wheels, pullies, wedges, 
levers,, screws, chords, canals, cisterns, strainers, or the like; and 
throughoutt the whole of such enquiries, to keep the mind close in the 
vieww of the figures, magnitudes, and mechanical powers of every part or 
movement;; just in the same manner, as is used, in enquiring into the 
motionss and properties of any other machine. For which purpose it is 
frequentlyy found helpful to design, or picture out in diagrams, whatso-
everr is under consideration, as it is customary in common geometrical 
demonstrations. . 

Thee knowledge obtained by this procedure is called Mechanical 
knowledge. knowledge. 

Mechanicall  as 'applied to a kind of reasoning', the lemma says, is a 'man-
nerr of thinking and arguing', it is the 'result of rightly studying the powers 
off  a human mind, and the ways by which it is only fitted to get acquain-
tancee with material beings'. Mechanical reasoning, in short, is presented as 
aa package that includes specific modes of arguing as well as distinct pro-
ceduress to establish evidence for the arguments put forth. These proce-
duress are enumerated: it is 'helpful' to make use of diagrams, just as in 
'geometricall  demonstrations'. The diagrams fulfi l a specified role, namely 
too inquire as to the extent mechanical powers of a 'material being' can be 
comparedd with 'any other machine'. On the presupposition then, that mate-
riall  beings can be considered to be some sort of machine, one investigates 
thee extent to which this analogy holds good, and thus derive so-called 'Me-
chanicalchanical knowledge'. 

277 Van den Bogaard (1998) takes a 'package' as a three-dimensional concept: it structures 
scientificc activity on a (1) conceptual, (2) institutional, and (3) practical level. This study 
wil ll  focus on the first and third level, though one might obviously argue that the introduc-
tionn of mechanical reasoning within economics was important in thee institutional formation 
andd stabilisation of economics as a scientific discipline. 
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Ass the lemma in Chambers' Cyclopaedia says, mechanical reasoning was 
onlyy recently introduced 'both in physics, and medicine'. It was conse-
quentlyy not simply transposed from a distinct scientific field, such as 
physics,, to another, but was introduced and used in different disciplines at 
thee same time. In this sense it had an overarching significance; a specific 
conceptionn of scientific investigation, of practising science, gained ground. 

Machamerr  (1998) argues that Galilei Galileo introduced this style of 
reasoningg in physics. Galileo's contribution to the development of physics 
cann be sought in the establishment of a new type of intelligibilit y in which 
mechanicall  contrivances such as the balance and the pendulum played a 
pivotall  role: 

Knowledgee of any thing could be modeled by real machines or  real 
bodies,, for  the world was constructed as a machine was. The world was 
merelyy a set of Archimedian simple machines hooked together  or  a set 
off  colliding corpuscles that obeyed the laws of mechanical collision (i.e. 
thee laws of the balance). ... This was Galileo's vision, and from him it 
sweptt  around Europe and even across the seas into China. (Machamer 
1998,, 16) 

Machamerr  compares the role of Galileo's simple machines to Kuhn' s ex-
emplars.. An explanation of a natural phenomenon can be deduced from the 
mechanicall  principles embodied in these contrivances, and this was what 
Galileoo consistently attempted to attain. Without any doubt, in his view, 
Galileo'ss artisan engineering trainin g played an important role in how to 
gainn knowledge of nature. Members of the 'mixed sciences'  {scientia me-
dia)dia) came to denote themselves as mechanical philosophers. The mathe-
maticss used was geometry and it was only after  Newton that algebra came 
too replace geometry as the preferred mathematical language, which was in 
itss turn replaced by the calculus as developed by Lagrange. 

Thee use of the balance as a mode of comprehending nature - in a similar 
fashionn as a Kuhnian exemplar  - also involved shifting criteri a of proof or 
evidence.. It was easily observable when a problem had been solved; any 
individuall  could judge whether  the balance was in or  out of equilibrium . 
Anotherr  important element in Galileo's use of the balance was that it em-
phasisedd reproducible and constructive evidence. The visibilit y of the so-
lutionn also related to the mathematics used. Mathematics, for  Galileo, was 
geometry.. It involved a visual display of the geometry of the balance (or 

aa For the development of mathematics in relation to physics, see especially Garber 1999. 
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anyy other  simple machine). These ingredients for  Machamer add up to a 
'clearr  moral' : 'To get at the true cause, you must replicate or  reproduce the 
effectss by constructing an artificia l device, so that the effects can be seen' 
(69). . 

Thee idea that the human body could be conceived as a mechanical con-
trivancee had been introduced into medicine by the Flemish physician and 
surgeonn Andrea Vesalius in De Humani Corporis Fabrica in 1543. It 
gainedd full momentum in the seventeenth century in the work of the Ley-
denn physician Boerhaave, whose work was based on the Cartesian dichot-
omyy of matter  and mind, res extensa and res cogitans. Boerhaave com-
paredd the human body to a hydraulic machine. This was the dominant im-
agee of how the human body functioned at the turn of the seventeenth cen-
tury .. What Dijksterhui s in his seminal study (1950) called the mechanisa-
tionn of the world image, depended crucially on the comparison of the phe-
nomenaa of nature - natural bodies, including the human body - with 'ma-
chines',, mechanical contrivances. These contrivances provided the 'laws' 
orr  'universal principles' governing these natural bodies. The complex phe-
nomenaa of nature could ultimately be derived from the simple laws gov-
erningg a simple machine such as the balance. 

Mechanicall  reasoning can be seen as a convolute of new theoretical 
concepts,, new instruments of investigation, new criteri a for  evidence and 
neww practices of investigation; it thus appeals to umbrella concepts within 
thee history and philosophy of science, especially the paradigm or  denkstil. 
Thesee concepts - in different ways - capture the self-enclosed and yet 
multi-facetedd character  of a specific scientific practice, characteristics 
whichh render  it incomprehensible to those who are not part of it. The rea-
sonn for  preferrin g mechanical reasoning above these more familiar  con-
cepts,, is that it - at least intuitivel y - is indicative of the specific type of 
shiftt  in approach that took place. 

Thee lemma in Chambers' Cyclopaedia reveals an awareness about the 
noveltyy of this style or  reasoning. The lemma is clear  as to the field of its 
application::  to obtain knowledge of material beings, whether  objects of 
physicss or  the animal body (including the human body) and comparing 
themm with machines, made up of 'wheels, pullies, wedges, levers, skrews, 
chords,, canals, cisterns, strainers, or  the like' . The reference to Dr. Quincy 
showss how mechanical reasoning would be applied in the future; to the 
humann mind and from there, as we wil l see, to political economy. 

Thee lemma was accompanied with a plate of engravings illustratin g the 
sortt  of simple machines referred to, such as levers, pulley and chord, and 
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Fig.Fig. 1 Plate of engravings of simple machines, opposite to lemma 
onon mechanical reasoning, Chambers' Cyclopaedia (1741) 

CourtesyCourtesy Central University Library, Groningen. 
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thee inclined plane. These engravings give a more concrete idea of how me-
chanicall  reasoning conveyed knowledge of material bodies. One can see 
fromm this plate how close the connection was between the machine and the 
geometryy explaining its properties. The geometry is, as it were, directly 
attachedd to the apparatus. There was consequently a straightforward con-
nectionn between the comparison of a material body with a simple machine, 
andd the application of geometry to explain its principles. The step made 
wass to not only understand contrivances like the balance by means of ge-
ometry,, but to understand all natural bodies according to such contriv-
ances;; geometry became the preferred language to understand the laws of 
thee material world. 

Off  course one can consider the use of simple machines to explain the 
propertiess of material bodies, including living bodies, as a metaphor in the 
sensee of a basic comparison. But such simple machines were put to work 
too disclose the principles which natural bodies obey; constructing and 
combiningg simple machines opened up the possibility of providing con-
structivee evidence for the laws governing the universe. Simple machines 
thuss functioned as aids in discovery. But they also provided visible evi-
dencee for the geometrical deductions obtained. The development of the ex-
perimentall  method and the introduction of geometry to study nature are 
closelyy related. 

1.55 Simple machines as 'tools of investigation9 

Inn the context of modelling in economics and physics this idea of simple 
mechanismss being used to disclose the mechanical principles operating in 
materiall  bodies has recently been scrutinised in Morgan and Morrison 
(1999).. Morgan and Morrison make a case for considering models as 'tools 
off  investigation', an idea that recurs in different forms in many of the con-
tributionss to the book. 

Inn her own contribution, Morgan examines how Fisher used different 
modelss to investigate the equation of exchange and different monetary ar-
rangementss respectively. For the first, one of Fisher's models was a me-
chanicall  balance, for the second, a system of connected reservoirs of flu-
ids.. What Morgan succinctly demonstrates is how such comparisons 
guidedd Fisher to pose further research questions. The analogy with a me-
chanicall  balance, for example, brings in dynamic principles of adjustment 
too equilibrium which can be compared to the oscillating process of a pen-
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dulum.. Such an adjustment process cannot possibly be read from the alge-
braicc formulation of the equation of exchange. Morgan discusses the nega-
tivee drawbacks of making such analogies as well. In a comparison with the 
equationn of exchange, one may have good grounds for  excluding certain 
featuress of a mechanical balance which may, however, inevitably slip in. 
Thee point is to what extent the researcher  feels committed pursuing the 
analogyy in full . With regard to the Phillips machine, Boumans and Morgan 
(1998)) describe these commitments in terms of dimensions. The construc-
tionn of the machine, a three-dimensional hydraulic model of the economy, 
wass undertaken by Phillips to clear  up the existing confusion between 
stockss and flows in interest theory. To genuinely construct a 3-D model, 
Phillip ss was forced to explicate in full the analogy between stocks and 
flowss in the economy and in liquids. 

Thesee accounts show how an analogy may provide several levels of 
commitmentt  to it, and how. They show how an analogy constrains and 
structuress the inquir y and, further , how it may lead to subsequent research 
questions.. Such analogies may also indicate how to measure economic 
**  variables'. These case studies thus solve one of Hoover's major  queries 
regardingg Mirowsk i 1989: 'A central problem in Mirowski' s view of his-
toryy and method as that metaphors are all important , yet there is no expla-
nationn of their  mode of influence' (Hoover  1991, 142). 

Mirowsk ii  did say something on this issue, however, even though it did 
incurr  Hoover's criticism. Mirowsk i emphasises that metaphors constrain 
thee researcher. They impose an 'analytical regimen' (1988, 19) and he de-
scribess this regimen as being committed to a 'word-for-word ' mapping of 
thee metaphor  to the subject under  study. Mechanical metaphors function 
lik ee a straightjacket, or  what Hoover  (1991, 142) describes as the 'meta-
phoricalphorical imperative: to use a metaphor  is to commit oneself to the com-
pletee mapping of that metaphor  onto the subject at hand.'  As is well 
known,, Mirowsk i (1989, also 1988) considers this straightjacket to be 'the 
hardd core of neoclassical economic theory' which consists of 'the adoption 
off  mid-nineteenth century physics as a rigid paradigm, a hard core that has 
[been]]  preserved and nourished throughout the twentieth century, even af-
terr  physics has moved onwards to new metaphors and new techniques' 
(24).. In Mirowski' s view, this rigid paradigm is equivalent to that of en-
ergyy physics. 

Onee may agree with Mirowsk i that one of the advantages of reasoning 
byy means of analogies is 'the prefabricated nature of an interlocked set of 
explanatoryy structures' but, as Hoover  points out, one does need a reason 
orr  argument to adopt a metaphor, and if none is to be found why adopt 
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one?? This is the very issue of commitment to an analogy that is explored 
byy Morgan in the case of Fisher, and by Morgan and Boumans for  the 
Phillip ss machine. 

Equally,, the use of mechanical analogies can be depicted positively: as a 
heuristicc tool for  structurin g the inquir y and leading to new questions. This 
iss how such analogies were used by Fisher  and it is in this sense, as wil l be 
arguedd in this thesis, that Jevons makes use of mechanical metaphors or 
analogiess (a distinction that is not elaborated upon by Mirowski) . The ap-
plicationn of mechanical analogies to the realm of the mind was, in Jevons's 
case,, facilitated by the distinction between mind and matter  having lost its 
relevance.. In contrast, for  political economists such as Mil l and Cairnes, 
evenn though political economy might claim the same certainty as the natu-
rall  sciences, a comparison or  analogy between the phenomena of the mind 
andd those of nature was considered to be a categorical mistake. It is here 
thatt  Jevons's interest in the recent developments of psychophysiology find 
theirr  place. These gave him reasons and arguments for  using simple ma-
chiness such as the balance to explore the characteristics of market actions. 

Contraryy to Mirowski' s assertions (1988, 21), Jevons's use of the en-
ergyy metaphor  was only of secondary importance in his approach to eco-
nomics,, if important at all.29 Neither  to understand Jevons's 'Notice of a 
Generall  Mathematical Theory of Political Economy', his seminal 1862 pa-
per,, nor  to understand his use of mechanical analogies in his empirical 
studies,, do we need to take recourse to the energetic context. Indeed, as is 
pointedd out by Mirowski' s history of the concept of energy itself, what was 
too be understood under  the conservation principl e at that time was not at all 
unequivocal.. However, Jevons made it full y clear  in the 'Notice' that his 
treatmentt  of the subject was fully 'scientific' , and crucially, that it invoked 
analogiess with mechanics, most notably the equilibriu m of the balance. 
Whateverr  may have changed in the natural sciences (on the transformation 
off  physics in Victorian Britain , especially see Garber  1999), the Theory de-
scribedd human deliberation throughout the book in terms of a mechanical 
balancingg process of pleasure and pain, just as had been outlined in the 
18622 'Notice'. 

Theree is consequently no reason to complain - as Mirowsk i does - that 
Jevonss did not 'derive the equilibriu m of the lever  from energetics princi -
ples''  (1988, 26). Why should he have done so? There are many ways 
leadingg to Rome, and to deny this is to deny the varieties of mechanics that 

299 See however White 2000 for an argument to the contrary, but also see Peart 1996,40-1. 
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existedd in the nineteenth century (Grattan-Guinness 1990a,b). Jevons's re-
currencee to the principl e of virtual velocities points to his acquaintance 
withh French rational mechanics. This, and not energy physics, was the 
mathematicall  framework Jevons referred to, as might be expected from his 
mathematicall  trainin g under  Augustus De Morgan.30 But perhaps it should 
bee emphasised that Jevons was not exclusively devoted to French analysis. 
Indeedd he was not, for  as he himself indicates, he was perfectly willin g to 
embracee Richard Jennings's suggestion to use the 'different methods of al-
gebraa and fluxions' in representing economic relations as 'a clear  state-
mentt  of the views which I have also adopted' (1871, 18). And in the sec-
ondd edition of the Theory; Jevons explained the equivalence between his 
equationn of exchange and the equilibriu m of the lever  geometrically, the 
languagee he safely could assume to be known to those not acquainted with 
thee current state of mathematics. 

Jevonss aimed to convey to his readers that they should consider  differ -
entt  questions of relevance with respect to economics than had been consid-
eredd up until then. In exploring the consequences of mechanical analogies 
withh respect to human (market) behaviour, Jevons genuinely transformed 
thee sort of questions asked by economists and the type of answers received. . 
Forr  example, virtuall y none of the economists in Britai n before Jevons 
wouldd have considered it relevant to ask themselves questions about the 
formm of functions with regard to human conduct. Economists ranging from 
Mil ll  to Clif f Leslie were perfectly happy to talk about human motives or 
historicall  events as causes, without in any way involving the notion of a 
functionall  relation between variables. The very idea of a function describ-
ingg human behaviour, or  mental processes, was an anathema to them. Yet 
itt  is a recurrin g query for  Jevons, for  once simple machines are used to 
disclosee the laws governing the mental and social realm, it becomes a logi-
call  question to ask. Rereading his letter  to hiss brother  Herbert, in which he 
expressedd his disappointment of only being ranked fourth in political 
economy,, we immediately touch upon the issue of functional form: 'I  as-
sumee that on an average [the ratio of utility ] is some continuous mathe-

300 In the 1830s, De Morgan was one of the founders of the Cambridge Mathematical Jour-
nal,nal, later to become Quarterly Journal of Mathematics. As Garber (1999, 231) notes, 'the 
journall  was a forum for French analysis'. Garber also notes that, in their additions to later 
editionss of Thomson and Tait's Principles of Statics and Dynamics (first published in 1867 
ass System of Natural Philosophy to which Jevons 1871 refers), Horace Lamb and George 
Darwinn remarked that their 'attempts to deduce the principle of virtual velocities from the 
equationn of energy alone can hardly be regarded as satisfactory' (Garber 1999, 241n92, 
quotingg Lamb and Darwin). 
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maticall  function of the quantity of commodity'. In the Brief Account we 
readd that 'the coefficient of utility is, then, some generally diminishing 
functionn of the whole quantity of the object consumed. Here is the most 
importantt law of the whole theory' (1866, 283).31 And we might also point 
too Jevons's discussions in Chapter IV (on market exchange) and V (on la-
bour)) in the Theory to see Jevons's awareness about the importance of 
functionall  form for his theory. Indeed, his estimation of coefficients for the 
so-calledd King Davenant price quantity law, as well as his experiments on 
thee exertion of muscular force which he refers to in the chapter on labour, 
underlinee this importance. But functional form was important in his em-
piricall  studies as well. Peart (1996, 187) rightly argues that 'justification of 
thee Law of Error, and least square methods, constitutes a central theme of 
TheThe Principles of Science'. Such methods, however, only find their place 
'oncee a functional form has been obtained' (also see Aldrich 1987, 248). 
Ass wil l be argued in due course, mechanical analogies played a crucial role 
inn Jevons's attempts to specify functional form. 

Simplee machines carry their mathematics with them, even though the 
favouredd sort of mathematics to describe them is not a constant in time 
and,, perhaps, its development should be seen as part of the development of 
sciencee itself (see especially Garber 1999). When asked to pinpoint 
Jevons'ss distinct contribution to the formation of modern economics, I 
thinkk that it is here, in the use of mechanical reasoning that the unifying 
issuee is to be found. It is not so much in the introduction of the calculus per 
se,, but in Jevons's persistent comparison of mental and economic phenom-
enaa with mechanical contrivances that his contribution can be located. 
Fromm this perspective there is no need to argue for a razor sharp split be-
tweenn Jevons's 'deductive' approach to economic theory, and his 'induc-
tive'' empirical studies. The prying eyes of the natural scientist and his in-
strumentss of investigation apply equally to both. 

1.66 The logic of machines and the logic of modern economics 

Accordingg to Klant (1991), economic models describe mechanisms. I 
wouldd agree with this. But Klant is wrong in thinking that mechanical 

311 The extent to which functional form was on Jevons's mind can be inferred from a com-
parisonn between the two different manuscript versions of the 'Notice' with the printed Brief 
Account,Account, as is pointed out in Grattan-Guinness 2000. 
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analogiess in economics are used similarly to metaphors in poetry. 'I f my 
lovee is like a summer's breeze, I still have no reason to think that an ane-
mometerr  would help to gauge the intensity of her  devotion' (Hoover  1991, 
142).. The issue is to what extent economists (or  might I say any other  sci-
entist?)) commit themselves to the 'explanatory structures * (Mirowsk i 
1989,, 272) implied in the analogy. What is nice about a mechanical anal-
ogyy is that it brings its mathematics with it. The commitment to an analogy 
is,, in practice, a matter  of gradation and wil l depend on the reasons the 
economistt  has to either  go with or  reject its implications. Using such 
analogiess is in its turn embedded in a further  network of commitments as 
too the type of questions asked and answers received. If one does not con-
siderr  it apt on a prima facie basis to compare human behaviour  or  eco-
nomicc processes to a mechanism, it is not very likely that some questions 
wil ll  be posed, such as: What is the functional form of the utilit y curve of 
ann Indian beggar  as compared to that of Bil l Gates? What form has the 
productionn function of a capital intensive industry as compared to a labour 
intensivee one? How can we model discretionary choices? What sort of em-
piricall  data do we need to give numerical values to such functions? What 
dynamicc process can a business cycle be compared with? Nor  wil l it make 
muchh sense to scrutinise the data; to plot them in graphs, 'tintin g them 
neatlyy with delicate colours' (Keynes [1936] 1988, 66), or  to take moving 
averagess or  construct index numbers with the purpose of finding an indi-
cationn in the form of the movement of these data or  data constructs of me 
sortt  of mechanism that might describe them. 

Thesee type of questions were alien to most economists before Jevons -
withh the notable exception of the French engineering school, but they be-
camee part of the dominant research strategy in the twentieth century. Look 
oncee again at the plate of engravings accompanying the lemma in Cham-
bers*bers* Cyclopaedia. If an economist, with modern eyes, contemplates these 
'simplee machines', some of them appear  quite familiar . Take, for  example, 
figuress 59 and 60 on the bottom row, showing Simon Stevin's inclined 
planee and geometry. Stevin was so content with this construction that he 
madee a vignette of it with the inscription 'Wonder, en is gheen wonder', 
forr  the frontispiece of his book De Beghinselen der Wheegconst (The Ele-
mentss of the Art of Weighing), published in 1586. In effect, it offered a 
logicc of machines and mechanical structures. 

Herbertt  Simon translated the text of the vignette as 'wonder, but not in-
comprehensible'.. He used the vignette to illustrat e how complexity might 
resultt  from the working of simple mechanical principles. Herbert Simon 
concluded::  'Thi s is the task of natural science: to show that the wonderful 
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iss not incomprehensible, to show how it can be comprehended - but not to 
destroyy wonder' (1969, 2). Nature is compared to a construct, a contriv-
ance,, an artifice. Its logic is the logic of a machine. Simon outlined a 
similarr  programme with respect to human behaviour  and 'the most inter-
estingg of all artificia l systems, the human mind' . Human behaviour, human 
thinkin gg and the human mind might be understood by comparing them 
withh computers and understanding the 'simple general laws' governing 
themm (22). True enough, Herbert Simon did not actually use the inclined 
planee but a string of transistors as a structurin g tool of inquiry . This artific e 
didd serve him, however, as a guide for  structurin g his research questions. 

Otherr  figures we see in the plate are the pendulum and frictio n (figs. 36-
38).. The pendulum was used by Tinbergen to explain business cycles. In 
hiss inaugural lecture (1933), he programmatically stated that 'the phenom-
enaa that play a role in the business-cycle' could be compared to the oscil-
lationss of the pendulum. 'Such an oscillation is well-known under  the 
namee of harmonic oscillation, that occurs with pendulums, swings, elastic 
swings,, etc.'  (1933, p. 14-15, translated in Boumans 1992, p. 73).31 To un-
derstandd the business cycle, Ragnar  Frisch considered 'for  simplicity an 
oscillatingg pendulum whose movement is hampered by friction ' (1933, p. 
199).. Once again look at fig. 35, the figure of the steel yard. We have 
briefl yy discussed how Fisher  used it to learn about the properties of the 
equationn of exchange. 

Inn all these examples, the comparison of an economic, social or  mental 
systemm with a mechanical contrivance, that is a machine that functions ac-
cordingg to known simple mechanical principles, plays a crucial role. The 
emphasiss is on understanding and comparing. It may be that the aforemen-
tionedd authors genuinely believed that the economic or  social world, in its 
veryy essence, functioned according to the principles of the contrivances 
theyy use for  comparison, but this is not necessarily so and does not even 
serve,, I would say, the way in which such analogies are used. The claim 
theyy implicitl y make is an epistemological one, not an ontological one; to 
understandd society, the economy or  the mind, a comparison with a me-
chanicall  contrivance gives a mode of intelligibility . In his famous article 
onn the measurement of utility , Frisch referred to this way of understanding 
societyy as a realisation of the 'dream of Jevons'. 

3232 Boumans (1992) makes clear that Tinbergen did not adopt the analogy with a pendulum 
inn harmonic oscillation as uncompromisingly as Mirowski would have. It was 'A case of 
limitedlimited physics transfer', see Boumans 1992,5-6. 
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Beforee Jevons, economics was considered to be part of the moral sciences, 
thee sciences of the 'inside world' . Even though Jevons was in agreement 
withh predecessors such as Mil l or  Caimes in considering that 'the whole of 
Politicall  Economy' was based on the investigation of 'the condition of a 
mind''  (1871, 21), his mode of understanding was completely different. For 
Mil ll  and Cairnes, the mind might obey causal laws, but this in no way im-
pliedd the use of mathematics: 'Laws of the mind and laws of matter  are so 
dissimilarr  in their  nature, that it would be contrary to all principles of ra-
tionall  arrangement to mix them up as part of the same study', Mil l wrote in n 
hiss 1836 essay on method ([1836] 1974, 317). And he added that 'i t would 
bee a strange classification which included [the properties of the lever] 
amongg the truth s of political economy' (315). Jevons, however, understood 
thee mind by the logic of a machine. And machines bring their  mathematics 
withh them. For  Jevons, this was a general approach to the sciences. He 
adoptedd this methodology not only in his theoretical work in economics, 
butt  also in his applied studies, and his work in what we now think of as 
distinctt  scientific disciplines, such as chemistry and meteorology. 

Thee dependency of Jevons's approach to economics on comparisons of 
(partss of) the economy with mechanical contrivances was clearly perceived 
byy Irvin g Fisher. In his Mathematical Investigations in the Theory of Value 
andand Prices (1892) he wrote: 'Scarcely a writer  on economics omits to 
makee some comparison between economics and mechanics. One speaks of 
aa "rough correspondence"  between the play of "economic forces"  and me-
chanicall  equilibrium . Another  compares uniformit y of price to the level-
seekingg of water  ... in fact the economist borrows much of his vocabulary 
fromm mechanics' (24). Fisher  mentions two economists explicitly for 
makingg such comparisons: Jevons and Edgeworth. 

II  take the comparison between the human mind, human behaviour  or 
economicc systems with mechanical contrivances with the purpose of un-
derstandingg their  workings, as the use of mechanical reasoning in eco-
nomics.. The thesis that wil l be explored in this book is how the English 
founderr  of marginalism, Willia m Stanley Jevons (1832-1882) introduced 
thiss style of reasoning in economics and how this changed the questions 
economistss ask. Before we can see how Jevons did so, we have to consider 
thee conceptual barrier s he had to raze to make mechanical contrivances the 
favouredd explanatory devices for  economic theory as well as useful in-
strumentss to tackle the 'black art of inductive economics'. This determines 
thee outline of the thesis. 

Thee first  two chapters examine why it was problematic, up until 
Jevons*ss day, to conceive of the phenomena of the mind in terms of a 
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mechanism.. The selection of a starting point will inevitably be discretion-
ary.. For  reasons that will , perhaps, only become clear  to the reader  in the 
sequel,, I wil l take as my starting point debates within the Scottish Enlight-
enmentt  on the well-known distinction between mind and matter  and then 
discusss Mill' s struggles with mechanical notions of the mind. These strug-
gless fit into an emerging climate in which such mechanical notions came to 
bee rather  fashionable among the Victorian intellectual elite. The phre-
nologicall  movement, that had wide currency in England, and the emerging 
neurophysiologicall  discourse are especially relevant here. Subsequent 
chapterss examine how Jevons's persistent use of mechanical analogies in 
structurin gg his research made him transform the way economists approach 
theirr  subject. From this unified perspective we can see how Jevons's mani-
foldd and imaginative contributions to widely different fields of inquir y 
helpedd to shape modern economics. 



22 The sciences of mind and body 
inn the Scottish Enlightenment 

Inn neueren Zeiten schien es zwar einmal, als sollte alien diesen Streitigkeiten 
durchh eine gewisse Physiologic des menschlichen Verstandes (von dem beriihmten Locke) 

einn Ende gemacht und die RechtmaBigkeit jene Anspriiche völlig entschieden werden. 
-- Kant, Kritik  der reinen Vemunft, Vorrede I 

2.11 Introductio n 

Fromm a modem point of view it is, perhaps, widely incomprehensible why it 
wass a matter of dispute to approach the phenomena of the mind with the 
toolss and instruments of the natural sciences, most notably mathematics. In-
deed,, for modern economists the simple argument Jevons put forward in the 
TheoryTheory in favour of a mathematical approach to the phenomena of the mind, 
mayy sound convincing enough: To me it seems that our science must be 
mathematical,, simply because it deals with quantities. Wherever the things 
treatedd are capable of being more or less in magnitude, there the laws and 
relationss must be mathematical in nature' (1871, 4). But this argument, 
whichh essentially concerns how to approach the phenomena of the mind, was 
onlyy convincing to some of Jevons's immediate predecessors and contempo-
raries,, and highly debated by others. 

Iff  we go back to the days of the Scottish Enlightenment, we read an as-
sessmentt to the very contrary in a short essay on the use of mathematics with 
respectt to the phenomena of the mind, published in 1749. According to the 
author,, those who considered quantity dealt with 'whatever is capable of 
greatergreater or less1 including man's mental states, had given 'too wide a notion 
off  it'. He rhetorically observed that 'pain and pleasure admit of various de-
grees,, but who can pretend to measure them?' No wonder the author dis-
missedd such mathematical exercises as vacuous; they only served 'to ring 
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changess on words, and to make a show of mathematical reasoning, without 
advancingg one step in real knowledge'. The author  of this small tract was the 
Aberdeenn moral philosopher  Thomas Reid, founder  of the so-called common 
sensee school of philosophy and successor  to Adam Smith at Glasgow. No 
smalll  figure of his day, he was considered the most important opponent of 
Davidd Hume within the academic community. 

Comparee Reid's words with John Stuart Mill' s dismissal of Jevons's 'ma-
niaa for  encumbering questions with useless complications, and with a no-
tationn implying the existence of greater  precision in the data than the ques-
tionss admit of, in the letter  to Cairnes quoted in the introduction, and note 
thee close similarit y in their  dismissive words on the use of mathematics with 
respectt  to the phenomena of the mind. It is evident that an explanation will 
bee required to demonstrate, firstly,  why Jevons's claim might arouse contro-
versyy in the first place, and, secondly, what conceptual barrier s he had to raze 
inn order  to promote his argument. 

Partt  of this explanation, it wil l be argued in this and the following chapter, 
relatess to the well-known distinction between mind and matter  that from 
Descartes''  work onwards determined philosophical and scientific debate, but 
whichh gradually loses its compelling force in the nineteenth century. This 
chapterr  addresses the distinction made between mind and matter  during the 
Scottishh Enlightenment. I use the terms Scottish EnUghtenment more to indi-
catee an era, than to limi t myself to Scottish thinkers exclusively. To under-
standd the developments in Britai n in the period following the Scottish En-
lightenment,, David Hartley and Joseph Priestley also have to be taken into 
consideration.. From the Scottish Enlightenment, two opposing strands of 
thoughtt  emerge. On the one hand, mental phenomena are qualitative in na-
turee and can be categorically distinguished from inanimate matter. Thus, 
evenn though mental phenomena may be considered to be law-like, they do 
nott  obey similar  mechanical laws as material bodies do. On the other  hand, 
theree is no reason to make such a categorical distinction between mind and 
matter.. The phenomena of mind can be reduced to their  physiological basis. 
Thiss physiological basis is as much in accordance with the principles of me-
chanicss as inanimate matter. Thus by moving the barrier  between mind and 
matter,, the possibility was opened up for  introducing research methods and 
proceduress used in the natural sciences. This chapter  thus sets the stage for 
thee subject of the following one, namely the competing images of the mind 
inn Victorian England. The underlying issue at stake, running through both 
thesee chapters, is to what extent mechanical principles can be used to analyse 
mindd and matter  alike. 
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2222 Physiology in eighteenth century Scotland 

Researchh in the past few decades has convincingly shown that debates in 
morall  philosophy during the Scottish Enlightenment are highly intertwined 
withh those in physiology and medicine in eighteenth century Scotland. Both 
developmentss placed man's feelings and moral sense at centre stage and took 
distancee from the Cartesian dichotomy of mind and matter which had been 
dominantt until then. The categorical distinction between two substances, res 
cogitanscogitans and res extensa, a thinking substance and a substance extended in 
space,, had had far reaching consequences for the study of man and nature 
andd it is not coincidence that Descartes had to leave France for the 
Netherlands,, his philosophy violating the Catholic doctrine of Trans-
substantiation. . 

Descartes'' categorical distinction between the two substances enforced a 
divisionn of labour between mental and moral philosophy on the one hand and 
physicss and physiology on the other, and located geometry as only helpful to 
thee study of natural bodies. To understand the mind, one had to reflect on 
man'ss reason. It was considered to be the task of a rational system of ethics 
too outline a system of actions that could be defended on rational grounds, and 
off  physical and physiological theories to inquire into the mechanical 
constitutionn of animated and inanimate bodies, irrespective of any 
considerationss regarding the mind. Thus, animal bodies, including the human 
body,, were considered as mere automata or mechanical contrivances. French 
materialistt philosophers of the eighteenth century, such as LaMettrie, 
Holbachh and Helvetius, in denying a thinking substance altogether, would 
draww the radical conclusion that man himself was nothing more than a piece 
off  machinery. 

Inn accordance with the Cartesian dichotomy of mind and matter, the 
Leydenn physiologist Boerhaave and his circle developed a theory of the 
humann body that was to dominate at the beginning of the eighteenth century.1 

Boerhaavee (1668-1738) conceived the human body to be a hydraulic 
machine,, which functioned according to the same laws governing inanimate 
nature.22 He distinguished between feelings or sensations on the one hand, 
whichh were phenomena of the mind, and mechanical changes in our body, 

11 Extensive critical studies about Boerhaave exist. A good overview can be found in Under-
woodd 1977. For the influence of Boerhaave on the Edinburgh physiologists, see Underwood 
1977,, esp. 102ff. See also Wright 1990,255. 
22 See however Wright 1990, esp. 262, for a discussion of the validity of this generally con-
ceivedd view of Boerhaave. 
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includingg the brain, on the other hand. Mental feelings and bodily changes 
weree essentially unconnected. Phenomena of the mind were only related to 
actss of thought and to self-consciousness, but at no moment affected the 
actionss of the body. In Boerhaave's conception of man, human feelings were 
consideredd an epiphenomenon; they did not play a causal role either in moral 
theoryy nor in physiology. 

Thiss dichotomy was severely questioned by the philosophers of the 
Scottishh Enlightenment. The medical faculty, especially in Edinburgh, 
playedd a pivotal role in this. In the early eighteenth century, Edinburgh 
Universityy was in severe decline. To redress this course of affairs, the 
Universityy was restructured around the medical faculty. Due to the eminence 
off  its teachers and professors, such as Robert Whytt, William Cullen and 
Johnn Gregory, this faculty became one of the foremost in Europe (Lawrence 
1979,, Barfoot 1983, Wright 1990) and contributed significantly to the 
flourishingg of the Scottish Enlightenment.3 In the circles of the Edinburgh 
'Literati',, these physicians played an important role. Hume and Smith, the 
toweringg philosophers of their age, were, for example, close friends of 
Williamm Cullen. 

Inn the beginning of the eighteenth century, there were close intellectual 
relationss between the Netherlands and Scotland, in part because of 
similaritiess in religion. It was thus common practice for Scots physiologists 
andd physicians to study in Leyden with the famous Boerhaave circle. In the 
coursee of the eighteenth century, however, they distanced themselves from 
thee Boerhaavian mechanical image of the human body. Their prime 
argumentt against it was that there was no way of decomposing the human 
bodyy into parts, and then to recompose it, as obviously could be done with a 
machine.. There was consequently a notion of wholeness regarding the 
humann body, a unifying principle, which implied that the body functioned as 
aa unity and not as an assemblage of its parts. This proved to be a forceful 
argumentt against the Cartesian splitting up of material bodies on the one 
hand,, and (man's) reason on the other. In a summary work as late as 1822, 
Barclayy considered the speed with which a dead body fell victim to 
corruption,, whereas as a living body, it apparently had some mysterious 
'power'' effectively resisting these corrupting forces (Jacyna 1983). This 
unifyingg principle was referred to in the eighteenth century as the so-called 
'sentient'' or 'vital' principle. Porterfield, an active member of the Royal 
Collegee of Physicians in Edinburgh though not directly involved in the 

33 For a detailed account of Whytt's work see Wright 1990. 
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medicall  faculty, spoke of a 'vital Principle' working in the human body, and 
hee conceived this vital principl e as an 'active immaterial cause*  (Wright 
1990,273).. Thinkin g of the human body as a machine consequently provided 
ann incorrect image of how it functioned. 

Onee of the leading figures of the Aberdeen Enlightenment who in later 
yearss lectured at Edinburgh medical school, John Gregory, argued against 
Boerhaavee for  having 'considered Man entirely as a Machine*, and thus 
makingg 'a feeble and vain attempt to explain all the Phaenomena of the 
Animall  Oeconomy, by mechanical and chemical principles alone*  (Wood 
1990,, 92-3, quoting Gregory). Just like Porterfield, Gregory emphasised the 
importancee of the so-called 'sentient principle' which placed the physiology 
off  animals, including man, apart from the mechanics governing inanimate 
nature. . 

Inn fact, these physicians and physiologists formulated what was to become 
ann organic concept of the human body instead of a mechanical one. Their 
conceptt  was however  not organic in the modern sense of a self-regulating 
andd self-reproducing material system; the active immaterial power  or 
'sentientt  principle' was something that was superadded to the body. It could 
bee compared to the 'soul*  of animals and men alike. An important reason to 
considerr  the 'sentient principle*  to be the immaterial cause of all animal lif e 
wass because it would otherwise have been inconsistent with the Newtonian 
conceptt  of matter. In the received view of Newton, matter  could not act or 
movee of its own. It was essentially passive or  inert Only a force acting on 
matterr  was able to move it. If the sentient principl e would have been of 
materiall  origin, this view of matter  as essentially inert would have been 
violated,, something that was simply inconceivable or  considered heretical 
givenn the towering authority of Newton in Britain . At a later  stage in this 
chapterr  we will see that when the English Unitarian experimental 
philosopherr  Joseph Priestley as a consequence of his materialism considered 
matterr  to be active, he was indeed accused of violating the established truth s 
off  Newtonian mechanics. For  the moment, we see that the so-called 'animal 
oeconomy**  became separated from inanimate nature and became closely 
associatedd with that other  immaterial aspect of man: his reason. 

Onee of the first attempts to spell out this close association was made by 
thee German physiologist and chemist George Ernst Stahl, a contemporary of 
Boerhaave.. Stahl (1659-1734) maintained that the mind controlled the body 
byy acting as a rational and voluntary principle. However, these conscious 
actss became habits and routines and thus lost their  character  as conscious 
acts,, turnin g them into involuntary and unconscious ones. Stahl laid 
emphasiss on the causal power  of man's reason. He remained within the 
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boundariess of the Cartesian doctrine, however, in which man's rational 
facultyy was considered of sole importance with regard to his conduct. 

Thee Stahlian doctrine was considered implausible by the philosophers of 
thee Scottish Enlightenment. To them, it was rather lacking in insight to 
considerr the first acts of a newborn child, for example, as guided by reason, 
andd only turning into habits and routines later. Rather, such acts were 
initiallyy unconscious, or instinctive and the government of reason over our 
actss was only acquired when growing up into adulthood. Nature was 
hierarchicallyy conceived. Inanimate nature obeyed mechanical principles 
havingg the force of natural laws, animate nature was subject to the 'sentient 
principle',, and on the top of the hierarchy, man was endowed with reason. 
Manyy of the theories of moral sense that came to the fore in eighteenth 
centuryy Scotland follow this three-way division. They were 'natural histories 
off  man', leading up to the highest level of an animal endowed with reason 
andd speech through a process of education when considering the human 
individual,, and as the historical process of development of different societies 
inn analogy to the development of the individual when considering society at 
largee (Bryson 1945, Wood 1990). 

233 The 'sentient principle' and the 'moral sense' 

Thee emerging new physiology provided strong reasons to abandon the 
Cartesiann dichotomy between mind and matter and to accept the causal 
powerr of a 'sentient principle' over our bodies. On the one hand, the new 
physiologyy questioned the validity of mechanical reasoning with regard to 
thee animal (including the human) body. The animal body could not be 
conceivedd as constituted of separate and separable parts - as in the case of the 
hydraulicc machine - but rather as a unified structure governed by principles 
thatt could not be reduced to the principles governing simple mechanical 
contrivances.. On the other hand, it transposed an important element of 
mechanicall  reasoning to the realm of the mind: just as a ball can cause 
anotherr ball to move, a feeling can cause the body to move. This physiology 
consequentlyy supported theories of the moral sense in which feelings were 
consideredd to be the causes of our actions. It was not man's rational faculty 
whichh governed his (moral) actions, but man's feelings of uneasiness, or 
feelingss of pleasure and pain. 

Thiss type of moral philosophy finds its origin in John Locke's Essay 
ConcerningConcerning Human Understanding (1690) that served as a benchmark for 
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thee Enlightenment, and not only in Scotland. Francis Hutcheson's theory of 
thee moral sense can be seen as directly elaborating on Locke. Hutcheson 
(1694-1747)) is generally considered to be the founder  of Scottish theories of 
thee moral sense. He preceded Adam Smith in the Glasgow chair  of moral 
philosophyy and, as a teacher, was of considerable influence on Smith and 
Humee among others. Hutcheson indebtedness to Locke can be seen in his 
analysiss of the drivin g causes for  action. Lik e Locke, he made the desire for 
futur ee pleasure and the desire to get rid  of 'feelings of uneasiness' the basis 
off  his moral philosophy. Contrary to Locke, these feelings did not function 
ass rational motives, but as causal forces (see, for  example, Foot 1990). For 
Locke,, feelings of pleasure and pain were open to rational judgement, and in 
hiss view, this judgement was decisive in determining what action to perform. 
Hutchesonn made man's alleged 'moral sense' the prime seat of these feelings 
off  uneasiness. According to Hutcheson, mankind acted causally on feelings 
off  uneasiness and not on the rational judgement of these feelings. 
Hutcheson'ss moral philosophy consequently played an important role in the 
establishmentt  of causal theories of moral action instead of moral theories 
basedd on rational judgement. It became a distinguishing characteristic of 
Scottishh moral philosophy that explanations of moral actions were given in 
causall  terms. 

Thiss raised, however, a new problem. Whereas it was considered that 
forcess acting on material objects did so by necessity, it was abundantly clear 
thatt  this concept of necessity was not applicable to man's moral actions. It 
wouldd be a violation of the principl e of the freedom of will if this were the 
case.. And freedom of will was a prerequisite for  man to be held responsible 
forr  his actions. Causation apparently had a different status in natural 
philosophy,, physiology and moral philosophy. The reconciliation of freedom 
andd necessity became of central concern for  Scottish moral philosophy, and 
physiologyy provided the grounds where this reconciliation was sought 

Robertt  Whytt' s work especially paved the way for  the direction the 
Edinburghh School of medicine was going to take. Whytt lectured in medicine 
att  the medical faculty of Edinburgh until his premature death in 1766 and 
wass then succeeded by Willia m Cullen, who would dominate physiology 
unti ll  the end of the century. Whytt distinguished between the voluntary and 
involuntaryy motions of our  muscles. He argued that the involuntary motions 
off  our  muscles were caused by a stimulus, a term referrin g to the efficient 
causee of the motion. After  having considered rival  theories, including 
Boerhaave'ss theory of course, but also theories which argued that the action 

44 For an extensive account on this, see Barfoot 1983. 
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off  the muscles were caused by so-called 'neural fluids' or  the recently 
discoveredd 'electrics', Whytt identified this stimulus as the 'sentient 
principle' ,, rejecting the notions of neural fluids or  electrics. Given the 
toweringg authority of Newton, this seems a reasonable choice to make, since 
thee alternatives would have violated the notion of the inertness of matter. 
Lik ee Porterfield' s vital principle, Whytt took his sentient principl e to be an 
immateriall  and not a material one. It was a power  that exerted its influence 
onn our  bodies, where our  bodies were conceived of as being essentially 
passive.. The principl e belonged to the realm of the mind and not to the realm 
off  matter. According to Whytt , motions of our  muscles could be produced 
voluntaril yy or  involuntarily . When these motions were produced 
involuntarily ,, they were a result of necessity. This was the case for  our  vital 
functions,, such as digestion, or  the 'sucking reflex' of a newborn child. 

Whyttt  distanced himself from Boerhaave's mechanical views of the 
humann body. To pinpoint the difference between natural forces acting on 
inanimatee matter  and the sentient principl e acting on a living organism, 
Whyttt  examined the difference between a chord and a muscle. His argument 
centredd on whether  the cause acted continuously or  discontinuously. The 
contractionss of the muscle were, according to Whytt , incomparable to those 
off  a vibratin g chord, since the chord 'performs its vibrations in equal times, 
whetherr  it be acted upon by a stronger  or  a weaker  force', whereas the 
contractionss of the muscle were discontinuous (Wright 1990, 282, quoting 
Whytt) .. It was the 'nature of the response in removing the irritatin g cause' in 
thee case of muscular  movement, which indicated 'that what is operating is a 
sensiblee principle' (Wright 1990, 282). This argument was supported by 
evidencee gathered from experiments with frogs. Whytt was one of the first  to 
producee such experimental evidence in support of his theoretical claims. The 
muscularr  motion in response to a painful stimulus was, according to Whytt , 
ann attempt to get rid  of some 'pain or  uneasy sensation' (Wright 1990, 283, 
quotingg Whytt) . In Whytt' s physiology, feelings became the basic principl e 
off  animal behaviour. Mental phenomena causally acted upon matter. Whytt 
wass thus able to avoid contradicting Newton's theory of matter  as being 
essentiallyy passive, which, as said above, would have been unacceptable with 
regardd to the established and unquestioned validity of Newtonian mechanics 
forr  the sphere of material objects. 

Whytt' ss reference to 'feelings of uneasiness' as the cause of muscular 
actionn clearly referred to Locke and Hutcheson's theory of the moral sense, 
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inn which such feelings were of prime importance. In Whytt's case, feelings 
off  uneasiness influenced our involuntary or vital bodily functions, whereas in 
thee moral realm these feelings of uneasiness were accompanied by a 
consciousnesss of freedom (Wright 1990,283-4n.48). However, as Porterfield 
pointedd out in his criticism of Whytt, it was not clear how to reconcile the 
claimm that the very same feelings of uneasiness caused bodily actions by 
necessityy in the case of our vital functions and not by necessity when moral 
actionss were concerned (Wright 1990, 288-9). A person acted according to a 
necessaryy law of nature in the absence of man's consciousness of freedom. 
However,, how could the mere consciousness of freedom give occasion to 
voluntaryy action, thus violating the necessary laws of nature? To think of 
feelingss as causal factors freed the mind from its splendid Cartesian 
isolation,, but in a way aggravated the free will problem. This, admittedly, 
hadd been a problem within the Cartesian dichotomy of res cogitans and res 
extensa,extensa, for if man's reason was free, but not able to causally influence the 
body,, what did this freedom mean? In Scottish physiological and moral 
thought,, on the other hand, 'feelings of uneasiness' acted both with respect to 
thee sentient principle and the moral sense. But if such feelings were part of 
thee causal nexus, how could there be exceptions to the reign of law? 

1A1A Hume's redefinition of causation and necessity 

Thee dominant solution for this problem was that of Hume. His redefinition of 
thee notions of necessity, freedom and causation, that is, that freedom and 
necessityy were no longer mutually excluding options, functioned as a 
benchmarkk for all other writers at the time and since. Christopher Lawrence 
(1979)) has emphasised the embeddedness of both Hume's and Smith's moral 
philosophiess in the emerging new physiological discourse. As already 
remarked,, both were close friends of William Cullen, Whytt's successor at 
Edinburgh,, all of whom - albeit differently7 - worked along similar lines. 

Theree is some discussion in critical studies as to what extent Whytt was explicitly following 
Hutchesonn in his arguments. See Lawrence 1984 and Wright 1990, esp. 283n.48. Bom agree, 
however,, mat the important point is the involuntary and unconscious action of the sentient 
principlee compared to the voluntary and conscious action of the moral sense. 
66 Descartes own solution of how to reconcile freedom of the will with his mechanical theory 
off  the movement of matter, was to take the pineal gland - contrary to his own principles - as 
thee seat of the res cogitans. The highly problematic status of this solution was widely ac-
knowledged.. To go into this subject is definitely beyond the scope of this thesis. 
77 On Cullen, see, for example, Barfoot 1983 and Wright 1990. 
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Evenn in the first pages of The Theory of Moral Sentiments, the influence of 
thee new physiology on Smith's moral theory can be traced. In this new 
physiology,, sympathy signified 'the communication of feeling between 
twoo bodily organs, manifested by functional disturbance of one organ 
whenn another  was stimulated' (Lawrence 1979, 27).8 Smith introduced the 
conceptt  of sympathy which referred to the effects of our  feelings for  other 
personss on our  own bodies. 'Persons of delicate fibres and a weak 
constitutionn of the body complain, that in looking on the sores and ulcers 
whichh are exposed by beggars in the street, they are apt to feel an itching 
orr  uneasy sensation in the correspondent part of their  own bodies.'  Smith 
contrastedd these 'feeble frames' with those of 'men of the most robust 
make''  whose 'organ' to 'feel a very sensible soreness ... is more delicate, 
thann any other  part of the body is in the weakest'  (Smith [1759] 1976, 10).9 

Feelingss thus came to govern the physiological, mental and moral 
constitutionn and well-being of man, and established the human body as a 
functioningg whole as well as society as a moral community (Lawrence 
1979). . 

Humee and Smith explained our  moral actions with reference to our 
feelings,, whether  these feelings were thought of as passions or  as 
sentiments.. Following Hutcheson, virtue, like beauty, became something to 
bee sensed, rather  than reasoned about (Bryson 1945, 28). This is most 
forcefullyy expressed in Hume's famous dictum that reason is the slave of 
thee passions, a statement that Smith only accepted with important 
modifications.. In the moral theories of Hume and Smith, feelings were 
consideredd as causes of moral action. But causes, as we have seen in the 
foregoingg paragraph, work by necessity, and it was therefore puzzling how 
too account for  voluntary actions. Hume's theory of causation effectively 

**  Lawrence (1979) uses the embeddedness of Scottish moral philosophy within the new 
physiologyy to show that the new physiology, in fact, takes a similar standpoint on social co-
hesionn as Scottish moral philosophy. In Lawrence's view, this standpoint served a distinct 
ideologicall  and political purpose, namely to distinguish the rapidly progressing socio-
economicss in me Scottish cities from mat of die Highlanders, and to emphasise the impor-
tantt place of the Scottish new elites within the city communities. I take Üiis to be a highly 
importantt though not unproblematic thesis. See Shapin 1979, 1980 for a defence. A diesis 
suchh as Lawrence's returns to Mary Douglas's anthropological perspective on science 
(1973).. For a criticism of Douglas (and Shapin), see Wilde 1982. 
99 Reference is made to the Glasgow edition of Smim's works. The abbreviations used for 
thesee works follow standard practice. 
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neutralisedd this puzzle, but at a cost that not all of his contemporaries, such 
ass Thomas Reid, were willin g to pay. 

Inn the eighteenth century, causation was predominantly conceived in 
substantiall  terms.10 A cause was a capacity or  power  acting upon, or 
'exerting''  its power  on, matter."  This power  itselff  was, we have seen, of an 
immateriall  nature. When acting upon matter, it did so by strict necessity, 
establishingg a causal nexus surpassing the limit s set by our  observations. 
Naturall  forces, for  example, were powers that worked upon dead, inert 
matter,, where matter, in line with Newtonian natural philosophy, was 
essentiallyy passive. In a similar  vein, as we have seen, Whytt' s sentient 
principl ee was a power  that exerted its influence on our  bodies, where our 
bodiess were conceived of as essentially passive. Our  moral sense was also 
consideredd as a power  that produced our  moral actions. But this power  -
contraryy to the aforementioned - did not imply necessity, rather, it was 
thoughtt  to exert its influence in accordance with our  freedom of will . 
Whenn acting in the moral realm, power  implied contingency, when acting 
inn the realm of nature, including man's physiology, power  implied 
necessity.. The problem faced by Whytt and his contemporaries was that it 
wass inconceivable how freedom of the wil l could be made consistent with 
thee necessary causal power  of the sentient principle. The free wil l issue 
effectivelyy blocked the perception of a causal nexus between a feeling and 
ann action as being similar  to the causal nexus between two bodies extended 
inn space. 

Att  least one of the purposes of Hume's regularity view was to 
circumventt  this Scylla of determinism and Charybdis of contingency. 
Humee replaced the dualistic theory of substances with a monistic view on 
causation.. This solution was premised on Hume's empiricism. According 
too Hume, knowledge could only be based on experience. Hence, it was 
impossiblee to know of any power  that would produce a constant 
conjunctionn between two objects other  than by experience. For  this reason, 
'thee distinction, which we often make betwixt power and the exercise of it, 

100 The notion of substantive causation stems from Ernst Cassirer's (1910) seminal study 
Substanz-begrijfSubstanz-begrijf und Funktionsbegriff. For a contemporary use of the term, see McEvoy 
andd McGuire 1975,370. 

Onn the significance of the concept of power in eighteenth century natural philosophy, see 
Heimannn and McGuire 1971. It is not my purpose here to enter into a discussion as to the 
extentt that Cartwright's 'capacity' is comparable to the eighteenth century notion of power, 
thoughh I do think mere are close similarities. How close the notion of power is to Cart-
wright'ss capacity becomes clear from her discussion of Mil l on tendencies. See Cartwright 
1989,, esp. 178. 
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iss without foundation' ([1739] 1975, 171). When Hume returned to the 
subjectt of power in his treatment of free will , he consequently emphasised 
thatt we illegitimately attribute the power to persons not to exert a certain 
action,, when the only thing we can observe is them actually performing the 
act.. And it was, according to Hume, on peoples' actual performances that 
wee base our judgements. We judge someone on their customs and habits, 
nott on a singular action or an action not executed. It is in this emphasis on 
customss and habits that the clue lies to Hume's redefinition of causation. 

Humee pinpointed an inherent epistemological uncertainty concerning 
ourr notion of causation. This uncertainty is essentially the following: how 
doo we know that there is within nature, outside our perceptions of nature, a 
causall  nexus that connects different events or objects with full, 
unexceptionall  force? Hume's answer was a plain denial: we do not know, 
andd given the limited scope of our perceptions (always connected to a 
specificc time and place), we have no indication whatsoever that such a 
strongg tie exists between natural objects or events. The only concept of 
causationn we can have knowledge of is the following, limited one: in 
establishingg a causal relation, the mind makes, by regular association, an 
inferencee from one object, or idea, to another, and expects this relation to 
existt in future cases. The consequence of Hume's epistemic uncertainty is 
thatt there is nothing inherent in nature, no 'real' causal nexus, which forces 
ann effect to invariably follow its cause. Hume considered causation to be 
noo more than a regular association of ideas (objects or events). 

Accordingg to Hume, this concept of causation was equally valid for the 
mentall  and the physical realm. This did not imply, Hume emphasised, a 
strongerr bond of necessity in the mental realm than we would ordinarily 
thinkk of. It meant, on the contrary, that we should take away some of the 
necessityy we impute to nature, thus confining the concept of necessity to 
withinn its proper limits. Since men could not imagine an equivalent feeling 
too necessity which they assumed was at work in the realm of nature, they 
mistakenlyy concluded that an opposition of freedom and necessity existed. 
Inn the realm of nature causation was supposed to work with necessity, 
whereass man's actions were considered to be voluntary, since they were 
accompaniedd by a consciousness of freedom. 

Forr Hume, this conclusion was a mistake on both sides. This was not to 
sayy that there was no necessity in nature, but only that there was no way of 
assessingassessing this necessity in a way other than by the mental association of 
ourr perceptions. Nor did our consciousness of freedom render our actions 
lesss regular. For it was only when they were regular, that we could be held 
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accountablee for  them. The received concept of necessity transgressed the 
boundariess set by our  mental frame and was consequently of no use. Hume 
thereforee reformulated the concept of necessity to mean nothing other  than 
thiss regular  association of ideas: 'Necessity is regular  and certain' ([1739] 
1975,, 401). In fact, necessity thus became coalescent with Hume's 
regularit yy view of causation. There were, consequently, 'no grounds' for 
distinguishingg between necessity in the moral and physical realms. Hume 
interpretedd causation and necessity epistemologically whereas previously 
theyy had been considered ontologicalfy: as if a cause should refer  to a thing 
orr  a person. 

Humee emphasised that he did not attribut e more necessity to man than 
mann himself did in ordinary judgement. Did not all judgement of human 
behaviourr  proceed from the presupposition of regularity , and not of 
'caprice'?? In fact, Hume argued, he was taking from matter  the 
'unintelligibl ee necessity', which was commonly supposed to be a part of it 
(410).. To further  support his argument that necessity was essentially the 
samee in the moral and the physical realm, Hume gave examples in which 
thee spheres of the mind and nature were 'cemented together' in the 
judgementss of man (406, see also Ardal 1966, 80-92): 

[AA prisoner], when conducted to the scaffold, foresees his death as 
certainlyy from the constancy and fidelit y of his guards as from the 
operationn of the axe or  wheel. His mind runs along a certain train of 
ideas::  The refusal of the soldiers to consent to his escape, the action of 
thee executioner; the separation of the head and body; bleeding, 
convulsivee motions, and death. Here is a connected chain of natural 
causess and voluntary actions; but the mind feels no difference betwixt 
themm in passing from one link to another. 

Wit hh respect to the issue of the freedom of the will , according to Hume, 
thiss implied that what was commonly understood to be freedom of the will 
wass just its opposite. Was it not so that those people acting irregularly , 
'capriciously' ,, such as madmen, had generally been denied freedom of the 
will ?? As far  as Hume was concerned, this was rightl y so. For  identifying 
irregularit yy with freedom of the wil l meant that spontaneity was confused 
withh freedom, and obfuscated the fact that in practice, the doctrine of 
freedomm of the wil l referred to nothing more than regular  behaviour. 
Regularityy was a condition for  holding people responsible for  their  actions. 
Too do so was to infer  to the cause producing the action: 'all actions of the 
wil ll  have particular  causes' ([1739] 1975, 412). Consequently, there was 
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noo contradiction implied between the postulate that the freedom of the will 
iss a condition for moral action and an account of these actions in causal 
termss (Ardal 1966, 87). Hume thus effectively neutralised the problem 
troublingg physiologists like Whytt. Causation was robbed of a form of 
necessityy which transgressed the boundaries set by our experience, 
freedomm of the will was equated with Hume's view of regularity. 

Michaell  Barfoot (1983, 136) suggests that Hume's regularity concept of 
causationn might explain his relative lack of concern about distinguishing 
betweenn the 'ontological categories of matter and spirit'. As will be clear 
fromm the above, I believe otherwise. It was not from a lack of concern 
aboutt these categories, but from a deliberate wish to overcome the 
supposedlyy erroneous limits these concepts placed on our reasoning, that 
Humee proposed his concept of causation.12 By loosening the ties between 
causee and effect, Hume was able to overcome the difficulties of 
reconcilingg freedom and necessity, a reconciliation that had been hindered 
byy the received categorical distinction between mind and matter. 

Thee reconciliation of freedom and necessity was indeed one of the most 
appealingg features of Hume's view of regularity. Hume was able to 
maintainn that neither of them was an absolute notion as had been 
traditionallyy perceived. His regularity view of causation adequately 
encompassedd both natural laws and moral freedom. The first concerned our 
experiencee of a regular sequence of events, to which we attach an 
expectationn that future events will follow the same pattern. The second 
concernedd our expectation that a person would act according to habit, and 
nott 'out of mere caprice'. There was, Hume emphasised, no epistemic 
supportt for stronger expectations. Because of this, Hume was regarded in 
hiss day (and still is) as embracing scepticism. With his notion of regularity, 
however,, Hume was able to account for causal necessity with respect to the 
lawss of nature and to account for the conditions of man's moral 
responsibility.. Without any doubt, this extreme flexibility of Hume's view 
off  causation explains its persistent popularity to this very day. 

2.55 Reid's criticism of Hume's theory of causation 

Nott all of Hume's contemporaries were willing to exchange a substantive 
notionn of causation for his alternative view. Hume's most pronounced 

Onn this also see McEvoyy and McGuire 1975, 384. 
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adversaryy during his lifetime was the Aberdonian moral and mental 
philosopherr  Thomas Reid (1710-1796). Reid was educated at King' s 
College,, Old Aberdeen, and after  some travelling, he became appointed to 
thee ministry of New Machar, then in the gift of King' s College 
(Haakonssenn 1990, 6). In 1751 he returned to the college as regent,13 a 
positionn he held until his move to the post in moral philosophy at Glasgow 
thatt  became vacant after  Adam Smith's departure. Reid was a devotee of 
Newton,, whose Principia he knew very well and taught for  over  some 
twelvee years. He is also generally considered as one of the first to have 
suggestedd the possibility of a non-Euclidean geometry (Daniels 1974), a 
factt  already acknowledged in the nineteenth century (Lewes 1874). A well-
readd and capable natural philosopher  and mathematician, his main 
philosophicall  interest was nevertheless devoted to the philosophy of the 
mind,, which in his day was referred to as 'pneumaticks' or 
'pneumatology',, Reid's preferred term. Reid is foremost remembered as 
thee founder  of the so-called Scottish Common Sense School of philosophy, 
too which Thomas Brown and Dugald Stewart also belonged. 

Itt  would seem that in most cases, Reid reacted rather  conservatively to 
thee philosophical innovations of his contemporaries. We can hardly read 
Adamm Smith's account of the University curricul a at European 
Universities,, in Book V of The Wealth of Nations, as not implicitl y having 
Reidd in mind as one of his targets. Smith writes that 'the doctrine of spirits, 
off  which so littl e can be known', was commonly taught in opposition and 
too the neglect of 'the doctrine of bodies, of which so much can be known' 
(WNN 2:770). This development lead, in Smith's view, to the negligence of 
'thee proper  subject of experiment and observation, a subject in which a 
carefull  attention is capable of making so many useful discoveries' (771). 
Ass a consequence, the recent 'improvements' in philosophy were ignored 
andd several universities and 'learned societies have chosen to remain, for  a 
longg time, the sanctuaries in which exploded systems and obsolete 
prejudicess found shelter  and protection, after  they had been hunted out of 
everyy corner  of the world' (772). In these passages it is extremely difficul t 
nott  to think of Smith opposing Reid's allegedly obsolete pneumatology to 
thee 'experimental method of reasoning into moral subjects', as the famous 
subtitlee of Hume's Treatise ran. This image of Reid as a philosophical 

133 King's College retained the Regent system until 1800. Regents took their pupils through 
thee whole course at die College. Early in the eighteenth century, the other Scottish universi-
tiess changed the regent system for the professorial system, in which professors only taught 
theirr own specialised branch of science. 
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conservativee was further  strengthened by the serious blow dealt to his 
commonn sense philosophy from the publication of Joseph Priestley's 1774 
attackk on it. 

Thoughh recent research on Reid has proved this image to be flawed and 
one-sided,, there remains some justification in it.15 From Reid's first 
publicationn onwards, he seems to have been averse to appreciating 
innovationss in mental philosophy. His first  publication, from which I 
quotedd in the introduction to this chapter, is a case in point. But Reid was 
att  his best when disentangling the conundrums raised by the philosophical 
systemss and ideas of his contemporaries, and his criticism cannot easily be 
dismissed. . 

Reid'ss Essay on Quantity, published 1748, in which he takes stance on 
Hutcheson'ss use of mathematical ratios as measures for  virtu e and vice, is 
aa good example. It presents an acute opposition to any crossing of methods 
fromfrom  the realm of matter  to that of the mind. To appreciate his argument, it 
shouldd be remembered that Reid was a skilled mathematician, and well-
versedd in Newtonian natural philosophy. This was even obvious from the 
essayy itself. Whereas its subtitle made clear  that Hutcheson's essays on 
beautyy and virtu e had been the reason for  writin g it, Reid engages in two 
debatess at the same time in his essay, despite its brevity. One concerns the 
usee of mathematical ratios as a measure of virtu e and vice, and the other 
thee so-called vis viva controversy, in which at that time virtuall y every 
naturall  scientist of some stature was taking part. Reid's stance in this 
controversy,, which shows close parallels to that of d'Alembert, is not of 
muchh concern to me here (see especially Laudan 1968), nor  indeed wil l the 
visvis viva controversy itself be dealt with in great length (see especially 
Mirowsk ii  1989). What interests me is the construction of the essay as such. 

Dividedd into two very separate issues, it shows how Reid remained 
withi nn the boundaries set by the distinction between the phenomena of the 

144 For the most part, Priestley's judgement was taken for granted on the continent, especially 
byy Kant who, following Priestley, considered Reid's common sense philosophy mediocre 
andd backward. Reid's common sense philosophy was more favourably received in France, 
however,, most notably by the eminent French university philosopher in the first half of the 
nineteenthh century, Victor Cousin. 
155 See, especially, Haakonssen 1990, Wood 1995, and also the above mentioned study by 
Danielss 1974. There is an equal growth of interest in Reid's work on the part of analytical 
philosophers.. See, for example, Rowe 1991. Rowe expands on the distinction between 
agentt and event causation developed from Austin's essay "Ifs and Cans" (1956) and then by 
Cbisholmm (e.g. 1971,1976) and Davidson (1980). 
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mindd and matter, and argued from within this distinction. This did not 
makee him, as we wil l see, an adherent of the Cartesian divide between 
matterr  and mind, and the mechanical image of the human body that went 
withh it. On the one hand, Reid considered that taking ratios of human 
appetites,, feelings, and so forth , reduced such phenomena quite wrongly to 
havingg the same properties as material objects extended in space. On the 
otherr  hand, a discussion about the proper  mathematical expression of force 
(thee second part of his essay) was legitimate with respect to the realm 
wheree forces were acting: the sphere of material objects, even though Reid 
consideredd the kernel of the vis viva controversy to be a mere matter  of 
definition::  'much mathematical and experimental dust is raised, and yet 
neitherr  party can ever  be brought to yield; for  they are both in the right, 
onlyy have been unlucky in giving the same name to different mathematical 
conceptions''  (Works 2:719). 

Forcess act on material bodies, and here disputes on mathematical form 
aree justified, but if one uses mathematical ratios to compute virtu e and 
vice,, one considers mental phenomena as if similar  sorts of forces act on 
them.. However, human appetites and feelings are not subject to gravity, as 
materiall  bodies are, but to human judgement. Hence, in using 
mathematicall  ratios to estimate virtu e and vice, one is making a categorical 
mistake.. This was Reid's fundamental stance and he judged the 
contemporaryy developments in natural history, physiology, pneumatology 
andd moral philosophy accordingly. 

Thee consequence was that pleasure and pain were qualitative, not 
quantitative,, magnitudes. Even when they could be scaled, this did not 
makee them manageable for  geometry.16 For  Reid, quantitative magnitudes 
extendedd into space and time. Mental phenomena such as pleasure and 
painn lacked these properties. Reid contrasted the balancing of weights on a 
balancee and the balancing of motives in questions of morals: 'I n 
mechanics,, where by a machine two powers or  weights are kept in 
aequilibrio,aequilibrio, the vulgar  would reckon that these powers act with equal 
force''  (Works 2:718). In the case of simple machines lik e the balance, no 

166 Hutcheson considered human pleasure and pain as constituting what we nowadays would 
calll  a lexical order. Though somewhat anachronistically, one might say that according to 
Reidd such ordering is not suited for the use of geometry. In utility terms, such an ordering 
violatess the assumption of continuity, and hence cannot be represented by a real-valued 
utilityy function. As we will see, it is just such functions that were suggested by Jevons in the 
Theory.Theory. See Rawls 1971, 42n23 for a brief discussion of this issue and for further refer-
ences. . 
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judgementt was involved in the mechanical balance coming to rest. But this 
wass altogether different in the case of moral deliberation. As Reid wrote in 
EssaysEssays on the Intellectual Powers of Man (Works 1:238): 

Thee analogy between a balance and a man deliberating, though one of 
thee strongest that can be found between matter and mind, is too weak to 
supportt any argument ... because the one would remain at rest in a cer-
tainn case, it does not follow that the other would be inactive in a case 
somewhatt similar ... The similitude between a dead animal and a living, 
iss as great as that between a balance and a man. 

Thee fundamental distinction between the weighing of mental phenomena 
suchh as motives, appetites, passions, and the weighing of material bodies, 
wouldd remain a constant throughout Reid's writing and has been recently 
renewedd and refined by Foot's 1995 distinction between 'acting on a rea-
son'' and 'acting on a cause'. This would provide Reid with his main argu-
mentt against Hume in his Essays on the Active Powers of Man (1788). 

Inn this book, Reid made man's so-called active power the basis for his 
morall  conduct. The notion of active power was immediately tied in with 
Reid'ss distinction between two different notions of causation: efficient and 
naturall  causation. According to Reid, efficient causation was the 'proper' 
notionn of causation, signifying 'a being or a mind that has power and wil l 
too produce the effect', while the 'improper' notion of natural causation 
signifiess what is commonly understood by a natural law. In a letter of June 
14,, 1784, the notion of active power itself was described to his kinsman 
Jamess Gregory as follows: 

[Activee power is] a quality which can only be in a substance that really 
exists,, and is endowed with that power. Power to produce an effect, 
supposess power not to produce it; otherwise it is not power but neces-
sity,, which is incompatible with power taken in a strict sense. The ex-
ertionn of that power, is agency, or efficiency. That every event must 
havee a cause in this proper sense, I take to be self-evident (Works 1:65). 

Reidd considered it 'self-evident' that every event must have a cause 'in this 
properr sense' (65). The impact of Reid's distinction was an explicit retreat 
too a substantive view of causation: 'A cause is a being which has a real 
existence'' (66). The importance of Reid's notion of active power lay in the 
factt that, in a sense, with it he made freedom of the wil l an inherent 
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propertyy of causation. If a being was endowed with active power  this being 
couldd either  do A or  not do A. Efficient causation consequently was 
essentiallyy contingent, in opposition to natural causation. Reid used the 
inertnesss of matter  to further  demonstrate that a being which was endowed 
withh active power  necessarily had to be an intelligent being, an agent. 

Reasoningg along Humean lines implied for  Reid that human deliberation 
wouldd not differ  in any way from a mechanical balancing process. If we ac-
ceptt  that every action of man was determined by something previous to that 
actionn and that every determination of the will was determined by something 
previouss to that determination, we interpret human deliberation 'in the same 
sensee as mechanical motions are determined by the laws of motion'. It was 
thenn just as impossible that a choice be otherwise determined 'as that a me-
chanicall  motion should depend upon no certain law or  rule, or  that any other 
effectt  should exist without a cause* (Works 2:628, Reid here quoting Hume). 

However,, a mechanical representation of human deliberation from the 
outsett  misrepresented such a process. 'Nothing is left to the agent, but to be 
actedd upon by the motives, as the balance is by the weights' (610). If it were 
possiblee for  an agent to either  act or  not to act on the basis of the same set of 
motives,, then this would deprive motives of their  causal force. The cause of 
thee action then must be sought in the agent being able to produce a certain 
linee of conduct or  to abstain from it. Motives cannot then be compared to 
physicall  weights, but to arguments that are, for  example, used by advocates 
too convince a judge to arriv e at a certain decision. If the judge's decision was 
merelyy a question of physically weighing the motives, this would mean there 
wouldd actually be no room for  deliberation. In fact, Reid said, the decision 
wouldd not be determined by the judge but by the motives. Reid (2:677) con-
sequentlyy maintained that even if all arguments were known to the judge, he 
stilll  needed to weigh the arguments to determine the outcome. 

Thee man who deliberates, after  all the objects and relations mentioned by 
Mr .. Hume are known to him, has a point to determine; and that is, 
whetherr  the action under  his deliberation ought to be done or  ought not 

Onn the basis of his substantive notion of causation, Reid criticized Hume's 
dictumm that reason was the slave of the passions. Motives, Reid argued, 
weree not real, existing things, and hence could not be the cause of 
anything.. Indeed, it was far  more natural to think of the agent as the cause 
off  his actions, and acting upon motives. Motives gave arguments for  an 
actionn - they were not the cause of it. The cause was the mind, endowed 
withh volition and understanding. This did not render  man's actions 
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'capricious',, as Hume argued. Quite to the contrary, since man acted on a 
reasonn and not on a cause, man's actions were perfectly understandable, 
andd could be criticized when judged wrong. 

Whatt remained unexplained in Reid's philosophy was the assessment of 
thee existence of man's alleged active power. This was a conundrum which 
Reidd was unable to resolve and he deliberately left it unexplained. We 
simplyy had to accept that there were unexplainable phenomena which defy 
thee realms of established knowledge. In a slightly different context Reid 
remarked:: * We neither know what this Power is, nor how it is exerted ... 
Theree are Mysteries beyond the limits of our Understanding; and all the 
Attemptss made to make them intelligible have been in vain*  (Wood 1995, 
118).. For this retreat into nescience he was severely criticized by his 
contemporaries.. Lord Karnes, for example, who, notwithstanding his 
intellectuall  reservations about Reid's brand of philosophising, was 
instrumentall  in him acquiring the Glasgow post, accused Reid of 
frustratingg the 'inquiring spirit'. But Reid's answer to this charge was 
similarr to Whytt's: it would violate Newton's natural philosophy if matter 
weree to be considered as active. The established fact of the inertness of 
matter,, according to Reid, lead to the assumption of active power. So, 
althoughh we did not have any knowledge of the possibility of active power, 
ourr inference that it existed from well established knowledge made it more 
thann an assumption: a well established, though il l comprehended fact. 

2.66 Priestley and the re-installation of mechanical physiology 

Thee problematic and yet willingly unexplained status of active power was 
nott only a thorn in the flesh of Lord Karnes. Reid found his most violent 
criticc in the English Unitarian dissenter Joseph Priestley, one of the most 
importantt experimental philosophers of his age.17 Priestley's 1774 book, An 
ExaminationExamination of Reid's, Beattie 's and Oswald's common sense philosophy 
contributedd substantially to the decline of the popularity of Reid's common 
sensee philosophy. 

Priestleyy took recourse to Hartley's Observations on Man, his Frame 
andand his Duty (1749). This work appeared a decade before Smith's Theory 
ofof Moral Sentiments, but remained by and large unknown in Scotland until 

177 On the outstandingg position of Priestley's Birmingham laboratory at mat time, see for ex-
amplee McKie 1956 and Schaffer 1984. 
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Priestley'ss attack on Reid.18 Even Reid, who given his interests in 
physiology,, would have been an obvious candidate for  knowing about 
Hartley' ss work, made no reference to it in the years before Priestley's 
ExaminationExamination appeared in 1774. Nevertheless, along with Hume, Hartley is 
noww commonly considered to be one of the founders of association 
psychology.19 9 

Accordingg to Hartley, all our  sensations and ideas were the product of 
thee vibrations of infinitesimal small particles which transmitted these 
vibrationss through the nervous system to the 'whit e medullary substance' 
off  the brain. These particles vibrated in an elastic ether  which pervaded the 
bodyy without noticeable resistance, just as Newton had suggested that all 
celestiall  bodies moved in an imponderable and all-pervading ether. The 
strengthh of the vibrations determined whether  someone experienced a 
sensationn or  an idea. Thus, to every sensation or  idea experienced by the 
mindd there was a corresponding cause in the brain. Al l the vibrations in the 
brainn were thus consonant with the Newtonian Laws of Motion. For  this 
reason,, Hartley termed his vibration theory the mechanics of the mind. 
Hartley' ss theory differed from the physiological theories put forward by 
thee Scottish medical schools in that these had argued for  a distinction 
betweenn the principles to which inanimate and animate matter  obeyed. 
Hartley' ss vibration theory discarded the wholistic notion of a 'sentient 
principle''  which the other  theories assumed. It was on this mechanistic 
physiologicall  basis that Hartley developed his associationist doctrine of the 
mindd in which certain vibrations invariably produced the same 
associations. . 

Wee see a distinct shift here with respect to the physiological doctrines 
developedd in Edinburgh. Whereas in Whytt' s physiology a mental 
principl ee acted upon matter, the source of activity now became full y 
positedd in matter  itself; with Hartley, what was experienced as a separate 
realmm of the mind was the necessary result of neurological vibrations. The 
arroww of causation turned from matter  to mind, thus making an 
investigationn of the laws governing a separate realm of mind in fact 

'**  Writing to Richard Price in 1779, Reid's fellow citizen Lord Monboddo said of David 
Hartleyy that 'he never heard so much as the name till I  was last in London' (Wood 1995, 
69nl27). . 
199 Hartley's theory stemmed from two different sources. One, his theory of vibrations, was 
suggestedd to him by the last part of Newton's Principia and the queries attached to the Op-
ticks,ticks, the other, the association of ideas, stemmed from Locke and John Gay, a faithful fol-
lowerr of Hutcheson. 
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obsolete.. In Hartley's associationist psychology, to ascertain the truth of a 
judgementt it was only necessary to 'inquire into the History of the Brain, 
andd the physiological Influences of Words and Symbols upon it by 
Association'' (Hartley 1749, 359). In Priestley's interpretation of Hartley, 
thee most that can be said of mental phenomena such as sensation and 
perceptionn is that they rest upon 'a certain organized system of matter' 
([1777]]  1976, 26), though this by no means violates the assumption that 
thee ''whole substance of man' is of 'one uniform substance' (32). Priestley 
arguedd that it was impossible to have knowledge of sensations, or ideas 'as 
theyy exist in the mind, or sentient principle' (1775, vii , original emphases). 
Therefore,, according to Priestley, the 'business of philosophers*  was 
'abundantlyy satisfied' if we had knowledge of the 'probable affection of 
thee brain' that corresponded to our various perceptions and ideas. 

Hartleyy still maintained the existence of a mind, or soul, separate from 
ourr body. If all our mental images were formed by mechanical vibrations 
off  our nerves, however, according to Priestley there was no need to 
supposee that the mind was a substance different from the brain. What was 
att stake was the legitimacy of a separate science of the mind, governed by 
lawss that were independent, or even irreducible to man's physiology, a 
possibilityy plainly denied by Priestley: 'my mind is no more in my body, 
thann it is in the moon' (1775, xx). 

Priestleyy defended an outspoken materialist position in which the mind 
becamee an epiphenomenon, that could be accounted for in materialist 
terms.. According to Priestley, Hartley's physiological insights forced us to 
thee conclusion 

thatt the whole of man is of some uniform composition, and that the 
propertyy of perception, as well as the other powers that are termed 
mental,mental, is the result (whether necessary or not) of such an organical 
structuree as that of the brain. Consequently that the whole man becomes 
extinctt at death, and that we have no hope of surviving the grave but 
whatt is derived from the scheme of revelation (1775, xx). 

Priestley'ss plain denial of the immortality of the soul, of course, caused 
considerablee upheaval. This denial was connected to his conception of the 
'organical'' structure of man's physiology. The word 'organical' is 
misleadingg for the modern reader; in fact, Priestley considered man as a 
convolutee of simple mechanisms, not in need of a notion such as the 
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'sentientt  principle' that suggested a 'wholeness' surpassing the mechanics 
off  material bodies. 

Priestley'ss theory thus violated the principl e of the inertness of matter. 
Forr  philosophers and scientists such as Reid and Whytt , to claim that 
matterr  'can, of itself, by any modification of its parts, be rendered capable 
off  sensation, or  of generating motion, is equally absurd, as to ascribe to it 
thee power  of thinking ' (Wright 1990, 281-2, quoting Whytt) . Following 
Hartley,, it was for  Priestley far  from obvious that the only property to 
ascribee to matter  was its inertness. He himself had observed in many 
experimentss that forces of attraction and repulsion seemed to be inherent in 
matter.. What then, was the scientific ground not to attribut e these 
propertiess to matter? 

Priestleyy blamed Reid and physiologists like Whytt for  having 
introducedd an additional causal factor  that worked via an unknown 
mechanismm on matter  in order  to maintain the distinction between an active 
mindd and passive matter. Priestley rejected this distinction by using a 
modifiedd definition of matter. He considered the simplicity of the proposed 
theoryy and the fact that it did not force one to introduce additional causal 
factorss to be further  advantages of his theory over  rival  ones. In doing so, 
Priestleyy of course violated the received Newtonian framework, though in 
muchh of his defence Priestley aimed to show that it was not him, but his 
adversariess who were violating Newton's original views. 

Accordingly,, some of the objections raised to his monistic theory were 
incomprehensiblee to Priestley. Why could not the sum of the parts exhibit 
aa different behaviour  than these parts themselves? Why was it necessary to 
locatee a spirit in all parts of the brain, when this brain was split up into 
parts?? And why was it necessary to impute a superfluous substance to the 
brainn in the first  place? For  Priestley, it was bad science to add a prior i 
imperceptiblee causes. It was the task of the scientist to disentangle the 
causall  mechanism and thus to unravel how the apparatus works: 

If ,, upon examination, nothing could be found, or  reasonably 
conjectured,conjectured, to move the strings of the harpsichord, it would be 
philosophicall  to conclude, that the cause of the music that came from it 
wass within itself. But when we open it, and see the strings to be moved 
inn such a manner  as similar  strings are never  known to be moved but by 
humanhuman means, there is reason to conclude, from analogy, that these 
stringss also are moved, though we do not see how, by the same or  a 
similarr  cause (Priestley [1777] 1976, 92). 
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Priestleyy considered the human brain to be a 'laboratory', which acquires 
knowledgee 'by observation and experiment... though we ourselves are the 
subjectt of the observations and the experiments.20 Experiments provided 
thee opportunity to reconstruct the causal mechanisms that work in nature. 
Forr Priestley it was no different with the mind. Put in modern terms, 
experimentss do not satisfy themselves with the 'black box' of the human 
mind.. They try to construct its structure and work from simple elements of 
whichh the principles are known. 

Ann anonymous and undated review in the London Review of Priestley's 
bookk on Reid, which Reid in a reaction attributed to Priestley,21 drives 
homee the different views of Priestley and Reid on the nature of scientific 
evidence: : 

Itt has been pertinently asked by another eminent writer, what were the 
Experimentss by which Dr Reid made this pretended Comparison. 
Whetherr in comparing, as he supposed, the qualities of matter with his 
sensations,, he did not merely compare one set of Sensations or Ideas 
withh another? And indeed whether he could possibly do anything else? 
.... Dr Priestley has, in our opinion, greatly the advantage, in Logick and 
Metaphysickss over his antagonist.22 

Ass the anonymous reviewer suggested, from 'comparing one set of 
Sensationss or Ideas with another' there was no material evidence that 
favouredd one set over the other. For Priestley it was of central importance 
too open up the black box of the mind. That is, to materially show how an 
allegedd cause produces its effect. With Reid's concept of active power, it 
wass completely unclear how to go about this. 

Thee search for the material nature of a causal chain made Priestley not 
onlyy an adversary of Reid, but also of Hume. Though Priestley agreed with 
Humee that the scientist should investigate 'the actions of men' in a similar 
wayy 'as when we reason concerning external objects' ([1739] 1975, 403), 
thiss did not entail a similar concept of causation. In Priestley's view, 
causationn was not discovered from a regular association of events, but 

200 See Schaffer 1987,275, quoting Priestley; Priestley 1774, lvii . 
211 It prompted Reid to review Priestley's edition of Hartley, which appeared in two parts in 
thee Monthly Review of 1775. Regarding this see Priestley [1777] 1976,169-206, esp. 204-5. 
Forr a discussion of Reid's review of Priestley, see Wood 1995, esp. 35-7 and 249. 
222 Birkwood collection King's College Aberdeen, AUL 2131/7/v/2. 
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fromm the construction of the causal nexus in the laboratory. Regular 
associationn of events would only entail a correlation of events, and not the 
necessityy of the conjunction. One might have a law-like generalisation 
withoutt  a mechanism. To discover  the necessity of the conjunction, 
however,, was what science aimed at. Necessity was for  Priestley 
somethingg 'real'  and not something attributed to events by the mind, as in 
Hume'ss case. 

Byy shifting ground from metaphysical causal 'powers*  to his regularity 
vieww of causation, Hume was able to defend a position in which moral 
behaviourr  and the behaviour  of material bodies were equally subjected to 
thee causal nexus. But in a way, Hume thus also closed the black box, 
whichh power  notions of mind and nature at least aimed to open up. Hume 
wass as unable to answer  Priestley's questions as Reid or  Whytt could do. 
Hume'ss regularity view was conversant with frequentist modes of 
reasoning,, but not with constructive views of experimental evidence. 

Thee obvious consequence of this physiological doctrine, as Priestley 
clearlyy perceived, was that there was no philosophically sound way of 
maintainingg the doctrine of free will . As Hartley already had stated: 'Every 
Action,, or  bodily Motion, arises from previous Circumstances, or  bodily 
Motions,, already existing in the Brain, i.e. from Vibrations, which are 
eitherr  the immediate Effect of Impressions then made, or  the remote 
compoundd effect of former  Impressions, or  both.'  And if by free wil l 'a 
Powerr  of beginning Motion' was meant, this was forcefully to be denied 
byy Hartley: 'Man has no such Power' (1749,501). 

Itt  was exactly Reid's concept of active power  that Hartley disputed: 'A 
Personn cannot do indifferentl y either  of the Actions A, and its contrary a, 
whilee the previous Circumstances are the same; but it is under  an absolute 
Necessityy of doing one of them, and that only' (1749, 500). According to 
Hartley,, 'all human Actions proceed from Vibration s in the Nerves of the 
Muscles,, and these from others, which are evidently of a Mechanical 
Nature,, as in the automatic Motions; or  else have been shewn to be so in 
thee Account given of the Voluntary Motions' (1749, 503). Al l action was 
consequentlyy grounded in a system of strict determinism. 

Priestley'ss correspondence with Richard Price, which was prompted by 
thee general upheaval caused by Priestley's denial of the existence of the 
soul,, made it clear  that his divergence from his predecessors on freewill 
andd determinism was, in the end, the main issue. Thus, we read in the 
introductionn to their  correspondence (Priestley [1778] 1978, xxiii) : 
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Inn the eye of Dr. Price ... we cannot justly be accountable for  our 
conduct,, and rewarded or  punished for  it, unless we be ... agents, or  the 
properr  and ultimate causes of our  own actions; that, therefore, since we 
aree in a state of discipline ... we must be possessed of a power  of proper 
self-determination,self-determination, not subject to the control of any being whatever. 

Thiss power  of self-determination, to which, as Price wrote at the end of 
theirr  exchange of letters, their  'whole controversy has been reduced', was 
'deneyed''  its existence by Priestley (Priestley [1778] 1978,340). 

2.77 Conclusion 

Thee Cartesian distinction of mind and matter  underwent significant 
changess throughout the eighteenth century. This chapter  has only 
consideredd these changes in the British context. Focusing on the Scottish 
Enlightenment,, we have seen that from the view of moral philosophy as 
welll  as from the view of the natural sciences, physiology in particular , the 
mind-matterr  distinction came to be increasingly under  question. From the 
vieww of moral philosophy, the irrelevance of human feelings with regard to 
morall  conduct was considered problematic. This made Scottish moral 
philosopherss turn from rational systems of morals to moral theories in 
whichh causal explanations of moral conduct in terms of sentiments or 
passionss came to dominate. From the view of physiology, the notion of a 
mechanismm in relation to the human body seemed a rather  inapt way to 
understandd its working. Rather, the human body should be conceived as a 
livin gg organism, that received its unity and wholeness from a so-called 
'sentientt  principle' : an immaterial efficient cause. Both developments were 
nott  at one with a mechanical view of human conduct, although they 
favouredd causal explanations of it. Mechanics and geometry being closely 
related,, the implici t message was that geometry and moral philosophy 
weree worlds apart. 

Thee problematic issue was man's freedom of will . If both moral and 
naturall  actions and events took place under  the causal nexus, it was no 
longerr  clear  how the freedom of the wil l could be defended. This was a 
majorr  query that was solved when a shift was made from efficient notions 
off  causation to Hume's regularity view. In other  words: causation was not 
ann inherent property or  possibility of a thing or  a person acting, but was 
merelyy a construct of the observations we make. There was no necessity in 
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nature,, as there was no evidence of a substantial efficient cause giving rise 
too man's freedom of will . It was just such a substantive notion of causation 
thatt  Thomas Reid used in favour  of man's freedom of will . Reid took 
Hume'ss regularity view to only account for  the mechanistic universe of 
inertt  matter. From Reid's account it becomes clear  that shifts in the 
distinctionn of mind and matter  had their  potential implications for  the use 
off  geometry in the study of mind and matter  as well. 

Thee idea of matter  beingg inert, not having any inherent power  to move, 
wass presupposed throughout the Scottish Enlightenment, but became more 
andd more problematic. This became manifest with Priestley's adoption of 
Hartley' ss theory of vibrations to account for  the associations of ideas. 
Priestley'ss own experimental practices had convinced him that there was 
noo reason to deny that matter  had an inherent property to move; mental 
phenomenaa were parasitic on their  material basis. The monistic 
necessitariann position he derived from this was at right  angles with both 
Humee and Reid. Even though he did not pursue the programme himself, 
theree would have been no reason for  Priestley to object to a mathematical 
treatmentt  of morals. To the contrary: all mental and moral acts were the 
necessaryy products of man's physiology that, via the mechanism of 
vibrations,, invariably obeyed Newton's laws of motion. 

Franciss Hutcheson's hint of such a programme had been emphatically 
dismissedd by Thomas Reid. It is hardly surprising that Stanley Jevons 
referredd approvingly to Hutcheson's use of mathematical ratios to compute 
virtu ee and vice, an attempt in which he had 'never  been able to see 
anythingg absurd'. Jevons also noted that Hutcheson's example had found 
'feww followers' (1871, 15). The problematic character  of causal 
explanationss in relation to the phenomena of the mind made such attempts 
suspectt  for  a wide variety of authors. This was, among other  reasons, 
becausee of the deterministic and necessitarian connotations that were 
inevitablyy associated with the notion of a mechanism. As we wil l see in the 
nextt  chapter, it was only with the breakthrough of the psychophysiological 
theoryy of reflex-action, that can be considered as an improved version of 
Priestley'ss ideas, that the use of mathematics with regard to the realm of 
thee mind came within reach. 



33 The Private Laboratory of the Mind 

Whatt wil l our physicists say to a strictly physical science, 
whichh can be experimented on in the private laboratory of the philosopher's mind? 

Whatt a convenient science! What a saving of expense in regard of 
apparatus,, and materials, and specimens. 

-- Willia m Stanley Jevons, John Stuart Mill's  Philosophy Tested. 

3.11 Introduction : the physical groundwork of economics 

Inn the late 1870s, Jevons set out to refute Mill' s philosophy as thoroughly 
andd definitely as he could.1 'Nobody questions, or at least ought to question', 
Jevonss wrote, 'the force of Mill' s style, the persuasive power of his words, 
thee candour of his discussions, and the perfect goodness of his motives.' 
Thesee virtues, however, were in Jevons's view not countenanced by Mill' s 
'essentiallyy illogical' mind; 'in one way or another Mill' s intellect was 
wrecked*.. For this sole reason Jevons was no longer willing 'to live silently 
underr the incubus of bad logic and bad philosophy which Mill' s Works have 
laidd upon us*  (1971, 201). Jevons considered the task of refuting Mill' s phi-
losophyy more than just a personal matter. He was convinced that 'immense 
injury'' was done 'to the cause of philosophy and good intellectual training in 
England**  due to Mill' s authority (202). Jevons promised to go to the heart of 
Mill' ss philosophical views, Mill' s logic, for he considered the 'mode of criti-
cism'' adopted by others to be insufficient to explode 'the citadel of his logi-
call  reputation'. Many had confined themselves to 'skirmishing round the 
outworkss of the Associationist Philosophy, firing in here and there a well-
aimedd shot But their shots have sunk harmlessly into the sand of his founda-
tions'' (202). 

11 In a series of four articles in the Contemporary Review, published from December 1877 to 
Novemberr 1879. 
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Notwithstandingg Jevons's suggestion to the contrary, association psychology 
belongedd to the heart of Mill' s philosophy. It set the frame for  his theory of 
inductionn in the Logic (1843), but it also set boundaries as to the type of laws 
thatt  could be attained in the moral sciences, including political economy. 
Whenn Mill' s spokesman in matters of political economy, John Elliot Cairnes, 
wrotee his well received and influential The Character and Logical Method of 
PoliticalPolitical Economy (1857), he explicitly took stance against an outsider  such 
ass Richard Jennings, who departed from the boundaries set by Mill . In an ap-
pendixx devoted to Jennings*  s Natural Elements of Political Economy (1855), 
Cairness observed mat 'as a rule, every economist, so soon as an economic 
factt  has been traced to a mental principle, considers the question solved, so 
farr  as the science of wealth is concerned'. And he quotes as evidence the fa-
mouss passage in the Wealth of Nations in which Smith refrains from further 
explainingg the origin of mankind's 'propensity to truck, barter, and exchange 
onee thing for  another*. According to Cairnes, Jennings 'transgressed' the 
liness set by Smith in attempting to explain the mental principles as being part 
off  political economy proper. And it is with obvious disgust that he considers 
Jennings'ss attempts to trace phenomena such as consumption back to the 'in-
strumentalityy of the afferent trunks of nerve-fibre' (1875, 230). There can be 
noo doubt, in Cairnes's view, that 'i f political economy is treated in this way, 
itt  is evident that it wil l soon become a wholly different study from that which 
thee world has hitherto known it '  (231). 

Jennings'ss work was admittedly written in a highly confused style. He 
mixedd John Stuart Mill' s association psychology with quite another  theory of 
thee mind that had gained prominence in the first  half of nineteenth century 
Britain ::  psychophysiology.2 It was just this type of psychology which was 
rejectedd by Mil l and Cairnes. However, when Jevons introduced his theory of 
utility ,, he was explicitly referrin g to the passages in Jennings's book which 
weree evidently more psychophysiological in character  (in particular , see 
Whit ee 1994a). He gave high praise to Jennings's attempts to found the laws 
off  human want in man's physiological constitution. He wrote that Jennings 
'mostt  clearly appreciated the nature and importance of the laws of utility '  by 
treatingg the 'physical groundwork of Economy, showing its dependence on 
physiologicall  laws. It appears to me to display a great insight into the real 

Howeyy (1960, 14) mentions Jennings's recourse to association psychology. He fails to 
mentionn Jennings's references to psychophysiologists like Carpenter. It is only recently that 
thee importance of psychophysiology for the emergence of margalism, at least in England, 
hass been appreciated (White 1994a). 
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basiss of Economy' (1871,65). Yet, with the exception of Cairnes, Jevons did 
nott  know of any other  economist who had considered Jennings's work. 

Inn this vein, Cairnes's complaints about Jennings making the investigation 
off  the laws of the mind themselves part of political economy may be cast in 
anotherr  light. The issue is not so much whether  he did so, as what counts for 
ann explanation with respect to the phenomena of the mind or  what one 
shouldd take as 'given' in political economy. According to classical econo-
mistss such as Mil l and Cairnes, an explanation was considered adequate 
whenn a mental phenomenon such as a motive was touched upon. And while 
associationn psychology provided causal explanations of human action, these 
explanationss did not imply that such causes could be rendered mathemati-
cally.. This was not so for  the physiological line of thinkin g followed by 
Jenningss and genuinely pursued by Jevons. Indeed, while Cairnes dismissed 
Jennings'ss suggestion to 'exhibit '  the 'results of the principles of human na-
turee ... by the different methods of Algebra and of Fluxions' (1875, 12In), 
Jevonss considered the very same passage 'a clear  statement of the views 
whichh I have also adopted' (1871, 18). To understand the differences be-
tweenn association psychology and psychophysiology thus seems to be rele-
vantt  in order  to comprehend the different methodological stances adopted by 
classicall  economists such as Mil l and Cairnes on the one hand, and Jevons 
onn the other. 

Withi nn the scope of this book it is impossible to do full justice to the com-
plexityy of the positions taken up by the various actors in play, a caveat that -
admittedlyy - can easily lead to abuse. Given the towering influence of John 
Stuartt  Mil l on the discourse of political economists in Victorian England, his 
methodologicall  writin g concerning the science of the mind wil l be at centre 
stage.. Psychophysiology wil l be considered to the extent that it was deliber-
atelyy used by Jevons as relevant to political economy. Some readers may 
considerr  the juxtaposition between Mil l and Jevons which necessarily arises 
fromfrom  this set-up as artificia l and knowingly or  unknowingly ignoring other 
developmentss relevant to the turn political economy took in the 1870s. I wil l 
nott  deny this. However, to understand the turn political economy took within 
Jevons'ss work, it is important to gain a greater  understanding of the reasons 
forr  Jevons's protest when he wrote in the Theory that 'i t is impossible that he 
whoo has any regard for  truth can long avoid protesting against doctrines 
whichh seem to him erroneous*  (1871, 265). I am tempted to agree with San-
draa Peart that Jevons, rightl y or  wrongly, considered John Stuart Mill' s phi-
losophyy as the roadblock to the advancement of political economy as a sci-
ence.. In my view, the issue at stake is broader  than just a matter  of how to 
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balancee disturbing causes, as Peart (1995, 1996) sees it. It is about the legiti-
macyy of applying the notion of a mechanism to the realm of mind. 

3.22 Competing images of the mind in Victorian England 

Grosslyy simplified, one might say that Victorian scientists and philosophers 
embracedd three different theories of the mind. This at least was the way the 
importantt populariser of the science of mind in England, George Henry 
Lewes,, described the state of affairs in 1879 (Jacyna 198l).3 According to the 
firstt view, mental phenomena are the necessary offspring of our bodily con-
stitution;; our behaviour is no more than the result of our physiology. Mental 
phenomenaa have no independent explanatory role to play. A second strand of 
thoughtt defended a separate existence and causal influence of mental phe-
nomenaa on our actions and was, in this respect, radically in opposition to the 
firstt one. The argument was that even though mental phenomena might be 
thee offspring of our physiology, they cannot be reduced to i t Mental phe-
nomenaa can themselves act on each other and are even capable of prompting 
mann to action. 

Thee first line of thought is commonly associated with the theory of reflex 
actionn that emerged in the 1830s, starting with the work of Marshall Hall, 
andd then further developed by physiologists such as William Carpenter and 
Thomass Laycock. But the extraordinary fashionableness of Gall's and 
Spurzheim'ss phrenology among the Victorian literate also played an impor-
tantt role. The second line of thought is commonly identified with association 
psychology,, most prominently formulated in James Mill' s two volume 
AnalysisAnalysis of the Phenomena of the Human Mind (1829) and then ardently de-

33 A vast body of literature exists on the science of mind in the nineteenth century. For suc-
cinctt histories of psychology, see Danziger 1990, 1997. An extremely useful collection of 
essayss on the emergence of psychology as a science is Woodward and Ash 1982. A good 
historyy of association psychology which is still relevant today is Warren [1921] 1967. For 
thee history of experimental psychology Boring (1950) is still the standard reference. For the 
receptionn of Gall's phrenology in the nineteenth century, in England as well as on the conti-
nent,, in particular see Young 1970, also Parssinen 1974. On the background of psycho-
physiologyy in the natural sciences, see Smith 1973. On Victorian reactions to psychophysi-
ology,, especially in the second half of the nineteenth century, see Daston 1982. Jacyna 1981 
iss more directed towards the development of psychophysiology in England in the first half 
off  the century. A history of German psychophysics, the influence of which was only felt in 
Englandd after 1874 (Chaigneau 1997), is provided in Murray 1993. White 1994a opened up 
debatee on the influence of psychophysiology on the work of political economists. 
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fendedd by his son John Stuart and the somewhat younger  Edinburgh philoso-
pherr  Alexander  Bain, the founder  of the journal Mind and perhaps the first 
personn to be called a psychologist. Bain's affiliatio n to association psychol-
ogyy was however  a complex one, as he had embraced Gall's phrenology be-
foree turnin g to association psychology under  the influence of John Stuart 
Mill ,, and subsequently incorporated aspects of psychophysiology within the 
associationistt  framework (Young 1970). 

Too complicate matters further , a thir d strand of thought should be distin-
guished,, going back to the Scottish common sense school established by the 
eighteenthh century Aberdeen philosopher  Thomas Reid and his pupil Dugald 
Stewart.. Its dominant promoter  in Victorian England was the Edinburgh 
philosopherr  of the mind, Sir  Alexander  Hamilton, who ardently pointed out 
similaritie ss between Reid's and Kant' s philosophy.4 This school of thought 
wass in agreement with the associationists in so far  that they considered 
mentall  phenomena distinct from man's physiology. They did not agree, 
however,, with the reductionist strategy followed by the associationists in dis-
entanglingg all mental phenomena and reducing them to their  simple mental 
constituents.. Intuitions, immediate evidence of mental phenomena, were re-
liedd upon instead. 

Inn the first half of the nineteenth century, the most vehement debates re-
gardingg the character  of the phenomena of the mind were fought out between 
thiss common sense strand in mental philosophy and the association psy-
chologists.chologists. Whereas the associationists claimed the same scientific status for 
theirr  theory, and thereby the same claim to truth , as was so for  the natural 
sciences,, the common sense school denied that the very method of the natu-
rall  sciences was applicable to the phenomena of mind. 

Forr  our  purposes, it seems that one might stop here. Yet, if the association 
psychologistss considered themselves in agreement with the methods and 
proceduress followed in the natural sciences, why were Mil l and Jevons in 
disagreementt  on the proper  method of the mental sciences, including politi -
call  economy, in the first  place? Why was it for  a political economist and as-
sociationn psychologist such as John Stuart Mill , who considered his psycho-
logicall  theory methodologically in agreement with the natural sciences, ille-
gitimatee to bring in the tools and instruments of the natural sciences for  the 
studyy of the mind? We may safely assume that Jevons had John Stuart Mil l 

44 The Reverent Thomas Mansel, and the Unitarian mental philosopher  James Martineau, a 
brotherr  of the more well known populariser  of political economy Harriet Martineau, can also be 
regardedd as belonging to this camp. 
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inn mind among those who 'hold that the physical sciences form the proper 
spheree of mathematical method, and that the moral sciences demand some 
otherr  method'(1971, 3), since there can be no doubt that the mathematical 
methodd and the moral sciences were worlds apart in Mill' s eyes. 

Concealedd in the violent clash between association psychology and the 
commonn sense school on questions of method is their  fundamental agree-
mentt  about the preferred procedure to assess the phenomena of the mind. 
Bothh schools, one way or  another, took recourse to introspective evidence. 
Andd even though this recourse to introspection is formulated widely differ-
entlyy in both schools, it was nevertheless evidence that was established by 
carefullyy scrutinising one's own mind. The association psychologists even 
consideredd the evidence thus gathered to be as equally certain as that ex-
perimentallyy obtained in the natural sciences, a claim which was denied by 
thee common sense school mental philosophers. 

Thee strongest difference arising between these schools was where to stop 
thee introspective procedure. The common sense school philosophers, and 
otherss in agreement with mem, were perfectly content to take the phenomena a 
off  the mind at face value. They challenged the association psychologists to 
explainn why it was necessary to disentangle these phenomena and reduce 
themm to their  alleged simpler  constituents. Our  consciousness immediately 
judgedd these phenomena of the mind, and not their  alleged derivatives. If 
theree was a reason to consider  these derivatives, they argued, why would one 
stopp with the simpler  mental phenomena, and not show how these had their 
basis,, in their  turn, in the physiological constitution of man? In principle, 
thesee questions were damaging for  the association psychologists. They reveal 
thee fundamental difference between association psychology and psycho-
physiologyy on questions of method. The damaging implications for  the sci-
entificc status of association psychology explains, perhaps, the vehemence of 
Johnn Stuart Mill' s reaction to the nineteenth century spokesman of the com-
monn sense school, Sir  Alexander  Hamilton. 

Psychophysiologistss propagating the theory of reflex action, often com-
binedd with phrenological ideas, did not take recourse to introspective evi-
dence.. They based their  ideas on surgical practices and, to some extent, ex-
perimentall  evidence. As Jacyna (1981,109) points out, this school of thought 
'cann be seen as the starting-point of the programme of experimental investi-
gationn into the somatic conditions of sensation and action' that came to 
dominatee psychological research at the end of the nineteenth century, in 
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Englandd as well as on the Continent In particular , one may think of Wundt' s 
psychologicall  laboratory at Leipzig, the first of its sort.5 

Thee disagreement between the association psychologists and the common 
sensee school of thought on the status of the science of mind vis-a-vis the 
naturall  sciences was consequently far  less pronounced than it might appear 
whenn basing one's judgement on the vehemence of their  interchanges. Con-
versely,, the agreement on method between the association psychologists and 
thosee - mainly physiologists - advocating a theory of reflex action was much 
moree delusory than it might appear  from their  shared tributes laid at the altar 
off  the natural sciences. This confusion is even further  reinforced by both of 
thesee last strands of thought taking recourse to the same historical ancestors 
inn support of their  views: Hume, Hartley and Priestley are commonly 
claimedd as founding fathers by both the schools of association psychology 
andd psychophysiology. These two theories, as it should be clear  from the 
abovee cursory treatment, are by no means the same. This especially comes to 
thee fore in John Stuart Mill' s reception of association psychology. 

3.33 The Mill s and the Analysis of the Phenomena of the Human Mind 

Mil ll  devoted the last book of his Logic (1843) to the question of whether 
thee phenomena of the mind were equally open to scientific treatment as the 
phenomenaa of nature. Mil l contrasted our  knowledge of the 'physical state 
off  man, as an organized being' with that of our  knowledge of the 'laws of 
Mind ,, and even in a greater  degree, those of Society' of which no such 
'bodyy of truths' had yet been generally recognised to exist (8:833-4). The 
questionn Mil l took as his guide was whether  the actions of mankind were 
'subjected''  to the same causal nexus as natural events, and were thus 
subjectt  to 'invariabl e laws'. For  Mill , 'constancy of causation' was the 
'foundationn of every scientific theory', and if no such constancy was to be 
found,, the possibility of a science of the mind was prohibited from the very 
start.. The next chapter  of the book, on Libert y and Necessity, was devoted 
too the answer  to this question, and this was in the affirmative. 

Mil ll  had been struggling with the issue of freedom and necessity for  a 
longg time. He finished a first draft of the chapter  of liberty and necessity 
somewheree between 1830 and 1832, just after  he first considered writin g a 

55 A recent thesis on Wundt is Benschop 1999. On Fechner, the German founder of psycho-
physics,, in particular see Heidelberger 1993. 
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tractt  on logic that only later  grew to become his famous Logic. When 
readingg the Autobiography, it becomes clear  how much Mill' s concerns on 
thee possibility of a science of the mind were interwoven with the problem 
off  free will . From the Autobiography, it seems even that the purpose of the 
chapterr  on liberty and necessity was not so much to establish the scientific 
characterr  of mental philosophy, as to salvage man's free wil l from the 
reignn of law. These intentions, which on first sight seem conflicting, left 
theirr  traces on the reconciliation of freedom and necessity Mil l advanced 
inn the Logic and on his views on the method of the science of mind as well. 

Whenn considering the Autobiography more closely, it becomes clear 
thatt  it was not so much the reign of law as such, but a specific formulation 
off  it, that was troublin g John Mill . Much has been written about the six 
yearr  period of mental distress Mil l went through from about 1825 until 
18311 (e.g. Haskell 1993). Taking his account at face value, it becomes 
clearr  that it was not so much a causal account of human action as such 
whichh troubled him, but the account put forward by his father  and Jeremy 
Bentham.. Mil l described his own behaviour  during the period of his mental 
dejectionn as if his actions were merely 'mechanical', without having trul y 
incorporatedd the lessons he was taught by his father. However, Mil l also 
pointedd out that he 'never' doubted the truth of the doctrines of his father 
andd Jeremy Bentham. The reconciliation of these doctrines with the notion 
off  freedom of wil l came to John Mil l as a true relief: 'From that time I 
dreww in my own mind, a clear  distinction between the doctrine of 
circumstances,, and Fatalism; discarding altogether  the misleading word 
Necessityy ... I no longer  suffered under  the burden ... of thinkin g one 
doctrinee true, and the contrary doctrine morally beneficial'  (CW 1:177). 

Duringg the period of his mental dejection, John Mil l had thoroughly 
studiedd association psychology. James Mil l had made John Stuart read 
Hartley' ss Observations on Man at a very young age. Later, John Stuart 
Mil ll  read Priestley's abridged version of Hartley' s original in his debating 
clubb and then proceeded to his father's Analysis of the Phenomena of the 
HumanHuman Mind, a book on which his father  had been working during summer 
holidayss from 1822 until its publication in 1829. As with other  works by 
Benthamm and his father  (most notably Bentham's Rationale of Judicial 
Evidence,Evidence, see De Marchi 2000), John Mil l was heavily involved in the 
editoriall  work, and he commented on many of their  chapters. The Analysis 
iss commonly praised for  its completeness of presentation rather  than its 
originality ,, as can even be witnessed from John Stuart Mill' s preface to his 
18699 re-edition of the work. 
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Thee main claim of association psychology, as laid out by James Mill , is 
thatt  mental phenomena, such as ideas, were complexes, produced by the 
regularr  association of other  ideas or  their  more simple constituents, sensa-
tions.. Sensations, in their  turn, were derived from perceptions or  sense im-
pressions.. Sensations, and the phenomena of the mind in general, were also 
referredd to as 'feelings'. Whatever  label they had, they were conscious 
statess of mind, in which consciousness itself was considered as a 'feeling'. 
Thee goal of the analysis was to show how complex mental phenomena 
couldd in the end be reduced to sensations. 

Itt  was only at this point that man's physiology was considered of inter-
est.. Its task was to show how the human body produced the sense impres-
sionss that formed the raw material of our  sensations. The laws of mind 
weree consequently considered to be relatively independent from man's 
physiology;;  there was no perfect parallelism assumed between mental and 
bodilyy states. At the very outset of the Analysis, James Mil l was quite ex-
plici tt  about this divide of the mental and physiological realm, a point that 
wouldd prove to be of considerable importance for  John Mill' s perception of 
hiss father's accomplishment: 

Itt  is no part of our  present business to adduce what has been discovered 
byy physiologists in tracing the physical antecedents of a contracting 
muscle.. The mental antecedent is the object of our  inquiry ; and whether 
aa physical link , or  more than one physical link , intervenes between it 
andd the contraction, alters not the question as to the state of the mental 
cause;;  nor  the fact as to the ultimate effect ([1869] 1982, 330). 

Contemporariess of James Mil l identified his association psychology with 
thee material production of mental states through brain states, an 
identificationn that was enforced by the emerging popularity of Gall' s 
phrenology,, in which man's mental constitution became closely tied in 
withh the constitution of the brain. The prolifi c publicist and populariser  of 
politicall  economy, Harriet Martineau, considered James Mill' s Analysis as 
aa defence of necessitarianism and a denial of the doctrine of the freedom of 
thee will , a judgement that was shared by Harriet' s brother  James 
Martineau,, though James rejected the necessitarianism Harriet ardently 

66 A quotation from Locke's Essays (i, 1,2) saying that Locke did not aim to 'meddle with 
thee physical consideration of the mind', served as motto for the first chapter. See James Mil l 
[1869]]  1982, 2. 
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embraced.. But it was not only contemporaries who considered James 
Mill' ss psychology inclined to a strict mechanical view of the mind. As late 
ass 1881, Bower wrote in his account of the relation of James Mil l to David 
Hartleyy that 'there can be littl e doubt ... that [James Mill ] would have 
adoptedd what Hartley calls the theory of the Mechanism of the Human 
Mind ,, as opposed to that of Free Will '  (1881, 174). And in his history of 
associationn psychology, Warren (1967, 88) considers that James Mill' s 
associationn psychology may 'properl y be termed mechanistic', because he 
'practicall yy makes the physical-mechanical type his sole pattern for  the 
lawss of mental coexistence and succession'. This ultimately led to the 
'widespreadd notion' that association psychology is 'essentially physico-
mechanical''  (88n2), a judgement that is echoed in Mirowsk i (1989, 171) 
whoo considers it 'one of the tenets of Philosophical Radicalism ... to 
patternn human psychology upon the physical sciences'. 

Theree is some justification in considering James Mill' s psychology 
mechanisticc and necessitarian, and the identification of the mechanism of 
associationismm with necessitarianism was clearly one of John Stuart Mill' s 
mainn concerns and troubles.7 In several ways he attempted to dissociate 
both.. This was of course one of the goals of the chapter  on liberty and ne-
cessityy that I wil l address in section 3.5. Yet another  way was to dissociate 
thee analysis of the phenomena of the mind from a straightforwar d search 
forr  a causal mechanism. Reading Mill' s preface to the re-edition of his fa-
ther' ss principles, it becomes clear  that John Mil l did not consider  that the 
lawss of the mind as set out by his father  mimicked the mechanical laws to 
whichh inanimate matter  necessarily obeys. According to John Mill , the 

77 In his younger  years, however, James Mil l had reacted violently against necessitarians such 
ass Priestley and Belsham, and opted for  Reid's and Stewart's defence of free will . In his re-
vieww of Belsham's Elements of the Philosophy of the Mind (1801), written for  the Anti-
JacobinJacobin Review and Magazine, he even defended the method of inquir y of the Scottish 
Commonn Sense School as the true mode of inquiry , since they considered themselves to be 
'chemicall  philosophers', regarding the phenomena of mind as 'simple substances' unless 
provenn otherwise, a method 'approved by all just reasoners' (1802, 7). In die Analysis, 
Jamess Mil l clearly changed grounds from the Common Sense School to the position held by 
Priestleyy and Belsham, but he did not accept their  necessitarianism. James Mil l made it clear 
thatt  'what has been discovered by physiologists [was] no part of his present business' 
([1869]]  1982, 2:330). He considered it an established fact, 'by ample induction' , that 'the 
actionn of muscles' may follow sensations and ideas, though there were also instances of the 
reverse.. Physical acts following mental acts appeared to him not to be 'inconsistent'  with 
'whatt  is called the Freedom of the Will' , and he referred in this context approvingly to its 
'advocates',, Reid and Stewart ([1869] 1982,2:348). 
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analysiss of the phenomena of the mind comprised of two different ele-
ments.. The first was to inquire into the 'succession of phenomena', thus 
establishingg the 'law of causation pervading all Nature'. The other part 
was,, however, to investigate 'the complex phenomena themselves' and to 
showw their constitution, just as chemistry shows that 'the substance Water 
[is]]  an actual compound of two other bodies, hydrogen and oxygen' 
([1869]]  1982, vi). 

Accordingg to John Mill , the model of his father's Analysis was chemis-
tryy rather than mechanics. In his view, the title of the book made this suffi-
cientlyy clear: 'It is an attempt to reach the simplest elements which by their 
combinationn generate the manifold complexity of our mental states, and to 
assignn the laws of those elements, and the elementary laws of their combi-
nation,, from which laws, the subordinate ones which govern the compound 
statess are consequences and corollaries' ([1869] 1982, x). The first type of 
analysiss John Mil l termed 'Newtonian', the second, no less analytical, 
'chemical'.. James Mil l explored how the laws of association, predomi-
nantlyy the concurrence of sensations or ideas, led to more complex or in 
hiss terms 'compound' ideas. 

Compoundd is a word that can be used for chemical as well as physical 
composition,, but as noted in Halévy (1995, 3:176-7) these two modes of 
compositionn were not at the time considered equivalent. With regard to 
chemicall  substances reacting with one another, the compound result could 
nott be regarded as a simple sum of its constituents; a qualitatively new en-
tityy was formed. This was in contrast to mechanics where the composite 
resultt could be obtained by adding and subtracting forces. The phenomena 
off  the mind were consequently considered by John Mil l as being inherently 
heterogeneous,, or different in quality instead of quantity. Decomposition 
off  a mental compound led to simpler constituents, but there was no simple 
wayy of adding and subtracting these simpler constituents to arrive at the 
compoundd result. Conceiving the analysis of the mind thus had important 
implicationss for the admissible tools and methods for inquiring into the 
mind,, and for the dazzling conundrum of the free wil l issue as well. It 
madee mathematics irrelevant for the analysis of the phenomena of the 
mind. . 

AA second way of widening the gap between the mechanism of associa-
tionismm and necessitarianism was to reject the exclusive physiological off-
springg of mental phenomena. Priestley's argument for just this position had 
beenn that if we knew how the complex human body was composed, the ap-
propriatee stimuli would automatically produce the accompanying mental 
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phenomena.88 These phenomena had no scientific value of their  own. In 
Priestley'ss words, the 'business of the philosophers' was 'abundantly satis-
fied''  once we had knowledge of 'the probable affection of the brain' that 
correspondedd to our  various perceptions and ideas. Similar  ideas had been 
advocatedd by the Edinburgh physiologist and contemporary of James Mill , 
Johnn Allen, who argued that mankind was nothing but an 'Automaton ... 
endowedd with Sensation' in which 'the effect of new impressions shall be 
modifiedd by preceding ones' in accordance with the structure of our  nerv-
ouss organisation and the way this was stimulated (Jacyna 1994, 63-4, 
quotingg Allen). Such materialist positions perceived man as some sort of 
machinee which infallibl y produced a certain line of conduct in accordance 
withh the laws of his physiological constitution. 

Thee necessitarianism that was clearly implied in these thoughts was 
howeverr  blocked as soon as mental phenomena were considered to have an 
explanatoryy status of their  own. It was no coincidence that John Stuart Mil l 
referredd approvingly to the limitatio n of the Analysis to the phenomena of 
thee mind only, excluding the study of man's physiology as having no 
bearingg on the subject. In particular , Mil l considered that his father  had 
rightlyrightly  dismissed Hartley' s 'premature hypothesis respecting the physical 
mechanismm of sensation and thought'  ([1869] 1982, xi).9 

Justt  like his father, John Mil l considered a reduction of mental states to 
physiologicall  states illegitimate. For  it treated mental states as if they were 
thee necessary offspring of a material mechanism which they were not: it 
wass better  to consider  them in analogy with compound chemical sub-
stances.. And John Mil l approvingly commented on his father's analysis of 
mentall  phenomena being the cause of bodily reactions, instead of the re-
verse.. In the Logic (1843), Mil l considered the dispute of 'whether  our 
thoughts,, emotions, and volitions are generated through the intervention of 
materiall  mechanism* as 'one of the vexatae quaestiones in the science of 
humann nature'  (CW 8:850). It was for  Mill , however, without doubt that 
'thee successions ... which obtain among mental phenomena, do not admit 
off  being deduced from the physiological laws of our  mental organization' . 
Mil ll  concluded that 'i t remains incontestable that there exist uniformitie s 
inn succession among states of mind' and that, therefore, 'there is a distinct 

88 A stimulus is here taken as a material irritation of one's fibres, more like Haller's and 
LaMettrie'ss use of the word 'irritability', then Whytt's use of the term stimulus. 
99 Hartley himself had underlined the independence of the associationist doctrine from his 
theoryy of vibrations. See, for example Hartley's Conjecturae (1746), reprinted in Kallich 
1959,, 54. This point is emphasised in Halévy (1995,1:16,192nl7). 
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andd separate Science of Mind*  (8:851). In Mill' s conception, this science 
off  the mind could better be characterised as mental chemistry than as 
mentall  mechanics. 

3.44 The chemical, physical and geometrical method 
inn the social sciences 

Thee distinction between the chemical and physical method of inquiry 
playedd a recurring role in John Stuart Mill' s considerations on method. In 
thee Logic it became supplemented with yet another two methods, the geo-
metricall  method and the inverse deductive, or historical, method. The latter 
wil ll  not be considered here. All methods had their advantages and par-
ticularities,, but not all of them were equally apt for use in the moral sci-
ences.. The chemical method and the physical method were similarly de-
scribed,, though more extensively, as in John Mill' s preface to the Analysis. 

Inn relation to the physical method, Mil l emphasised that it studied com-
plexx phenomena as resulting from their 'separate elements'. According to 
Mill ,, the complex result 'amounts precisely to the sum of the effects of the 
circumstancess taken singly' (8:895). John Mil l equated the chemical 
methodd in the Logic with the 'experimental method', though in effect two 
differentt issues were involved. The first was the transformation of two 
substancess into a different one, or the reverse. With regard to the study of 
man,, 'in a state of society' this issue was plainly denied its relevance. An 
individuall  remained an individual, and the laws governing society, a com-
positionn of individuals, but nevertheless still individuals, could only be 
consideredd as the resultant sum of the laws governing the individual, as 
wass the case in the physical method. 

Thee other issue was the use of experiments in the social sciences. Mil l 
distinguishedd between the experiments in chemistry and the natural sci-
ences,, and conducting experiments on the individual mind and society. It is 
welll  known that in Mill' s eyes it was simply impossible to conduct ex-
perimentss on society for the simple reason that neither in time, nor in 
place,, two social states were to be found that only differed in the single 
subjectt of interest. Hence, the prerequisite for a controlled experiment, to 
holdd 'every particular' the same 'except the subject of inquiry', was im-

100 Tliis method is, however, important for a full consideration of Mill' s struggles with his-
toricall  evidence (De Marchi 2000). 
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possiblee to fulfi l in the social sciences. But experiments on the individual 
mindd had for  John Mill , as we will see below, a similar  status as those in 
chemistryy and the natural sciences, contrary to what might be expected. 

Inn both the physical and the chemical method, quantities might be in-
volved,, yet these did not imply the use of mathematics. Even though Mil l 
depictedd the annihilation of circumstances in arithmetic terms, the distin-
guishingg characteristic of the physical method was in Mill' s view that it 
gavee deductive causal accounts of events, which are not equivalent to 
mathematicall  ones. Geometry, according to Mill , had nothing to do with 
causall  explanations. In Mill' s eyes 'geometry affords no room for  what so 
constantlyy occurs in mechanics and its applications, the case of conflicting 
forces;;  of causes which counteract and modify one another' (8:888). Mil l 
usedd the geometrical method in almost the same way as the notion of con-
sistency.. The counteraction of forces and their  succession were excluded in 
geometry;;  geometry treated only of one force at a time and established its 
implicationss with full generality. Cartwrigh t (1989, 173) remarks how 'pe-
culiar ''  Mill' s separation of mechanics and geometry is 'from the stand-
pointt  of a modern empiricist' . But one need not be a modern empiricist to 
considerr  Mill' s account peculiar. In his own day, Mill' s account of the re-
lationn of geometry and mechanics was also considered idiosyncratic, for 
hadd someone - namely Simon Stevin - not already used the geometry of the 
inclinedd plane to show just how counteracting forces were annihilated. In-
deed,, from the seventeenth century onwards, geometry and mechanics, and 
theirr  developments, were twins (Garber  1999). 

Theree is a notion of necessity implied in such a geometrical demonstra-
tionn that is clearly lacking in Mill' s account of the annihilation of forces. 
Lett  me take an example that wil l play a more prominent role in Chapter  7 
off  this study: the geometry of the balance. One can show that counteracting 
forcess of equal magnitude 'annihilate' and that, therefore, the balance is in 
equilibrium .. Mil l would consider  this situation in terms of adding and sub-
tractingg forces. However, here is a notion of necessity at work in the bal-
ancee that is to do with its geometry, and not with arithmetic. This becomes 
clearr  when one moves one of the pans from the extreme right or  left to a 
pointt  at the middle of the arm. It then becomes clear  that for  a balance to 
bee in equilibrium , not forces, but moments, that is forces times the length 
off  the arms add up to zero. The arm, or  the beam of the balance, ties the 
differentt  forces of necessity together. That is what makes the balance a 
mechanism.. If moments do not 'annihilate' under  proper  circumstances, 
theree is something wrong with the balance. The implied notion of necessity 
gavee Thomas Reid (Works 1:238), as we have seen in the previous chapter, 
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hiss most important reason to resist the comparison of human deliberation 
withh a mechanical balancing process, even though he considered this anal-
ogyy 'one of the strongest that can be found between matter  and mind' . 
Reidd considered a similar  strong tie implied in Hume's dictum that reason 
iss the slave of the passions, and argued against it: 'The man who deliber-
ates,, after  all the objects and relations mentioned by Mr . Hume are known 
too him, has a point to determine' (Works 2:677). According to Reid, the 
necessityy implied in the mechanical balance moved judgement out of 
morall  deliberation. But Hume conceived his regularity account of causa-
tionn to argue against the very type of necessity that links the counteracting 
forcess in the balance. In this, I would say, he was followed by Mill . 

Humann motives may well be conceived of as quantities, yet there is no 
mechanismm leading automatically to the annihilation of conflicting mo-
tives.. Some sort of conscious deliberation process was always needed to 
effectuatee a choice. This becomes most clear  in Mill' s version of utilitari -
anismm in which some sort of virtual committee of experts functions like an 
arbitrato rr  to decide when motives conflict. Mill' s resistance to geometry 
andd to the notion of a mechanism were, in short, linked. His resistance to 
bothh was premised, in my view, on his strongly felt need to reconcile the 
conflictingg notions of freedom and necessity. 

111 Mil l is aware that we find 'in mechanics ... two or more moving forces producing, not 
motion,, but rest* (8:888). His major concern was, however, with the dynamics of society, 
nott with the static case of rest. Dynamics deals with causal sequences, statics, in Mill' s 
view,, does not Perhaps for this reason, geometry, which for Mil l was linked to statics, did 
nott come into view for the study of society. It is not my purpose here to consider Mill' s 
idiosyncraticc (Wise and Smith 1989b, 405) views on statics and dynamics in detail, a subject 
meritingg a thesis in its own right. It is clear, however, that for Mil l the very necessity im-
pliedd in the static equilibrium of the balance was an anathema with regard to questions re-
latingg to the development of the individual or society at large. In Mill' s theory of society 
timetime plays a distinctly more important and different role man is involved in the balancing 
processs of the lever. As Wise and Smith (1989b, 405) put it, in Mill' s views 'the present or-
derr of things physical and moral, is to be explained, not in terms of relations presently ex-
hibited,, but in terms of their place in a temporal sequence'. Mill' s considerations of such a 
sequence,, as is evident from his ideas on ethology and the developments of nation states, 
impliess notions of irreversibility that are more related to organistic rather than mechanistic 
analogiess of the individual and of society. On the whole, one might perhaps go so far as to 
sayy that the notion of a mechanism is lacking in Mill' s account of society. 
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3.55 Freedom and necessity 

Mil ll  considered the notion of a mechanism inconsistent with the doctrine 
off  free will . This was Mill' s starting point in the chapter on liberty and ne-
cessityy in the Logic. Just like Hume, Mil l argued against those who were of 
thee opinion that the notion of a causal mechanism entailed more than a 
regularr sequence of events. And just like Hume, Mil l denied that a 'myste-
rious'rious' spell existed. The 'more intimate connexion ... or mysterious con-
straint'' that a great many thinkers assumed to exist between the 'antecen-
dent'' and the 'consequent' was absent (8:838). But whereas Hume had 
modifiedd the concept of necessity to make it consistent with his regularity 
vieww of causation, Mil l disentangled both concepts, necessity and causa-
tion;; the error of attributing 'irresistibleness' to the concept of causation 
'wouldd be prevented, by forbearing to employ, for the expression of the 
simplee fact of causation, so extremely inappropriate a term as Neces-
sity'(8:839). . 

Mil ll  argued against the consequences of the necessitarian doctrine in the 
sociall  realm: he was against those 'fatalists' who believe 'that [man's] 
educationn and circumstances have so moulded his character, that nothing 
cann now prevent him from feeling and acting in a particular way, or at least 
thatt no effort of his own can hinder it'(8:840).'2 Mil l had clearly his own 
educationn in mind. The unconventional education he received from his fa-
therr had convinced him that it was possible to associate pleasurable and 
painfull  sensations with particular lines of action by means of the 'old fa-
miliarr instruments, praise and blame,, reward and punishment' (1:141). Yet 
onn the whole, Mil l considered his education a failure. The associations im-
posedd on the human mind by educational discipline retained in Mill' s view 
somethingg 'artificial and casual' (1:141). It made man act 'mechanically, 
byy the mere force of habit' (1:143). According to Mill , this mechanical 
characterr of the associations was caused by them not being connected 'by 
anyy natural tie'(141). 

Inn the Autobiography, Mil l distanced himself from his father's 'me-
chanical'' conception of association psychology, in the sense that complex 

122 For  Mill , such 'fatalists' covered an extremely wide range of doctrines. He mentioned the 
Owenites,, but the 'German school of metaphysical speculation' and phrenologists 'at the 
oppositee extreme of the psychological scale' were also lumped into this category (8:859).12 

Inn the Autobiography, Mil l considered such doctrines explaining man's conduct from differ -
encess in his natural constitution as 'one of the great stumbling blocks to human improve-
ment̂ ^  1:162). 
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mentall  phenomena could be considered as analogous to a composite of 
physicall  forces, while putting emphasis on the 'chemistry' of the mind in 
itss place; even though mental phenomena were constituted of simpler  ele-
ments,ments, they had an existence of their  own that made them more than the 
simplee addition and subtraction of these elements. Though Mil l maintained 
inn the Logic that the phenomena of the mind had both mechanical and 
chemicall  characteristics, loosening the tie with the notion of mental me-
chanicss enabled him to argue that mental phenomena were governed by 
laws,, and that these laws related to qualitative, not quantitative phenom-
ena. . 

Thee notion of a 'natural tie'  involved in man's conduct suggests a bio-
logicall  model of growth and development. This natural tie was, however, 
nott  to be found in man's physiological constitution. It was spiritual in na-
turee and involved a notion of 'wholeness' which was at odds with the prin-
cipless of association psychology. It made man understand the relevance of 
aa sequence of simple ideas or  sensations from his understanding of the po-
sitionn and purpose of these simple constituents in the complex whole in the 
firstt  place. Mil l came to appreciate this notion of 'wholeness' via his 
readingg of Coleridge and Wordsworth. Coleridge opened up Mill' s eyes for 
thee virtues of not 'analysing' our  feelings until their  simple constituents, 
pleasuree and pain were obtained, but taking them as they appeared in our 
minds.. This was a shift to the position of the common sense school of 
thought.. However, instead of seeking this 'wholeness' in the role of man's 
judgement,, Mil l relegated it outside the sphere of reason, to the aesthetic 
feelings.133 These prevented our  behaviour  from becoming an exercise in 
whichh 'all spirit had gone out of it '  (143). Mil l made Coleridge's 'cultiva-
tionn of the feelings' - something that had been oppressed in his education 
byy his father  - 'one of the cardinal points in [his] ethical and philosophical 
creed''  (147). The harness of mechanical obedience to the laws of associa-
tionn vanished: 'I  was no longer  hopeless: I was not a stock or  stone' (145). 

133 In this context it is worth noting that Mill' s rendering of Ruskin's art criticism completely 
missedd the mark. According to Mill , Ruskin's Modern Painters contained 'profounder and 
moree thoughtful views' than could be found in his father's or the Scots Enlightenment phi-
losopherr Alison's works. However, instead of focusing of the notion of 'wholeness' that was 
impliedd in Ruskin's favourite expression of Turner's paintings as being 'true to Nature', 
Mil ll  considered Ruskin's theory of beauty as proving the principles of association psychol-
ogy.. See Analysis [1869] 1982, 252n82. Ruskin's notion of 'truth to nature' will be touched 
uponn in the next chapter. 
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Mil ll  thus established a difference between the law-like character in the se-
quencee of cause and effect among natural objects, and the law-like char-
acterr of associations between mental states. Mil l (8:838) relied on intro-
spectionn to establish the difference: 

Wee are certain that, in the case of our volitions, there is not this myste-
riousrious constraint. We know that we are not compelled, as by a magical 
spell,, to obey any particular motive. We feel, that if we wished to prove 
thatt we have the power of resisting the motive, we could do so ... and it 
wouldd be humiliating to our pride, and (what is of more importance) 
paralysingg to our desire of excellence, if we thought otherwise. 

Mill' ss argument was distinctly not Humean. At no point did Hume refer to 
aa 'certainty' that we are in control of our motives. Hume emphatically de-
niedd the sense of any reference to such metaphysical notions as 'the power 
off  resisting a motive*. Indeed, we have seen that for Hume there was no 
groundd for stipulating a power over our motives, without its actual exertion 
([1739]]  1975, 171). His reason for not distinguishing between a power and 
itss exertion was that there was no other way for judging man's conduct 
otherr than from observed behaviour. This made habits, regularity of con-
duct,, and not introspective evidence of any sort, the criterion to judge 
man'ss conduct upon. 

Forr Mill , however, the conviction that man had such a power was 'the 
reallyy inspiriting and ennobling of the doctrine of freewill*  (1:177). Instead 
off  breaking the 'magical spell' of necessitarianism, Mil l reintroduced a 
similarr spell by stipulating that the freedom of the will was a capacity of 
humann nature. He reconciled the freewill doctrine by holding on the one 
handd to Hume's regularity view of causation, while on the other, holding a 
firmm belief in man's freedom of will . Mil l could maintain both sides, be-
causee of his reliance on introspection as an infallible judge of the issue of 
freewill. . 

3.66 Assessing laws of the mind: 
introspectivee and experimental evidence 

Itt is commonly argued that Mil l considered political economy at a disad-
vantagee with respect to the natural sciences in that it lacked the experi-
mentall  method of inquiry. The issue at stake - discussed for example in 
Hausmann 1992 and Peart 1995 - is how to infer the underlying causes of 
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infinitel yy complex concrete phenomena. This was clearly a problem of 
majorr  concern for  Mill , not only in his 1836 essay on the definition and 
methodd of political economy, but also in the Logic. Lacking the experi-
mentall  method used in the natural sciences, according to the received ar-
gument,, it was impossible to shield oneself from disturbing causes and fo-
cuss on the significant ones. How then was the political economist - or  the 
sociall  scientist in general - able to isolate causal relations? The very possi-
bilit yy of a science of society would be in jeopardy. Textual evidence 
largelyy supports this reading. Thus, to give just one reference, Mil l states 
inn the 1836 essay that in the moral sciences 'i t is seldom in our  power  to 
makee experiments', whereas 'in chemistry and natural philosophy' we 
havee ample opportunity to do so (4:327). This led Mil l to conclude, in the 
firstt  part of the essay, that there was a categorical distinction between the 
'lawss of mind' and 'laws of matter'. 

Inn the 1836 essay on the method of political economy as well as in the 
Logic,Logic, Mil l was however  far  from unequivocal in rejecting the possibility 
off  experiments with regard to the laws of the mind. In effect, Mil l did not 
arguee for  the generic impossibility of experimenting in the moral sciences, 
butt  only maintained that 'thi s seldom can be done ... owing to the im-
mensee multitud e of the influencing of circumstances, and our  very scanty 
meanss of varying the experiment' (4:328, my emphasis). Mil l added that 
thee most likely instance of an experiment was in the case of an 'individua l 
mind' ,, though even there it would be hard to isolate 'the effect, for  exam-
ple,, of a particular  circumstance in education, upon the formation of char-
acter',, for  one could 'hardl y ever  be certain that any two of those cases dif-
ferr  in all their  circumstances except the solitary one of which we wish to 
estimatee the influence' (4:328). 

Notwithstandingg these cautious reservations as to the possibility of ex-
perimentingg with regard to the phenomena of the mind, Mil l persistently 
arguedd that the laws of the human mind relevant to political economists 
couldd be made the 'subject of specific experiment' (4:329). In the Logic he 
evenn went so far  as to claim that the laws of association, exposed by his 
fatherr  'wit h a masterly hand', had been 'ascertained by the ordinary meth-
odss of experimental inquiry ; nor  could they have been ascertained in any 
otherr  manner' (8:853).14 In fact, in this manner  Mil l restated his conviction 

144 In one of the editors' valuable footnotes to the 1869 re-edition of the Analysis, the role of 
thee 'experimental canons' in the assessment of the laws of mind is emphasized; 'The suffi-
ciencyy of an analysis is less easily tested in mental phenomena, than in physical phenomena. 
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thatt  his father's Analysis should be considered as following the model of 
chemistry,, or  as he similarl y denoted this model in the Logic, the experi-
mentall  method. These experiments, however, were not to be conceived of 
ass physical experiments, but as experiments made in the private laboratory 
off  the mind. They were really a far  cry from the type of experiments 
Priestleyy had in view or  the material type of experiments that were run at 
thee end of the nineteenth century at Wundt' s psychological laboratory at 
Leipzig.. No materials and specimens were needed to make an experiment 
withi nn one's own mind, in contrast with the variety of instruments that 
weree used by Wundt to make measurements on reaction time (see Ben-
schopp 1998, Benschop and Draaisma 2000). 

Thee certainty of political economy, then, was based on mental experi-
mentation.. The clarification of the sort of experiment Mil l had in mind 
amountss to a description of introspection: 

Thee desires of man, and the nature of the conduct to which they prompt 
him,, are within the reach of our  observation. ... The materials of this 
knowledgee every one can principall y collect within himself (4:329) 

Havingg ascertained these 'materials' within oneself, one could safely use 
thee deductive method and reason from them 'wit h as much certainty as in 
thee most demonstrative parts of physics from any assumed set of circum-
stances''  (329). For  the subsequent use of the 'deductive method' to derive 
thee consequences of the 'laws' introspectively acquired, Mil l considered 
politicall  economy - and the science of the mind in general - equally well 
suitedd as the natural sciences. Causal relations being safeguarded this way, 
thee political economist did not need to infer  causal relations from empirical 
data.. Mil l thus effectively, as De Marchi (2000) recently argued, 'side-
stepped''  the problem of induction. 

Realisingg the difficultie s of genuinely isolating a mental causal chain, 
Mil ll  rephrased the experimental method to also include mental experi-
ments.. For  Mill , mentally isolating a causal chain from other  influences 
mett  the standards of an experiment as much as a materially executed ex-
periment;;  it gave 'as much certainty' , and thence a scientist might reason 
fromm it 'as in the most demonstrative parts of physics'. In other  words, 
Mil ll  stretched the concept of an experiment to also allow it to include the 

Thee chief reason is that, in the mind, we cannot make exact numerical estimates ... To evade 
thiss source of uncertainty we are thrown back upon the Experimental Canons, or  the Four 
Methods''  (James Mil l [1869] 1982, 303n57). 
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introspectivee method or  method of "abstract speculation'*. It was on the ba-
siss of such a broad notion of experiment that Mil l argued that truth claims 
aboutt  the laws of the mind were established with the same means and the 
samee certainty of observation and experiment as the laws of physics. Thus, 
introspectionn was a similar  route to certainty as the experimental method in 
thee natural sciences. 

Inn the first  edition of the Logic, that there were any other  means of de-
cidingg on the existence of mental phenomena other  than by introspection 
wass even implicitl y excluded. In discussing 'one of the most fatal errors 
everr  introduced into the philosophy of Logic', namely that the logician 
primaril yy dealt with the relation between 'ideas' instead of the relation 
betweenn the 'phenomena' expressed by these ideas, Mil l remarked that by 
'handlingg our  ideas ... instead of the things themselves ...not a single trut h 
everr  was arrived at, except truths of psychology, a science of which Ideas 
orr  Conceptions are avowedly (along with other  mental phenomena) the 
subjectt  matter'  (CW 7:89 g-g, my emphasis). In later  editions Mil l speci-

155 The degree to which modern commentators accept Mill' s stretching of the concept of ex-
perimentt to include introspection as legitimate is, in my view, surprising. Thus Hausman 
(1990,, 146) rightly denotes Mill' s use of the method of introspection as 'introspective ex-
perimental'.. But he apparently holds Mill recourse to this method as a plausible scientific 
strategyy when he argues that 'every day experience and introspection are sufficient to estab-
lishh that some of these laws [of equilibrium theory], such as diminishing marginal rates of 
substitutionn and diminishing returns, are reasonable approximations' (210). Hausman even 
claimss mat 'introspection provides evidence that consumerism is a significant causal factor 
affectingg economic phenomena' (216). In his more cautious recent reading of Mill , De Mar-
chii  (2000) suggests that 'to keep things manageable Mil l selected a few undeniable active 
andd common desires'. That they were "undeniable" depended however on the fact that 
'sincee we know ourselves under various circumstances, it is also a sort of experimental 
knowledge'' (2000, 30). Mill' s recurrence to experiments with respect to the laws of mind is 
alsoo emphasised in Klant 1979, 123. Klant defended Mil l against Machlup, who in a similar 
veinn as Friedman (1953), maintained that Mil l had only put the predictions to the test, and 
nott the assumptions. See also Machlup 1955, 5-7. Like Mill , nowhere does Klant specify 
whatt else might be meant with 'experiment*  in the quote given other than introspection. In 
myy opinion, Hollander and Peart (1999)also accept Mill' s account that the 'empirical laws 
off  human nature' are established by 'specific experiments'. They emphasise Mill' s 'insis-
tencee that the "philosopher" is "behove{n] ... according to the measure of his opportunities, 
too sift and scrutinize the details of every specific experiment*" (Hollander and Peart 2000, 
392).. They use, like Mill , the concepts 'specific experiment' and 'specific experience' in-
tertwinedlyy (392-3). The real question is, in my view, what is 'empirical' about these ex-
periments. . 
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fiedfied that we thus acquire 'knowledge of nature ... as represented in our 
ownn minds' (89). 

However,, Mil l evaded the use of the word introspection in his writing . 
Introspection,, as a method, had become as suspect for  Mil l as the common 
sensee philosophy with which he affiliated it. Indeed, in his Examination of 
SirSir William Hamilton's Philosophy, that appeared as late as 1865, Mil l 
carefullyy distinguished between the 'introspective' and 'psychological 
method''  of inquirin g into the phenomena of the mind {CW 9:141). The 
latterr  was equated with association psychology which, as we have seen, re-
ducedd mental states to their  simple constituents, whereas according to Mill , 
thee former  took the phenomena of mind at face value, as intuitions. Not-
withstandingg the intricacies of Mill' s discussion, both schools of thought at 
somee point relied on the mind to decide whether  a complex or  simple 
mentall  phenomenon existed. 

Mil ll  only had a secondary knowledge of the constraints set by real ex-
periments.. In the Autobiography we read: 'One of my greatest amuse-
mentss was experimental science; in the theoretical, not the practical sense 
off  the word; not tryin g experiments - a kind of discipline which I have of-
tenn regretted not having had - nor  ever  seeing, but merely reading about 
them''  (1:21). Indeed, one of the major  criticisms raised by Whewell 
againstt  Mill' s four  'canons of experimental inquiry ' in the Logic was that 
thesee hardly matched the way nature presented itself to the experimental 
scientist.17 7 

Inn his Examination of Sir William Hamilton's Philosophy, Mil l mentions an experiment 
aimingg to account for the fact mat, particularly when events follow one another with extreme 
rapidity,, parts of the chain of association disappears. This was especially important since 
onee of the suggested hypotheses was that the lost part of the chain passed the mind 'without 
consciousness'.. This solution was unacceptable for Mill , because associations between 
mentall  states were associations of feelings, and it was, on these terms, impossible to associ-
atee feelings that were not felt The experiments Mil l discussed all were attempts to deal with 
reactionn time, as in the case of the production of the visual illusion of white, when rapidly 
turningg the prismatic colours on a wheel. The measurement of reaction time would become 
onee of main occupations for experimental psychology, especially building on the work of 
Fechnerr and Wundt There was a scattered knowledge of Ernst Weber's and Helmholtz' 
workk in England before 1870, especially among physiologists. It was, however, only after a 
18722 unsigned review article of Sully on German experimental psychology in the Westmin-
sterster Review that this work became more widely known in the Anglo-Saxon world (see 
Chaigneauu 1995). For a history of Experimental Psychology, Boring (1929) is still the stan-
dardd reference. See Murray (1993) for a succinct review of the history of psychophysics. 
177 The Deductive Method effectively side-stepped Whewell's objections to the applicability 
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Thiss held even more so for the phenomena of the mind. In his critical ac-
countt of Mill , Alexander Bain (who commented thoroughly on the manu-
scriptt of the Logic) gave the following explanation why Mil l did not use 
'mentall  examples*  of experiments in the Logic: 'The difficulty that was 
mostt felt was to get good examples of the purely Experimental Methods .. 
When,, however, I suggested his adopting some from Psychology, he 
steadily,, and I believe wisely, resisted; and, if he took any of these, it was 
inn the Deductive department' (1882, 67). According to Bain, Mill' s ac-
quaintancee with the moral sciences made him realise that 'proof was more 
importantt than discovery' (1882). Mil l was able to do so on the acceptance 
off  introspection as an infallible route to 'truth in the abstract'. 

Forr Mill , introspective evidence fulfilled two distinct, though closely 
relatedd functions. It first and foremost safeguarded man's freedom of will . 
Secondly,, it provided evidence for the causal force of motives. Mil l was 
thuss able to maintain on the one hand that the laws of the mind and matter 
weree categorically distinct - the former lacking the strict mechanical con-
catenationn of cause and effect that applied to the latter, while on the other, 
claimingg the same certainty for the laws in both realms. 

Usingg the vocabulary of experiments and observations - the accepted 
vocabularyy for the natural sciences - Mil l secured for himself the necessary 
lawss and principles to build political economy upon. At one stroke, the al-
legedd problem of disturbing causes that he so succinctly discussed in the 
essayy became a non-issue. However, the privileged access to the realm of 
thee mind was only guaranteed through the acceptance of introspection as a 
methodd of establishing truths with respect to the phenomena of the mind. It 
wass precisely this supposition which became increasingly questioned by 
psychophysiologists. . 

off  Mill' s four methods of experimental inquiry: 'To ascertain, then, the laws of each sepa-
ratee cause which takes a share in producing the effect, is the first desideratum of the Deduc-
tivee Method. To know what the causes are, which must be subjected to this process of study, 
mayy or may not be difficult.1 In the case of 'human actions' the 'first desideratum' was of 
'easyy fulfilment' (7:455). Mil l addressed WhewelTs criticism in the later editions of the 
LogicLogic (7:429-433). 
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3.77 Psychophysiology and the decline of association psychology 

Mill' ss claim with regard to the introspective evidence of man's freedom of 
wil ll  remained a key recourse throughout the nineteenth century. In his 
MethodsMethods of Ethics which appeared 1874, Sidgwick argued in a similar vein 
ass Mil l against the 'almost overwhelming cumulative proof of determin-
ism,, that he thought was 'more than balanced by a single argument on the 
otherr side: the immediate affirmation of consciousness in the moment of 
deliberatee volition' (Daston 1982,104, quoting Sidgwick). The physiologist 
Williamm Carpenter also essentially accepted Mill' s recourse to introspec-
tionn as a legitimate defence of free will . Carpenter's Principles of Mental 
PhysiologyPhysiology (first edition 1842), fulfilled a similar function in the medical 
discipliness as Mill' s Principles of Political Economy did in economics. In a 
revieww article of 1852, On the Relation of Mind and Matter, Carpenter re-
peatedd Mill' s arguments from the Logic. Even the emphasis added was the 
samee as in Mill : 

Somee [physiologists], who have attended exclusively to the close rela-
tionn which indubitably exists between corporeal and mental states, have 
thoughtt that all the operations of the mind are but manifestations or ex-
pressionss of material changes in the brain; that thus man is but a thinking 
machine,, his conduct being entirely determined by his original constitu-
tion,, modified by subsequent conditions, over which he has no control, 
andd his fancied power of self-direction being altogether a delusion; and 
thatt the notions of duty and responsibility have no real foundation, 
man'ss character being formed for him, and not by him, and his mode of 
actionn in each individual case being simply the consequence of the reac-
tionn of his cerebrum upon the impressions which called it into play 
(1852,, 508)."" 

Carpenterr referred to an exchange of letters between Harriet Martineau and 
thee physician and mesmerist Henry George Atkinson on 'the laws of man's 
naturee and development'. Published 1851, Martineau and Atkinson em-
phaticallyy argued that man's mental life was mechanically and determinis-

188 Compare Mill' s Logic (8:840): 'I n the words of the sect which in our  days has most per-
severinglyy inculcated and most perversely misunderstood this great doctrine [of necessitari-
anism],, [man's] character  is formed for him, and not by him; therefore his wishing that it 
hadd been formed differently is of no use; he has no power  to alter  it / 
199 In later  editions, Carpenter  repeated this fragment verbatim, e.g. (1855: 795). 
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ticallyy the offspring of man's physiology. Carpenter  quoted Harriet Mar-
tineau,, who wrote in one of the first letters: 'I  am what I am; a creature of 
necessity;;  I claim neither  merit nor  demerit.'  'I  feel that I am as completely 
thee result of my nature, and impelled to do what I do, as the needle to point 
too the north, or  the puppet to move according as the string is pulled.'  'I 
cannott  alter  my will , or  be other  than I am, and cannot deserve either  re-
wardd or  punishment.'  Carpenter  commented that in thus 'reducing the 
Thinkin gg Man' to a puppet, materialist philosophers placed themselves in 
'completee opposition' to the 'undoubting conviction' that everyone was 
possessedd of a 'self-determining power* that could 'mould external circum-
stancess to its own requirements, instead of being completely subjected to 
them''  (Carpenter  1852,510). 

Carpenter'ss implici t recourse to Mil l is illuminating , for  Carpenter  was 
att  the time one of the most important propagators of the theory of reflex-
actionn in Britain , building forth on Marshall Hall' s original work in the 
1830s.. Hall' s theory was that so-called sensory-motor  acts were performed 
independentlyy of man's consciousness. Examples were the sucking reflex 
off  new-born children, sneezing and so forth . These acts were mediated by 
thee spinal marrow and arose from an irritatio n of the sensory nerves. Hall 
narrowl yy limited the extent of reflex acts to the exclusion of the higher 
functionss of the nervous system that were, according to him, governed by 
thee soul. Hall' s theory made great strides first in medicine and then among 
psychologists.. Most notably Thomas Laycock (1844) extended the scope of 
thee theory to also include the higher  functions of the brain, including man's 
allegedd volitional activities. Drawing on the discourse of phrenology, Lay-
cockk even went so far  as to declare that man's consciousness was effec-
tivelyy just a 'coincident phenomenon', the body being put in motion by our 
neurall  organisation only (Jacyna 1981, 116, quoting Laycock). Carpenter 
obviouslyy did not want to go so far. He persistently took issue with those 
scientists,, who, like Laycock in the 1850s and Thomas Huxley in later 
years,, ignored 'those facts of consciousness which John Stuart Mil l has 
trul yy characterized as the only realities of which, philosophically speaking, 
wee have any evidence' (Carpenter  1875, 398). 

Thee emerging discourse of psychophysiology and phrenology made in-
trospectivee evidence increasingly unacceptable. Relying on phrenology, 
Comtee had already denied the acceptability of introspection as a scientific 

200 Huxley's 'On the Hypothesis that Animals are Automata', published 1874 in the Fort-
nightlynightly Review, provoked major controversy. Regarding this controversy see Daston (1978). 
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method,, and this criticism only grew in strength.2'  The merits of introspec-
tionn were challenged by physiologists and psychologists who took recourse 
too either  surgical or  - following German physiologists such as Weber, 
Helmholtz,, Fechner  and Wundt - experimental practices. Such research was 
inn accordance with a general attempt to overcome the old-fashioned dis-
tinctionn between mind and matter. 

Inn his own way, Carpenter  had suggested replacing this distinction by 
fixin gg 'our  attention exclusively on the relation between Mind and Force1 

(1852,, 513). For  this the psychologist should distance himself from 'the 
olderr  methods of research, in which Mind has been studied apart from its 
materiall  instruments, and Matter  has been weighed and measured, tested 
andd analyzed, as if its properties were self-derived and self-dependent' 
(508).. Carpenter  stipulated that there was 'evidence' for  the existence of 
'certainn forms of Vital Force' that made it possible for  the mind to act upon 
thee body, just as physical forces existed which acted upon matter. This 
broughtt  him to the notion of a correlation of forces - a notion that was of 
somee influence in the development of the discovery of the conservation of 
energy:22 2 

Wee are led to perceive, that, as the power  of Wil l can develope Nervous 
activity ,, and as Nerve-force can develope Mental activity, there must be 
aa Correlation between these two modes of dynamical agency, which is 
nott  less intimate and complete than that which exists between Nerve-
forcee on the one hand, and Electricity or  heat on the other  (1853,799). 

Carpenter'ss views of an interchange of nervous and mental activity in 
analogyy to the conversion of heat and electricity in one another, was hap-
pilyy embraced by the association psychologist Alexander  Bain in defence 
off  his view that mind and matter  were different categories, though inti -
matelyy linked by this convertibilit y of different 'forces'. Foreshadowing 

211 See Cours de Philosophic Positive, lecon 1, e.g. 34: ^observation intérieure engendre 
presquee autant d'opinions divergentes qu*U y a d'individus croyant s'y livrer'. See also 
Kremer-Mariettii  in the introduction to the Comte-Mill correspondence (Haac 1997), 6-8; 
alsoo Scharff (1989). Comte's rejection of association psychology (and of political economy 
ass a science) was premised on his general resistance to causal explanations. The appearance 
off  Comte's Cours made Mil l postpone the publication of the Logic. Mil l rewrote consider-
ablee parts of it, especially in Book VI, to take into account Comte's criticisms. 
222 On Carpenter's role in the discovery of the principle of conservation of energy, see Hall 
(1979). . 
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Germann psychophysics, it brought him to stipulate a strict parallelism be-
tweenn mental and bodily states: 

Mindd is indeed, as a phenomenon, widely different from physical 
forces,, but, nevertheless, rises and falls in strict numerical concomitance 
withh these: so that it still enters, if not directly, at least indirectly , into 
thee circle of the correlated forces (1867, 378). 

Bain'ss account of the 'correlation of forces' or  the principl e of energy con-
servationn (which he used intertwinedly) , was criticized by Tait among oth-
ers.. In a lecture at Edinburgh University, Tait complained about the 'dan-
gerouss misconceptions' expressed in Bain's textbook on Logic, which 
thoroughlyy misrepresented the conservation principl e (1870, 89-90). How-
ever,, another  of Bain's critics captured Bain's suggestion to measure 
mentall  states by states of the body: 'What Mr . Bain aims at, so far  as the 
doctrinee of energy is concerned, is to show that mental states and changes 
cann be numerically estimated by reference to the changes of physical en-
ergyy which take place through the nervous machinery' (Heath 1868,73). 

Bain'ss suggestion for  making numerical estimates of mental states from 
bodilyy states may be traced to his own theory of a muscular  sense, a sense 
separatee from the other  senses. In the discussion on this theory, reference 
wass made to similar  discussions in Germany. From these grew the psycho-
physicall  programme pursued by Ernst Weber, Helmholtz, Fechner  and 
Wundt.. In a comment on Bain, the physician Bastian (1869b, 439) referred 
too experiments made by Ernst Weber: 'Weber  performed experiments to 
ascertainn how far  we are capable of judging of weight by the mere sense of 
contactt  ... This, I believe, is the strongest evidence that has ever  been 
broughtt  forward to show that there is a distinct power  of appreciating 
weightt  by muscular  action' (Also see Bastian 1865, 1869a and 1889c). The 
secondd edition of Bain's The Senses and the Intellect (1868) included 
manyy references to the German and French context. It may have been that 
Bainn was also conversant with Ernst Weber's numerical experiments on 
thee relation between reaction time and pain-stimulus (heat). Weber's ex-
perimentss were instrumental in the development of psychophysics by 
Fechner.. Though Chaigneau (1997, 314n3) rightly  notes that psychophys-
icss proper  was not known in England before 1872, after  Sully's review ar-
ticlee on German psychophysics in the Westminster Review, there were 
clearlyy some ideas about using bodily states to make numerical estimates 
onn states of the mind in England before then. This programme was, as is 
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welll  known, first  accomplished in Fechners measurement-formula, pro-
vidingg a mathematical expression of the relation between the intensity of 
stimulii  in relation to the intensity of mental sensations (Heidelberger 
1993).* * 

Ass noted by Danziger  (1982), British psychophysiologists did not make 
anyy progress in this direction. Neither  did the psychologist Alexander 
Bain.. Despite having suggested measuring mental states through bodily 
states,, such measurement strategies remained an anathema for  him. For 
Bain,, as for  Mill , psychology ultimately dealt exclusively with states of 
consciousness,, with 'Ideas and Conceptions' and introspection was in their 
vieww the only secure way of gathering evidence on them. According to 
Mil ll  it was evident that 'i f the word mind means anything, it means that 
whichh feels' (8:849). In effect, the very idea of a 'correlation of forces' or 
evenn more so, of the conservation of energy, suggested that states of the 
mindd and states of the body in the end fell under  the same general physical 
laws.. Instead of exploring the consequences of this suggestion, as late as 
1892,, Bain defended the introspective method in opposition to Fechner's 
experimentall  method as the 'alpha and the omega of psychological inquiry ; 
itt  is alone supreme, everything else is subsidiary. Its compass is ten times 
alll  the other  methods put together, and fifty  times the utmost range of Psy-
cho-physicss alone'(1893,42). 

Onee of the first thorough critics of the psychophysical programme was the French phi-
losopherr Henri Bergson, who was greatly influential on Proust. Especially via Victor 
Cousin,, Bergson was influenced by the Scottish Common Sense School of philosophy. In-
terestingly,, in his criticism, Bergson combines psychophysics with association psychology 
ass both leading to a mechanistic and necessitarian doctrine. Bergson ([1889] 1959, 117) 
emphasisess that even if we do not construct a geometrical representation of deliberation 'on 
paper',, we involuntarily mink about such a rendering, if, in the act of choice, we distinguish 
differentt phases, representing opposite motives. According to Bergson, it is 'easy to see mat 
suchh a rendering of choice, that is really mechanistic, naturally amounts to the most inflexi-
blee determinism (Or, il est facile de voir que cette conception véritablement mécaniste de la 
liberiee aboutit, par une logique naturelle, au plus inflexible determinisme).' If my account of 
Johnn Mill' s reservations about the notion of a mechanism given earlier makes sense, 
Bergson'ss criticism relates more to the doctrine of John's father James and, perhaps, to Al-
exanderr Bain in The Emotions and the Will (1859). This is even clear from Bergson's text, 
whichh almost invariably takes recourse to examples given by James Mil l in the Analysis. 
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3.88 I s there a distinction between laws of the mind 
andd laws of matter? 

Lett me at this point return to Jevons's harsh verdict of Mill . Why did he 
considerr Mill' s mind 'essentially wrecked'? White (1994a) succincüy em-
phasisess how much Jevons was involved in reading psychophysiology in 
thee beginning of the 1860s. Rather than repeating this account in full, let 
mee highlight the most important points. In the very same period that 
Jevonss was working on his mathematical theory of political economy, he 
was,, as White notes, 'reading up the Nervous System', a possible reference 
too Marshall Hall's Memoirs on the Nervous System (1837) (White 1994a, 
220,, quoting Jevons). At the same time, Jevons was following James Mar-
tineau'ss course on 'Philosophy of Mind and Logic' at Manchester New 
College,, the Unitarian institute for higher education in London, in which 
Martineauu was highly critical of the emerging physiological psychology in 
England. . 

Apartt from Jennings's Natural Elements of Political Economy (1855), 
Carpenter'ss textbook on physiology and Alexander Bain's works wil l have 
beenn part of Jevons's reading list. Bain and Jennings in particular are cited 
repeatedlyy in the Theory of Political Economy in support of his mathemati-
call  approach to economics. In Economic Theory in Retrospect, Blaug 
rightlyy points to the similarity in functional form of Jevons's utility curves 
andd the so-called Weber-Fechner's law in psychophysics. Nevertheless, in 
thee Theory, Jevons referred to Jennings in support and it is almost certain 
thatt Jevons's graph of the utility function was not influenced by the Ger-
mann psychophysical context, though there is a similarity in substance. 
WTiereass Bain did not pursue his own suggestion of measuring mental 
statess through bodily states, in the reflex theory of English physiologists, 
Jevonss perceived the possibility of laying out a mathematical relation be-
tweenn stimuli and satisfaction, the form of which determines how satisfac-
tionn reacts to stimuli. 'Al l our appetites are capable of satisfaction or sati-
etyety sooner or later, both these words meaning, etymologically, that we 
havee had enough' (1871, 62-3). Even though this principle, according to 
Jevons,, had been perceived by a great many economists, amongst whom 
Seniorr and Banfield, it had been expressed most clearly by Richard 
Jennings,, 'showing its dependency on physiological laws' (65). 

Whereass Mil l was reluctant to endorse the notion of a mechanism for 
thee realm of the mind, there was no such reluctance with Jevons. Even 
thoughh the notion of free wil l was not unproblematic for Jevons, and he 
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madee notes about it in this same period, my impression is that he solved 
andd dismissed the problem once he realised that no science dealt with the 
sortt  of data that concerned Mill . In a short, undated notice, we read (JA 
6/36/78): : 

Whatt  I ask to point out with regard to this question is that even the ex-
istencee of free wil l would not"  prevent the formation of t[he] social sci-
ences.. ... As regards science free wil l is simply chance; it represents a 
causee acting sometimes one way &  sometimes another  but concerning 
whichh we have no information. For  our  purposes it is no more a diffi -
cultyy than the coalescence of innumerable small causes of error  which 
affectt  every observation of an astronomer] and eve[ry] cupel of a 
chemist.25 5 

Jevonss considered the problem of free wil l to be solved by taking recourse, 
lik ee Quetelet, to averages, instead of singular  observations. Therefore, as 
wil ll  be argued at greater  length in Chapter  6, Jevons considered Quetelet 
thee 'tru e founder  of the social sciences'. Averaging was the normal proce-
duree in the other  sciences as well. The free wil l conundrum thus being 
solved,, there was every reason for  Jevons to reject the hazy procedures of 
introspectionn as a method of data collection, and to turn to the considera-
tionn of material observations in its stead. Therefore, instead of relying on 
introspectionn to isolate the motives political economy (or  any other  social 
science)) dealt with, it seemed far  more appropriate to turn to the physical 
basiss of man's conduct, on which psychophysiologists seem to make great 
strides.. This was particularl y so since the psychophysiological theory of 
reflexx action opened up the route to what Jevons considered on many occa-
sionss equivalent to 'a strict scientific treatment': mathematisation. The 
letterr  of 2 October  1862 accompanying the version of the Notice of a Gen-
eraleral Mathematical Theory of Political Economy which Jevons submitted to 
thee Philosophical Magazine, recently discovered by Grattan-Guinness in 
thee archives of Taylor  and Francis, leaves littl e doubt about this: 'The 
subjectt  is not exactly physical science but is treated in a strictly scientific 
&&  math manner, so as not to be unsuitable for  the Mag. as I should think.' 
(quotedd from Grattan-Guinness 2000,13). 

244 Jevons changed his mind and replaced 'just1 with 'not'. 
255 The parts in brackets are either suppressed in the original (as with astronomer) or partially 
illegible.. A cupel is a vessel for assaying precious metals. It also means the act of assaying 
itself.. Jevons clearly uses it in this second sense here. 
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Thee distinction between mind and matter being blurred, it was for Jevons 
ann obvious consequence that the sciences of the mind and the natural sci-
encess should be addressed in a similar vein: 

Thee application of Scientific Method cannot be restricted to the sphere 
off  lifeless objects. We must sooner or later have strict sciences of those 
mentall  and social phenomena, which, if comparison be possible, are of 
moree interest to us than purely material phenomena ([1874] 1958, 
xxvii) . . 

Forr Jevons something such as the private laboratory of the mind in which 
scientistss could make experiments on mental phenomena did not exist. Al l 
scientistss were in 'the position of spectators who witness the productions 
off  a complicated machine, but are not allowed to examine its intimate 
structure.. We learn what does happen and what does appear, but if we ask 
forr the reason, the answer would involve an infinite depth of mystery' 
([1874]]  1958, 222).20 

Inn fact, it was one of Jevons's main problems with John Stuart Mil l that 
Mill ,, on the one hand, promoted methodological monism, whereas on the 
other,, he claimed that the social and natural sciences dealt with categori-
callyy different phenomena. This unsuccessful attempt to evade the mecha-
nisticc tendency of scientific monism came most prominently to the fore in 
Mill' ss 1836 essay on the definition and method of political economy. Most 
anthologiess on economic methodology include only part of the essay, 
startingg from Mill' s famous definition of economic man. In doing so, the 
manifestt oddity in the construction of this essay is missed. 

Inn the first part of the essay, Mil l made a clear distinction between the 
'lawss of mind' and 'laws of matter'. According to Mill , 'laws of the mind 
andd laws of matter are so dissimilar in their nature, that it would be con-

266 As will be seen in Chapter 5, Jevons here echoes De Morgan. In Formal Logic (1847, 26) 
Dee Morgan wrote that 'with respect to the mind, considered as a complicated apparatus' we 
cann only study its manifestations, 'without being allowed to see the inside'. The 'infinite 
depthh and mystery' Jevons speaks of, was for De Morgan a living reality. His experiences 
withh clairvoyance, 'table-turning, spirit-rapping, and so on,' secured for him 'the reality of 
thee phenomenon', without him being able to explain them. See Sophia De Morgan (1882), 
letterr to Rev. W. Heald, 221-222. As he covertly admitted in A budget of paradoxes, De 
Morgann wrote the preface to his wife's From Matter to Spirit. It would,, I think, be deserving 
off  a separate study on how De Morgan's vivid interest in spirits links up with his scientific 
workk (a study that to my knowledge does not exist to date). 
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trar yy of all principles of rational arrangement to mix them up as part of the 
samee study' ([1836] 1974, 317). He did maintain that only iaws of the 
humann mind, and no others, belong to Political Economy', to which he in-
comprehensiblyy added that Political Economy 'sums up the result'  of the 
combinationn of the laws of mind and matter. Just a few lines earlier  Mil l 
hadd stated that 'i t would be a strange classification which included [the 
propertiess of the lever] among the truth s of Political Economy* ([1836] 
1974,, 315). If a scientist did not 'mix up' the laws of mind and matter, it is 
completelyy unclear  how a 'summing up' of the results of both laws would 
lookk like. Mill' s position was completely incomprehensible to Jevons, and 
rightlyrightly  so, for  did not research in psychophysiology support the idea that 
mentall  phenomena could in the end be founded in the 'physical ground-
work''  of our  bodily constitution? 

Accordingg to Jevons, the difference between the sciences of the mind 
andd the sciences of nature is not to be found in a categorical distinction 
betweenn mind and matter, but in the completely different issue of comp-
lexity.lexity. This problem motivated Mil l to form his definition of economic 
mann as solely striving for  wealth, to which he added: 'No economist ever 
wass so absurd as to suppose that Mankind really were so constituted. But 
thiss is the mode science necessarily has to proceed' ([1836] 1974, 322). 

Mil ll  attempted to have it both ways: to separate the laws of mind and 
matterr  to salvage freedom of the wil l and to conform to the procedures of 
science,, and for  Jevons, this move turned Mil l into someone who was 'es-
sentiallyy illogical' . Mill' s resistance to mechanisms was a misapprehension 
off  science itself. As a direct provocation to Mill , Jevons (1871, ix) wrote in 
thee preface to his Theory: 

Thee Theory of economy, thus treated, presents a close analogy to the 
sciencee of statical mechanics, and the laws of exchange are found to re-
semblee the laws of equilibriu m of a lever  as determined by the principl e 
off  virtua l velocities (Jevons 1970[1871], 44). 

Evenn if Mill' s negative commentary on Jevons's Theory of Political Econ-
omyomy were only based on Cairnes's account of it, Mil l rightl y sensed in 
Jevons'ss theory a tendency not only to mechanize the laws of exchange, 
butt  also the laws of the mind and thus - in Mill' s view - to fall back onto 
thee sort of fatalism Mil l had so ardently combated in his writings. As if to 
provee this to Mill , Jevons alternately described his theory as a 'calculus of 
pleasuree and pain' and a 'mechanics of utilit y and self-interest'. Schabas 
rightl yy wrote that for  Jevons economics had become a branch of psychol-
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ogy.. Indeed, economic theory, according to Jevons, had 'to investigate the 
conditionn of a mind, and bases upon this investigation the whole of Politi-
call  Economy' (1871, 21). However, this mind was for  Jevons equivalent to 
aa machine, as we wil l see more extensively in the chapters which follow. 
Inn the Principles Jevons wrote: 

thee time may come ... when the tender  mechanism of the brain will be 
tracedd out, and every thought reduced to the expenditure of a determi-
natee weight of nitrogen and phosphorus. No apparent limi t exists to the 
successs of scientific method in weighing and measuring, and reducing 
beneathh the sway of law, the phenomena both of matter  and mind' 
(Jevonss [1874] 1958, 735-6, see Schabas 1990, 84-89) 



44 The Laws of Human Enjoyment 

144 June Monday, Buxton. On Monday we left Buxton for  Manchester  in a tremen-
douss shower  of rain... Manchester  is a most disagreeable town & we thought it the more 

soo as we had hardly an hour  of fair  weather  all the time we were there... It is so full of 
manufactoryss that you are enveloped in clouds of smoke &  die place is so hot 

wee could scarcely breath &  we were very glad to breath 
thee fresh air  of me country again the next morning. 
-- John Ruskin, A Tour to the Lakes of Cumberland 

Howw a painter  would have enjoyed the sight which broke upon my waking eyes this 
morning!!  To my right is one of the tributarie s to the Irwell , winding through the depths of 

aa richly  wooded and precipitous valley, or  rather  ravine... Before me.. is the Hall in the 
Wood,, memorable for  having been the residence of Crompton, the inventor  of the spin-

ning-jennyy ... Beyond is the hill on which a great part of the busy town of Bolton is built . 
Thee intervening valley is studded with factories and bleach-works. 

Thankk God, smoke is rising from the lofty chimneys of most of mem! 
.... it produces variations in the atmosphere which, to me at least, 

havee a pleasing and picturesque effect. 
-- Willia m Cooke-Taylor, Notes of a Tour in the Manufacturing Districts of 

Lancashire Lancashire 

4.11 Introductio n 

Inn successive years in the mid 1860s, Ruskin, famous art critic, and Jevons, 
famouss economist, gave open lectures to audiences in the urban heartland 
off  the industrial revolution.1 Jevons, responsible for the 1865 opening ad-
dresss at Queen's College Liverpool,2 had attended Ruskin*s lecture a year 

Jevonss just had entered the limelight because of the appearance of his Coal Question, pre-
dictingg a decline in Britain' s prosperity due to the exhaustion of cheaply extractable coal. 
Onn Jevons's Coal Question, see White 1991, Peart 1996, 2001 and the introductor y chapter 
here. . 

Queen'ss College was a department of the Liverpool Mechanics' Institut e set up in 1857 to 
givee the working classes an opportunity of studying for  the London Matriculatio n in even-
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earlierr  in Rusholme Town Hall, near  Manchester. He was impressed with 
Ruskin'ss abundant use of * imaginative names and figurative expressions,' 
whichh were 'either  beautifully true, or  suggestive of truth ' (LDP 1865).4 

Thee titl e of his address was 'Reading and Study', a titl e inspired by Rus-
kin' ss lecture, so Jevons assured his public.5 On the surface, many similari -
tiess can be found between Jevons's thoughts on education and those of 
Ruskin.. Both were adverse to students 'cramming' . Students should be 
'active',, 'reflective' and should not approach their  studies passively, as if 
theyy were being 'dragged through a fixed course of instruction' (LDP 
1865).. Given Ruskin's examples of free libraries, well-filled with valuable 
books,, accessible art galleries, and so on, we can easily imagine that his 
lecturee produced some resonance even in Jevons's later  essays on social 
reform.. Indeed, the cultural and moral elevation of the working class was a 
subjectt  that occupied Jevons's thoughts til l the end of his life. 

Butt  there was an even stronger  tie linkin g both men: their  mutual criti -
cismm of Mill . By this time, Ruskin had begun to criticise political econo-
mistss for  their  misguided theories on the nature and causes of human 
wealth,, and he blamed John Stuart Mil l in particular . Mill' s image of man-
kindd as merely seeking the possession of wealth, and not its enjoyment, 
wass for  Ruskin the very cause of the decline of culture he perceived in 
Britain .. In his 1836 essay, Mil l had defined economic man as driven by 
threee motives only, the desire for  wealth, counteracted by the aversion to 
labourr  and the preference for  present rather  than futur e consumption. In the 

ingg classes. It was intended to become the nucleus of a new University. The project was, 
however,, abandoned in 1881. See Stephens and Roderick (1972, 258). In 186S Jevons had 
beenn appointed as a part-time Professor in Logic and Political Economy at the College, a 
chairr he only held for half a year and abandoned when appointed to the Cobden chair at 
Owen'ss College. As noted in the introductory chapter, Jevons enjoyed two years of educa-
tionn at Liverpool Mechanics' Institute after his mother died in 1845. See Schabas (1990, 
13),, and Jevons (PC 1:13). 
33 At the time of Ruskin's lecture, Jevons was tutor at Owen's College, Manchester, a posi-
tionn he attained through the mediation of his cousin Harry Roscoe, then Professor of 
Chemistryy at Owen's College. 
44 Jevons's inaugural lecture was printed in full in a supplement to the Liverpool Daily Post 
off  3 October 1865 (LDP 1865), page number unknown. Michael White kindly sent me a 
copyy of this supplement. 
55 Ruskin's lecture was to become 'Of Kings' Treasuries' in his best-selling book Sesame 
andand Lilies. 
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samee essay, Mil l (CW 4:318n*) had made it explicitly clear that man's de-
siree for wealth had nothing to do with the 'laws of human enjoyment': 

Politicall  Economy has nothing to do with the consumption of wealth, 
furtherr than as the consideration of it is inseparable from that of pro-
duction,, or from that of distribution. We know not of any laws of the 
consumptionconsumption of wealth, as the subject of a distinct science: they can be 
noo other than the laws of human enjoyment. 

Jevonss fully agreed with Ruskin' s verdict of Mill . Jevons had stated 
plainlyy in his Notice of a General Mathematical Theory of Political Econ-
omy,omy, read in 1862 to section F of the British Association for the Advance-
mentt of Science (BAAS), and would restate in the Theory (1871, 47) that 
'itt is surely obvious that Political Economy does rest upon the laws of hu-
mann enjoyment; and that, if those laws are developed by no other science, 
theyy must be developed by economists'. Jevons also agreed with Ruskin 
thatt working men in present day Britain no longer knew how to amuse 
themselves:: 'There is no difficulty in seeing that there is a tendency, in 
Englandd at least, to the progressive degradation of popular amusements ... 
thee amusements of the masses, instead of being cultivated, and multiplied, 
andd refined, have been frowned upon and condemned, and eventually sup-
pressed,, by a dominant aristocracy' (1883, 3,6). 

Wee might expect, then, far reaching agreement between Ruskin and 
Jevonss on the role and significance of the laws of human enjoyment for 
politicall  economy. But, as we will see in this chapter, such agreement did 
nott exist From Jevons's opening address, it became clear that he was also 
thinkingg along different lines which were not consistent with those of Rus-
kin.. As will be explored in this chapter, these differences are closely linked 
withh the typical Victorian discourse about man-machine analogies in rela-
tionn to human work. This discourse will be examined by taking Ruskin's 
andd Jevons's views on labour and popular culture as the main focus. 

4.22 Invention, genius, and ingenuity 

Ruskinn came to political economy through his study of Gothic architecture. 
Hiss chapter on the Gothic in his three volume study The Stones of Venice 
(1851-1853)) had made him aware of the conditions under which the pro-
ductionn of art might flourish. Ruskin first directed his attention to the po-
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liticall  economy of art in lectures he delivered in Manchester in 1857.6 But 
hee soon realized the broader implications of his thesis: from his construc-
tionn of the Gothic past Ruskin drew up a concept of craftsmanship, which 
hee then used to criticise the conditions of production so rapidly spreading 
inn nineteenth century England, namely the factory system. It made him a 
criticc not only of the factory system itself, but also of those he blamed for 
itss invention: the political economists, most notably John Stuart Mill . In a 
letterr of August 1862 to John Brown he wrote 'The Science of Political 
Economyy is a lie, — wholly and to the very root... To this 'science', and to 
thiss alone ... is owing All the evil of the modern days. I say All ' (Ruskin 
WorksWorks 17:lxxxii).7 Ruskin wrote this letter in response to the public outrage 
generatedd by Unto this Last (1862, the published book version of his es-
sayss on Political Economy). 

Forr Ruskin, the vocabulary of art furnished the clue for revealing the 
fallaciess of political economy, which were hidden under a veil of smoke. 
Ruskinn was mainly offended by Mill' s definition of political economy, 
firstt formulated in his 1836 essay on method, as a study of mankind striv-
ingg for wealth. According to Ruskin, it was not wealth but enjoyment 
whichh should have been the subject of political economy and he emphati-
callyy argued that there was no enjoyment to be had from products made 
underr modern factory conditions. He felt that the factory system divested 
thee workman of his better part, that is, his 'thoughtful part', his genius. 
This,, Ruskin argued, was the very thing that had been cherished in the 
Gothicc era and was so much despised by his contemporaries.9 In Gothic 
man'ss genius, his imagination, his inventive or thoughtful part, embel-
lishedd each and every product with uniqueness, and with originality in de-
sign.100 This was what could, and should, be enjoyed in any product. This 

66 These were printed as The Political Economy of Art and were later reprinted as A Joy For-
everever (and Its Price in the Market) ([1857] 1904). 
77 Further referred to as Works, followed by volume number. 
'' I use Willmer's 1985 edition of Unto this Last. 
99 The revival of the Gothic in Britain was influenced by Ruskin's work and he was not at all 
unambiguouslyy in favour of it . 
100 Considering the relation of economists to art, one might be tempted to focus on real or 
assumedd properties of works of art, that differentiate them from other commodities. One 
suchh property is their uniqueness. We may question today whether uniqueness can still be 
seenn as a distinguishing feature of art. Indeed, Walter Benjamin's famous and influential 
essayy on the consequences of the modern technical reproducibility of a work of art departs 
fromm exactly the opposite diesis, as do most of the Marxist aesthetics (see, for example, 
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didd not mean that Ruskin was of the opinion that each and every one of us 
couldd be a Turner, a James Watt, or  a Newton. It did mean that each and 
everyy one was able to use their  imagination to create something new and 
unique,, however  limited in perfection. For  Ruskin, genius was common to 
alll  men, and the conditio sine qua non to make lif e enjoyable. However, 
modernn conditions of work turned labour  into a routine activity, alienating 
thee workman from his 'thoughtful part' . 

Itt  was generally thought that Ruskin, who by then was considered the 
outstandingg art critic , had put his reputation in jeopardy through his work 
onn political economy. It was referred to as 'one of the most melancholy 
spectacles''  of the year; and the Saturday Review wrote of 'eruptions of 
windyy hysterics', 'absolute nonsense*, 'utter  imbecility' , 'intolerabl e twad-
dle',, and characterised Ruskin himself as 'a perfect paragon of blubber-
ing' .. Indeed, the general opinion was that 'i t was no pleasure to see genius 
mistakingg its power, and rendering itself ridiculous'  {Works 17:xxvii-
xviii) . . 

Ruskinn directed his attention almost entirely to John Stuart Mill' s re-
ductionistt  image of man as purely striving for  the possession of wealth. 
Thoughh our  reception of Unto this Last may be different from in those 
days,, it is still generally acknowledged that there was an 'extreme unfair -
ness',, to use Clive Winner' s words, in Ruskin's judgement of Mill. 11 

Readingg Mill' s autobiography and his essays on Jeremy Bentham, for  ex-
ample,, one is struck by his struggles with Bentham* s one-sided reduction 
off  man to a 'reasoning machine',12 a mechanically acting puppet. At one 
pointt  in his autobiography, Mil l described this reduction to be a 'perpetual 
wormm at the root both of the passions and of the virtues'  (CW 1:143). The 
'excitementt  of beauty' occasioned by his reading of Wordsworth' s poems 
ass we have seen in the former  chapter, made him argue that this half-
pictur ee of man should be complemented by the source of this excitement: 
thee imagination. These poems 'seemed to be the very culture of the feel-
ings,, which I was in quest of. In them I seemed to draw from a source of 

Paetzoldd 1974). However, in the nineteenth century, uniqueness was considered a feature of 
workss of art, which, as White (1999) shows, definitely puzzled nineteenth-century econo-
mists.. Being unique, a work of art resists one of the fundamental principles of the market: 
meree is no quid pro quo for  it, and consequently no market price can be determined. Not 
incidentally,, many of those thinkin g about the value of art took, and still take, recourse to 
criteri aa outside the sphere of the market, like that of its contribution to the ''national heri-
tage""  as in the case of Lionel Robbins. See Balisciano and Medema (1999). 
111 See Wilmer' s introduction to the 1985 Penguin edition of Unto this Last, 26-27 esp. 27n. 
uu See John Stuart Mill , CW 1:111. See also CW 10:112. 
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inwardd joy, of sympathetic and imaginative pleasure, which could be 
sharedd in by all human beings ... From them I seemed to learn what would 
bee the perennial sources of happiness' (CW 1:151). 

Elsewhere,, Mil l recognized that the power of the imagination, which he 
alsoo termed the 'daemon' inspiring poets and artists, 'never was awakened' 
inn Bentham (CW 10:92). And on many occasions, Mil l complained about 
Bentham'ss open condemnation of poetry as 'misrepresentation' (e.g. 1: 
112)) 'as if a person's tastes did not show him to be wise or a fool, culti-
vatedd or ignorant, gentle or rought' (10:113). Indeed, he admitted that in 
Utilitarianismm this power of the imagination was 'generally' undervalued 
ass a constituent of human nature (1:115) and that Bentham limited his 
analysiss to the 'business part of man' (10:100). This was, unfortunately, 
thee 'cold, mechanical, and ungenial air which characterizes the popular 
ideaa of a Benthamite' (10:112). 

Mill' ss use of the Greek close relative of the Roman word genius - dae-
monmon - is informative. Daimonion, Socrates's famous inner voice, was a 
privilegedd source of godly truth and inspiration, and had a highly irrational 
overtone.. Mill' s remark that Bentham gave a one-sided picture of man sug-
gestss that this daemon, the power of imagination, formed part and parcel of 
everyy man. In classical Rome, genius denoted man's soul or spirit, and was 
connectedd to man's vital forces, as its root gen indicates. Genius was com-
monn to all men, without its irrational Greek overtones, and functioned, in 
fact,, as principium individuationis: one's genius determined one's unique-
ness,, one's character. In classical Rome, genius seldom denoted one's in-
genium,genium, which meant the extraordinary talent of a limited number of people 
(andd thus a closer relative of the Greek word daimonion). The history of the 
conceptt of 'genius' is to a great extent determined by the way genius and 
ingeniumm became conflated, however (See Zilsel 1926, 9-36 for a thorough 
expositionn of the history of the concept of genius). The classical Roman fla-
vourr of genius was involved in Ruskin's use of the word. Ruskin feared 
thatt Mill' s dissection of aesthetic and economic man transformed the use of 
one'ss imagination into a privilege for a selected number of people and this 
wass something which, according to him, belonged to the lif e of all. Indeed, 
Ruskinn perceived the real source of distress in the industrialising towns to 
bee this very dissection: the degradation of the workman and the deteriora-
tionn of the aesthetic conditions of society were, in Ruskin's eyes, twin de-
velopments. . 

Theree was some justness in Ruskin's fear of and anger against the po-
liticall  economists, though William Stanley Jevons, as we wil l see, would 
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havee provided a better target than Mill . In his theory of labour, as well as 
inn his writings on social reform, Jevons did indeed exclude what Ruskin 
calledd the 'thoughtful part' of man, and what Jevons himself called the 
'active,, reflective' use of the mind. In The Theory of Political Economy 
(1871),, Jevons narrowed down the concept of economic man - which he 
presentedd as a universal and natural picture - to someone fitting the Victo-
rianrian factory worker. In this, Jevons followed Mill' s definition of economic 
man,, but without the reservations Mil l made elsewhere. 

Forr Jevons, genius did not consist of the use of the imagination at all, 
butt was itself a form of routine labour. This is a leading thread throughout 
Jevons'ss life and work, whether we look at his theory of labour, his essays 
onn logic, or his proposals for social reform. In Jevons's {PC 1:58) second 
entryy in his diary of the 26th of August 1852, we read: 

II  have often thought much about what is called cleverness & genius. 
Thee oftener an action is repeated, the more easy is it to perform it again, 
&&  the more perfectly it will be performed. It is by long repetition that 
workmenn or jugglers acquire such perfection, & the only credit given to 
them,, is for their diligence. But I think it is exactly the same case with 
students,, for if they have been accustomed for a long time to study dili-
gentlyy ... they gei practised or clever in acquiring knowledge. 

Whereass Ruskin stressed 'genius' to be inherently linked to the imagina-
tion,, for Jevons, mental labour did not essentially differ from routinely per-
formedd physical work. We can trace this routinised agent in Jevons's con-
ceptionn of the workman, who in his perception spent most of their leisure 
timee on drink and being rude. Although Jevons, as we will see, implicitly 
acknowledgedd that English working conditions were to be blamed for the 
loww culture of the working classes, in his proposals for social reform he in 
factt extended factory conditions to include the leisure time spent by the 
workers.. The use of the imagination, invention, came to be reserved for a 
separatee class of men, whereas for Ruskin invention was very much the 
soull  and spirit of every man. 

4.33 Schemes of Moralit y 

Forr Ruskin, the source of evil was the division of labour as practised in the 
factories,, these 'Bastilles for Labour built by Capital' (quoted in Geddes 
1884,, 30) and successors to the 'Houses of Terror' as they were called at 
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thee end of the eighteenth century (see Mumfor d 1946, 172-82; Ashworth 
1998).. It did not divide labour, but the labourer, and turned the workman 
intoo a cripple. Ruskin's criticism does of course echo Carlyle and Dickens, 
butt  was in fact voiced by Adam Smith in an extraordinary passage in Book 
VV of the Wealth of Nations. In this much commented on fragment,13 Smith 
elaboratedd on the detrimental effects of the division of labour  for  the moral 
elevationn and conduct of the great mass of the people. Smith observed that 
manyy workers were confined to the exertion of just one or  two simple op-
erations.. These persons lost, as a consequence, the habit of exerting their 
understandingg 'and generally [became] as stupid and ignorant as it is possi-
blee for  a human creature to become'. The great mass of the labouring poor 
thuss lost their  capacity for  the 'intellectual, social, and martial virtues' (WN 
2:782). . 

Thiss image starkly contrasted with the emphasis placed by Adam Smith 
inn the first  book of the Wealth of Nations on the benefits of the division of 
labourr  for  society at large. But this was not the only difference. In the first 
partt  of the Wealth of Nations, Smith's discussion of the division of labour 
hadd relied, to an important extent, on an image in which different individu-
alss developed different talents and skills and then, in cooperation, used 
thesee talents and skills for  the benefit of all; a division of labour  in which 
thee benefits for  all members of society were balanced (Wise and Smith 
1989b,, 393-4). This was the point of Smith's opposition of the greyhound 
andd the mastiff with the street porter  and the philosopher. It was the subse-
quentt  division of labour  that furthered these talents and skills to the level 
off  genius; genius not being something that was confined to some and to the 
exclusionn of others. 

Fromm this perspective, there did not seem to be a distinction in kind 
betweenn the division of labour  in the pin factory and that between the phi-
losopherr  and the street porter. In Book V of the Wealth of Nations, how-
ever,, it transpired that the division of labour  in the pin factory was in fact 
differentt  from that between the philosopher  and the street porter. The 
workerss in the pin factory were confined to the execution of just one or 
twoo simple operations and, as a consequence, were robbed of their  capacity 
forr  autonomous judgement and their  capability for  moral conduct. In the 
TheoryTheory of Moral Sentiments (1759) Smith had already considered that two 

133 This so-called 'splenetic passage' was of course happily embraced by socialists and com-
mentedd on by Marx. Recently, West 1996 reopened the debate on its meaning and signifi-
cance. . 
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conditionss had to be fulfille d for  virtuous conduct: an individual had to be 
inn the possession of 'superior  reason and understanding' and 'self-
command1.. Both conditions were most notably presupposed when some-
onee acted out of prudence. They guaranteed that individuals were able to 
controll  excess by means of their  own reason, or  (using Hirschman's (1977) 
seminall  distinction) to control their  passions in favour  of their  interests. 

Thee consequences of the loss of understanding and self-control of the 
greatt  mass of the people for  the - so to say - moral balance of the society 
ass a whole was, in Smith*  s view, however, not necessarily for  the worst. It 
enabledd people 'of rank and fortune', who had the leisure and pecuniary 
possibilitiess of refining their  moral sensibilities, to perfect themselves 'in 
everyy branch either  of useful or  ornamental knowledge* (WN 2:784). They 
weree thus able to refine their  understanding to such a degree, that, when 
theyy had found their  right place in society, they contributed the most 'to 
thee good government and happiness of their  society' (783). Their  contribu-
tionn may thus outbalance the deterioration of the moral conduct of the 
commonn people. 

Butt  this placed demands on the schemes of morality fit for  the different 
classess of society. In the Wealth of Nations, Smith suggested two schemes 
off  morality , the 'liberal '  and 'strict or  austere' scheme which served dif-
ferentt  purposes for  different social classes. Whereas the liberal scheme 
wass obviously meant for  those who were supposed to become or  be mem-
berss of the governing elite, the strict scheme was praised for  its capability 
off  regulating and controlling the behaviour  of the labouring poor. In effect, 
Smithh argued for  a distinction between 'high' and 'low' culture. 

'Whatt  are called the people of fashion' he assumed to be better 
equippedd to deal with the 'vices of levity*  that were 'apt to arise from great 
prosperity' .. These vices were inextricably linked to the refinement of 
tastess acquired by these people under  the libertaria n moral scheme. The 
greatt  mass of the people, however, should be 'amused and diverted' with 
formss of entertainment 'without scandal or  indecency'. The strict moral 
codee could regulate the behaviour  of the working poor, and in a uncontro-
versiall  way, harmless public amusements might divert their  thoughts and 
keepp them away from the ale-house. Smith singled out the middle classes 
fromfrom  both the high and low ones. It was especially that body of the middle 
classess belonging to 'littl e religious sects' who followed a strict moral 
code.. Smith feared that these sects might become 'disagreeable, rigorous 
andd unsocial'  by the austerity of the morals imposed on them by their  re-
ligion.. This drawback might be redressed by the study of science and phi-
losophy,, 'the great antidote to the poison of enthusiasm and superstition' 
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(WNN 2:794-6). The perfection of society might thus be furthered by the 
higherr classes perfecting their moral sensibilities, the middle classes pur-
suingg science, and the lower classes being controlled and diverted by 
popularr amusements. The division of labour into mental and manual work 
-- depriving workers undertaking routine actions of their capability of 
judgementt - paralleled a similar division in the realm of culture. Science, 
art,, and culture were the different dimensions that served to distinguish and 
stabilisee class relations. 

Manyy of the propagators of the factory system did not deny that the on-
goingg division of labour changed the character of the division of labour it-
selff  and, related to this, necessitated the invention of more effective means 
too regulate and control the behaviour of the emerging working class. At the 
turnn of the eighteenth century, Samuel Bentham, Jeremy's less well-known 
brother,, stressed that the skills and crafts of the workmen were a threat to 
thee efficient working of the factory system and had to be broken down into 
visiblee routines to control the workmen.14 In his Philosophy of Manufac-
turestures (1835), Andrew Ure considered Smith's discussion of the division of 
labourr 'misleading the public mind as to the right principle of manufac-
turingg industry'. Ure clearly had the first chapter of the Wealth of Nations 
inn mind. In contrast, Ure argued that 'in fact, the division, or rather adap-
tationn of labour to the various talents of man, is littl e thought of in factory 
employment.. On the contraryY (Ure [1835] 1967, 19, original emphasis). 
Accordingg to Ure, the end goal of the factory system was 'to substitute 
mechanicall  science for hand skill'. Ultimately, no appeal would be made 
onn talents and skills: 'skilled labour gets progressively superseded, and 
will ,, eventually be replaced by mere overlookers of machines' (20). 

Smith'ss perceptive remarks as to the detrimental effects of the factory 
systemm on the moral condition of the working poor became a dominant 
themee for Victorians. How to redress the threat of social instability was 
onee of their major concerns. Victorians considered education to be one of 
thee important means to transform the moral character of the working 
classes.. They also laid much emphasis on the power of emulation.15 By 
bringingg the working classes into contact with products of art and culture -

uOnn Samuel Bentham, especially see Ashworm 1998. 
''' A vast body of literature on these subjects exists. See, for example, Golby and Purdue 
1984,, Harrison 1987 and A. White 1988. In relation to Manchester, Melissa Hackney 
(1998)) provides a succinct exploration of these themes. I would like to thank her for allow-
ingg me to read her Master's thesis. 
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evenn if they would not understand them - the Victorians thought that this 
wouldd elevate their conduct. In this respect, art was considered to be a 
meanss of improving the moral character of society. It was as Mil l depicted 
it:: a supplement to the utilitarian half-image of man. Ruskin*  s opposite po-
sitionn is, as Hackney rightly observes, 'crucial' in this respect. For Ruskin 
severelyy 'rejected claims that art held the capacity to improve society' 
(Hackneyy 1998, 19). In effect, as Hewison remarks, 'Ruskin came to see 
thatt art was an expression of society, an index of its health, not a cure for 
itss corruption' (Hewison 1976,132). 

4.44 Huston's criticism of the factory system 

Thee "picturesque" was an aesthetic term which suggested that there was no 
aa priori  distinction between a picture of a landscape and a picture of a 
smokingg chimney. Around eighteen-hundred, the notion of the picturesque 
hadd become very popular. It suggested harmony and order. It gave travel-
lerss an aesthetically legitimised way of looking at scenery that, according 
too traditional classifications, could only be considered ugly. Ruins, litter, or 
aa disorderly lumps of stones, as in mountain scenery, came to be accept-
ablee objects of admiration, providing they gave rise to morally elevated 
thoughts.. One could admire Roman ruins, for example, because they stood 
forr the Augustan age, the last 'golden age' before the 15th century. Or one 
couldd contemplate a basket of litter and thus become aware of the transito 
rinesss of man's existence. Originally, the picturesque denoted a class of 
objectss that fell outside the scope of the notion of the sublime, as devel-
opedd for example, by Burke and then by Kant to denote objects which 
filledd the spectator with a sense of awe and terror, and so - paradoxically -
strengthenedd man's superiority over Nature. Picturesque objects simply 
weree too small to convey this sense of horror. Contrary to the experience 
off  the sublime, there was nothing threatening in the picturesque at all. In 
fact,, the picturesque turned out to be a verbal chameleon which came to 
denotee whatever was beautiful in a picture (Heffernan 1984,4). 

Thee Irish journalist and spokesman of the anti-Corn Law League, Wil-
liamm Cooke-Taylor ([1841] 1969, 3), considered the factories in Lancashire 
inn keeping with the notion of the picturesque: 'Thank God, smoke is rising 
fromm the lofty chimneys of most of them! ... it produces variations in the 
atmospheree which, to me at least, have a pleasing and picturesque effect'. 
Thee smoke was evidence of another good, for Cooke-Taylor considered 
thatt the steam-engine, the 'common assistant and friend of all' and the 
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'mostt  impartia l of arbitrators, '  provided such employment to the operators 
thatt  'habits of order, cleanliness, and propriety ' were impressed upon 
them.. This made 'the organization of the community complete, and the 
humann agents work with all the exactness of machinery.' 

Cooke-Taylorr  emphasised the historical novelty of the factory system: 
'Soo strange a combination of perfect despotism with perfect freedom never 
beforee existed, and to have produced such a state is one of the noblest tri -
umphss of morality and intelligence' (121-124). And though the human 
agentt  worked 'wit h the exactness of machinery,'  this did not mean that the 
workk itself was mechanical. In fact, the operator  only surveyed the opera-
tionss of the machinery, and did not interfere with it at all. And this, ac-
cordingg to Cooke-Taylor, 'gave frequent opportunities ... for  the exercise 
off  skill, ingenuity, and contrivance' (115). The operator  was able to sell 
thesee skills at a high price. In contrast, it was those branches of industry 
thatt  were dependent on manual labour, and were not aided by machinery, 
thatt  turned man into a machine. 

Cooke-Taylorr  used the notion of the "picturesque"  on another  occasion, 
whenn visiting a Methodist chapel: 

Theyy took me to see the chapel which had been erected in Holly mount, 
aa building of the Ionic order, and which to me, uninitiated in the rules of 
art,, appears one of the prettiest specimens of the modern imitations of 
Greciann architecture I have ever  seen. There is a defect in the position of 
thee building: it is not easy to get a view of its full front , and the volutes 
off  Ionic columns seen cornerwise invariably remind one of the rams' 
hornss from which the first  notion of these ornaments is said to have 
beenn derived. The interior  of the chapel struck me as superior  in ar-
rangementt  and picturesque effect to any of the modern churches in the 
Greciann style I have yet seen.(65) 

Cooke-Taylor'ss use of the picturesque here reveals exactly those parame-
terss of production under  factory conditions which were so criticized by 
Johnn Ruskin. For  Ruskin, who was initiated in the rules of art, the 'defect' 
off  the building would certainly not have been incidental; on the contrary, it 
revealedd a structural defect of Grecian architecture. The criticism that Rus-
kinn would probably have made of this building would highly likely have 
mirrore dd his criticism of the factory system. It is widely held that the 
chapterr  on the Nature of Gothic in Stones of Venice contains all those ele-
mentss in a nutshell which transformed Ruskin from an art criti c to a criti c 
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off  society. In fact, Ruskin's criticism of both the factory system and of 
Greciann architecture stemmed from a common source: neither was a sys-
temm of perfect order, as was suggested by the term 'picturesque.' Indeed, 
manyy of these elements are also in Cooke-Taylor's account: being an 
'imitation',, not being able to obtain 'a full view of the front', and the 'in-
variableness'' that the experience of the ornaments evoked. 

FigureFigure 2. Ruskin 's drawing of 
aa lion-head (from Lectures on 
ArchitectureArchitecture and Painting 
1854). . 

Forr Ruskin, there was an obvious reason why spectators of modern (and 
classical)) Grecian buildings would always find that they were not able to 
obtainn a full view of these buildings, and would regard their ornamentation 
ass il l placed. Only the upper parts of Grecian buildings were ornamented, 
andd almost always on such a small scale (given the distance) that it was 
impossiblee to discern what was depicted. Such ornamentation was thus 
simplyy useless. It conveyed no clear message to the observer and was con-
sequentlyy only an expression of waste - a waste of the labour which was 
exertedd to produce it, and thus a waste of money. Since only the upper part 
wass ornamented, the rest of the building was commonly nothing more than 
'aa wilderness of square-cut stone' (Ruskin 1854, 61). The only impression 
too be had from this wilderness was monotony. 

Thiss impression of monotony was strengthened by the 'invariableness' 
off  the Ionic, Doric, or Corinthian columns. No enjoyment for the eye was 
too be had from monotony, but even worse, there was no enjoyment for the 
workmann either. The workman's labour invariably consisted of imitating 
thee same ornamentation over and again, or of executing no ornamentation 
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att all.'6 In a lecture on architecture given in Edinburgh, Ruskin gave the 
examplee of sixty-six heads of lions (see fig. 2), all 'exactly the same', 
whichh he had seen on a recently constructed Grecian building and which he 
contrastedd with the way ornamentation was executed on Gothic buildings. 

Thee west window of Dumblane Abbey in Edinburgh, for example, was or-
namentedd with leaves. But no leaf was exactly the same as another (see fig. 
3).. All the leaves reinforced the form of the window, which was itself a 
leaf.. This demanded what Ruskin called invention: imagination, ingenuity 
andd judgement had to cooperate to produce this architectural arrangement. 
Thee workman had to think about the design of the window; he was not 
merelyy executing the thoughts and designs of others. There was no place 
forr exact replication here. If you expect a workman to 'think about what he 
iss doing, and feel something about it,' you cannot expect him to do the 
samee thing twice. Since 'men do not commonly think the same thought 
twice,.... you are to expect another and a different thought of them, as soon 
ass one thought has been well expressed' (Ruskin 1854, 105). 

166 Imitating here means copying. Smith used imitating to mean quite the opposite, not mere 
copying,, but creating novelty. On this see De Marchi and Van Miegroet 1999. 
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Consequently,, invention fulfille d a double function, not only in the arts but 
inn all production of goods. It gave them something unique and distinctive: 
design.177 If a workman was able to use his imagination and judgement, his 
workk itself was raised above the level of simple manual labour, in the exe-
cutionn of which, 'brut e animals would be preferable to man' (Ruskin 1985, 
83).. Not only the production of goods would be an enjoyment to the 
worker,, but also the consumption of the produce. As in the opposition of 
thee leaf window and the uniforml y ill-placed ornamentation, Ruskin ar-
guedd that there was no enjoyment to be found in sixty-six lion heads which 
weree exactly the same, though there was enjoyment in a dozen or  so leaves 
whichh were not exactly similar  in shape. Diversity, not monotony, pro-
videdd nourishment for  the eye.18 

Ruskinn criticized the consumption of goods which did not embody some 
design,, however  imperfect, but only showed uniformity . They thus served 
ass a store of wealth, not of enjoyment. It was on this very point that he 
tookk offence at John Stuart Mill' s definition of economic man as 'solely' 
strivin gg for  wealth, for  this man was depriving both himself of the enjoy-
mentt  of consumption and the workman of the enjoyment of production. 
Thee consumer could acquire his uniform goods cheaply, but this cheapness 
wass also an indication that they were 'utterl y unnecessary'. When buying 
goodss of 'exquisite invention', one was also paying for  the invention, and 
nott  for  the mere finish or  execution (Ruskin 1985,88). 

177 As Marin a Bianca has pointed out to me, Ruskin, like many others, was influenced in this by 
Willia mm Hogarth's Analysis of Beauty (1753). 

Stevenn Medema has suggested to me that Ruskin mus overlooked the fact that the emerging 
masss consumption industry provided a different form of diversity, namely an exploding variety 
off  consumer goods. Ruskin argued however, as in the case of the sixty-six lion heads which 
weree exactly die same, that 'exquisite invention', which was a marker  of the use made of the 
imaginationn of the workman, could be found within a single exemplar. Ruskin consequently 
didd not limi t his discussion to all of the lion heads being equal, but pointed out how a single 
exemplarr  might lack 'exquisite invention'. The exploding diversity of consumer goods which 
resultedd from mass production was for  Ruskin only an explosion of monotony. 
199 See Babbage ([1835] 1963,119): The first object of every person who attempts to make any 
articlee of consumption, is, or  ought to be, to produce it in a perfect form; but to secure to him-
selff  the greatest and most permanent profit , he must endeavour  .... to render  the new luxury or 
want.... cheap to those who consume it.' 
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Inn fact, a man buying goods without invention, according to Ruskin, was 
engagedd 'in the slave-trade' (88).20 For  goods without design implied a 
degradationn of the workman. His sometimes only 'tardy imagination, tor-
pidd capacity of emotion, tottering steps of thought'  (84) were taken from 
himm and nothing was left to him but basic unenjoyable routine labour. And 
evenn if there was design in a product, this, under  the modern conditions of 
production,, usually implied that the workman was enslaved. The evil was 
thee division of labour. Ruskin sensed a tendency to separate manual and 
inventivee work into two different persons and thus to obtain the highest 
formm of perfection from the inventor  and from the manual worker  (90). 

Inventionn thus was a precondition for  enjoyable work and for  enjoyable 
consumption.. It was closely linked to the perceptual bewilderment that 
tookk hold of a spectator  when looking at Gothic architecture or  Turner' s 
landscapes,, Ruskin's two favourites. According to Ruskin, Turner  made 
thee optical complexity of our  sensations explicit by suggesting all details 
withoutt  wholly revealing them. Not being able to grasp with the eye the 
detailss and variety of nature, looking at Turner' s paintings forced the ob-
serverr  to continually re-examine his visual impressions to form a coherent 
image.. Thus, one could see 'the spots on the trout '  as painted by Turner, 
withoutt  being able to 'count'  them (Lindsay Smith 1995, 57). This was for 
Ruskinn an index of Turner' s 'trut h to nature'. The same 'trut h to nature' 
couldd be found in Turner' s paintings of clouds. Turner  did not deprive 
'heavenn of its space, clouds of their  buoyancy, winds of their  motion, and 
distancee of its blue' (Ruskin 1995, 34). In this he contrasted Turner' s 
treatmentt  with 'our  modern cloud-worship' and with the old masters who 
paintedd as a 'stable fact'  what was 'uncertain and unintelligible*  (277). By 
nott  painting, but suggesting details, Turner  brought this perceptual bewil-
dermentt  and this sense of wholeness experienced by the observer: 'Abun-
dantt  beyond the power  of the eye to embrace or  follow, vast and various 
beyondd the power  of the mind to comprehend, there is yet not one atom in 
itss whole extent and mass which does not suggest more than it represents' 
(15).. Turner' s perceptiveness of the variety and wholeness of nature thus 
conferredd nature's true message. Indeed, for  Ruskin, 'nothing can be natu-
rall  which is monotonous; nothing true which only tells one story' (129). 

Thee use of this expression suggests that Ruskin was referring to the dispute between 
Carlylee and John Stuart Mil l in Fraser's Magazine on the 'negro question'. For a provoca-
tivee interpretation of Ruskin's views on slavery, see Levy 2000. 
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Thee paradoxical effect of Turner's landscapes was that in their 'truth to 
Nature'' they conveyed the message of man's humility and of man's inade-
quacyy to grasp the whole of nature. Ruskin's term for this effect was the 
'grotesque'' as distinguished from the sublime, the beautiful, and the pic-
turesque.. The grotesque was adverse to the subsuming and consequently 
violentt attitude towards nature implied by these other terms. In reference to 
Turner'ss paintings the term grotesque expressed the greatness and variety 
off  nature, but also showed the imperfections of man and the imperfection 
off  the eye. 

Inn Gothic architecture, the grotesque was also the expression of the lib-
ertyy of the workman. Imperfection was not deliberately attained, but was 
ann inevitable consequence of the appeal to the inventive ingenuity of the 
workman.. The contrast between Gothic architecture and the invariableness 
off  the buildings in Edinburgh prompted Ruskin (1854, 61-2) to express 
himselff  as follows: 

Walkk round your Edinburgh buildings, and look at the height of your 
eye,, what wil l you get from them. Nothing but square-cut stone ... so 
thatt your houses look like prisons, and truly are so ... These square 
stoness are not prisons of the body, but graves of the soul; for the very 
menn who could do sculpture ... for you are here! still here, in your de-
spisedd workmen: the race has not degenerated, it is you who have bound 
themm down, and buried them beneath your Greek stones. 

Similarly,, according to Ruskin, the factory system forced men to produce 
4withh the accuracy of tools, to be precise and perfect in all their actions', 
butt this 'verily' meant the 'degradation of the operative into a machine' 
(Ruskinn 1985, 84-6). As one proponent of the factory system stated: to be 
ablee to work with machines, the operatives had to 'identify themselves 
withh the unvarying regularity of the complex automaton' (Shapin and 
Barness 1977, 68n29, quoting Arkwright). In short, the routines of the op-
erativess paralleled the mechanical principles embodied in the machines.21 

Veblenn examined the effects of this sort of training on a workman's life in a more general 
contextt in his Theory of Business Enterprise (1904). According to Veblen, the operative - at 
leastt to some extent - had to be knowledgeable about the principles underlying the work-
ingss of the machine. This knowledge ran in quantitative terms, in terms of cause and effect. 
Veblenn stressed mat 'other intelligence on the part of the workman is useless; or it is even 
worsee man useless, for a habit of thinking in other than quantitative terms blurs the work-
man'ss quantitative apprehension of the facts with which he has to do.' To be suited for 
workingg at a machine the 'habits of life and thought of the workman' had to run along the 
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4.55 Measuring work and fatigue 

Thee paralleling of man and machines was clearly favoured by the machine-
eraa discussions of the nature of the work undertaken by both. No one at the 
timee of Descartes would have considered a balance or a lever to be en-
dowedd with reason or speech. Attempts to construct automata resembling 
mankindd were looked at in wonder, but they remained curiosities, like 
Vaucanson'ss famous flute player.22 By the time Andrew Ure referred to 
thiss flute player and to Maelzel's automatic chess-player, in his Philosophy 
ofof Manufactures ([1835] 1967, 9), it was no longer odd to consider the 
humann and the natural world to be inhabited by 'self-acting machines' 
([1835]]  1967, l).23 Cooke-Taylor, as spokesman of the Anti-Corn Law 
League,, assured its public that 'the brightness of the machinery ... and the 
regularityy of its motions, produce a tout ensemble which has a novel and 
strikingg effect', and he considered that 'the machines can do everything but 
speak'' (Schaffer 1996, 63, quoting Cooke-Taylor). 

Fromm the end of the eighteenth century, physiologists, chemists, and 
physicistss had attempted to find a measure for the work done by simple 
machiness and in these attempts the work of a simple manual worker - a 
mechanicc - was taken as point of reference. From these studies the idea 
emergedd that different sorts of 'force' could be converted into others, an 
ideaa that gained full momentum with the invention of the steam engine and 
thenn developed to maturity in the laws of thermodynamics through the 
workk of Helmholtz, the German physiologist, and Thomson and Tait, the 

liness of 'regularity of sequence and mechanical precision.' The effect was a 'standardization 
off  the workman's intellectual life in terms of mechanical process', and this not only ac-
countedd for his life at the factory, but even standardized his tastes' (Veblen [1904] 1975, 
308-9).. See Th. Veblen [1904] 1975, 13: 'Men are required to adapt their needs and their mo-
tionss to the exigencies of the process whereby this civilized method of intercourse is carried 
intoo effect The service is standardized, and therefore the use of it is standardized also.' William 
Barberr pointed out to me mat Veblen's criticism of American university teaching runs along 
similarr lines. 
222 Voltaire probed Vaucanson's ultimate goal: 'to create an automatic figure whose motions 
wil ll  be an imitation of all animal operations, such as the circulation of the blood, respira-
tion,, digestion, the movement of muscles, tendons, nerves and so forth' (Rabinbach 1992, 
52,, quoting Voltaire). 
233 Ure complained that 'self-acting inventions' like Vaucanson's flute player did 'nothing 
towardss the supply of the physical necessities of society'; they were merely invented for 
idlee use. 
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Englishh physicists. In a series of incisive articles (1989a,b, 1990), Wise 
andd Smith make it clear  that in the Victorian age it was no longer  a simple 
machinee like the balance, but the steam engine which was taken as the 
framee of reference. As a result, the human body came to be seen as a sort 
off  engine, obeying the laws of nature just as well as inanimate matter. Just 
ass workmen converted food into muscular  power, so machines converted 
fuell  into work. Increasingly, the point was to do this as efficiently as pos-
sible;;  to minimise waste, and maximise the useful effect of men and ma-
chiness alike. The energetic framework provided common ground for  hu-
mann labour  and machines. 

Thiss common ground provided the opportunity for  rephrasing measure-
mentss of working man's labour  in strictly physical terms: the measurement 
off  'useful effect'. How to measure the work done by a labourer  had of 
coursee been an issue for  classical economists. However  great the differ-
encess between their  various formulations may have been, there was a dis-
tinctt  relation between the produce of labourers and the trouble it took them 
too make it. In Chapter  5 of the Wealth of Nations, Smith wrote about how 
difficul tt  it wass 'to ascertain the proportion between two different quantities 
off  labour' and to find an 'accurate measure either  of hardship or  ingenuity' 
(1:48).MM  The 'real price' was the 'toi l and the trouble*  of the work and 
lackingg an 'accurate measure', prices were adjusted 'by the higgling and 
bargainingg of the market place' (1:49). Smith consequently considered the 
'toi ll  and trouble' of the work as a social category. 

Thee same holds for  Coulomb's study, Mémoire sur la force des hommes 
(1778),, which was instrumental in the development of the physical concept 
off  work.25 Coulomb investigated the useful amount of work that could be 
donee by a workman in a normal day of work. This notion of a 'normal day' 
off  work shows that Coulomb was not tryin g to answer  a merely physical 
questionn - as it might have been had he investigated the maximum amount 
off  force. Normality involves considerations as to how much work work-
menn are willin g to deliver  in a working day (Vatin 1993). Such considera-
tionss transcended the boundaries of physics and physiology. In the ener-
geticc context, which developed from studies such as that by Coulomb, fa-

Onn Smith's ideas of taking account of ingenuity in pricing, see De Marchi and Van Mie-
groetl999. . 

Republishedd in his Theorie des Machines Simples. An excellent discussion of Coulomb's 
memoirmemoir and its relation to French engineers up until 1830 is found in Vatin 1993. The spe-
cificss of Coulomb's experiments are treated on 36-56.1 would like to thank Norton Wise 
forr providing me with bibliographical details on Coulomb. 
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tiguee was the result of an exhaustion of energy, a fund that had to be re-
filledd and regenerated by food; it lost its moral and social dimensions and 
becamee restricted to a merely physical magnitude. 

Moree than a decade after the appearance of the Wealth of Nations, La-
voisierr had just such a physical common denominator in mind. In his 
MémoireMémoire sur la respiration des animaux (1789), he wrote: 

Onn peut connaitre, par example, a combien de livres en poids répondent 
less efforts d'un homme qui récite un discours, d'un musicien qui joue 
d'unn instrument. On pourrait même évaluer ce qu'il y a de mécanique 
danss le travail du philosophe qui réfléchit, de Fhomme de lettres qui 
écrit,, du musicien qui compose. Ces effets, considérés comme purement 
moreaux,, ont quelque chose de physique et de materiel, qui permet, sous 
cee rapport, de les comparer avec ceux de 1'homme de peine. Ce n'est 
donee pas sans quelque justesse que la langue frangaise a confondu, sous 
laa denomination commune de travail, les efforts de 1'esprit comme ceux 
duu corps, le travail du cabinet et le travail du mercenaire (quoted from 
Vatinn 1993). 

Lavoisierr proposed to measure the work of the mind and the work of the 
bodyy in a similar way. The work of the mind, even as a purely moral phe-
nomenon,, still had something physical and material, which afforded com-
parisonn with physical pain and effort. Fatigue and useful effect came to be 
consideredd as purely physical phenomena which obeyed the same laws as 
inanimatee nature and hence could be accessed with the same tools and in-
struments.. As Rabinbach (1992, 46) puts it: 'the body yielded the work of 
thee nerves, the muscles and the organs, which were subject to the same 
lawss of nature as any other machine.' The labour of both the man of letters 
andd the mechanic, work of the mind and work of the hands, came to be as-
sociatedd with physical endurance - as illustrated by Lavoisier's expression 
TT homme de peine' for the mechanic. 

4.66 Jevons's experiments on the exertion of muscular  force 

Thiss discourse in which labour was primarily associated with physical ex-
haustion,, such as the wear and tear of a machine, merged with Jevons's 
interestt and enthusiasm for Jennings's Natural Elements of Political Econ-
omyomy (1855). Considering work itself in terms of mechanics, Jevons under-
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tookk a series of experiments on work and fatigue and published the results 
inn Nature (1870). He referred to these experiments in the Theory to sub-
stantiatee his theory of labour  as well as in the Principles to substantiate his 
claimss about the difference between rational and empirical formulae (a 
subjectt  that wil l be addressed in Chapter  6). 

Jevonss designed his experiments to 'throw some light upon the chemical 
andd physiological conditions of muscular  force/ The most important rea-
sonn why they were interesting was that they 'might also point out how we 
couldd make some commencement, however  humble, of defining the 
mathematicall  relations upon which the science of economy is founded* 
(1870,, 158). Jennings's book was most probably on his mind when he 
wrotee these words. In the article on the experiments, he referred however 
nott  to Jennings, but to Babbage and Coulomb. The experiments elabo-
rated,, so Jevons (1870, 158) explained, on one of Babbage's 'many happy 
suggestions''  in The Economy of Machinery and Manufactures, 'the rela-
tionn between fatigue and the rapidit y or  degree of muscular  exertion.' 

Jevonss performed three different experiments. The first was throwing 
weights.. The second was liftin g and lowering weights with a pulley and 
chord.. The thir d was holding weights with a full y stretched arm. Jevons 
consideredd fatigue and the work done - the 'useful effect'  - in strictly 
physiologicall  terms. According to Jevons, due to the 'natural constitution 
off  the muscles' man was only able to develop a 'limite d amount of force in 
aa given time' that would at some point be offset by the increase in fatigue 
causedd by the intensity and rapidit y of the exertion. Jevons attempted to 
findd the 'maximum efficiency' that would be reached at some point 'in 
everyy kind of work'(1870: 158). 

Inn all three cases, his experiments provided pronounced results. How-
ever,, he was only able to derive a mathematical expression for  the first 
typee of experiment. The experiment results were though so 'embarrass-
inglyy close' to the formula, that Jevons attributed them 'partl y to chance' 
(159).. Although it was apparently the true formula, Jevons did 'not quite 
seee how to explain it on mechanical principles'. For  the other  types of ex-

266 White (1994a, 206) observed that Jevons's thir d experiment (holding the weights on a 
full yy stretched arm) was described in principl e in Jennings ([1855] 1969,116). 
277 White (1994a) plausibly suggests that Jevons had only secondary knowledge of Cou-
lomb'ss Mémoire - from Babbage's reference to it in his Machinery and Manufactures. His 
attemptss 'to add precision and certainty to the ideas put forth by Coulomb and Babbage' 
(1870,, 158) ignored the fact that Coulomb had minutely computed the optimal 'quantit y of 
action''  for  a porter  on a normal workman's day. See esp. Vatin 1993. 
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FigureFigure 4. Houghton's graphs ofJevons's experiments on the exertion 
OfOf muscular force. Nature 1871, p. 290. Each graph gives the 

'theoretical''theoretical' curve of "useful effect" against the plotting 
ofJevonsofJevons 's experimental results. 
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periments,, Jevons made some attempt to explain the outcome 'by reason-
ablee suppositions as to the conditions of exhaustion and restauration of 
muscularr  power'. He did not arriv e at any definite mathematical results, 
however. . 

Inn subsequent issues of Nature (Aug. 18, 1870, Feb. 9, 1871) the physi-
cistt  Samuel Haughton came to Jevons's aid in determining the exact func-
tionss of his experiments, which he plotted against Jevons's experimental 
findings.. According to Haughton (1870, 324), the human arm 'instinc-
tively**  behaved as if obeying the principl e of least action; seeking to 
minimisee waste or  to maximise useful effect. Similarly , the human arm 
couldd be considered as a 'compound pendulum', whose weight was 'con-
centratedd at the centre of oscillation of the loaded arm' (324), a claim he 
correctedd in his second article regarding Jevons's experiments, in that he 
'shouldd have stated that it is the work of a body of equal weight moving 
withh the velocity of the centre of gyration*, a term used in engineering me-
chanicss to denote the point of a revolving body 'at which the whole weight 
off  the body may be concentrated without changing its moment of inertia' 
(Carmichaell  1950, 7-21.9). Making some assumptions on the mechanical 
propertiess of the human arm and relying on the 'law' that 'work done is 
constant',, Haughton reduced the problem to one of mechanical engineering 
andd gave a mechanical explanation in mathematical form for  the three ex-
perimentss using by then standard engineering views of mechanics. 

Inn the Theory, as well as in the Principles, Jevons gracefully accepted 
Haughton'ss explanation since it provided a theoretical backing for  his em-
piricall  findings. It showed by what mechanism work was done. Where 
Jevonss initiall y had been worried about the extreme close correspondence 
betweenn his experimental findings and the only formula he found (see 
Haughton'ss graph N° I), Jevons was no longer  embarrassed by the close 
relationn between data and theory. Haughton's phrasing of the experiments, 
andd Jevons's approving words, brought to the fore what conception of man 
layy behind it; man was conceived of as a machine that converted muscular 
effortt  into useful effect. This conversion relied on a trade off between use-
full  effect and fatigue. Jevons's experiments thus directly fitted into the 
generall  strive towards a unified framework from which to understand man 
andd machines alike. 
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4.77 Routinising labour 

Ass said above, Jevons came back to his experiments on two important oc-
casions.. The first was in the Theory of Political Economy, in which he used 
thee experiments as an example to show how his theory of labour could be 

FigureFigure 5. Jevons's 
graphicalgraphical representation 
ofof his theory of labour. 
Theoryy of Political 
Economy,, 1871, p. 168. 

e e 

verifiedd empirically. Jevons extensively quoted Richard Jennings's Natural 
ElementsElements of Political Economy (1855) in which 'incipient effort' and 'toil-
somee sensations' were contrasted. Jevons rephrased Jennings's argument 
inn terms of his theory of pleasure and pain. Contrasting the 'painfulness of 
labour'' with the 'utility of the produce', 'a day's wages' was determined at 
thee point where their marginal increments equalised. Though Jevons rec-
ognizedd that 'labour may be both agreeable ... and conducive to future 
good,'' labour was predominantly conceived as a pain. Labour is 'the pain-
full  exertion which we undergo to ward off pains of greater amount, or to 
procuree pleasures which leave a balance in our favour' (1871, 163). 

Jevonss represented the (dis-)utility function of labour in the diagram 
shownn in figure 5.™ The curve a-b-c-d represents the (dis-)utility connected 
withh the pain of the execution of labour. Positive utility is derived from la-
bourr itself only in arc b-c. Though it is nowhere clearly expressed, we may 
thinkk of this utility as the surplus of the enjoyment derived from the in-
creasingg dexterity of the workman over the pain of the execution of the 

288 The technical adequacy of this diagram is discussed in White (1994c, 434-37) and does 

nott concern me here. 
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work.. Beyond point c, this balance becomes negative. Balanced against the 
disutilit yy of labour  is the utilit y derived from the produce x shown in the 
upperr  curve, representing the return on labour  or  his income. In equilib-
riu mm the return on labour  is o-m. Jevons considered the workmen as if they 
weree irresistibly following a strategy of maximising produce gained on a 
workin gg day, or  as minimising their  labour  input. The question was posited 
ass if it was a mere physical problem, requirin g a physical solution. The 
analysiss thus matched his own experiments on the exertion of muscular 
force,, in which waste was minimised or, equivalently, useful effect maxi-
mised.. Even granted that one might legitimately consider  Jevons's experi-
mentss in terms of engineering mechanics, it still did not follow that a day's 
labourr  of a workman, for  Smith and even for  Coulomb a social category, 
couldd be analysed in similar  terms. 

Interestingly,, Jevons added a discussion on the 'general tendency' in 
Englandd to reduce working hours, 'thus proving that the painfulness of la-
bourr  varies so rapidly as easily to overbalance the gain in utility *  (1879, 
196).299 In terms of Jevons's graph, this tendency relates to the steepness of 
thee slope of the graph of (implicit ) labour  supply. Apparently, for  many 
occupationss there was no intrinsi c enjoyment to be derived from the la-
bour.. Yet the range of jobs Jevons mentioned - from artisans, millhands to 
mercantilee officers - covered all those which Cooke-Taylor  (1841] 1969, 
115)) had maintained 'gave frequent opportunities ... for  the exercise of 
skill ,, ingenuity, and contrivance.'  The talent and intelligence demanded 
inspiredd workers only to spare their  own labour, just as Adam Smith's boy, 
Humphreyy Potter, who preferred to play in the field with his friends, was 
inducedd to invent a device that would allow this. But Smith's ingenious 
youngg boy was, so Jevons assured us, an exception; for  'all the greater  in-
ventions''  were 'the result of deliberate study' (197; see Smith [1776] 1976, 
1:20).. Indeed, it was not always 'possible to graduate work to the 
worker' ss liking ' (Jevons 1879, 196). Jevons consequently put his mecha-
nisticc theory of labour  to work to explain some of the obvious and indubi-
tablee phenomena one could observe with regard to Victorian working ar-
rangements.. This of course was to add credibilit y to his graph (see fig. 5). 

Jevonss altered the phrasing of the argument in die second edition, though the message re-
mainedd the same. The first edition reads: 'Thus proving that the degree of utility varies 
moree rapidly than the degree of painfulness of labour' (1871,176). 

Jevonss expressed his scepticism of Smith's assurance mat many inventions were made by the 
userss of machinery. See Jevons's (incomplete) copy of the Wealth of Nations, JA 6/6/7 (14). 
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Thee only professions for  which Jevons acknowledged that the work could 
bee of 'interesting and stimulating nature', were the inventive ones. In the 
secondd edition, Jevons listed 'the philosopher, scientific discoverer, artist, 
&c ''  (1879, 197). However, in line with his early views on genius {PC 
1:58),, these occupations required 'mental powers' which 'must be kept in 
perfectt  trainin g by constant exertion, just as a racehorse or  an oarsman 
needss to be constantly exercised' (198). With regard to this 'training' , 
Jevonss conceived mental powers to be as mechanical and routine as man-
uall  labour, something that will be elaborated on more full y in the next 
chapter. . 

Jevons'ss theory of labour  is of course in extreme contrast to that of 
Ruskin.. According to Ruskin, labour  was a pain just because man's capa-
bilit yy to use his mental powers, his imagination, was either  severely re-
strictedd or  not acknowledged at all. In one of his lectures as Slade profes-
sorr  of Art at Oxford, Ruskin (1996, 120-1) said the following: 

Imaginee that muscular  firmness and subtlety, and the instantaneously 
selectivee and ordinant energy of the brain, sustained all day long, not 
onlyy without fatigue, but with a visible joy in the exertion ... consider, 
soo far  as you know anything of physiology, what sort of an ethical state 
off  body and mind that means! 

Forr  Ruskin it was not so much labour  per  se that occasioned disutility , but 
thee content of the work and the conditions under  which the work was exe-
cuted.. If there was no originalit y lent to the product -that is, if man's 
imaginationn was not involved in its production - labour  would be reduced 
too sheer  monotony. 

Forr  Jevons, however, the use of the imagination became 'the inexplica-
blee action of a gifted mind' ([1874] 1958, 579). It had to do with the 'rar e 
genius''  of Newton, Huygens, or  Faraday (585). Jevons reserved for  the 
truee man of genius, what Ruskin considered to a greater  or  lesser  degree 
commonn to all workmen: imaginative power. In his arguments for  labour 

3131 Ruskin continued: '-ethic through ages past! What fineness of race there must be to get it, 
whatt exquisite balance and symmetry of the vital powers'. See Levy (2000) for an interpre-
tationn highlighting Ruskin's sometimes only covert but also open allusions to differences in 
race.. It should be noted that similar forms of racism are to found in Jevons's work. For ex-
ample,, Jevons's theory of labour explicitly refers to 'man of lower race, a negro for in-
stance'' as feeling labour more painful, not having the right 'energetic disposition' (1871, 
177).. See also White (1994b) for Jevons regarding marters of class and race. 
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beingg predominantly a disutility, Jevons separated man's imagination from 
hiss routinely performed acts, and restricted the imagination to a specific 
giftedd group of people. These routine acts fitted, we have seen, into his 
theoryy of labour. Geniuses such as Newton and Faraday, however, were 
outsidee the scope of his graph from the very start. Ruskin's judgement was 
too the contrary for the common workmen: this was 'to find their whole 
beingg sunk into an unrecognized abyss, to be counted off into a heap of 
mechanismm numbered with its wheels, and weighed with its hammer 
strokes'' (Ruskin 1985,87). 

Fromm Smith's gloomy passage in the Wealth of Nations up to Ruskin's 
criticismm of the factory system mere was a general agreement on the obser-
vationn that the factory system, as a whole, forced the operative to work 
withh the minuteness of a machine. Whereas this observation filled Ruskin 
withh disgust, it was taken by Jevons as a natural starting point for his the-
oryy of labour. For Ruskin it meant to 'unhumanize' man. 'Men were not 
intendedd to work with the accuracy of tools, to be precise and perfect in all 
theirr actions'(Ruskin 1985, 84). Without imagination, Ruskin insisted, 
man'ss intellectual activities would be reduced to routine operations. La-
bourr would only be mechanical, and consumption would be without taste. 
Thee crucial point for Ruskin in all instances, was that in no sphere of life 
mann should conform to vested rules, but should himself deliberate and de-
cidee what path to follow. 

4.88 Amusements of the people 

Fromm Jevons's diary and letters to his family we gain a vivid impression of 
hiss enthusiasm for the manufacturing districts in London - he even writes 
thatt he now definitely prefers to walk there instead of taking a tour in the 
countrysidee (PC 1:90-1). This enthusiasm did not entice him to the kind of 
propagandisticc writing on the moral virtues of the factory system displayed 
byy someone such as Cooke-Taylor, however. In his younger years Jevons 
startedd research into the conditions of the working poor in London and 
Sydney,, and turned in the 1870s to the issue of women's work in facto-
ries.ries. Though Jevons emphasised that not all manufacturing districts in 

Hiss statistical research on infant mortality rates in industrialised cities was meant to sup-
portt the abolishment of women working in factories. Jevons's stance provoked considerable 
controversy.. One reaction was from Cooke-Taylor who took offence at Jevons's use of sta-
tisticall  evidence. Jevons was forced to admit that the 'real proof of his thesis was 'not to be 
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Londonn produced the same amount of 'busy vice and crime' as, for  exam-
ple,, 'St Giles, Drur y Lane, &c.,'  (90) he, lik e many contemporaries, con-
sideredd the violent and riotous ways that for  the working class functioned 
ass an outlet for  their  miserable lives was a general evil which had to be 
combated. . 

Howw to redress the low culture of the working class would occupy 
Jevons'ss thoughts til l the end of his life, just as it was of concern to Rus-
kin .. The admiration Jevons expressed in his 1865 lecture at Queen's Col-
legee for  Ruskin's many 'imaginative names and figurative expressions' 
cannott  conceal the differences between their  stance on this subject, which 
inn the course of time only became greater. Ruskin' s lecture 'Of Kings' 
Treasuries''  - the lecture Jevons referred to - not only dealt with the ques-
tionn of how to read and how to address the great books of the past, but also 
analysedd and commented on the adversary cultural climate towards read-
ing.. 'We despised', Ruskin complained, all the great achievements of 
mankind::  literature, science, the arts. And even worse, we despised 'the 
deepp and sacred sensations of scenery', nature itself. In the course of his 
lamentation,, Ruskin shifted from the use of 'we' to 'you' : addressing the 
audiencee as those who were guilty of this despising. It is quite clear  who 
thiss audience was: the middle and upper  classes. They were not the work-
menn by 'whose work, by whose strength, by whose life, by whose death, 
youu live, and never  thank them'(281). For  Ruskin, these 'common work-
men''  formed the 'body and nervous force' of the nation, but they were ex-
cludedd from participation in the amusements of the better-off classes, and 
thiss was because such amusements were not considered fit due to their  de-
functt  understanding. 

Whereass Ruskin's solution to this problem pointed to the abolition of 
thee factory system altogether, a solution for  which he was ridiculed in the 
press,, Jevons envisaged solutions that essentially extended the factory 
systemm outside the factory itself. As labour  was conceived of as a routine 
activityy that disciplined the workman's life, so the amusements available to 
thee people should regulate their  leisure habits. Jevons's most relevant es-
sayy is 'Amusement of the people', that originall y appeared 1878 in the 
ContemporaryContemporary Review, and was reissued in Methods of Social Reform 
(1883). . 

foundd in complicated statistical tables' (quoted in White 1994b, 64). For a discussion of 
Jevons'ss view on women working in factories, see White 1994b and Peart 2001. 
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Jevonss started with the observation that due to 'riotou s and vicious assem-
blages**  of people, most popular  festivals had been suppressed by the 
authorities.333 England, according to Jevons, had become a 'dul l England'. 
Thee suppression of festivals in fact left to the public nothing but the worst 
formss of leisure activity, such as drinkin g and violence. 'The people seem 
actuallyy to have forgotten how to amuse themselves, so that when they do 
escapee ... from their  depressing alleys, there is no provision of music, no 
harmlesss games, nor  other  occupation for  the vacant time.' The effect of 
thiss was that the 'English masses' only were able to amuse themselves in a 
'clumsyy and vulgar  way' (Jevons 1883, 4-5). On his journeys through 
Europe,, it had struck Jevons as 'extremely painfuF that 'the poor  gentle-
mann peasants of Scandinavia' were so much more well behaved than 'the 
rich,, rowdy, drunken artisans of England' (Jevons 1883, 5). Shortening a 
workman'ss day or  raising salaries would only aggravate this, for  Jevons 
fearedd most workmen would spend more earnings on drink . What was 
neededd was an increase of culture, and this could be attained by the provi-
sionn of suitable entertainment.34 Jevons considered music to be the most 
suitedd for  achieving this goal. 

Interestingly,, listening to music was described by Jevons as having the 
propertiess of both the absence of thought and of manual labour. It was 
'merelyy passive abandonment of the mind to the train of ideas and emo-
tionss suggested by the strains [of music]'  (Jevons 1883, 9). In an unfin-
ishedd manuscript on music, Jevons examined the mental and moral func-
tionss of music in more detail. Listening to music involved no mental proc-
ess.. The appreciation of sounds, the building blocks of music, depended 
onlyy 'upon the nature of the sense of hearing' (JA 6/47/4, original under-
lining) .. The function of music consisted of 'a general removal of the mind 
fromm its ordinary course of duties ... causing it to forget ordinary affairs 
andd thoughts'. It caused a 'feeling of Beauty or  of Sublimity ... often ex-
cited,, more or  less, by every pleasant country walk, by sightseeing, by 
beautifull  and extensive views or  grand and strikin g scenery on sea or  land, 

Thee authorities attempted to suppress these festivals partly as an off-spin of the French 
Revolution.. The violent and riotous turn these festivals often took was regarded as a hotbed for 
revoltt  against the social order. Support for  suppression also came from manufacturers who by 
thenn needed a well regulated workforce. For  an extensive discussion see Golby &  Purdue 1984, 
esp.. 88-94. Their  discussion makes it clear  that in the light of recent research, the then prevail-
ingg image of a decline in popular  amusements is inaccurate. 
344 Nowhere does Jevons make the inference that the factory system is to be blamed for  poor 
worker' ss habits, though it is strikin g that poor  Scandinavian peasants in his eyes behave better 
thann the F-nglish working class. 
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byy magnificent architectural... works or  a fine piece of poetry' (JA 6/47/8-
9).. This feeling, Jevons suggested, 'belongs to the perceptions, not... rea-
sonn and is far  below the level of a somewhat analogous but feebler  feeling 
producedd by the contemplation of wonderful and beautiful facts of science 
orr  knowledge in general'. Music, in short, belonged to what Jevons termed 
thee class of 'perceptive pleasure meaning any emotion ... produced by 
subjectss of nature or  Ar t through the medium of the sense or  mind but 
withoutt  the necessary exercise of the higher  faculties of reason' (JA 
6/47/9,, original underlining). Listening to music kept the public in a state 
off  mental and bodily rest. Of course, Jevons admitted, 'there is some nerv-
ouss waste even in the enjoyment of music, and it is greater  as the attention 
iss more excitated,'  but music holds the mind 'enchained just so long as 
theree is energy of thought to spare; in the meantime the body remains in a 
perfectt  state of repose' (Jevons 1883,10).5 

Thee music that Jevons thought best fitted to limi t the 'nervous waste' 
andd to be played in parks or  music halls, was highly conventional. It should 
consistt  of 'the better  class of dance music, old English melodies, popular 
classicall  songs'. The great mass of the public was not capable of listening 
too the 'great musical structures' since these demanded 'long musical 
trainin gg for  their  appreciation.'  One of Jevons's reasons to exclude com-
monn man from the great musical compositions was that they would not in-
ducee a state of rest in the mind, but would excite the brain instead. 

Jevonss obviously considered the common man to be unfit for  this sort of 
excitementt  and implicitl y reserved the appreciation of complex music to 
thosee who were naturally gifted with imagination, in practice, the higher 
classes.. If , in other  words, 'small'  art and not 'great'  art were provided to 
thee public, the whole thing would be completely 'harmless', and 'devoid of 
coarsenesss or  vulgarity '  (Jevons 1883, 16). Jevons description of how lis-
teningg to music could contribute to the elevation of the cultural level of the 
lowerr  classes corresponded with the ideas of many of his contemporaries. 
Thoughh the ordinary man was not able to understand what he heard or  saw, 

355 It is very hard at this point not to think of Ulysses and the Sirens. Enchained, Ulysses listened 
too the seductive hymns of the Sirens, while his deafened companions rowed past In Ruskin's 
termss this image might be taken as the ultimate and evil consequence of the division of labour, 
inn which the manual workers are deprived of their senses and therewith of their power of 
imagination,, the use of which comes to be reserved for the inventor. In Jevons's analysis, 
thingss are even worse, for there was no role to be played for the imagination at all, save for 
thosee rare geniuses which for Jevons were the real inventors. See for an unsurpassed analysis 
off  Ulysses, Horkheimer and Adorno [1944] 1986,50-87. 
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hee would be activated to emulate the conduct of the higher  classes. In ef-
fect,, the lower  classes should be stimulated, in Jevons's words, to 'aping 
[their ]]  betters'. They should thus be stimulated to spend their  money on 
cultur ee instead of on drink (Jevons 1883, 7). 

However,, by suppressing the use of man's brain, the only enjoyment to 
bee had was simple relaxation. Popular  entertainment thus served predomi-
nantlyy to keep the workers at rest. Indeed, the feeling of 'Beauty or  Sub-
limity ''  suggested to the listener  a superiority over  Nature that could only 
bee attained by 'forgettin g ... the ordinary course of duties ... [the] ordinary 
affair ss and thoughts'. This feeling consequently belied the listener's true 
sociall  position in which he was not in control, but the one controlled. In 
Jevons'ss conception of the effects of the arts, there was no positive 
evaluationn at all of the 'perceptual bewilderment' which according to Rus-
kinn was the prime virtu e of art that, far  from putting the mind in a state of 
rest,, stimulated man's imagination. 

Ruskin'ss views on art contrasted strongly with those of Jevons, since 
art,, for  Ruskin, 'must confess that we have not reached the perfection we 
cann imagine, and cannot rest in the condition we have attained' (Ruskin 
1985,, 99). This 'harmless' state of rest was exactly what Jevons had in 
view.. Jevons's proposals for  social reform were directed at more success-
full yy regulating the lives of the mass of the people. As he once stated: 'As 
feelingss [of pleasure and pain] are both the ends and instruments of the 
moralistt  and legislator, it especially behoves us to learn how to estimate 
thesee values aright'  (Jevons [1879] 1971, 276). In his essays on popular 
cultur ee Jevons's ultimate aim was to pacify the crowd. 

Whenn we read Jevons's essay on 'Cram' in Mind, and compare this with 
Ruskin'ss scattered remarks on the same subject, we also see that on this 
issuee their  respective stances had moved in opposite directions. In contrast 
withh his own statements in 1865 to an audience at Queens College, Liver -
pool,, by 1877 (1883, 90) Jevons was of the opinion that a 'well-ordered 
educationn is a severe system of well-sustained "Cram "  ... the agony of the 
examination-roomm is an anticipation of the struggles of life. All lif e is a 
longg series of competitive examinations.'  For  Jevons, the 'business' of the 

366 Jevons used this expression provocatively. It foreshadows Veblen's theory of emulation. The 
importancee of emulation in Jevons's epoch is also emphasized in Golby and Purdue (1984). At 
thee end of his essay, he attributes the 'degradation of English amusements*  to the tendency of 
livin gg up to the Jones's (Jevons 1883, 24). It is unclear, however, what other  criterion the pub-
hee has in judging culture than aping your  betters, lacking the mental capacity to decide the 
wormm of culture for  themselves. 
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educatorr  was to 'impress indelibly upon the mind the useful knowledge 
whichh is to guide the pupil through life. This would be "Cram "  indeed' 
(Jevonss 1883, 99). Jevons's defence of 'Cram' stemmed from the idea that 
itt  was possible to control 'the plastic fibres of the youthful brain' (Jevons 
1883,, 88). Ruskin severely opposed 'the school of Cram' in education ex-
actlyy because he thought it deadened the inventive part of man, man's 
genius,, and defended 'the school of Culture' in its place (see, for  example, 
Geddess 1884, 40).37 According to Ruskin, the 'best powers of the youth' 
couldd only be developed 'without competition'  (Works 25:151-153). 

Ruskin'ss and Jevons's diverging attitude towards cram is paradigmatic 
off  their  different views on labour  conditions, social order, and the role of 
cultur ee in society. In the end, this divergence was motivated by the two dif-
ferentt  attitudes Cooke-Taylor  ([1841] 1969, 3) discerned with respect to 
thee factory system. Either  one could judge the factory system 'by an inap-
plicablee standard' and retreat to 'previous reading and experience' or  con-
siderr  it as 'an established innovation. Where Ruskin retreated into the 
Gothicc past, Jevons, in contrast, embraced modernity. 

377 In Fors Clavigera Ruskin related the story of an art student who had 'the finest powers of 
mechanicall  execution I have ever met with, but was quite incapable of invention, or strong 
intellectuall  effort of any kind' (Works 25:150). Ruskin fully blamed the educational system 
forr the 'mischief done to the best faculties of the brain' whose sole interest it was 'to keep 
order'. . 
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AA law of thought, a necessary part of die machinery of our minds, 
off  no practical use\ Whose fault is that? 

-- Augustus De Morgan, Syllabus of Logic, 1860 

5.11 Introductio n 

Itt is well known that Jevons was one of the first in Britain to catch on the 
importancee of the newly developed formal logical systems of Boole and 
Dee Morgan. Jevons singled out Boole's Investigations of the Laws of 
ThoughtThought (1854) as being of pivotal importance for his own logical work: 

Havingg given much attention to this most remarkable work of Professor 
Boole,, I have been led by it to perceive that if we had a number of 
objectss with mechanical devices for arranging them in any desired 
classess or ranks, we might argue concerning them by machinery, and 
bringg out a conclusion by the motion of wheels or levers, somewhat as 
Pascall  worked an arithmetical equation, or Mr. Babbage solves an 
equation,, or calculates a page of logarithms by turning the handle of the 
calculatingg machine. I am confident of being able to show this when I 
comee to the proper point in my logical studies, by a very simple 
mechanicall  device, which shall not only solve Aristotle's dilemma's, 
butt shall exhibit to the eyes the working of Boole's logic, the most 
generall  and perfect system of logic yet proposed.1 

Jevons'ss opening address at Queen's College, in 1865, was in substance devoted to the 
'greatt reform in logical science', the discovery of formal logic. Supplement to The 
LiverpoolLiverpool Daily Post, Tuesday, October 3,1865, page number lacking. 
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Thee mechanical device which takes a prominent place in this quote, 
exhibitingg Boole's 'general and perfect system of logic', was Jevons's so-
calledd Logical Abacus, a contrivance which mechanically produced logical 
deductionss from a given (and limited) set of propositions. His work on this 
machinee was the drivin g force of his logical work throughout the eighteen--
sixties,, yet Jevons's logical machine was widely neglected by the scientific 
communityy as was already acknowledged in 1883 in an address of a certain 
Professorr  Sonnenschein to the Birmingham Philosophical Society. 

Theree exists however  a close correspondence between Jevons's work in 
logicc and his approach to economics (Mosselmans 1998). In effect, John 
Stuartt  Mil l rightl y spotted this close relation when he reproached Jevons 
forr  having 'a mania for  encumbering questions with useless complications, 

11 Sonnenschein (1883, 72). Indeed, Jevons's work on logic on the whole left no permanent 
impression,, even though his Elementary Lessons in Logic: Deductive and Inductive, 
appearingg in the same year  as his economic theory, measured in reprints, was an outstanding 
success.. There may be good reasons for  this neglect, Jevons being obviously a less original 
logiciann than Boole or  De Morgan. In his accompanying remarks to the exchange of letters 
betweenn Boole and Jevons, Grattan-Guinness (1991, 22-3) suggests that the editors of 
Jevons'ss Papers and Correspondence apparently attempted to present 'Jevons the 
economist,, uncontaminated by Jevons the Logician.' 

Theree is some justice in Grattan-Guinness remark, for  it is true that the image one gets 
fromm the Papers and Correspondence is biased to Jevons's economics, neglecting his work 
andd correspondence on logic. A nice example off  the bias is found in Jevons's PC 3: 62. The 
fragmentt  of a letter  from Stanley Jevons to his brother  Herbert starts: '... Logic &  critiqu e 
uponn his, as he declined to see it until he had finished a mathematical book he was engaged 
upon.. I have received from a German Professor  an elaborate essay on Prices in Hamburg, 
containingg also a great deal of criticism of my pamphlet'  The German Professor  referred to 
wass Laspeyres, who criticized Jevons's use of the geometric mean in his pamphlet on the 
falll  in the value of gold (originall y published in April , 1863). Apparently the editors 
thoughtt  this to be of more importance than Jevons's reference to his work on Boole's logic, 
whichh equally appeared 1863. This can hardly be inferred from the reproduced fragment. 

Thee neglect of Jevons's logical work in the Papers and Correspondence may be partiall y 
duee to a division of tasks between the logician Prof. Mays, who did much to promote 
interestt  in Jevons's work on logic in the fifties, and the economist Prof. Black, who was the 
coeditorr  of the Jevons's Papers and Correspondence. This division proved to be 
unfortunate.. In an article on Jevons's scientific method, Mays wrote that he was 'now 
hopingg to edit some of Jevons's correspondence together  with relevant pieces of his logical 
andd philosophical writing s ... This would form a natural complement to the extensive work 
Professorr  Black is carrying out on Jevons's economic studies' (Mays 1962, 223) The 
promisedd volume never  came. 
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andd with a notation implying the existence of greater precision in the data 
thann the questions admit of. His speculations on Logic, like those of Boole 
andd De Morgan» and some of those of Hamilton, are infected in an 
extraordinaryy degree with this vice'.3 

Myy purpose in this chapter is to show how Jevons's work on the Logical 
Abacuss is embedded in an emerging discourse on mechanical reasoning 
takenn in a double sense. First, as straightforwardly relating to reasoning by 
machines.. Second, as relating to a mode of understanding the human mind 
byy comparing it with a mechanical contrivance. The first does not entail 
thee second; one may construct computing or logical machines without 
makingg any claim about similarity with the human mind, using such 
machiness simply as aids to the mind. One may also make the far stronger 
claimm that one can use a mechanical contrivance to understand the working 
off  the mind. Babbage's Difference Engines and the new formal logic 
developedd by Boole and De Morgan formed a driving force in the 
developmentt of mechanical reasoning in both senses. The logical machine 
wass designed to draw infallible logical deductions. But it also helped 
Jevonss to conceive of the human mind as similar to a machine, obeying the 
samee mechanical principles. This chapter thus gives flesh to the thesis that 
Jevonss conceived of the human mind as akin to a machine. 

53,53, Babbage's calculating engines 

Thee story of Babbage's calculating machines has nowadays spread so 
widelyy that it hardly needs to be told again.4 Babbage's Calculating 
EnginesEngines project emerged out of the growing need for accurate and reliable 
tabless by the quickly industrializing English economy. These tables were 
necessary,, among other things, for navigation and for the emerging 
insurancee companies. As most scientists of his days, Babbage was aware of 
thee growing need for accurate and reliable tables, but the necessity to speed 
upp calculation was also an important factor.3 The importance of accurate 

33 In his already quoted letter  to Cairnes: Mil l (1972), Letter  1698: December  5, 1871 to 
Cairnes.. See the introductor y chapter, section 1. 
Babbage'ss Difference Engine now even got into the columns of The Economist, December 

5thh 1998. 
Babbagee emphasized die increased speed of calculation of his Analytical Engine, on which 

hee worked from 1833 to 1847, as one of the great advantages over  die Difference Engine L 
Thee importance of increased speed of calculation can also be found in Andrew Warwick 
(1995,, 331, 343) especially with reference to me De Colmar  arithmometer. The saving of 
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andd reliable tables was stressed by Dionysius Lardner  in his description of 
thee working of the Difference Engine /, published in The Edinburgh 
ReviewReview of 1834, which he wrote under  the 'detailed direction' of Babbage. 
Johnn Herschel, Babbage's lifelong friend and fellow student, once 
comparedd a fault in a table with a rock just under  the surface of the sea. 

Too day it is hard to imagine the enormous amount of mental effort that 
wass necessary to calculate tables. Augustus De Morgan, himself having 
beenn employed at an insurance company for  a couple of years, relates the 
storyy of a mathematical autodidact, a certain Barrett , who had developed a 
methodd of calculating lif e Annuities.7 At a certain moment this Barrett was 
firedd by his employer, apparently because it took Barrett too much time to 
comee up with his tables. In desperation Barrett wrote: 

Whateverr  may have been your  motives, it must be conceded, that thirt y 
thousandd different computations, are not so soon performed, as some 
mayy imagine ... My nephew and myself might probably, by a constant 
application,, finish the work in two years, or  in two years and a half; but 
II  am positive it cannot be done sooner  (letter  attached to De Morgan 
1854). . 

Reliability ,, accuracy and time, then, were the important factors posing 
severee constraints on the construction of the requested tables. It is well 
knownn how De Prony's calculating project, commenced by the French 
Revolutionaryy regime to facilitate the conversion to the decimal system, 
gavee Babbage the clue how to solve these problems jointl y by the use of 
machinery.88 The new revolutionary regime had ordered the mathematician 
Dee Prony to calculate new mathematical tables to facilitate the use of the 
decimall  system. By sheer  coincidence De Prony in those days was reading 
Adamm Smith's Wealth of Nations, according to Babbage.9 He immediately 
realisedd the importance of the principl e of the division of labour  and split 
upp the work into three different level of task. In the first 'fiv e or  six' 

'tediouss mental labour' was stressed by Jevons in an address to the Royal Statistical Society 
off  1878 on the De Colmar arithmometer. 
**  See Antony Hyman 1989, 51. 
77 Augustus De Morgan 1854. Attached to this account are some letters De Morgan had got 
fromm Babbage in the Spring of 1862. This is to be found in University of London Library 
(ULL)) call mark [DeM] L.4. 
11 See especially Daston 1994, also Warwick 1995. 
99 See Babbage [1832] 1963, 191-196. 
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eminentt mathematicians were asked to simplify the mathematical 
formulae.. In the second a similar group of persons 'of considerable 
acquaintancee with mathematics*  adapted these formulae so that one could 
calculatee outcomes by simply adding and subtracting numbers. This last 
taskk was executed by a large number of unemployed hairdressers. This last 
groupp of computers or calculators, as they were referred to, can be rightly 
seenn as a reduetio ad absurdum of manual computation (Grattan-Guinness 
1992,40,, see also Grattan-Guinness 1990c). 

Dee Prony's approach formed the example for Babbage that it was 
possiblee to mechanize not only physical, but also mental labour. His 
interestt in the French project fits into his wider perception of algorithmic 
proceduress in 'mathematics, science, and other walks of life' (Grattan-
Guinnesss 1992, 34). Babbage emphasized in Machinery and Manufactures 
(1832),, still one of the most fascinating studies on the emerging 
mechanizationn of the economy, that the lowest task of De Prony's project 
wass 'almost*  a form of mechanized mental labour. Babbage designed his 
soo called Difference Engine in line with De Prony's approach. Its method 
hungg on a reduction of a function to fixed differences that were then 
computedd back to the original function. Babbage's Difference Engine 
indeedd promised to save calculation time and to be accurate and reliable at 
thee same time. The computations would be more accurate than when done 
byy a human individual, for machines, as opposed to humans, were thought 
nott to make unpredictable mistakes. An attached printer would prevent 
errorss in transcribing the outcomes. The reliability of the machine's 
computationss was guaranteed by them being reproducible.10 

Onn the advice of the Royal Society, the British Government committed 
itselff  in the eighteen-twenties to Babbage's project. The financial 
arrangementss were only vaguely agreed on, and during the period of the 
projectt Babbage had considerable difficulties in getting additional funding. 
Whenn Government funding stopped, in 1834, it had furnished a total sum 
off  £17, 470, an astronomical amount of money when compared with the 
costss of a first class steam locomotive such as the John Bull, which only 
costed£7844 7s." 

Seee on this Warwick 1995,313-317 and passim. 
Seee Swade 1991, 18. The failure of the project has been attributed to a variety of reasons 

off  which at least one can be eliminated. It was not due to technical limitations that the 
constructionn of the Difference Engine did not succeed, as the construction of the Difference 
EngineEngine II at the Science Museum in London on the occasion of Babbage's bicentennial 
birthdayy makes sufficiently plausible. See Swade 1991,24-28. . 
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Itt  was as if Babbage foresaw the collapse of his lifework . Just before the 
governmentt  definitely stopped finance, he asked his toolmaker  Joseph 
Clementt  to construct a fragment of the Difference Engine to have a 
physicall  proof of its enormous calculating powers.12 This littl e fragment, 
whichh is rightly  seen as the icon of the computer  era, could be admired in 
Babbage'ss drawing room. Schaffer  and Swade both relate how Babbage at 
hiss popular  soirees let it show its 'devil' s tricks'. 13 Time and again the 
publicc fell in amazement when the apparatus, after  having counted a series 
off  2, 4, 6, 8 etc. for  a hundred times, at once made a jump in the series of 
numbers,, returnin g to the original series immediately, or  continuing the 
neww one. It brought Lady Byron, the mother  of Ada Lovelace, to describe 
thee Difference Engine as a 'thinkin g machine'.14 Babbage himself did not 
tir ee of telling his visitors that what seemed so miraculous and amazing to 
them,, had been programmed by him beforehand. It suggested to him an 
argumentt  against miracles.15 Could it not be, that all marvels in nature in 
thee end turned out to be governed by the same mechanical laws as 
embodiedd in his Difference Engine1? 

Babbage'ss argument implied however  a shift in perspective about the 
meritss of the Difference Engine. It not only extended and facilitated 
calculations,, but provoked a reconsideration of then dominant views on the 
humann mind. It 'governed,'  as Schaffer  says, 'Babbage's stories about 
machinee intelligence' (Schaffer  1996, 62).16 What reason was there to 
supposee that the human mind functioned in a different way from the 
calculatingg machine? Consciousness and freedom of the will , to name the 
twoo great puzzles of the mind, could turn out to be mere spectres in the 
machineryy of the mind. What the individual perceived as an act of free 
will ,, could basically be governed by the same laws that produced the 

122 On Babbage's quarrels with Joseph Clement on the removal of the construction of the 
DifferenceDifference Engine from Clement's workplace in Lambeth to Babbage's backyard in wealthy 
Marylebone,, and its broader implications for the growing control on labour in the factory 
system,, see Schaffer (1994). 
133 See Swade (1996,42-46) and Schaffer (1996,62-63). 
144 Swade (1996,42) and Schaffer (1996,62). 
155 Babbage's argument was originally directed against Hume, but effectively undermined all 
earlierr arguments against the old natura non facit saltus. Babbage's argument was also 
mentionedd by Dionysius Lardner. See Hyman (1989, 96n). See also Sophia De Morgan 
(1882,, 90). 
166 See also Schaffer 1994, which is more explicit on the linkages between the 'emerging 
mechanisationn of natural philosophies of the mind' (Schaffer 1994, 204). 
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miraculouss jump in a string of numbers. And, equally, consciousness could 
bee the by-product of the invariable mechanical laws of nature. 

Thee traditional views of the hierarchy of mental faculties and physical 
labourr  were also affected. Before De Prony started his table project, 
computationss were for  the most part executed by mathematicians 
themselvess for  their  own purposes (Warwick 1995, 317-8). The 
routinizationn and then mechanization of computing downgraded 
calculationn to the lowest of mental activities equating it with the routine 
labourr  executed in the emerging factories.17 Babbage exploits the 
comparisonn of calculation with routine factory labour  in straightforwardl y 
parallelingg De Prony's division of tasks with the division of tasks 
necessaryy for  the construction of a 'cotton or  silk-müT. The 'multitud e of 
otherr  persons' as the calculators or  their  mechanical equivalent, use in their 
employmentt  the 'lower  degree of skill*  (Hyman 1989,143). 

Whereass calculation was thus degraded to the lowest echelon of mental 
faculties,, Babbage's argument against miracles concerned the higher 
facultiess of the intellect. In the Scottish Enlightenment the role of 
spontaneityy and genius had been emphasized as essential for  our  creative 
intellectuall  faculties. But Babbage put into question whether  there was any 
necessitynecessity in thinkin g of our  creative powers as not obeying mechanical 
laws,, and the answer  was a plain denial. Babbage thus gave a severe blow 
too traditional categories of mental philosophy, without positively proving 
thatt  our  higher  reasoning faculties could be mechanized. 

Wit hh Babbage's Difference Engine these thoughts were really only 
speculations,, for  it was obvious that the calculating capacities of the 
machinee still involved a considerable lot of separate mental activity to get 
itt  going. Not all analytical functions could be reduced to fixed differences, 
andd for  these functions, it had to be decided by the human mind at what 
intervalss to make corrections to reduce computational errors. The machine 
couldd not do so. The development of an even more ambitious machine, the 
AnalyticalAnalytical Engine, seemed to overcome these limitations. This new 
contrivancee derived its name from being able to execute all ordinary 
analysis.. Babbage seems not to have been very active in raising funds for 
itss realisation. Neither  was the British Government. After  the failur e of the 
firstt  project, the government had its fil l of Babbage's inventions, and only 
askedd itself how 'to get rid  of Mr  Babbage and his calculating machine' ,18 

177 See on this Daston (1994). 
""  Swade (1991, 26). See also Swade 1997. Grattan-Guinness emphasizes Babbage's poor 
planningg abilities as one of the reasons for the failing of the difference-engine project. 
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Inn her Memoir of Augustus De Morgan, Sophia De Morgan relates that 
Ladyy Lovelace, Byron's daughter, clearly understood the 'working and 
beautyy of the Difference Engine, 'while other visitors gazed at the working 
off  this beautiful instrument*  ( 89). Lady Lovelace, it is well known, 
becamee fully absorbed by Babbage's new project. Encouraged by Babbage, 
shee translated a tract on the Analytical Engine, written by a certain 
Menebrea,, an Italian army-officer, on the occasion of a lecture held by 
Babbagee in Turin. She added, to Menebrea's already superb exposition, 
notess that surpassed the article twice in length. In contrast to the Difference 
EngineEngine the Analytical Engine could be really programmed. In fact, the 
designn showed great similarity with the way our modern computers are set 
up.. The Analytical Engine could combine the calculation of various 
functionss without the interference of human mind and hand. This was 
attainedd by the use of punch cards, an idea that Babbage got when he was 
workingg on The Economy of Machinery and Manufactures. The idea 
originatedd from the famous Jacquard-loom. In this loom a complex 
mechanismm of levers regulated the liftin g of the warp in accordance with 
thee desired pattern. This was done by triggering the right set of levers by a 
rolee of punch cards. In the Analytical Engine a system of levers was to be 
activatedd in a similar way by punch cards to lif t the right column of gears. 
Lovelacee wrote that 'the Analytical Engine weaves algebraical patterns, 
justt as the Jacquard-loom weaves flowers and leaves' (Hyman 1989, 273). 

Evenn more forcefully than its predecessor, the Analytical Engine 
provokedd discussions as to whether this machine was itself able to think. 
Algebraa clearly was an advanced product of the human intellect. Menebrea 
wass very explicit that however beautiful a contrivance this machine was, it 
wass nevertheless an automaton. He took recourse to the argument that the 
AnalyticalAnalytical Engine could only follow prescribed rules. It could not come to 
anyy correct results by 'trial and guess-work', but only by fully written out 
procedures.. 'It is necessarily thus; for the machine is not a thinking being, 
butt simply an automaton which acts according to the laws imposed on it' 
(Hymann 1989, 252). Only the 'mechanical section' of the intellect could be 
builtt into the machine, 'because it was subjected to precise and invariable 
laws'.. The higher part of the intellect, 'demanding the intervention of 

Anotherr reason he gives, relates its failure to Babbage's underestimation of the relevance of 
probabilityy and statistics for production engineering: 'A lack of understanding of production 
processess led him to waste time and money on the excessively precise manufacture of some 
off  [the engine's] parts' (Grattan-Guinness 1992,41). 
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reasoning',, belonged to the sphere of understanding and did not lend itself 
too mechanisation (Hyman 1989, 246). Menebrea thus pinpointed the 
frontierss of the engine's capacities. The machine would be able to 
calculate,, but the mechanization of our 'reasoning faculties' was beyond 
itss reach, unless, Menebrea implicitly qualified, the rules of reasoning 
themselvess could be algebraised. Apparently Menebrea took it for granted 
thatt this was impossible because he concluded that though the machine 
couldd execute the conceptions of the intellect, it was unable to reflect on 
themm (Hyman 1989, 265). The machine, in other words, lacked cons-
ciousness. . 

Temperingg her mother's enthusiasm for the intellectual capacities of the 
DifferenceDifference Engine, Ada Lovelace stressed that the Analytical Engine 
shouldd be seen as a substitute for the human mind as far as concerned its 
abilityy to compute, and at the most as an extension of it, its high speed 
enablingg it to undertake problems that til l then were beyond the computing 
capacitiess of the individual. The Analytical Engine, Lovelace emphasized, 
wass not itself able to develop original thoughts; it could not think. 
Nevertheless,, Lovelace suggested more than once that the design of the 
neww machine established an 'intimate and effective connection' between 
'thee mental and the material' (Hyman 1989, 273). Indeed, she qualified 
Menebrea'ss assertion that the Analytical Engine would only be able to 
executee mechanically prescribed rules by pointing out that its ingenious 
mechanismm of anticipation provided the machine the possibility 'of feeling 
aboutt to discover which of two or more possible contingencies has 
occurred,, and of then shaping its future course accordingly' (Hyman 1989, 
252n).. She was convinced that mathematics 'constitutes the language 
throughh which alone we can adequately express the great facts of the 
naturall  world' (Hyman 1989, 272). No coincidence then that she made a 
straightforwardd parallel between the activities of the brain and the working 
off  the machine: 

Itt were much to be desired, that when mathematical processes pass 
throughh the human brain instead of through the medium of inanimate 
mechanism,, it were equally a necessity of things that the reasonings 
connectedd with operations should hold the same just place as a clear and 
well-definedd branch of the subject of analysis' (Hyman 1989, 269). 

Reasoningg along these lines clearly implied that the mind functioned 
accordingg to the very same principles embodied in Babbage's machines. It 
iss therefore more than a mere curiosity that the Science Museum in 
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London,, on the occasion of the second centennial of Babbage's birthday 
1991,, with the financial support of five computer companies, constructed 
thee Difference Engine II a simpler version of the Difference Engine I 
whichh had benefitted from Babbage's work on the Analytical Engine. The 
DifferenceDifference Engine II was built by making use of Babbage* s very detailed 
drawings.199 It works perfectly. Those who see the machine on the third 
floorfloor of the Museum, in fact look at an anachronism: a relict of the steam-
eraa that never was, but that looks as well-oiled and polished as the steam-
enginess in the basement conducting their mechanized manual work. A 
perfectt division of head and manual labour, of industry and mind, in which 
aree nonetheless embodied the very same principles of the lever. 

199 While writing this chapter the Museum was in the process of building the printer to the 
DifferenceDifference Engine II (See The Economist, December 5th 1998), work now completed. 
Babbagee considered the automatization of printing the outcomes an important step in 
guaranteeingg the accuracy of the machine, since it would exclude any errors in reading of 
thee results of the computations. Babbage consequently fits the image of mechanical 
objectivityy as pictured by Daston and Galison (1992), and Galison (1998). However, 
Warwickk (1995) rightly points out that the reliability of the results is as hazy as when 
humann judgement is involved. From his discussion it becomes clear that objectivity 
cruciallyy depends on the procedures to assess the results. The same image comes to the fore 
fromm Porter's (1995) discussion of mechanical objectivity. Porter explicitly uses the term to 
referr to the public transparency of the routines and procedures used to establish the result. In 
myy view, Warwick's and Porter's use of the term fits far better to Victorian scientific 
practice,, than the one used especially in Galison 1998. The subject will be touched upon, 
thoughh not explicitly addressed, in chapter 7, section 3 of this thesis, when discussing 
Jevons'ss entry on the balance in the Dictionary of Chemistry and the Allied Branches of the 
OtherOther Sciences. The subject, of course,, merits a more elaborate discussion, especially since 
itt ironically became of pivotal interest to the USA president-elections last year. This 
pinpointss however mechanical objectivity just where Porter located it: not in the exclusion 
off  judgement to the benefit of mechanical counting votes, but in the transparency of the 
ruless to assess the result 
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533 Is the mind a reasoning machine? 

Thee question whether the mind could be conceived as a reasoning machine 
wass placed most strongly on the agenda with the appearance of George 
Boole'ss Laws of Thought (1854). The title of Boole's work suggested that 
logicc was not merely an abstract, formal discipline, but described laws 
inherentt in our mental constitution. The introductory words of Chapter One 
(Boolee 1853, 1) leave littl e doubt on this: 

Thee design of the following treatise is to investigate the fundamental 
lawss of those operations of the mind by which reasoning is performed; 
too give expression to them in the symbolical language of a Calculus ... 
and,, finally, to collect from the various elements of truth brought to 
vieww in the course of these inquiries some probable intimations 
concerningg the nature and constitution of the human mind. 

Boole'ss claims met with considerable reservations. One of the sceptics was 
Jamess Martineau, a Unitarian minister teaching mental philosophy and 
politicall  economy at Manchester New College, the principal institute for 
higherr educations for Unitarians, (with whom Jevons took classes for a 
while).. Though originally educated in the association psychology of 
Hartley,, Priestley, and James Mill , Martineau had gradually shifted 
towardss a position which stood at odds with their 'maxims of mechanical 
causality'.200 In a letter of January 1865 (JA 6/2/270) to Jevons Martineau 
wrotee that Boole's system 'still seems ... not to stand quite straight with 
psychology'. . 

Anotherr sceptic was John Stuart Mill , who by then was one of the great 
propagatorss of associationist psychology and whose Logic had 
considerablee authority. Mil l (JA 6/2/271) characterized Boole's logical 
systemm in a letter of 15 May 1865 to Jevons as follows: 

II  look upon it as I do upon Mr. De Morgan's elaborate system of 
numericallyy definite propositions and syllogisms: as a remarkable fact 
off  mental gymnastics, capable of being very useful in the way of a 
scholasticc exercise, but of no considerable utility for any other purpose. 

Hiss study under die great German Aristotle scholar Trendelenburg was decisive for this 
shiftt towards a Kantian and 'even' Hegelian position (Martineau 1901 [1885], ix, xiv). 
Trendelenburgg was a student of Hegel. It should be noted however that when Trendelenburg 
turnedd to Aristotle, he became a severe opponent of Hegel's philosophy. 
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Fromm very different sides then reservations were made as to the relevance 
off  Boole's logical system. The issue was really: what was its proper field 
off  inquiry.21 

Itt has recently been argued by Nicla Vassallo (1997) that Boole has 
beenn unjustly considered as searching for a psychological foundation of 
logic.. To adstrue this thesis, Vassallo quotes Boole as resisting a theory 
whichh conceives the mind as having different 'faculties or powers ... as 
Attention,, Simple Apprehension, Conception or Imagination, Abstraction 
&c '' (Boole 1854, 41). True as this may be, it only proves that Boole 
resistedd a specific and til l then dominant contamination of logic and 
psychologyy in which different faculties of the mind were discerned. Al l 
thesee faculties, according to Boole, could be 'merged ... under one generic 
namee of Operations of the human mind' of which he would 'seek to 
expresss their ultimate laws' (Boole 1854, 41). Martineau's reservations 
relatedd exactly to the dismissal of the established psychology that was 
entailedd in Boole's enterprise. As Babbage's machines had put into 
questionn the traditional conceptions of the 'intimate connection between 
mindd and matter', the same was true for Boole's logic. Boole did not 
acceptt traditional mental categories, but reduced them to one: the mind's 
reasoningg could be described by algebraic rules. Despite this, Boole was, 
inn effect, quite reluctant to 'subject' man's reason 'to the rigour of 
technicall  forms' (Grattan-Guinness 1992, 44, quoting Boole) and though 
hee showed interest in Babbage's Difference Engine, and visited him to see 
itt working, he 'at no stage seems to have contemplated its use as a 
primitivee computer' (MacHale 1985, 235). But algebra could perfectly 
welll  be executed by Babbage's machines. Hence the question: Was 
Boole'ss logical system a representation of the laws of thought, Was it the 
blueprintblueprint of a machine, or Was it an abstract formal system only?22 

211 No attempt will be made here to give a full account of the intricacies, and reception of 
Boole'ss logic, which as Grattan-Guinness (1991, 21n9) observed 'needs considerably more 
research'.. See his footnote for further references. Relevant in the context of this essay are 
Vasalloo (1997) and Forster (1997). For a general account of Boole's logic, Kneale and 
Knealee (1971) is, I think, still useful. Two recent biographies are MacHale (1885) and 
BachirDiagne(1989). . 
222 Grattan-Guinness (1992, 44) notes that though Babbage read and acknowledged Boole's 
workk in logic as that of a 'real thinker', he 'did not make use of Boole's ideas developing 
hiss engines'. See also Bromley 1987. When Boole's first work on logic appeared (1847), 
Babbage'ss main work on the Analytical Engine was done. 
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Mill' ss reference to De Morgan makes clear  that the question of the relation 
betweenn logic, mechanics, and psychology was not limited to Boole's 
algebraicc logic, but extended to all attempts to formalise logic. In line with 
thee dominant attitude toward syllogistic, Aristotelian logic, Mil l only 
valuedd Boole's (and Jevons's) new logical system as a form of 'mental 
gymnastics'.. The true problems of logic were thought to belong to quite a 
differentt  field, which if not identical with psychology, was at least closely 
relatedd to i t The study of logic, in this sense, should reveal the laws of 
humann reasoning as embodied in the human mind. For  so divergent writer s 
ass Martineau and Mill , Boole's logic was thought to be of no direct 
interest. . 

Dee Morgan was the founding professor  of mathematics at University 
Collegee until he withdrew in 1866, and extremely popular  with his 
students.. With Boole he was one of the great propagators of formal logic. 
Inn his Syllabus of Logic, he argued that Mil l rightl y refused the use of 
'learnedd logic*  in daily life, but for  reasons 'entirely wrong* (De Morgan 
I860,, 116). Taking issue with a remark of Kant, De Morgan argued that 
thee reason the 'educated world*  commonly thought 'lightly *  of the ordinary 
syllogismm was that it had 'arrived at some use of those higher  developm-
entss of thought which that same common logic has never  taken into its 
compass**  (1860,96n). 

Dee Morgan called this ordinary, or  Aristotelian logic the 'logician's 
Abacus'.. 'Educated man' had no more reason 'to have recourse to the 
logicall  abacus for  his reasoning, than to the chequer-board, or  arithmetical 
abacus,, for  adding up his bills.'  But with the 'higher  developments of 
thought''  De Morgan was referrin g to his own extended system of logic. 
Andd whereas the 'logician's abacus', ordinary logic, was a 'fi t and 
desirablee occupation for  childhood', this was not the case for  his own 
system,, which embodied a true revolution in logic (1860,116n). 

Thee 'tru e revolution' De Morgan referred to was the so-called 
'quantificatio nn of the predicate'. The claim to the discovery of this 
innovationn in logic provoked an exchange of reciprocal accusations, 
chargess and reproaches between Sir  Willia m Hamilton, Professor  of Logic 
andd Metaphysics in Edinburgh, and Augustus De Morgan. This exchange 

133 Reference is made to paragraph numbers. 
144 Augustus De Morgan carefully compiled the complete exchange of letters between them 
off  which Sophia De Morgan's Memoir gives an excellent impression. This exchange of 
letterss can also be found at University Library London MS 775/354. Though Hamilton's 
allegationn of De Morgan of plagiarism is highly overstrung, the sequence of events do in 
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off  charges makes a most 'melancoly' impression upon the modern reader -
too use one of Hamilton's favourite expressions. The crux of the contested 
discoveryy was, that whereas in Aristotelian logic the syllogism was 
comprisedd of genus-species relations, these propositions could equally well 
bee reversed. Thus, 'all humans are mortal*, where the class of humans is a 
subclasss of the class of mortal beings, could be rendered as 'some mortals 
aree humans'. There was then no reason to exclude propositions such as 'all 
humanss are some mortals' from consideration, in which the extension of 
thee predicate was limited. It consequently became possible to use non-
universall  quantifiers, even to limit quantifiers to a specific number as De 
Morgann did. In fact, by these 'numerically definite propositions', as De 
Morgann called them, logic and probability-theory became connected. 

Thee importance of this discovery lay predominantly in the fact that the 
propositionn of the classical syllogism could be reversed. As a consequence 
Dee Morgan extended the classical notion of the copula 'is' to mean all 
sortss of relation terms with this property. Thus, for example in 'John is a 
felloww of James', 'is a fellow of is transitive and convertible and serves 
thee same function as the traditional copula 'is'. According to Boole, the 
reversibilityy of the copula implied that it differed in nothing from the 
mathematicall  sign of equation '=\ A proposition could thus be expressed 
ass an algebraic equation. Boole's logical system essentially reduced logic 
too a branch of mathematics and is now commonly referred to as 'Boolean 
Algebra*.26 6 

myy opinion justify some of it. De Morgan's explicit requests on the history of logic, and 
Hamilton'ss willingness to send him his own rough draft of a new system of logic, reached 
Dee Morgan before De Morgan's own proposal for a new system of logic was published. De 
Morgann defended himself against Hamilton's charge with the argument that by the time he 
gott Hamilton's proposal, his own formal logical system was under the hands of Whewell to 
bee considered for publishing. This, I think, should have settled the issue, but it did not. The 
quarrell  went on for years, mainly in the Athenaeum, and involved in the end all those 
interestedd in the new developments in logic. 
255 Not incidentally in most publications on logic round that time, of Boole, De Morgan and 
thenn of De Morgan's pupil Jevons, logic and probability theory were jointly discussed. 
266 For a discussion of Boole's merits for the development of formal logic, see Kneale & 
Knealee (1962, 404-34). Boole's system, however, underwent so many changes, among 
otherss under the influence of Jevons's criticism, that 'Boole's algebra isn't Boolean algebra' 
(Hailperinn quoted in Grattan-Guiness (1991, 15), to which I also refer for a discussion of 
Jevons'ss influence on the further development of formal logic, 16-19. 
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I ff  then the sphere of reasoning itself were to be algebraised, and if it were 
possiblee to embody algebra in a machine, as in Babbage's Analytical 
EngineEngine,, what independent or  separate quality remained for  the mind itself? 
Accordingg to De Morgan, who was much intrigued by Boole's logic, the 
rightright  answer  seems to have been: none. In The Application of the Theory of 
ProbabilitiesProbabilities to some Questions of Evidence (1850), De Morgan remarked 
thatt  'I  should wonder  at no one who suspected that the manifestation of the 
secretss of the brain would exhibit something more like a calculating 
machine''  (De Morgan 1850, 42). In the sequel to this quote, De Morgan 
easilyy passed over  the very different conception of the human mind which 
formedd the leading thread of Kant' s philosophy. Even if Kant somewhere 
makess the comparison between the human mind and a machine, the 
generall  tendency of his work obviously points in the opposite direction. 
Forr  Kant, logic was essentially embedded in an analysis of the judgements 
off  the human mind and this analysis could not be separated from his 
conceptionn of consciousness. Kant' s investigation into the limit s and 
necessaryy forms of our  knowledge, though explicitly not an empirical 
analysiss of the human mind, was premised upon the theory that our  mental 
organisationn contained separate faculties. 

Wee have seen how Boole distanced himself from such an approach.27 

Thee same can be said of De Morgan. In the second volume of Formal 
LogicLogic (1847), De Morgan only mentions the use made in old systems of 
logicc of the division of mental acts into 'apprehension, judgement, and 
discourse,discourse, taking cognizance of notions, propositions, and arguments' (De 
Morgann 1847, 227). In vain one searches in this book for  a further 
discussionn of these terms. What should be understood under  the marker 
'logic''  had become a different thing for  scientists like Boole and De 
Morgan,, who thought of themselves as mathematicians, than for 
philosopherss like Hamilton and Martineau, who were both heavily 
indebtedd to Kant, and perhaps this explains the extraordinary and grossly 

277 For a discussion of the relation of Boole to Kant see Forster (1997) who takes their 
approachess to be quite close to one another. A radically different view is hinted at in the 
introductionn to Bachir Diagne (1989, 10). Though Vasallo (1997) does not discuss Boole in 
relationrelation to Kant, his judgement on Boole's conception of logic in relation to Kant's enforces 
Bachirr Diagne's position. 

Usee is made of Augustus De Morgan's annotated and interleaved copy. London 
Universityy Library MS. 77671. 
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exaggeratedd vehemence of Hamilton's reaction when he felt he had been 
misused. . 

Inn The Edinburgh Review of April 1833, Hamilton evaluated ten recent 
bookss on logic, among them Richard Whately's influential Elements of 
LogicLogic and George Bentham* s Outline of a New System of Logic, with a 
CriticalCritical  Examination of Dr Whately's 'Elements of Logic', which 
containedd the idea of quantifying the predicate.30 Hamilton, discussing 
Whately'ss system of logic, argued that his definition of logic as analyzing 
'thee process of mind in reasoning' or the 'process (operation) of 
reasoning,*reasoning,* is 'delusive'. Logic, according to Hamilton, has 'nothing to do 
withh the process or operation [of reason], but is conversant only with its 
laws.'laws.' Whately's definition, he complained, would 'identify logic and 
psychologyy and metaphysic' (207). 

Hamiltonn went on to distinguish two meanings of the Greek word 
'logos',, of which may be derived two different conceptions of the science 
off  logic. Either logic treats about 'reason, or our intellectual faculties in 
general,'' or its subject matter is speech or language. These two definitions 
are,, according to Hamilton, entirely conflated by Whately. On the one 
handd he makes "the analysis of the operation of reasoning the appropriate 
officeoffice of logic* (the first option), but on the other hand he makes 'logic 

2929 A more prosaic 'explanation' of the strength of Hamilton's reaction can be found in a 
revieww in the Athenaeum, No 1724, November 10, 1860, 623, of the posthumous edition of 
Sirr William Hamilton's Lectures on Metaphysics and Logic, edited by perhaps the one most 
devotedd to his philosophy, the Rev. M.L. Mansel, and John Veith. In this review we read 
thatt in 1843 Hamilton was attacked by paralysis of the right side of his face of which he 
neverr fully recovered. It is suggested that this might have enforced in this, as in other cases, 
'thee acuteness of his polemics'. See De Morgan papers at ULL, 'The Gorilla War', a 
notebookk of De Morgan containing correspondence and newspaper-cuttings relating to his 
disputee with Hamilton. MS. 775/366. 
300 In a letter of Dec. 211850 in The Athenaeum, Warlow makes clear that Hamilton had read 
hiss Outline before proposing his own quantified system, as is of course obvious from 
Hamilton'ss review of it. De Morgan immediately examined Bentham's book in the British 
Museum,, and personally confirmed Bentham's right on primacy. (Small leaflet dated Dec. 
26.,, 1850, and call mark of Bentham's book inserted at the beginning of his own exemplar 
off  Formal Logic). In his reexamination of the issue of primacy in the Contemporary 
Review,Review, May 1873, Jevons confirms this claim. I could not retrace a suggestion made by 
Jevonss that George Bentham's discovery was inspired by his uncle Jeremy's tract on logic 
whichh was first published in the thirties. No English writer at the time refers to Gottlob 
Fichte,, whose various versions of his Wissenschaftslehre all start with the 'judgment' A=A. 
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entirelyentirely conversant about language' (the second option). This, according 
too Hamilton, was 'expressly contradicted by Aristotle/ for  'i t involves a 
psychologicall  hypothesis in regard to the absolute dependence of the 
mentall  faculties upon language, once and again refuted, which we are 
confidentt  that Dr  Whately never  could sanction' (208). 

Thee tendency of Hamilton' s criticism was, that logic neither  treated of 
thee operations or  acts of thought (a matter  of psychology), nor  of language 
inn relation to these acts (involving an undefendable position on the relation 
off  our  mental faculties to language). The 'proximate end' of logic, 
accordingg to Hamilton, was to analyze the canons of thought (their  laws), 
andd 'it s remote, to apply these to the intellectual acts' (209). 

Inn Formal Logic De Morgan distinguished only one meaning of the 
Greekk word 'logos': the 'communication of thought, usually by speech. It 
iss that name which is generally given to that branch of inquir y ... in which 
thee act of mind in reasoning is considered, particularl y with reference to 
thee connection of thought and language' (26). We can be very sure that 
Hamiltonn never  saw this definition of the science of logic, for  the copy De 
Morgann sent to him was returned immediately. In his own copy De 
Morgann noted that 'the returned work was uncut except a littl e at the 
beginningg and all the appendix.'31 We see in this definition the con-
taminationn of different definitions of logic that Hamilton criticized in 
Whately.. The same mix can be found in Boole who analyzed the 
'operationss of thought', while De Morgan made the 'act of the mind' in 
relationn to language the proper  subject of logic. In both cases this meant, 
forr  Hamilton, conflating logic, metaphysics and psychology. 

Dee Morgan was however  quite explicit that logic, metaphysics and 
psychologyy should be forcefully distinguished. In his much later  written 
SyllabusSyllabus of Logic 1860, used for  his courses in logic at University College, 
Dee Morgan derived the distinction between logic, metaphysics and 
psychologyy in a different way than Hamilton. Whereas Hamilton' s 'canons 
off  thought'  referred to the laws that thinkin g necessarily obeyed, logic, 
accordingg to De Morgan, was concerned with its results. Any reference to 
thee acts of the mind was, in fact, squeezed out of logic by a definitional 
trick .. A proposition (a relation between terms) and a judgement (according 
too De Morgan a decision of the mind upon a proposition) were joined, and 
interchangeablyy denoted by one name or  the other. The constituents of a 
proposition,, words, were taken as pure 'labels' or  'markers' , thus 
furnishingg the 'key to the mechanical, or  instrumental, treatment of the 

""  ULL MS. 776/1, interleaved page 04. 
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ordinaryy proposition and the ordinary syllogism' (De Morgan 1860, 5). 
Substitutee judgement for proposition, as an interchangeable term, and it 
turnss out that the decision of the mind upon a proposition can be 
mechanised.. We need no consciousness, or separate capacity for 
judgement. . 

Wee can hardly expect Hamilton (or Martineau)32 to have agreed with 
equatingg a proposition (a concatenation of terms) to a judgement (a 
decisionn of the mind upon a proposition). It is informative that Hamilton 
timee and again stressed that judgement was not a matter of mechanics. 
Thiss was brought out by Hamilton in a review of the French edition of 
Reid'ss work in 1829 where he complained about the mechanical con-
sequencess of French materialist philosophy: 

Fromm the mechanical relation of sense with its objects, it was attempted 
too explain the mysteries of intelligence ... The moral nature of man was 
att last identified with his physical; mind was a reflex of matter, -
thoughtt a secretion of the brain. A philosophy so melancoly in its 
consequences,, and founded on principles thus partial and exaggerated, 
couldd not be permanent: a reaction was inevitable (194-5). 

Itt may have been that Hamilton sensed in De Morgan's views on logic a 
similarr tencency as in French eighteenth century materialism to mechanize 
thought. . 

iff  only Hamilton had cut the pages of Formal Logic, and read it, he 
wouldd have seen that this tendency indeed was there, but that De Morgan 
neverthelesss was very careful and much less definitive in his claims than in 
hiss 1850 essay on the application of probabilities. 

322 See, for example, Martineau 1901,2:566-7. 
333 Daston (1994,185) claims that 'eighteenth-century philosophers conceived of intelligence 
andd even moral sentiment to be in their essence forms of calculation'. This claim 
undoubtedlyy holds for French materialist philosophers. However, in my view, the Scottish 
andd German Enlightenment philosophers, with the exception of Francis Hutcheson, whom 
Dastonn refers to 192, know too many exceptions to substantiate such a general claim. Let 
mee only refer to Thomas Reid's criticism of Hutcheson's reduction of virtue to calculation. 
Onlyy when Hartley's Observations on Man was popularized by Priestley, and Bentham 
referredd to Priestley as well as Hartley in support of his felicific calculus did Daston's 
summaryy statement rise to the fore in Britain. We have equally seen, however, that even a 
proclaimedd utilitarian as John Stuart Mill up into the nineteenth century was not evidently 
committedd to the view Daston expresses. 
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Withh respect to the mind, considered as a complicated apparatus which 
iss to be studied, we are not even so well off as those would be who had 
too examine and decide upon the mechanism of a watch, merely by 
observationn of the functions of the hands, without being allowed to see 
thee inside (26). 

Inn the case of a watch, a mechanician can infer  its internal structure by 
analogyy with other  machines, 'but in the case of the mind, we have 
manifestationss only, without the smallest power  of reference to similar 
things,, or  the least knowledge of structure or  process. It is the problem of 
thee watch to those who have never  seen any mechanism at all*  (26). In the 
casee of the mind, the only possibility at hand to get an idea, however 
imperfect,, of its operation, is to compare the 'manifestations of thought 
withh those of things in corporeal existence.'  But, continues De Morgan, in 
thee case of the comparison of the mind with 'an apparatus, or  piece of 
mechanism''  we cannot know 'where the resemblance begins to be im-
perfect''  (27). De Morgan added that there had always to be made 'an 
assumptionn of the uniformit y of process in all minds,'  but that different 
analogiess might be used: 

Onee might use the pendulum and the weight, another  the springs and the 
balance::  one might discover  the combination of toothed wheels, another 
aa more complicated action of lever  upon lever. Are we sure that there 
aree no differences in our  minds ... if so, how are we sure? (27n). 

Dee Morgan indulges in mechanical reasoning here: taking mechanical 
contrivances,, like the pendulum, the balance or  the lever  to explain the 
working,, not of material bodies (to which purpose such simple instruments 
weree used in mechanics), but as explaining the working of the mind itself. 
Dee Morgan was very careful not to make any definite claims. Yet it is 
obviouss that the distance to Hamilton' s strand of thinkin g had become an 
insurmountablee gap. What counted for  De Morgan was formalisation, 
mathematization,, and with this, the attainment of a precision and clarity of 
expressionn that before then had been unattainable. 

Ironically ,, it was a dispute about Martineau fillin g a chair  in mental 
philosophyy and logic, which caused De Morgan to resign from London's 
Universityy College. Though there was no doubt in the College about 
Martineau' ss excellent fitness for  this chair, his election had been 
suspendedd for  the reason that there were objections by others to 
Martineau' ss 'psychology as well as his religion' (in the words of De 
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Morgan'ss letter of resignation, 10 November 1866). To this De Morgan 
added,, with characteristic acerbity, that 'the first is too far removed from 
atheismm to please the philosopher, the second too far removed from 
orthodoxyy to please the priest' (De Morgan 1882, 341-2).34 For De Morgan 
thiss was a return to die old principles of exclusion practised at English 
Universities,, to which the dissenters at the end of the eighteenth century 
hadd raised their voice, and which was the principal reason for the 
foundationn of University College in the 1820s with the help of just those 
philosophicall  radicals that now blocked Martineau's appointment.5 The 
chairr was given to Croom Robertson, a pupil of Alexander Bain, and a 
personn whose scholarship and integrity were proved beyond doubt. 
Martineau'ss dissenter's views in matters of logic and the mind did not get 
aa hearing. Just like the science of rnind we considered earlier, Victorian 
logicc did away with references to consciousness as a sensible mental 
category.. Indeed, any reference to the mind as embodying 'consciousness' 
wass dismissed by Bain, who preferred to take consciousness as 'mere 
feeling'' (Bain 1868, 604). With Boole's and De Morgan's new logical 
program,, the idea crept in that the judgement of the mind could be 
reproducedd mechanically. 

5.44 Jevons's Logical Abacus 

Wee have seen that De Morgan made some qualifications with regard to the 
comparisonn of the mind with a specific machine. The universe of dis-
course,, however, was clearly delineated: it was some kind of machine. The 
questionn was to what extent the analogy with the mind held good. What 
wass needed was a mechanician who could give a 'guess as to its structure' 
(Dee Morgan 1847, 26). This was done by De Morgan's faithful pupil 
Williamm Stanley Jevons in his work on the Logical Abacus. 

Itt may be helpful at this point to shortly recall die relevant parts of 
Jevons'ss biography. Jevons had studied under De Morgan in the early 
1850ss at the age of seventeen. After his stay in Australia, he returned to 
Londonn to continue his studies at University College, London, where he 
followedd classes with De Morgan from 1859 until 1861. In June 1862 he 

344 It should be remembered that Martineau was a Unitarian minister. 
355 See also Hale Bellot (1929, 342), who subscribes to De Morgan's views on this issue. 
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gott his MA. Though not particularly gifted in mathematics,36 he obtained a 
goldd medal for the best candidate 'in the third branch', which included 
logicc and moral philosophy, history of philosophy, and political economy 
(PC(PC 1:34). It is not clear for which part of these topics Jevons was 
particularlyy distinguished, but after his appointment as professor of logic 
andd political economy in 1865 at Queen's College, Liverpool, he was 
introducedd as having won a gold medal for logic and moral philosophy 
(LDP,, 1865). 

Inn this first half of the eighteen-sixties, Jevons moved between his 
studiess in logic, in political economy and in statistics. In none of these he 
seemedd to be very successful. We see Jevons in this period struggling hard 
forr a social position. His Notice of a General Mathematical Theory of 
PoliticalPolitical Economy, read for section F of the British Association for the 
Advancementt of Science in 1862 (and fore-runner of his 1871 book), met 
withh littl e enthusiasm. This was equally so with his attempts to interest 
Williamm Newmarch, the editor of the Journal of the Statistical Society, in 
somee of his plates and graphs. Finally, his first work on logic, entitled Pure 
LogicLogic and published 1863, outlining his own logical system and con-
frontingg it with that of Boole 'made no noise.'37 

Jevonss clearly saw that the newly developed systems of formal logic 
lentt themselves to De Morgan's proposal to mechanize reasoning. Taking 
Boole'ss logic as a point of departure, Jevons constructed in the 1860s a 
machinee that he termed the Logical Abacus, drawing the same parallel as 
Dee Morgan with the arithmetical abacus. Jevons's first mention that he had 
aa 'rough model to work excellently' of 'a reasoning machine or logical 
abacus'' is to be found in a letter of 25 May 1865 to his brother Herbert. 
Jevonss referred to his Abacus again in letters to his sister Lucy of 4 
Novemberr 1865 and to Herbert in a letter of 18 November 1865. Early in 
Octoberr he had given his opening address at Queen's College, mentioning 
thee Abacus in the same breath as Boole, De Morgan and Babbage. Jevons 
presentedd the Logical Abacus at the Literary and Philosophical Society of 
Liverpooll  on March 19,1866, and at the same Society in Manchester three 
weekss later. In May he traveled to University College, London, where he 
showedd it to 'old students & others,' including Hirst (who after De 
Morgan'ss resignation in November 1866 would become professor of pure 

3636 MacHale (1985,236) takes Jevons even 'in some senses ... as anti-mathematical.' 
Schabass (1990, 21-25) summarizes succinctly the relevant letters and diary passages of 

Jevons,, most of them printed in Papers and Correspondence. 
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THEE LOGICAL ABACUS. 
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FigureFigure 6. Jevons's drawings of the Logical Abacus. Pure Logic 
andd other Minor Works, [1890] 1971, opposite top. 8. 
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andd applied mathemathics). This version of his logical contrivance Jevons 
describedd minutely in his Substitution of Similars, which appeared June 
1869,, and is also referred to in his Principles of Science (see Fig. 6). It 
functionedd essentially similar  to an arithmetical abacus (hence its name), 
andd involved considerable manual and intellectual dexterity to get faultless 
results. . 

Byy the end of 1865 Jevons had established quite a reputation as a 
statisticiann and economist, mainly due to the success of his book The Coal 
QuestionQuestion (1865), which foresaw a decline in England* s futur e prosperity if 
neww sorts of energy could not be found. In the same diary entry in which 
Jevonss mentions his encounter  with Gladstone as 'the strikin g event/ he 
alsoo describes his visit to University College and his meeting with De 
Morgan,, to whom he showed his Abacus. De Morgan seemed rather 
reservedd as to its merits, though he 'allowed that it achieved very well the 
exclusionn of contradictories'  (PC 1:206). Grattan-Guinness suggests that 
Jevonss after  his move to Manchester  was not particularl y interested in De 
Morgan' ss work, but stayed on friendly terms (Grattan-Guinness 1991,19). 

Jevonss himself was not content with the Abacus as it was by then, for  in 
ann earlier  letter  (18 November  1865) to his brother  Herbert he says that he 
wass engaged in 'getting my reasoning machine into a true machine form, it 
havingg previously been an abacus or  counting board, not a machine'  (PC 
l:198n22 and 3). We can infer  from the Papers and Correspondence that 
Jevonss worked on an improved version of it in the following years. In Sep-
temberr  1867 he wrote in a letter  to Herbert that he had found a young 
clockmakerr  in Salford, Manchester's workmen's twin city, for  its con-
struction.. Jevons feared that 'i t wil l be necessary for  me to go there almost 
everyy day to see that he is getting on right'  (PC 3:157). This version of the 
Abacuss Jevons referred to as the Logical Machine. Though not in 
particularl yy good shape, it can now be admired in the Oxford History of 
Sciencee Museum (see Fig. 7). 

Wee are here reminded of De Morgan's comparison of the mind with a 
complicatedd apparatus. 'A Mechanician, to whom the watch was presented 
forr  the first time, would be able to give a good guess as to its structure, 
fromm his knowledge of other  pieces of contrivance.'  But things were dif-
ferentt  in the case of the mind: 'i t is the problem of the watch to those who 
havee never  seen any mechanism at all'  (De Morgan 1847, 26). The great 
advantagee of this machine over  the earlier  counting board form was, 
accordingg to Jevons, that it would be 'free from the possibility of error ' 
(Jevonss [1874] 1958, 107). The logical machine was not only able to draw 
thee ordinary inferences of Aristotelian logic, but also incorporated, so 
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Jevonss claimed, the whole force of Boole's newly developed system of 
logic.. Thus, whereas Aristotle had promised an organon, finally here was a 
reall  instrument, that at the same time was a 'physical proof of the 
incompletenesss of ordinary logic (Jevons [1869] 1971, 120). 

FigureFigure 7. Jevons''s Logical 
Machine.Machine. Courtesy Museum of the 
HistoryHistory of Science, Oxford, 
inventoryinventory no. 18,230. 
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Jevonss gave a full description of this Logical Machine in his essay On the 
MechanicalMechanical Performance of Logical Inference, written in 1869 and read 
forr the Royal Society in 1870. Jevons paid full tribute to Babbage. As 
alreadyy quoted, Babbage's machines were a proof to Jevons that the 'mind 
[was]]  able to impress some of its highest attributes upon matter, and to 
createe its own rival in the wheels and the levers of an insensible 

388 Dodd (1988,1) claims however Jevons's logical machine to comprise the traditional 
Aristoteliann interpretation of the copula. The copula would have been the equation relation 
iff  one had to press: A copula AB stop. But it is only necessary to press: A copula B stop. 
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machine'.. Indeed, the mind's reasoning capacity was delegated to a 
mechanicall  contrivance. In Principles of Science Jevons stated: 'When any 
propositionn is worked upon by the keys, the machine analyses and digests 
thee meaning of it and becomes charged with the knowledge embodied in 
thatt proposition' (Jevons [1874] 1958, 110). 

Ass in Boole's logic, the copula 'is' was taken as the mathematical sign 
off  an equation. For Jevons this was the fundamental step. It was the con-
ditioditio sine qua non of what he termed the substitution of similars or sub-
stitutionstitution of equals. It was what 'common', that is actual, 'reasoning' 
essentiallyy was about. Common reasoning was by analogies. The condition 
forr making an analogy between different subjects hangs on there being 
sufficientt aspects of similarity as to be able to draw an equals sign between 
them.. Indeed, Jevons maintained that reasoning by equations was 'the fun-
damentall  principle of all the sciences*  (Jevons [1864] 1971, 50). 

Accordingg to Jevons, the main reason why 'learned man', like Kant and 
Mill ,, took so low a view of the ordinary syllogism, was due to the fact that 
thee Aristotelian syllogism did not fit in with actual reasoning. In this he 
echoedd De Morgan. Jevons argued, that the same could be said with 
respectt to Boole's algebraic system. Its 'obscure*  rules of inference meant 
thatt Boole's algebra did not represent the way men 'as superior beings' 
normallyy reasoned (Jevons [1870] 1971, 143). The advantage of his own 
logicall  system, and of his logical machine, Jevons claimed, was that it did 
reflectt 'the laws and conditions of thought in reality' (Jevons [1864] 1971, 
67).40 0 

Michaell  White recently informed me about a visit of Jevons to Babbage in 1866. In 
relationn to this visit Jevons's brother Thomas wrote to him: 'I was much interested in the 
accountt of your visit to Babbage' (letter from Thomas Jevons, 1 May 1866, Box 14, Seton-
Jevonss Collection, Seton Hall University). Unfortunately mere is no other information left 
onn this visit There can be littl e doubt, however, that the context of mis visit is to be sought 
inn their application of machinery to mental operations. See White 2001, 25, also Babbage 
1835,191,201. . 

Substantially,, Jevons deviated from Boole in taking not the exclusive, but the inclusive 
'or**  as the point of departure. This prohibited full algebraisation. Thus, Jevons argued, logic 
wass prior to algebra, and not the other way round, as Boole would have it. However, as 
Vennn argued in a letter to Jevons, he was doing 'unjustice' to Boole's system, since the 
interpretationn of 'or*  as the exclusive hinges on the fact that die markers on both sides 
shouldd denote exclusive sets. In the examples Jevons's gave to show the absurdity of 
Boole'ss system this assumption was known to be false. See also Schabas 1990 ch. 4. 
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FigureFigure 8. Jevons's drawings of the inside of the Logical Machine (Jevons, Pure 
Logicc and other Minor Works, [1890] 1971, after p. 156). 

Onn various occasions, most elaborately in his On the Mechanical Per-
formance,formance, Jevons described how his machine was able to make logical 
deductions.. In the Logical Machine the principles of the lever were as 
important,, if not more so, than in the Jacquard-loom and Babbage's engi-
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FigureFigure 9. Jevons's drawings of the inside of the Logical Machine (Jevons, Pure 
Logicc and Other Minor Works, [1890] 1971, after p. 156). 
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nes.. An appendix to On the Mechanical Performance made this abundantly 
clear.. Without repeating the example Jevons gave, we can get an im-
pressionn of its working from Jevons's drawings, (see Figure 8 and 9). 

Inn Figure 8, figure 3 shows part of the inner of the machine, figure 4 the 
keyboard,, and figure 5 the so-called Abecedarium or display. By pressing 
thee keys the levers indicated for example in figure 3 with the letters n and 1 
weree brought into movement. In Figure 9, figures 6 to 13 show the other 
leverss of the apparatus, all representing different logical functions, such as 
subjectt (fig. 6), copula (fig. 9), and predicate (fig. 13). By pressing the 'full 
stop'' key, lever 7 would move the Abecedarium to its end-position, 
showingg all possible conclusions to be drawn from given premises. 

FigureFigure 10. Jevons Exhibition, organised on the initiative of Prof. Wolfe Mays, 
ChristieChristie Library, Manchester, 1952 (Manchester Guardian, 

WednesdayWednesday October 15,1952, p. 7). 

Notwithstandingg the limited capacity of Jevons's machine, Jevons was the 
firstt to show the possibility of mechanizing Boole's logic. He cones-
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pondedd on his machine with Allan Marquand, who constructed a much 
moree efficient logical machine then Jevons's. Marquand also was the first 
too suggest the use of electronic relays for the construction of logical 
machiness (McCallum et al. 1951, Mays and Hendry 1953). It would take 
til ll  1938 before C.E. Shannon demonstrated that electronic circuits could 
bee described by Boolean algebras. In 1949 the Ferranti company (the 
builderss of the Manchester Mark I computer, and the first commercial 
producerss of computers) constructed, to the design of Prof. Mays, an 
electronicc equal of Jevons's machine. Both the electronic version and the 
woodenn nineteenth century original could be admired at an exposition 
devotedd to the work of Stanley Jevons at the Christie Library, Manchester 
Universityy in 1952. There is a photograph in the Manchester Guardian 
Wednesday,, October 15, 1952, p. 7 showing the Logical Machine and the 
FerrantiFerranti Logical Computer side by side (see fig. 10). Henry Stanley Jevons 
iss standing in front of them, with the bust of his father surveying the 
whole.41 1 

5.55 The machine mind 

Howw was Jevons's logic to be taken? Was it a representation of the laws of 
thought,, was it the blueprint of a machine or  was it an abstract formal 
systemsystem only? As Wicksteed ([1905] 1988, 11), one of the first economists 
whoo wholeheartedly embraced Jevons's mathematical approach to 
economics,, rightly remarked, this confusion in effect emerged from the 
namee of the machine: 'he called his logic machine a "logical" machine, as 
thoughh the machine itself were logical and could reason'. Jevons's 
correspondencee with one of the most prolific writer on the physical basis 
off  mind, G. H. Lewes, throws some light on these questions.42 Jevons 
makess clear that his logical machine has only limited capacities in several 

II  owe this information to Stephen Johnston, conservator  of the Museum of the History of 
Science,, Oxford. Let me add the following observation. If we compare both machines just 
onn their  outside appearance, I would think - but one might easily disagree - that the more 
fancyy outlook of the Ferranti-computer  gives to the modern eye the greater  impression of a 
'thinkin gg machine', than the outdated Victorian appearance of Jevons's contrivance. Both 
are,, however, equally as powerful. See also Gardner  (1958), Akl (1980), and Dodd (1988). 

II  would lik e to mank Philippe Bazard for  having drawn my attention to this 
correspondencee and having send me Jevons's letters to Lewes. I have not been able until 
noww to trace Lewes's letters to Jevons. The dates of Jevons's letters to Lewes are listed in an 
appendixx to the 1995 edition of Lewes's letters (1995,2: 251). 
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respects.. A first  limi t is, of course, the limited number  of premises it can 
deall  with. But it is also limited in a wider  sense. It is not, as a human 
being,, able to make wrong inferences from these premises. The logical 
machinee is, in fact, the mind's superior  and may serve as an important aid 
inn preventing logical fallacies. Framed otherwise, the logical machine 
embodiess the formal routines of reasoning in a more perfect way than the 
humann mind. The machine itself is however  'devoid of knowledge. Thus it 
iss utterly incapable of judging whether  a proposition submitted to it is 
absurdd or  not'. Jevons plays in his letters with the idea of an 'imaginary 
machine''  that would be able to accumulate 'knowledge &  experience' and 
comparess this imaginary machine with 'Mr  Babbage's imaginary 
mechanicall  chess-player, except that the latter  had the still more difficul t 
taskk of learning by induction instead of deduction'. This imaginary 

433 Babbage's chess-player was not merely imaginary. He certainly had seen the 'automatic 
Turk',, an allegedly mechanical chess-player build at the end of the 1860s by a Slovak 
engineer,, Wolfgang von Kempelen. After his death in 1804 Johann Maelzel, a Viennese 
musicall  engineer, bought it for his shows throughout Europe. It was mere trickery, for 
insidee the chess-table a dwarf manipulated the arms of the 'automated Turk', while he saw 
thee moves of the pieces through the eyes of the puppet via an ingenious system of mirrors. 
Inn Maelzel's show at Spring Gardens, 1818, it could be admired together with an automatic 
Musicall  Lady, that earlier was displayed in James Cox's famous museum. In the 1830s 
Babbagee bought this Musical Lady and placed it in his dining room alongside the fragment 
off  the difference engine I. See Schaffer (1997) for a pervasive interpretation of the meaning 
off  these automata in relation to his difference engine project. On Cox's museum, at the rum 
off  the eighteenth century shortly referred to as 'the museum', see Pointon (1999) and 
Pointonn (forthcoming). Walter Benjamin (1978, 693) used the image of the automatic Turk 
ass a metaphor for the delusive trickery of historical materialism. As Schaffer (1997, 80) 
notes,, a similar trickery is at work in all stories of automated intelligence: 'if such machines 
lookk intelligent because we do not concentrate on where their work is done, then we need to 
thinkk harder about the work which produces values and who performs it.' See also Collins 
(1990).. In this context two undated letters (JA 672/99 & 100), apparently written after 1878, 
fromm H. Cunynghame are of interest. Cunynghame makes mention in these letters of a 
logicall  machine he had invented and sent to Jevons for inspection. In one of them 
Cunynghamee expressed his fear that his machine did not make any logical deductions after 
all:: 'has the machine done the work or have I. Is this not merely a mechanical register of 
resultss otherwise arrived at. I fear it is' (JA 6/2/100). Jevons's correspondent is most 
probablyy Henry Cunynghame, who published A Geometrical Political Economy in 1904.1 
havee no indication Cunynghame pursued his interests in logical machines. I would like to 
thankk Michael White for drawing my attention to these letters and Peter McNiven, of 
Deansgatee library, Manchester, for sending them to me. 
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machinee thus resembled the 'mind of a pupil who was incapable of 
forgettingg anything delivered to him or  of reasoning wrongly from what he 
knew'. . 

Wee might consider  the mind of such a pupil as a mere logical 
possibility,, only serving to illustrat e in an anthropomorphic way how one 
mightt  conceive of an automaton, tooled up with memory and the laws of 
reasoning.. Jevons depiction of the way this pupil acquired his knowledge 
camee however  extremely close to the cramming of students he so much 
favouredd in his 1877 article on Cram. In effect, in an illuminatin g reference 
too Babbage's chess-player  in an article on how to regulate and bring into 
controll  the drink traffic , Jevons (1883, 253-4) explicitly stated that such a 
pupill  was not just a mere thought-play, but was exemplary of the way the 
humann mind really acquired knowledge: 

Ourr  mental framework ... is marvellously contrived, so as to go on 
ceaselesslyy registering on the tablets of the memory the favourable or 
unfavourablee results of every kind of action. Charles Babbage proposed 
too make an automaton chess-player  which should register  mechanically 
thee numbers of games lost and gained in consequencee of every possible 
kindd of move. Thus, the longer  the automaton went on playing games, 
thee more experienced it would become by the accumulation of 
experimentall  results. Such a machine precisely represents the 
acquirementt  of experience by our  nervous organisation. 

Bothh Boole's and De Morgan's first reaction to Jevons's thoughts on logic 
weree rather  reserved. In a letter  of September  1863 De Morgan advised 
Jevonss to first spell out his objections to Boole and then, eventually, to 
comee up with his own logical system (JA 6/2/114). But Jevons's harsh 
wordss on the 'obscurity'  of Boole's system were rejected by Boole. Even if 
Jevonss were right in assuming that ordinary men would have difficult y in 
recognizingg themselves in Boole's logical system, it did not follow that it 
wass wrong. In a response to Jevons, Boole expressed his belief that his 
'fundamentall  laws' were no 'arbitrar y assumptions', but that they were 
'reall yy grounded' in the constitution of our  thought (JA 6/2/53). In other 
words::  even if there were men who did not understand a syllabus of 
algebra,, it could not be excluded that these men were thinkin g 
algebraicallyy on a fundamental level. 

Jevons'ss analysis of Boole, and Boole's reaction, make clear  that Boole 
andd Jevons did not limi t their  analysis to the results of thought, as De 
Morgann would have it, but attempted to formalise the 'processes [that] pass 
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throughh the human brain instead of through the medium of inanimate 
mechanism'.. The formal rules and routines of reasoning that were 
embodiedd in the mechanism of Jevons's logical machine fitted to the 
structuree of man's nervous organisation; both obeyed to the same 
mechanicall  laws. With regard to the reasoning processes that 'pass through 
thee human brain', Jevons created its 'rival' in the 'wheels and levers of an 
insensiblee machine'. 

Theree was, then, no longer any categorical distinction to be made 
betweenn mind and matter. Both functioned according to the very same 
principless of the lever that were embodied in the Jacquard-loom. The 
differencess between mind and nature reduced to a difference in complexity. 
Andd though Babbage's algebraic machine itself was far more complex than 
Jevons's,, both Babbage and Jevons dallied with the idea that a machine 
couldd think by a simple press on a key or a turn of a handle. In both cases 
'labour'' that originally belonged to the sphere of the mind, became 
representedd by the processes in a machine. A 'simple manual worker' 
could,, with the right instructions, come to faultless results. Both Babbage 
andd Jevons reduced reasoning to routine-labour. This was made explicit by 
Boole'ss widow in a couple of extraordinary statements. In The Message of 
PsychicPsychic Science of 1868, she wrote: 

Iff  I were asked to point out the two greatest benefactors to humanity 
thatt this century has produced, I think I should be inclined to mention 
Mr.. Babbage, who made a machine for working out series, and Mr. 
Jevons,, who made a machine for stringing together syllogisms. Between 
themm they have conclusively proved, by unanswerable logic of facts, 
thatt calculation and reasoning, like weaving and ploughing, are work, 
nott for human souls, but for clever combinations of iron and wood. 

Andd much later, in her Symbolical Methods of Study of 1884, we read: 

444 See Jevons ([1869] 1971, 120): 'Not only are the syllogisms and other old forms of 
argumentt capable of being worked upon by the machine, but an indefinite number of other 
formss of reasoning can be represented by the regular action of levers and spindles.' Indeed, 
thee whole construction of the machine facilitated the rhetorics of the machine being a 
representativee of the human mind. After a deduction the machine would return to its initial, 
orr zero, state, that both in Babbage's engines and in Jevons's machine was termed the 
tabulatabula rasa. Wasn't this exactly the way Locke had conceived of the human mind? 
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Thee reasoning-machines of Babbage and Jevons ... seem to me to have 
broughtt to a reductio ad absurdum the worship of intellectual power and 
artisticc genius.45 

5.66 'To decide what things are similar' 

Inn the previous chapter I quoted the entry Jevons, at a very young age, 
devotedd in his diary to the concept of genius: 

II  have often thought much about what is called cleverness & genius. 
Thee oftener an action is repeated, the more easy it is to perform it again, 
&&  the more perfectly it will be performed, it is by long repetition that 
workmenn or jugglers acquire such perfection ... but I think that it is 
exactlyy the same case with students, for if they have been accustomed 
forr a long time to study diligently ... they get practised or clever in 
acquiringg knowledge while those who have been lazy or have studied in 
aa careless manner cannot expect to become expert in it {PC 1:58). 

Jevons'ss model for thinking was hard, repetitive work, and this made him 
alsoo favour the common practice of cramming in teaching. There was no 
differencee between the work of the hands and the work of the mind. For 
Jevons,, we have seen in the previous chapter, the 'the agony of the class-
roomm is an anticipation of the struggles of life. All life is a long series of 
competitivee examinations' (1883,90). Jevons referred to his much beloved 
teacherr De Morgan, who always gave 'an abundance of exercises' (Jevons 
1883,, 92). Jevons by then had apparently forgotten De Morgan's 
oppositionn to the system of cramming, to which De Morgan even devoted 
hiss introductory lecture at the opening of all classes at University College 
inn 1848. In reaction to this speech, John Herschel wrote to De Morgan: 'I 
wass greatly delighted with your protest against the cramming system in 
yourr opening lecture.'46 

455 Both quotes from MacHale (1985,235-6). 
466 Quoted from Sophia De Morgan (1882, 169). See also Taylor' s account of De Morgan's 
'souvereignn contempt' of all cram. Taylor  remembers De Morgan saying, just some days 
beforee the exam: 'I  noticed that many of you have left off working my examples this week. 
II  know perfectly well what you are doing; YOU ARE CRAMMIN G FOR THE 
EXAMINATION .. But I wil l set you such a paper  as shall make ALL YOUR CRAM of no 
use''  (Sophia De Morgan 1882,100). 
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Indeed,, whereas the use of the intellect or thinking for De Morgan perhaps 
couldd be compared with the working of machines, it was in the end 
somethingg of a different order. He thus fell, we may say, on the same side 
ass Ruskin. For Jevons by contrast, there was no essential difference 
betweenn the routine labour of a workman, the cramming of a student, and 
thee working of a machine. The calculator, degraded as a consequence of 
Dee Prony's project to a routine-labourer, was taken as the example of 
intellectuall  labour as such.47 In The Substitution of Similars or the True 
PrinciplePrinciple of Reasoning, which appeared just one year before On the 
MechanicalMechanical Performance of Logical Inference, Jevons explicitly equated 
reasoningg with the routine acts in common life. 

II  need hardly point out that not only in our reasonings, but in our acts in 
commonn life, we observe the principle of similarity. Any new kind of 
workk is performed with doubt and difficulty, because we have no 
knowledgee derived from a similar case to guide us. But no sooner has 
thee work been performed once or twice with success than much of the 
difficultyy vanishes, because we have acquired all the knowledge which 
wil ll  guide us in similar cases (Jevons (1967[1891]), 127). 

Downplayedd was the original act of the intellect to decide if in a certain 
case,, a certain object was so similar to another as to admit of substitution. 
Thiss original act was incompatible with the following of rules (Daston 
1994,, 290-193, esp. 291). Different though a mathematician like De 
Morgann and an art-critic like Ruskin might have conceived this original 
act,, it was related to man's imagination, to his inventive part, in short to 
hiss capacity to understand instead of mechanically obeying to the train of 
associations.. In Jevons's view, this original act became a dark and 
inexplicablee gift which was starkly to be contrasted with calculative, 
mechanicall  reasoning. 

Forr an extreme variety of authors, from Mil l to Martineau and from 
Herschell  to even Bain, this act of decision of the mind presented the really 
interestingg question. In a letter to Jevons, John Herschel (one of the 

477 See Daston (1994) and Schaffer (1994) for an extensive discussion of this point Both take 
thee routinization of calculating as degrading the calculator. From Jevons's point of view we 
cannott distinguish the one form of mental activity from the other, being all based on a form 
off  routinization. 
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scientistss Jevons admired most, and with whom he shared an interest in 
meteorology)) formulated this most explicitly: 

Andd then, after  all, the difficult y of reasoning correctly lies not in the 
mechanicall  application of logical formulae to which your  abacus is full y 
competentt  - but in the application of reason and observation to decide 
whatt  things are similar: so similar  as to admit of substitution for  each 
otherr  in the argument in hand; which is not a province of formal or 
Aristoteliann logic, however  largely supplemented by Dr  Boole, Dr 
Thomsonn or  yourself (8 July 1869, JA 6/2/196, original emphasis).48 

T oo decide what things are similar' : Herschel's criticism went tot the heart 
off  Jevons's logical system. Not incidentally Herschel laid emphasis on the 
copula.. For  Mill , Herschel and many others the copula could not be 
reducedd to a simple sign of equation. Its use involved a separate act of the 
intellect.. The analysis of this act was the real and ultimate subject of logic. 
Itt  was this act of the intellect that according to Hamilton was the real and 
distinctt  province of the mind. It escaped rules and routines and in this 
sensee had been of pivotal importance for  Reid - in his criticism of Hume -
andd Ruskin - in his criticism of the factory system. It related to the 
autonomyy of man Smith feared got lost, in his dark image of the 
consequencess of the division of labour  for  the capacities of reason and 
speechh of ordinary man. This act was the main focus of analysis (and of 
controversy)) of all continental philosophy after  Kant. 

Wit hh the emergence of formal logic in England, the importance of the 
abilit yy to judge similarit y came to be more and more marginalized as a 
featuree of the intellect. Babbage's incisive insights into the consequences 
off  the division of labour  for  the labour  of the mind 'paradoxically'  gave 

Thiss letter is wrongly dated in the hand list to the Jevons archives as 8 July 1863. In the 
letterr Herschel explicitly thanks Jevons for sending him a 'littl e treatise on logic under the 
tidee of The Substitution of Similars",*  which was published June 1869. The Herschel-
Jevonss correspondence at the Royal Society is, however, equally misleading. A copy of the 
letter,, archived as item no. 24.203, apparently constructed from Herschel's original is dated 
quitee clearly as 1867. It is possible that the year was transcribed inaccurately. In the 
typewrittenn index to the Herschel collection in the Library of the Royal Society someone 
hass circled the date, 8 July 1867, next to item 24.203 and written in pencil '9?'. The date 
mustt be 1869 given that in his letter to Herschel (Dover, 9 July 1869, item no. 10327 at the 
Royall  Society - an original item, the date of which there can be no disputing) Jevons talks 
off  receiving that morning his remarks on 'my little logical work'. I owe this information to 
Paull  Byrne, researcher at the Royal Society. 
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risee to the idea that there was not that much difference, after all, between 
mentall  deliberation and purely physical work, obeying mechanical 
principles.. Bain reduced consciousness to 'mere feeling'. And to facilitate 
thee mechanisation of reasoning De Morgan dropped the distinction 
betweenn proposition and judgement. In doing so, what had been the proper 
provincee of reason in eighteenth century thought, judgment, could now 
onlyy be conceived of as 'intuition'. Reason, in Victorian England, became 
fullyy mechanized. Consciousness, or the capacity of judgement, turned into 
thee spectre in the machine. This result matched with the developments 
withinn psychophysiology in which, we have seen, consciousness equally 
becamee an epiphenomenon. Jevons's merit distinctly was to have shown 
thee possibility to mimic man's reasoning process by means of a 
mechanicall  contrivance. The next chapter investigates how such mimetic 
experimentss were part and parcel of Jevons's scientific approach. 



66 Mimetic Experiments: Constructing Evidence 
forr  Theories 

Myy Clouds are intended to represent physical systems which, like gases, 
aree highly irregular, disorderly, and more or less unpredictable. 

Karll  Popper, Of Clouds and Clocks: An Approach to the Problem of Rationality 
andand the Freedom of Man. 

"AA Fool, Mr. Edgeworth, is one who has never made an experiment." 
Suchh are, I believe, the exact words of a remark which Erasmus Darwin addressed 

too Richard Lovell Edgeworth. They deserve to become proverbial. 
Willia mm Stanley Jevons, Experimental Legislation and the Drink Traffic 

6.11 Introductio n 

Duringg the late 1850s, Jevons conducted experiments on the formation of 
cloudss and published three articles on the subject.1 As was the case for 
manyy of his early publications, these articles hardly received any attention. 
Jevonss mentioned the articles in a letter of October 9th 1858 to his cousin 
Harryy Roscoe2 and assured him that he was convinced of the truth of his 
experimentall  findings, although he did not expect to be credited for it in 

11 'On the Cirrous Form of Cloud' and 'On the Forms of Clouds' appeared in the London, 
EdinburghEdinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine and Journal of Science (1857, 1858a). 'On 
Clouds,, Their Various Forms, and Producing Causes', a more comprehensive and detailed 
version,, appeared in the Sydney Magazine of Science and Art in 1858 (1858b). In these arti-
cless Jevons explained the formation of clouds 'from a simple experiment' (1858a, 241). At 
thiss time, Jevons regularly chose the Philosophical Magazine to communicate his findings. 
Ass noted in the introduction, he refrained from doing so after the Philosophical Magazine 
refusedd the Notice on a General Mathematical Theory of Political Economy for  publication. 
Seee Grattan-Guinness 2000. 
22 As noted in the introductory chapter, Harry Roscoe would later become Professor of 
Chemistryy at Owen's College, Manchester. 
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thee future: 'I am quite reconciled to the expectation that everything which I 
havee said wil l be attributed to some previous writer or adopted by some 
subsequentt one, so that I shall be quite shorn of all credit' (PC 2:354). 

Jevonss conducted these experiments during his five year stay in Austra-
lia,, where he was appointed as assayer at the new Mint of Sydney. The 
workk at the Mint soon gave him ample opportunity to pursue his scientific 
interests,, which in these days were predominantly devoted to chemistry 
andd meteorology. In effect, Jevons was the first to make a systematic col-
lectionn of meteorological observations on Australian weather. He contrib-
utedd a lengthy piece to Waugh's Australian Almanac for the year 1859 
containingg a wealth of material on, among other things, average tempera-
turess and annual rainfall. He also ingeniously used inverted world maps to 
comparee the climate of Australia with that of Mediterranean countries (see 
Nicollss 1998). 

Thee raw material of Jevons's contribution to Waugh's Almanac most re-
sembless what statisticians in other fields, such as economics, might have 
beenn dealing with at that date. Indeed, as is observed in Klein (1997), 
Jevonss was not the only person to shift from meteorology to statistical 
economicss and we can be certain that his empirical work in economics was 
influencedd by his meteorological research.4 The connection between 
Jevons'ss work in meteorology and his empirical statistical economic work 
produces,, however, one of the major historical queries with regard to 
Jevons'ss work. It sets Jevons's empirical work quite apart from his theo-
reticall  investigations of which the Theory is, of course, the major example. 
Myy argument in this chapter is that data and theory are much more inter-
wovenn than such an account would suggest. In effect, Aldrich (1987, 248) 
pinpointedd the underlying issue at stake, when he, in reference to Jevons's 
PrinciplesPrinciples of Science (1874), argued that the use of statistical methods in 
Jevons'ss eyes was appropriate 'once we are sure that we have correctly as-
certainedd the form of the function to be fitted'. The tine issue is how to as-

33 And how right he was! As demonstrated in Galisson and Assmus 1995, and Galison 1997, 
ch.. 2. These detailed accounts of Victorian scientists' involvement in cloud experiments fail 
too mention Jevons's experiments or those of Lord Rayleigh in the early 1880s, who was the 
onlyy person who paid proper tribute to Jevons's experiments (see especially Schmitt 1995). 
44 See Klein 1997, Ch. 5, Peart 1996. White (1991, 80-1) rightly points out that in the Theory 
Jevonss referred to Herschel's discussion of meteorological laws with respect to the confir-
mationn of his theory of utility (see Jevons 1871, 140-1). At the turn of the 19th century, 
Henryy L. Moore's statistical economics was heavily influenced by meteorology, in its meth-
odss as well as in its content. On Moore, see Morgan 1990 and Le Gall 1999. 
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certainn the form of the function. For  Jevons, this involved a complex inter-
playy of theory and data. 

Jevons'ss experimental practices are illuminatin g here. As many experi-
mentall  scientists, Jevons was full y aware that empirical data do not speak 
forr  themselves: the experimental scientist is not a passive observer, per-
ceivingg reality and only then arrivin g at an explanation. Rather, he uses 
experimentall  practices to reveal the phenomena from the data, the actual 
observationss are loaded with error. One might think of these phenomena in 
termss of essential characteristics or  mean values.5 Phenomena could then 
bee further  analysed to reveal the natural laws to which they obeyed. For 
Jevons,, these laws were stable functional relationships. The step from phe-
nomenaa to laws depended criticall y upon the role of analogy, given the 
manyy possible mathematical relations consistent with the phenomena. In a 
nutshell,, this procedure can be seen in Jevons's experiments on cloud for-
mation,, in his Principles of Science, and also in his statistical studies. 
Jevons'ss experiments on clouds thus serve as a kind of format from which 
itt  is evident that his general approach to science did not involve a split 
betweenn pure theory and statistics, but was rather  motivated by a unified 
frameworkk in which analogical reasoning played a dominant role. 

Jevonss based his analogies on very strong mechanical presuppositions. 
Inn fact, for  Jevons, the mechanical character  of the law governing a phe-
nomenonn was never  questioned. In many cases, this dogmatism proved to 

55 The distinction between observations and phenomena is akin to Bogen and Woodward's 
19888 distinction between data and phenomena. Bogen and Woodward introduce this dis-
tinctiontinction  in order  to distance themselves from 'a widely shared view of science', in which 
scientificc theories are supposed to 'predict and explain facts about "observables"' (303). 
Theyy argue that this view is 'fundamentally incorrect'  (305). According to Bogen and 
Woodward,, theories explain phenomena, or  'facts about phenomena', and data (observa-
tions)tions) give evidence for  the existence of these phenomena (305). They provide a straight-
forwardd example to clarify the purpose of the distinction. To determine the melting point of 
lead,, they say, 'one must make a series of measurements'. One typically 'does not determine 
thee melting point of lead by observing the result of a single thermometer  reading' (308). It is 
unlikelyy mat all die different measurements wil l be exactly die same, nor  does one trust just 
onee single measurement, for  how can one be sure that it has been measured correctly? If one 
cann make 'certain general assumptions' about die character  of me 'numerous other  small 
causess or  variation of "error"' , such as mem being independent, roughly equal in magnitude, 
andd averaging on the whole, then one wil l take 'the mean of die distribution ' to be 'a good 
estimatee of the true melting point'  (308). Such assumptions are typical of those made in ex-
perimentall  research and play an important role in Jevons's discussion of his so-called 
'Methodd of Means' in die Principles. 
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bee extremely fruitful. Indeed, as we have seen in the previous two chapters, 
itt was a guiding principle of his theory of labour, as well as his efforts to 
mechanisee the laws of the mind. His strong convictions on the mechanical 
andd deterministic character of social and natural laws gave him the liberty 
too introduce tools from the experimental sciences in economics, and to 
constructt substitutes when experimental methods failed. Jevons's me-
chanicall  analogies, combined with his skills in experimental practices con-
sequentlyy facilitated the introduction of mathematico-statistical tools in 
economics,, as wil l be argued in detail in this and the following chapter. 

6.22 Jevons's mimetic experiments on clouds 

Thoughh perhaps the first to bring clouds to the laboratory, Jevons was not 
thee only Victorian scientist who was intrigued by cloud formation. Charles 
Wilson'ss experiments on clouds are certainly the best documented, since 
hee was awarded the Nobel prize in 1927. Wilson built on Aitken's cloud 
experimentss which investigated the influence of dust in cloud formation. 
Victoriann scientists, as Galison and Assmus (1995, 228-232) point out, 
couldd be divided into two camps. One favoured 'abstract science', the 
other,, 'morphological science'. Abstract scientists aimed to extract univer-
sall  laws in mathematical form from specific observations, while morpho-
logicall  scientists, more like Linneaus, aimed at systematically cataloguing 
thee concrete phenomena of nature, investigating the morphological par-
ticularss of each separate class. An example of the latter was Luke Howard, 
whoo in 1802-3 proposed a taxonomy of clouds that came to be widely used 
viaa Goethe (see figure 11). These different attitudes explain the different 
wayss in which both strands of scientists appreciated experiments. Abstract 
scientistss aimed to isolate a specific causal relation under laboratory con-
ditionss in order to estimate the quantitative relation between cause and ef-
fect.. Morphologists, however, in so far as they favoured experimenting at 
all,, aimed to reproduce the 'dramatics in nature' under laboratory condi-
tions.. Their goal was - to use Galison's and Assmus's (1995) apt phrasing 
-- to 'mimic' the complexity of nature. These authors demonstrate how 
Wilson'ss cloud experiments at the Cavendish laboratory can be seen as a 

66 See Galison and Assmus (1995) and Galison (1997, ch 2) for detailed accounts of Victo-
riann scientists' involvement in cloud experiments. As noted above, however, neither of them 
mentionss Jevons's or Rayleigh's cloud experiments. 
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graduall  merging of these two traditions. Jevons's cloud experiments 
(whichh were also reproduced at the Cavendish) are a distinct forerunner of 
suchh merged traditions. 

Jevons'ss experiments consisted of an ingenious reproduction of clouds 
onn a miniature scale in another medium: liquid rather than air. His conclu-
sionn was that the 'miniature representation1 of clouds 'under conditions in 
whichh the immediate causes can be certainly known' gave reason to 'as-
sumee with complete confidence that similar motions and differences of 
specificc gravity have operated in the production of the atmospheric clouds 
inn question' (1858a, 241). Jevons produced experimental clouds according 
too Howard's taxonomy. The 1858 article in the London, Dublin and Edin-
burghburgh Philosophical Magazine was accompanied with a plate comprising 
off  a drawing of the experimental apparatus and engravings from photo-
graphss of the original experiment, showing a cumulus, two cumulo-strata 
andd a thundercloud. In addition, the less detailed engravings in the Sydney 
MagazineMagazine contained a cirrus and a stratus. The apparatus consisted of two 
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FigureFigure 12. Engravings ofJevons's photographs attached to 'On the Forms of 
Clouds',Clouds', London Edinburgh and Dublin Philosophical Magazine 

andd Journal of Science, 1858. 

glasss plates, held in a wooden frame at a distance of about 1/3 inch. The 
innerr space was filled with one or more layers of water, to which an addi-
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tionall  one was added through one or more of the glass tubes attached to the 
apparatus.. As an example, we may take the experimental design for the 
productionn of the cumulostratus (in figure 12 these are figs. 3 and 4). In 
thiss experiment, the inner space of the so-called section glass was filled 
withh two layers of water, both containing slight traces of ordinary salt.7 The 
comparisonn between air and liquid provided the name of his instrument, 
'becausee it contains a thin section of liquid, which was supposed to repre-
sentt a section of the atmosphere' (1858a, 243, 1858b, 163). The second 
stratum,, below the first one, contained in addition 2 parts to a 1000 of 
whitee sugar. This was added to make the two layers of water differ in spe-
cificc gravity. 

Thee purpose of the experiments was not solely to reproduce Howard's 
taxonomyy of clouds, but to unveil the uniform mechanism of cloud forma-
tion.. According to Jevons (1858a, 244, also 1858b, 164), 'a littl e reflec-
tion'' showed that 'the whole variety of the phenomena' was the result of 
*onlyy two essentially variable conditions': 

1st.. Original impressed momentum. 
2nd.. Gravity, which is called into play whenever we use two liquids dif-
fering,, however slightly, in specific gravity, but which does not in the 
leastleast affect the internal motions of a perfectly homogeneous fluid 

Inn the case of the cumulostratus, 'from the lower side of the apparatus' 
Jevonss projected a jet of water containing a trace of silver nitrate and 1 part 
perr 1000 of sugar. The specific gravity of the injected jet thus lay in be-
tweenn those of the two layers of water in the section glass. The injected 
streamm would ascend through the lower stratum to a certain height in the 
second.. But there 'its superior gravity wil l overcome its momentum' and it 
wouldd fall back into the lower stratum, where it again would be checked by 
thee lower fluid's greater specific gravity. During its journey through both 
layerss of water, the silver nitrate in the injected stream would react with 
thee ordinary salt contained in them, producing 'a cloud of chloride of silver 
.... shown in figs. 3 and 4' (1858a, 247-8,255). 

Inn a similar way, an experimental set-up in which an injected stream 
containingg silver chloride and 1 part per 5000 of its weight in sugar was 
addedd to only one layer of liquid containing a slight trace of salt, showed 

77 Schmitt (1995) notes that, for an active photographer and assayer of the mint, Jevons's 
choicee of the silver nitrate was at hand: silver nitrate being used to check gold purity and 
wass thus abundantly available. Jevons also used silver nitrate to fix photographs. 
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thee 'general form and internal motions of the cumulus' (1858a, 246). 
Jevonss assumed that the slight traces of salt and silver  nitrate, which were 
addedd to the separate parts of the liquids, did not affect the specific gravity 
off  the water. He - wrongly as we wil l see - assured the reader  that the ex-
perimentall  set-up excluded 'the action of all other  chemical or  physical 
forces''  (1858b, 164). 

Thee combination of form and motion is important and also plays a role 
inn Jevons's statistical work. By not merely looking at the form of clouds, 
butt  also at their  formation, Jevons was able to transcend Howard's mor-
phologicall  scheme in which the form of the cloud was the criterion for 
cataloguingg it in a specific way. Thus looking at clouds enabled Jevons to 
makee assumptions about the different causal factors that were at work in 
thee formation of all clouds, not just one particular  form, but that produced 
differentt  forms under  different conditions. There might thus be a uniform 
mechanismm at work in the formation of all clouds, producing different 
formss under  different circumstances. The main result of mimicking the 
formationn of real clouds in this way was that Jevons was able to refute an 
hypothesiss on the formation of thunderclouds that was popular  in his day. 
Accordingg to this hypothesis, thunderclouds were caused by electricity. 
Thiss hypothesis had become very popular  after  being first proposed by 
Luk ee Howard, who also considered the formation of the cirru s and cumu-
luss the result of 'electrical attractions and repulsions' (1858b, 175).*  Since 
thee experiment excluded electricity from its causal mechanism, Jevons was 
ablee to reject such theories as 'utter nonsense' (175): 

Possessing,, as I assume, a clear  idea of the motions and changes which 
constitutee a cumulus, and therefore the thunder-cloud, which is essen-
tiall yy a cumulus with a derivative and, as it were, organised system of 
cirru ss and stratus, I see no difficult y in offering an explanation which is 
att  least plausible (1858a, 253). 

88 Howard's hypothesis concerning the role of electricity in the formation of clouds makes it 
clearr that Galison's and Assmus's distinction between 'abstract' and 'morphological' scien-
tistss is an obvious simplification. It is nevertheless helpful in pointing out differences in sci-
entificc attitudes, or 'styles of reasoning' (Crombie) used by different scientists and in dis-
tinctt disciplines. For example, Howard (1802-3, 15) 'espoused' the theory of evaporation as 
developedd by John Dalton (1803). Galison's and Assmuss's purpose is to demonstrate how 
aa new way of approaching physics emerges from the merging of different styles of scientific 
inquiry.. My argument is that a similar merging of styles was of profound influence on 
Jevons'ss perception of statistical and theoretical research in economics. 
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Thee alternative explanation he gave was that the 'faint charge of electric-
ity ''  which is always present in the atmosphere becomes collected in the 
'wateryy particles' which, as in all rain or  storm clouds, become separated 
fromm the air. The air, deprived of its electrical charge and of its 'moisture', 
leavess the cloud at its summit. As long as newly moisturised air  is fed from 
below,, the electrical charge of the cloud becomes greater  and greater  until 
itt  reaches 'such a pitch*  that a discharge wil l occur  between the cloud and 
itss electrical counterpart, the earth. Hence, he concluded, electricity was 
nott  a 'primar y cause' in the formation of thunderclouds, but a secondary, 
derivedd phenomenon. 

Jevonss (1858b, 167-8) used 'what meteorologists call by Howard's ex-
pressivee name' a stratus as a benchmark which should convince the reader 
off  the validit y of his explanation (in figure 11, see Howard's figure c). 
Jevonss reproduced an engraving of his experimentally formed stratus in 
(1857)) and (1858b). The only thing Jevons feared was that his explanation 
wass 'not original'  (1858a, 253; 1858b, 167-8), for  none other  than John 
Herschel,, 'the highest philosophical authority' , had expressed 'the opinion 
thatt  [the agency of electricity] as a meteorological cause is exceedingly 
limited,, indeed that it may be altogether  left out of the account as produc-
tivee of any meteorological effect of importance on the great scale' (1858b, 
175,, quoting Herschel's Essays, 245. See also 1858a, 253). 

AA basic assumption of Jevons's experiment was that the behaviour  of 
thee water  in the instrument was similar  to the behaviour  of gases in the at-
mosphere.. This made Jevons's experiments genuinely mimetic. Jevons was 
awaree that such a claim required arguments to support it. In the Sydney 
Magazine,Magazine, Jevons paid great attention as to 'how to translate' the condi-
tionss in the section glass 'so to speak, into the language of the atmosphere' 
(1858b,(1858b, 164, original emphasis). In this process of translation, he gave 
somee plausibilit y to the claim that the only relevant forces at work in real, 
atmosphericc cloud formation were the same as those working in the section 
glass.. According to Jevons, 'gases are subject to the same laws of equilib-
riumm and pressure as liquids, excepting only as far  as they are modified by 
thee property of elasticity'  (1857, 26); gases can be more compressed or  ex-
pandedd than liquids. He argued that this property was irrelevant for  the 
formationn of clouds, since elasticity in itself could not 'be directly produc-
tivee of force or  motion'. The consequence of the argument was that 'free 
airr  will resemble in its motions a very rare liquid , and any part of the at-
mospheree wil l be subject to the same hydrodynamical laws as the interior 
off  a body of liquid ' (1858a, 242). Hence the conclusion that cloud forma-
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tionn was governed by momentum and by differences in the specific gravity 
off  gases. 

Somee scientists were only interested in extracting a universal law from 
thee experiment. Various commentators on such an approach to experi-
mentationn considered that scientists thus might loose sight of reality, only 
dealingg with artificial and not natural things (Galison and Assmus 1995, 
229).. In the view of these commentators, such scientists illegitimately ab-
stractedd from nature's complexity. The artificial objects arrived at might be 
perfectlyy dealt with by means of the calculus, but this did not mean that the 
phenomenaa of nature we observe was governed by the same mathematics. 
Naturall  scientists who were only interested in general laws, in the views of 
thesee critics, were not 'true to nature', that is true to nature's complexity. 
Accordingg to such critics, morphological science described nature as it was 
conveyedd to us by the eyes, without distorting it, and thus revealed more 
truee knowledge about nature, than abstract science could give. 

Mimeticc experiments filled a gap between both accounts of science. In 
reproducingg the dramatics of nature in the laboratory, the scientist had the 
bestt of both worlds: on the one hand, the experimental setting isolated a 
specificc causal structure and on the other, in mimicking nature it conveyed 
evidencee that this specific causal structure was really at work out there, in 
thee real world. This was the way in which Jevons conceived his experi-
ments.. He maintained that the ultimate goal of his experiment was to arrive 
att a mathematical description of cloud formation on the basis of the laws 
off  hydro-dynamics, while this mathematical description was legitimised 
forr producing the true laws of cloud formation on the basis of the resem-
blancee between the experimental clouds and their counterparts in the real 
world.. In this sense, Jevons genuinely fluctuated between an abstract and 
morphologicall  approach to science. On the one hand, he used the section 
glasss to isolate the causal factors involved in cloud formation, on the other, 
thee experimental result should reproduce the dramatics of nature. 

6 33 Artificia l clouds, real clouds, and clouds 'on an average' 

Thee obvious thing about Jevons's engravings is that they only faintly re-
semblee real clouds. Jevons's thick precipitates lost at least one of the char-
acteristicss of clouds, that John Ruskin had emphasised in the context of art: 
theirr airiness. According to Ruskin (1995, 34), many landscapists painted 
cloudss as a 'comparatively small, round, puffed-up white body' thus 'de-
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priving**  them of their  buoyancy and transparency - their  perpetual motion 
andd change. To what extent, then, could Jevons's precipitates be regarded 
ass 'tru e to nature'? 

Johnn Herschel, one of the outstanding scientists of his day, was recep-
tivee to the analogy. After  his return to London from Australia, Jevons read 
Herschel'ss entry on meteorology in the Encyclopaedia Britannica (1861) 
andd sent him copies of his two articles in the London Magazine. He re-
markedd that his experiments produced explanations of atmospheric phe-
nomenaa 'in substantial accordance' with those of Herschel, but which, ap-
parently,, 'had not fallen under  [his] notice'  {PC 2:432-3). Acknowledging 
thee articles, Herschel wrote that he had not indeed come across them, and 
wouldd have 'assuredly' referred to them had he known of them. Herschel 
addedd that 'being ... somewhat of a dabbler  in chemistry' he had 'often 
noticedd and been struck with the resemblance of finely derived precipita-
tionss formed by gradual mixtur e without agitation of mutually decompos-
ingg fluids to the forms of Cirrou s and other  Clouds'  {PC 2:433-4). 

Evenn though the analogy was convincing for  Herschel, Jevons did not 
thinkk it would be obvious for  less learned readers that his photographs of 
cloudss in the section glass resembled true atmospheric clouds. It was an 
informedd and not a naive mind which established this resemblance: 

Thee mind having once received a clear  and salient idea as to a probable 
causee of the cumulostratus, wil l apply it to every instance of that cloud 
whichh meets the eye in nature. This comparison is the test of the theory, 
andd must be the main ground on which my readers may judge of the 
trut hh of my conclusions (1858a, 248). 

Too establish the analogy between the miniatur e cloud and a 'real'  cloud, 
thee mind had to be educated to see ordinary clouds by the mechanism 
Jevonss claimed to be at work in the section glass. The causal theory was 
partt  of an informed observation. Jevons adapted the interpretation of his 
precipitatess accordingly. He assured the reader  that the precipitates pro-
ducedd were not direct reproductions of daily observed clouds, but con-
tainedd their  'essential characteristics'; they were 'typical '  clouds or  clouds 
'onn an average'. Jevons exchanged his experimentally produced clouds for 
thee clouds as depicted in Howard's taxonomy. 

Jevonss paid great attention to the translation of ordinary observations 
intoo the language of his theory. With respect to thunderclouds, he warned 
thee reader  that 'i t wil l very probably be impossible ... to recognize in the 
peculiarr  result of the last experiment any resemblance whatever  to the or-
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dinaryy conception of a thundercloud' (1858a, 250). In his 1857 article on 
thee Cirrous form of Cloud, Jevons included a drawing of an 'imaginary' 
sectionn of a thundercloud, which resembled the engraving with respect to 
CCC in the imaginary section: the 'cirrous crest moving with upper current' 
(1857,, 30). Also in his diary, though not unambiguously, he referred to the 
'curledd curious edges' as the elements which made thunderclouds 'known' 
(PC(PC 1:218). 

ImaginaryImaginary Sectimqfil Ttumder-cltmé near Sydney. 

J>J> (dotted ike) stew» jwnetkaj of two «areata of *ir*  the direction! «£ 
tliest»» bd«g HHÜetted bv arrasr» (A A). 

BB B, aw»»* showing «pwwrJ tmA bsekwiw*! enmnt ©f motet mat* 
h,h, Kghwtag «taking few» thuader-dbad to earth. 
CC C, tirauus crest movmg witl» «|*|N«r «wrest. 
S,, ( HKmng; M tower MMMteunvo*. 
B,, the « H W B » » «f érepfiïmg paetkm qf elmd at foot or back of «torm. 

FigureFigure 13. Jevons's drawing of an 'imaginary Thundercloud' in the 1857 article 
'On'On the Cirrous form of Cloud' in the London, Edinburgh and Dublin 

Philosophicall  Magazine and Journal of Science, p. 30. 

Inn the 1858 article in the same journal, Jevons emphasised that the main 
difficultyy of recognising a thundercloud in the experimental result, was 
thatt 'under varying circumstances' thunderclouds might be produced 
whichh 'to die superficial observer' differed completely 'in form and na-
ture'.. But 'closer examination' would reveal that all these clouds contained 
'inn greater or less degree' the 'essential characteristics of the perfect or 
typicall  thundercloud' (1858a, 250). Comparing the 'imaginary section' of 
thee thundercloud drawn in the 1857 article with the 1858 photograph (see 
inn figure 12, Jevons's figure 5), it seems that the only 'essential character-
istics'' of the thundercloud were the cirrous threads at die top of the pre-
cipitate. . 

Too the untrained eye, die recognition of the 'general form' of the cu-
muluss in figure 12 (that is Jevons's figure 2 in this figure) wil l cause even 
greaterr difficulties. For example, compare tbis engraving, which shows a 
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'regularr and extremely graceful fountain-like form', with Jevons's drawing 
off  a cumulus in his diary, 'which for magnificence & beauty' he had not 
seenn 'surpassed' (Jevons, 1971-82, 1:218). Just like Howard's cumulus 
(seee figure 11, Howard's image b), the drawing shows a much greater 
similarityy to a 'real' cumulus than the engraving made after the experi-
ment.. Both made by Jevons, we may ask which of the two included the 
'essentiall  characteristics' of the cumulus or, in other words, what the 
criteriaa were that he proposed to assess these characteristics. 

FigureFigure 14. Jevons's drawing of a cumulus, made during his journey 
toto the Gold Diggings at Sofala, March 9th-march 23rd, 1856, 

diarydiary entry 10th of March (PC p. 218). 

Jevonss assured the reader that in order to see the similarity between the 
experimentall  result and atmospheric clouds the mind had to go through a 
processs of 'abstraction' to detect the 'essential particulars' of the various 
formss of clouds (1858a, 250, also 1858b, 175). The experimenter was thus 
ablee to isolate the causal structure that gave rise to the formation of various 
typess of clouds in general. In the Sydney Magazine version, Jevons inter-
estinglyy wrote regarding this general causal structure about how various 
typess of clouds would behave 'on an average' under the influence of the 
solee causal determinants, momentum and specific gravity (1858b, 174, 
originall  emphasis). 
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Thee plate of drawings attached to the Sydney Magazine version of Jevons's 
articlee gives us more information on the factors at work in the process of 
visuallyy abstracting an experimental from a real cloud. Jevons's fig. IV is a 
descriptionn of the elements involved in the 'Natural Form of Cumulus'. 
Fig.. V in this plate is a somewhat more schematic drawing from a photo-
graphh of the actual experiment, than Jevons's fig. 2 in my fig. 12 is, as dis-
cussedd above. When we compare Jevons's fig. IV in the Sydney Magazine 
withh the drawing of the cumulus in his diary, we see that fig. IV not only 
registerss the form of the cumulus, but adds theoretical elements to it. The 
drawingg illustrated 'the general form and the internal motions of the cu-
mulus'' (1858b, 170). The capital letters, A, B, C, and D serve to structure 
ourr observation. Jevons (1858b, 178) explained the letters as follows: 

A:: Ascending current of warm moist air. 
BB Plane of precipitation of cloud. 
C:: Cumulose cloud. 
D:: Streams of air descending from cloud, and spreading out beneath 

planee of precipitation. 
 : sen, 

FigureFigure 15. Fragment j^.JKJU&rtU, .Varm,- 7%j.r öBwètr, 
ofof Jevons's drawings 
ofof a Cumulus after the 
experimentalexperimental results 
inin 'On Clouds; Their 
VariousVarious Forms, and 
ProducingProducing Causes', 
Sydneyy Magazine of 
Sciencee and Arts, 
1858. 1858. 

Thee 'general form' of the cumulus was illustrated 'with some approach to 
accuracy'' by the experiment, from which fig. V was drawn (see in fig. 15). 
Thee combination of Jevons's figures IV and V, both in fig. 15, show more 
clearlyy which part of the general form was isolated and reproduced, than 
thee isolated engraving of the photograph in the London Magazine. When 
wee consider the sequence of these images of the cumulus, we gain an idea 
off  how Jevons identified and isolated the causal factors of cloud produc-
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tionn and convinced the reader  that the experimental result visualised these 
causall  factors as the essential features of our  common observations. The 
temporall  sequence of these images, from the 1856 drawing of the cumulus 
inn his diary (fig. 14) to the drawings and photographs in his articles, at 
leastt  suggests some sort of inductive process, by which he identified the 
simplee causal factors explaining the form of complex 'real*  clouds. The 
objectt  of study shifts from the study of particulars, of observations or  data, 
too the essential characteristics of these particulars. These essential char-
acteristicss were better  captured by an average or  mean value than by any 
particularr  real object. By shifting from common observations to theoreti-
callyy informed phenomena, Jevons constructed the proof for  his own the-
ory. . 

Itt  was not by accident that, in scientific practice as portrayed by Jevons 
andd in both experiments and statistical research, averages were the values 
referredd to. What remained hidden to the eye could be revealed by a statis-
ticall  manipulation of the data or  by executing a controlled experiment. One 
couldd not perceive a typical cloud, or  a cloud '0/1 an average* in the at-
mosphere,, but such a cloud was produced in the section glass. To appreci-
atee die experimentally produced cloud as embodying the essential charac-
teristicss of 'real'  clouds, observable in the air, the mind had to go through a 
processs of abstraction. The end point of this process was to establish the 
generall  form of the phenomenon. In effect, Jevons's experiments aimed at 
explainingg the formation of clouds from simple mechanical principles. 

Forr  Jevons this meant two things at once. Such mechanical principles 
couldd be expressed mathematically: in a functional relation. This func-
tionall  relation was not only a mathematical nicety, but it showed the 'tru e 
law''  governing the phenomena, that is, the causal connection existing be-
tweenn them. The form of the function determined the kind of causal rela-
tionn existing between the phenomena. By means of his cloud experiments, 
Jevonss clearly hoped to show that the formation of clouds could be ex-
plainedd using the functional relations of hydrodynamics. He did not con-
siderr  himself able to derive such a mathematical relation, though this only 
conformss with Jevons's ultimate standard of scientific explanation.9 For 

99 I have found no evidence that Jevons himself attempted to find mathematical expressions 
forr  the formation of clouds. Raynold Schmitt recently (1995) examined how Lord Rayleigh, 
whoo received the Nobel Prize in 1904 for  the discovery of Argon, took up Jevons's cirru s 
experimentss in 1880 and considered the influence of heat to be the important determinant in 
contrastt  to Jevons, a factor  that Jevons, in a side remark, considered to be of no importance. 
Inn his experiments on the cirru s and the thundercloud, Jevons remarked that 'the difference 
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Jevons,, the experiments were instrumental in the search for simple func-
tionall  laws, or causal explanations in mathematical form. These explana-
tionss related to mean or average values, not to specific observations. Rea-
soningg by analogy played an important role in the process of arriving at 
suchh explanations. 

6.44 The 'target'  of scientific inquiry : averages and means 

Jevonss conducted his cloud experiments, as already noted, during his five-
yearr stay in Australia, relatively isolated from the intellectual and scientific 
scenee in Britain. At this time, he decided to turn away from the natural sci-
encess to devote his scientific interests to political economy, for him the 
queenn of the social sciences. To some extent, the situation Jevons encoun-
teredd in political economy resembled the split between abstract natural sci-
entistss on the one hand and morphologists on the other. John Stuart Mill' s 
PrinciplesPrinciples of Political Economy (1848) was the dominant account of the 
sciencee and his methodological views as put forward in his famous 1836 
essayy were clearly framed within the idea of economics as an abstract sci-

off  the temperature of the strata in this experiment is not a material point' (1857, 26, also 
1858a,, 249). In the two-layer case of a heavy liquid above a light one, Rayleigh found a 
mathematicall  expression that was only rediscovered in 1950 by Sir Geoffrey Taylor and is 
noww known as the Rayleigh-Taylor instability: 'an important process in plasma dynamics, 
super-novaee explosions, and heavy-nuclei collisions' (Schmitt, 1995, 14). In a footnote to 
thee article describing this result, Rayleigh explicitly considered his calculations to be an il-
lustrationn of 'the theory of cirrous clouds propounded by the late Prof. Jevons (Phil. Mag. 
xiv.. p. 22, 1857)' (Schmitt 1995, 14, quoting Rayleigh.). The experiment Rayleigh referred 
too is depicted on p. 24 of Jevons's 1857 article and can also be found as fig. HI. of Jevons's 
platee in the Sydney Magazine article. Eleanor Balfour, Rayleigh's assistant, described die 
experimentss at the Cavendish Laboratory as follows: 

Wee repeated several times me experiment of W.W.(tt'c7) S. Jevons ... on the formation 
off  cirrous clouds ... The effects obtained resembled those described by him only gener-
allyy ... the filaments seemed not fine enough to correspond with his description and 
drawingg (Schmitt 1995,15, quoting Balfour). 

Rayleigh'ss mathematical results came too late, for Jevons died before the article appeared. 
Schmittt (1995, 16) suggests that it is quite plausible that Jevons's death 'prevented' Ray-
leighh from exploring the topic with Jevons and made him decide to publish what he had. 
100 Nowadays, Jevons's experiments are no longer considered to be an explanation of the 
formationn of clouds, but rather an explanation of the formation of so-called salt fingers in 
thee ocean (see Schmitt 1995). The interpretation of the experiment differs accordingly. 
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ence,, while simultaneously biased against the use of numerical data to 
supportt  the proposed theories. 

Itt  is well known that this bias was based on the difficultie s of conduct-
ingg experiments in economics. John Elliot Cairnes's lectures on the Char-
acteracter and Logical Method of Political Economy, first published 1857, re-
statedd Mill' s methodological views. In a lucid and transparent style, Cair-
ness illustrated his arguments with a variety of examples to show that the 
usee of numerical methods in political economy might easily lead the sci-
entistt  astray in sorting out the 'true' causes governing economic phenom-
ena.. Both Caimes and Mil l retreated into the safe realm of introspectively 
securedd mental laws that, combined with a limited set of natural laws, pro-
ducedd tendencies which worked with the same certainty as the laws of na-
ture.. On the other  hand, there were those statisticians and political econo-
mistss who traced back the occurrence of a specific concrete phenomenon 
too a wide variety of causal factors. Tooke's History of Prices (1857, the 
lastt  two volumes written by Thomas and Willia m Newmarch) may serve as 
aa monumental example here, but a similar  approach was, in fact, motivat-
ingg much of the research by political economists of the historical school, 
suchh as Clif f Leslie." 

Bothh approaches agreed on the uselessness of the experimental approach 
too economics and the importance of historical detail when turnin g to the 
concrete.. Though Mill , as we have seen, considered it to be possible to 
subjectt  the laws of the mind one by one to 'the ordinary methods of obser-
vationn and experiment' used in the natural sciences, this was of no help in 
thee face of concrete economic reality. By isolating just one causal relation 
onee would never  reproduce the complexity of economic data in which a 
multitud ee of causal relations interfered to produce a specific historical out-
come.. No wonder  that Cairnes concluded that economic laws did not admit 
off  quantitative statement ([1875] 1965,129). 

Jevonss read Cairnes's lectures intensely, but he did not approve of their 
conclusions.. It was part and parcel of his own experimental practices that 
scientificc inquir y never  should aim to explain particulars, but rather, distil 
thee essential characteristics of phenomena. This was not a goal per  se, but 
suggestedd by the specific theories a scientist was confronted with (as in 
Jevons'ss refutation of the 'electricity theory' of the formation of thunder-
clouds)) or  the practical problems he aimed to solve (as in many of his em-

111 For a recent account of Tooke's approach to statistics, see Hoover and Dowell (2001). 
11 On Mill' s struggles with 'facts in the concrete', especially see De Marchi 2000 and also 
Hollanderr and Peart 1999. 
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pineall  studies in economics). Data were a means of providing evidence for 
thee essential characteristics of the phenomena, which Jevons considered 
couldd be unveiled by the tools of experiments and statistics. Whether an 
experimentt or statistics were the more suitable tool depended on the extent 
too which the scientist was able to control for other causes. The so-called 
'methodd of means' served both in controlled experiments and in statistics 
too 'measure pure effects' (Kim 1995, 147). Jevons spelled this out in his 
PrinciplesPrinciples of Science. According to Jevons, 'the average, when employed 
inn its proper sense of a fictitious mean ... enables us to make a hypotheti-
call  simplification of a problem, and avoid complexity without committing 
error'' ([1874] 1958, 363). 

Inn Jevons's eyes, this made Quetelet the 'true founder' of the social sci-
ences.. For Quetelet, the mean was not just a statistical average; it was the 
'target'' of scientific inquiry and even described by him as society's centre 
off  gravity (Klein 1997, 122-3). In a very short note on Comte's philosophy 
inn Nature (1875), Jevons emphasised the importance of mean or average 
valuess in relation to probability theory: 'As to social science, the Method 
off  Means and the law of divergence from an average, founded on the the-
oryy of probability, are simply the alpha and omega of scientific method. ... 
Quetelett is the true founder of exact social science, and his long labours 
consistedd of the unwearied application of the doctrine of chance to the vast 
bodiess of statistical facts.' Quetelet's method, however, was also of utmost 
importancee in the natural sciences. 'The more exact and perfect, in fact, a 
sciencee becomes, the more complete is the application of the rules derived 
fromm the theory of probability' (Jevons 1875,492).13 

Inn his empirical studies, however, Jevons only loosely relied on prob-
abilityy arguments to support his case. As has been pointed out by Kim 
(1995)) and Peart (1995), Mil l and Cairnes believed that one should do jus-
ticee to all 'disturbing causes' in concrete applications of the theory, 

133 Note that Jevons's use of probabilistic terminology does not make him a forerunner of the 
probabilisticc revolution. Jevons did in no way assume that (economic) variables themselves 
weree distributed probabilistically. In his use of probabilistic terminology, such as averages 
andd means, 'disturbing causes' were considered as errors of measurement. See Peart 1995 
onn this. There was no doubt, for Jevons, mat the phenomena themselves followed rigidly 
deterministicc laws. See, for example, Jevons ([1874] 1958,222). 
144 For example, 'The laws obtained by these methods were taken by [Cairnes] to represent, 
nott what will actually take place, but what would take place in the absence of disturbing 
causes.. If there are discrepancies between an economic law and the facts, it implies no more 
thann the existence of disturbing causes or overlooked principles. He thus concluded that 
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whereass in practice, Jevons treated these disturbing causes as 'noxious er-
rors4,, assuming their effect to average out. Such an assumption was in its 
turnn implicitly based on assumptions on the distributional characteristics of 
suchh errors. 

Forr Jevons, the goal of science was never to explain data. From the very 
outset,, science only aimed at explaining the causes of the phenomena for 
whichh the data were evidence. These causes were conceived as the me-
chanicall  causes which, in Jevons's eyes, governed the universe. Jevons de-
notedd the phenomena he aimed to explain as tendencies, for example, in 
thee introduction to The Theory of Political Economy (1871, 23). To 'de-
tect'' such a tendency the economist had to make use of mean or average 
values,, but visual means might also come to aid. By taking 'wide aver-
ages',, 'mere caprice' was averaged out (22-23).15 In the second edition of 
thee Theory, Jevons emphasised that the 'average laws' thus obtained ap-
pliedd to 'what I have elsewhere called the "Fictitious Mean", that is to say, 
theyy are numerical results which do not pretend to represent the character 
off  any existing thing' (1879, 97-8). One could not directly observe an av-
eragee or mean value, but laws applied to these values, and not to the direct 
observations,, or data. It was only by learning 'to discern the operation of 
laww even among the most perplexing complications and apparent interrup-
tions'' that 'we shall have a Science of Economics' (1879, 120-1). Thinking 
aboutt these issues, Jevons not only relied on his practical knowledge of 
experimentss and statistics, but relied on his views on logic and analogical 
reasoningg as well. 

6.55 In search of simple laws: rational and empirical formulae 

Avoidingg complexity is searching for simplicity. The search for simple 
laws,, or simple causal relations, is one of the major themes in Jevons's 
PrinciplesPrinciples of Sciences (1874). Jevons used his formal logic to illustrate the 
relationn between complex data and simple laws. He relied here on his dis-
tinctionn between direct and indirect deduction. Induction, the inference to a 
uniformm law from a complex set of data, proved to be the 'inverse process' 
off  indirect deductive inference. Jevons's ([1874] 1956, 125) gave the fol-
lowingg two premises as an example: 

economicc laws could "neither be established nor refuted ... by statistical or documentary 
evidence"'' (Kim 1995,143). 
155 On Jevons's use of 'wide averages', especially see Peart (1995). 
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A=AB(1) ) 
B=BCC (2) 

(whichh he interpreted as: iron (A) is a metal (AB), a metal (B) is a good 
conductorr of electricity (BC)). 

Thee full list of possible combinations of terms was given by the so-
calledd Logical Alphabet: a list growing exponentially with the number of 
termss involved. Jevons denoted negations of terms with a small letter; the 
threee terms A, B, C, then give the following eight combinations of terms 
(listedd in the logical alphabet): 

ABCC (a), ABc (0), AbC (y), Abe (8), aBC (e), aBc (£), abC (r)), abc (6) 
Makingg indirect deductive inferences was, according to Jevons, essentially 
similarr to the method of negative proof in mathematics: proving that the 
oppositee leads to contradiction. Of all possible combinations of terms, 
thosee inconsistent with the assumptions were eliminated: y and 6 are in-
consistentt with (1), and |J and £ with (2). Hence, only ABC, abC, aBC and 
abcc remained. 

Itt thus appeared to Jevons that from a limited set of simple premises an 
avalanchee of conclusions could be drawn. Jevons used his logical machine 
too do so. At the time, it was considered to be a disadvantage that this ma-
chinee gave all possible inferences, instead of selecting the interesting ones 
andd summing them up efficiently. Jevons turned what was generally con-
sideredd to be a vice into a virtue: this disadvantage gave him the clue to 
onee of the great philosophical puzzles: inductive inference. The great diffi -
cultyy of induction, according to Jevons, consisted of reasoning from the 
complexx set of conclusions back to the original simple set of premises. In 
thiss sense, induction was the 'reverse process' of deduction. Memory here 
wass an important aid, and this, we have seen, limited the usefulness of his 
machine.. Reasoning backwards from the four combinations ABC, abC, 
aBCC and abc to the original premises, the reader would, according to 
Jevons,, 'probably remember at once that they belong to the premises 
A=AB,, B=BC'. Should the reader not remember this (which is perfectly 
understandablee for a modern reader, who is not acquainted with the details 
off  Jevons's logical system), he 'would need a few trials' (125). 

Thee complexity of inductive inference grew explosively with the num-
berr of terms involved. This made it highly improbable to make a reasoned 
inferencee from an avalanche of data to their underlying 'laws'. According 
too Jevons, this showed the importance of reasoning by analogies in science 
andd the importance of formulating hypotheses. Though he agreed with Ba-
con,, and all empiricists since, that science started from observations, Ba-
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conn was at fault when he claimed that law-like knowledge could be derived 
byy just collecting data. The scientist had to formulate hypotheses: he had to 
havee recourse to analogies to arriv e at the simple laws producing the em-
piricall  complexity (Mays 1962, 228). 

Reasoningg by analogies is a major  theme in The Principles of Science, it 
runss through the whole of the book and receives special focus in Chapter 
28.. Jevons made it clear  that discovery in science was most often 'accom-
plishedd by following up the hints received from analogy'. Analogy func-
tionedd as a 'Guide in Discovery' (629), as a heuristic tool to discover  the 
simplee unifying laws of nature. Indeed, the difference between the search 
forr  generalisation and analogies was 'only a matter  of degree' (627). 
Analogicall  reasoning was sometimes even described as equivalent to sci-
encee itself, as 'the detection of identity and the recognition of uniformit y 
existingg in many objects' (644). 

Whenn the object of study was quantitative in nature, as Jevons assumed 
themm to be in all of the sciences, the ultimate goal was to find the mathe-
maticall  formula governing this object. Just as the wide variety of permuta-
tionss of terms was governed by simple laws, a seemingly unconnected ar-
rayy of numbers could equally be governed by a simple formula. Jevons 
gavee the example of Bernoulli numbers, which 'seem to set all regularity 
andd method at defiance ... [yjet they are derived from the most regular  and 
symmetricall  laws of relation' (124). Jevons supposed that such a search for 
simplee laws could be extended to all objects of nature (and, we may add, to 
societyy as well): 'I t is the same throughout nature; the laws may be simple, 
butt  their  combined effects are not so simple, and we have no clue to guide 
uss through their  intricacies' (126). Both the combination of effects and our 
'placee of observation' complicated the search for  simple laws. Relying on 
Herschell  (1857), Jevons distinguished between the rational and the empiri-
call  formula. He described the search for  a natural law as the search for  the 
'rationall  formula' governing the relation between two different variables 
(489). . 

Accordingg to Jevons, it was always possible to formulate a mathemati-
call  equation relating two different quantitative magnitudes. Such an equa-
tion,, however, did not give insight into the 'reason' for  the conjoined 
variationn of these magnitudes, nor  did it offer  any insight into their  possi-
blee causal connection. 'We do not learn what function the variant is of the 

166 Also see White (1989a, 432nl5). Jevons's conception of the empirical formula was also 
influencedd by Jamin's Cours de Physique de VÉcole Polytechnique (1858-66), a work he 
referredd to throughout the Principles. 
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variable,, but we obtain another function which, within the bounds of ob-
servation,, gives nearly the same values' (489). Jevons denoted such for-
mulae,, calculated on the basis of a given set of numerical data, as 'empiri-
call  formulae' or 'empirical laws' (487-9). He warned that one might be 
wronglyy inclined to think that the calculation of such empirical formulae 
solvedd the problem of inductive inference. However, since these formulae 
didd not entail a causal relationship, they did not 'coincide with natural 
laws'' (489).17 

Thee search for an explanation as opposed to an empirical formula was 
closelyy related to the search for stable mathematical relations. A rational 
formulaa was, according to Jevons, stable over the whole range of possible 
valuess of the two variables. Such a rational formula can be considered as 
thee mathematical expression of a 'covering law'. The form of an empirical 
formula,, or law, is derived from a limited number of observations, be-
longingg to a limited interval in space or time. Hence, even if such an em-
piricall  formula (on other grounds) might turn out to be the rational one, 
theree are no grounds whatsoever to take the one for the other. 

Thee stability of the rational formula was identical to the stability of its 
functionall  form. Once the scientist was confident that the functional form 
wass the correct, 'true' or rational one, the 'remainder of the work', Jevons 
argued,, 'is mere mathematical computation to be performed infallibly ac-
cordingg to fixed rules.' These rules include those 'employed in the deter-
minationn of empirical formulae' (491). Natural laws then, in the eyes of 
Jevons,, described stable, simple functional relations. These functional re-
lationss could be approached by empirical formulae, but one could never 
concludee on the grounds of empirical data alone that an empirical formula 
coincidedd with the rational one: the 'true' natural law. 

177 As a consequence, a causal relation cannot be equated with a simple correlation between 
twoo different variables, as Peart (1996, 209) suggests. However, a regular succession of 
eventss was a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for the establishment of a causal rela-
tion.. The establishment of the rational functional form was decisive, and this in no way co-
incidess with the regularity view entailed in correlation. Indeed, Jevons's distinction between 
thee empirical and the rational formula pinpoints the difference between causality and corre-
lation. . 
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6.66 The graphical method 

Itt was clear to Jevons that given the infinite number of functions, a lucky 
hitt on the rational one was highly improbable. He argued that by conduct-
ingg a 'survey of the numbers' the scientist might form an idea of the func-
tionall  form. The use of an additional method might also be of help; the 
graphicall  method: plotting the data and drawing out the form of the curve.18 

Ourr 'haphazardous trials' might thus be 'reduced within a narrower 
sphere'.. But 'unless we have almost the whole curve before us', this pro-
ceduree remained surrounded with 'great uncertainty' ([1874] 1958, 491). 
Jevons'ss use of the graphical method was not a search for the best fit of the 
graphh to the data; it was a first step to the best explanation. . 

Inn an intriguing paper, White (1995) gave the following example of a 
graphh apparently plotting price quantity data (see fig. 16).19 White com-
paredd this graph with Jevons's computation of a mathematical formula 
fromm the so-called King Davenant price quantity data for corn, a table 
muchh discussed in Jevons's day, which will be commented on in more de-
taill  in the next section. White (1995, 21) attempted 'to fit  an equation to 
thee data' of the reproduced graph with the same formula as used for the 
Kingg Davenant data. But the resulting fit  'suggests that, even if Jevons had 
donee so, the result would have been cumbersome when compared with his 
resultt for the King Davenant Price Quantity Table.'20 

Itt is of course a matter of guessing whether in White's example Jevons 
attemptedd to fit a graph to the data or not. It may also be that Jevons was 
usingg the graphical method as outlined in the Principles. The goal of the 
graphicall  method was to obtain, 'by the form of the curve', an idea of 'the 
classs of functions to which our results belong' (Jevons [1874] 1958, 494). 
Onn p. 493, Jevons gave an example of the use of this method. He minutely 
describedd how one might draw a continuous line 'which will approximate 

188 Jevons was well aware that issues about die scale of the graph and the plotting of the data 
weree of importance in searching for the right analogy or part of the theory to obtain an indi-
cationn of the 'true' functional form. It was not in passing that he mentioned the way Perkin 
andd Regnault made use of the graphical method (Regnault carrying 'the method to perfec-
tionn by laying off the points with a screw dividing engine'). For an exposition of mis 
methodd Jevons referred to Jamin's Cours de Physique de l Êcole Polytechnique, vol. ii, 24, 
&c.. The Jamin family were renowned instrument makers. 

Seee White (1995). Jevons's drawing of the graph, catalogued in Jevons's papers at the 
Johnn Ryland's Library, Manchester, as JA 6/48/49, is taken from this paper. 
200 In a footnote, White added that Stigler suggested to him that the dotted line in the curve 
mightt have been drawn 'with a disc or a compass'. 
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FigureFigure 16. White's (1995) reproduction ofJevons's drawing of an alleged Price 
LawLaw Graph. (Not the original size). Jevons Archives, Manchester, J A 6/48/49. 
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thee true law more nearly than the points themselves'. With modern eyes 
wee may be inclined to take Jevons's drawing as a very rudimentary fitting 
off  a curve to the data. If we take both the graph reproduced by White and 
thee graph in the Principles (figure 17) as examples of Jevons's use of the 
graphicall  method, the goal was not to fit the graph to the data, but to obtain 
ann idea of the class of functions to which the 'rational function' belonged, 
thatt is, to obtain an idea of the causal explanation of the general phenom-
enaa behind the actual data. 

FigureFigure 17. Jevons's 
illustrationillustration of his 
explanationexplanation of the 
graphicalgraphical method. 
Principless of Science, 
[1874]]  1958, p. 493. 

VARIABL E E 

Thoughh in Jevons's depiction of the graphical method, data were used to 
limi tt the range of functions, the rational function could not only be ob-
tainedd with their help. The relation between the 'variable' and the 'variant' 
ass found by the graphical method only gave an indication what theory 
mightt be relevant in the case at hand and hence where to look for an anal-
ogy.. By using the graphical method, an explanation was suggested, but not 
found.. To obtain an explanation, additional elements had to be inserted 
whichh came from another source: theory. When the constraints on the 
functionall  form coincided with the graph suggested by the data, a rational 
explanationn had been found. Jevons's experiments on the exertion of mus-
cularr force provided a case at hand and Jevons referred to these experi-
mentss in the Principles, as I alluded to in Chapter 4.1 will give two exam-
pless here: Jevons's derivation of the mathematical expression for the King 
Davenantt table of price quantity data of corn, and his statistical manipula-
tionss to explain the autumnal drain in the money market. 

""  Jevons even gave the address of the merchant where the 'engraved sheets' for drawing a 
curvee might be obtained. 
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6.77 Jevons's expression for  the King Davenant Law 

Jevonss used the King Davenant table of prices and quantities of corn in the 
TheoryTheory to demonstrate how a mathematical function might be inferred 
fromm data as positive evidence for his theory of utility. In effect, Jevons 
tookk the variations of prices of corn as the 'only test we have of the utility 
off  the commodity to the purchaser' (1871, 140). The choice of this table 
wass of course not incidental. It was discussed in Whewell (1830), Tooke 
(1838)) and Cairnes (1857), among others, and played an important role in 
argumentss at the time for and against the possibility of mathematising eco-
nomics.222 We can be quite sure that Jevons took issue with remarks made 
byy both Cairnes and Tooke, who claimed that 'no reliance can be placed on 
thee accuracy of such calculations*  (Cairnes [1857] 1875, 126, also refer-
ringring to Tooke). For Jevons, the table gave numerical support for his utility 
theoryy and also endorsed his endeavour to mathematise economics, even 
grantedd the limitations in the availability and accuracy of data which 
economistss faced in comparison with the other sciences. Thus the utility of 
moneyy was allegedly not a constant when income varied and Jevons ad-
mittedd that 'great difficulty is thrown in the way of all such inquiries by the 
vastt differences in the conditions of persons' (1871, 142). 

Thee procedure Jevons followed in obtaining numerical estimates is akin 
too his description of the graphical method in the Principles. By using the 
graphicall  method one might 'ascertain with some probability' some of the 
propertiess of the function (are there any asymptotes etc.). Jevons warned 
thatt one should only use this method in an informed way since 'curves of 
almostt any character can be made to approximate each other for a limited 
extent,'' which would require 'a kind of divination" to ascertain what the 
actuall  function would look like. By comparing the properties of the func-
tionn with the results of previous investigations, the search for the rational 
formulaa would not be a blind guess, but would, on the contrary, use the 
'theoreticall  knowledge of the kind of function applicable to the case' 
(491). . 

Oncee we had ascertained 'what we believe to be the correct form of the 
function',, the computation of the parameters became a matter of 'mere 
mathematicall  computation to be performed according to fixed rales' (491). 

2222 An overview is given in Creedy 1986. For an extensive discussion of the place of the 
Kingg Davenant Table in Jevons's Theory see White 1989a, esp. 431-443, and further Aldrich 
19877 and Kim 1995. 
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Forr  a description of these rules, Jevons referred to Jamin's Cours de Phy-
siquesique de l'Ecole Poly technique, vol. ii, 50, and he stated these in the se-

Selectingg some of our  results widely apart and nearly equidistant, we 
formm by means of them as many equations as there are constant quanti-
tiess to be determined. The solution of these equations wil l then give us 
thee constants required, and having now the actual function we can try 
whetherr  it gives with sufficient accuracy the remainder  of our  experi-
mentall  results (491). 

Onlyy once the actual function had been 'correctly ascertained', Jevons 
suggestedd using the Method of Least Squares 'to determine the most prob-
ablee values as given by the whole of our  experimental results'  (492). But in 
Jevons'ss view the method of least squares only came into play after the 
'correctt  function' had been ascertained, as an optimising procedure for  the 
valuee of the parameters. 

Thee choice of the function for  the King Davenant table was clearly theo-
reticallyy informed, though his considerations were somewhat ad hoc.24 Sti-
glerr  (1994), who succinctly solves the puzzle of how Jevons derived nu-
mericall  values for  his parameters, describes Jevons's procedure as an at-
temptt  to 'fit '  the equation to the data. This is to a certain extent justified, 
forr  once the form of the curve was chosen, the computation of the pa-
rameterss was a matter  of fittin g the equation. However, if it had been 
Jevons'ss sole aim to arriv e at the best fit,  his choice for  the general form of 
thee equation is far  from logical. Whewell had already found 'that the thir d 
differencee of the relative price is constant and the "  data"  can be exactly 
fitfit  by a cubic' (1994, 185).25 'An astute numerical scientist'  (Stigler  1994, 
187)) lik e Jevons, who was well read in critical studies about the King 
Davenantt  table and equally well read in the current research on the method 
off  differences, would certainly have stumbled upon this equation. Appar-

233 In fact, Jevons's whole discussion was strongly influenced by the description given in this 
workk about using the graphical method, and rinding a functional form. 
""**  This is of course a recurring problem in utility theory since utility functions do not pro-
videe sufficient constraints on the form of the demand curves. It was in effect one of the rea-
sonss Jevons considered his numerical estimate of the King Davenant function only as an 
empiricall  formula. 
~~ For an exposition of the method of differences as applied to the King Davenant Table, see 

Greedyy (1986). The exact fit is: y = 25 - 62 1/3 x + 55 x2 - 16 2/3 x3. 
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ently,, Jevons rejected it, and the question is: why? The answer is, of 
course,, that it was not his purpose to just find the best fit. The form of the 
curvee should give an explanation of the data in the table. 

Jevonss proposed two arguments that made the general form of the curve 
asymptoticc to both axes. The first was that he did not think it plausible that 
'thee price of corn should ... sink to zero, as, if abundant, it could be used 
forr feeding horses, poultry, and cattle, or for other purposes for which it is 
tooo costly at present' (151). Jevons referred to vague hearsay evidence that 
lentt some credibility to this argument. The other argument was that the 
pricee would rise rapidly when the quantity was diminished, becoming infi-
nitee before the quantity was zero. This supplied him with an argument for 
includingg the constant b in the equation. 

Evenn if his other considerations to 'explain price movements of quanti-
tiess which were much less or more than the normal production level' 
(Whitee 1989, 441n45) would have been purely ad hoc, they nevertheless 
illustratee that it was not his purpose to find the best fit. The cubic function 
wouldd have been one, but it did not provide a plausible explanation. The 
formm chosen did: the explanation is, so to say, embodied in the form of the 
curve.. The theoretical considerations provide constraints on the form of the 
curve,, which are at odds with the purpose of finding the best fit. 

Inn his account of Jevons's treatment of the King Davenant table, White 
arguess that for Jevons laws were statements of facts. To this we should 

266 See Cartwright 1983, essay 7. Also see White 1989a, 441n45. Klein (1997, 12) gives a 
wonderfull  example of how, using the graphical method without being theoretically in-
formed,, might lead someone astray as to the 'true relation' between two variables. Creedy's 
discussionn of Wicksteed's choice for the cubic function in fact offers a good example of i) 
thee difference between fitting the data and explaining them, and h) the necessity of theoreti-
call  considerations when choosing a specific functional form. Wicksteed considered it a vir-
tuee of the cubic that it provided a 'law connecting six points1 exactly. In Jevons's case, 
however,, the 'law' was not connecting these six points at all. It was simply not Jevons's 
purposee to do so. For Wicksteed, it was unproblematic to allow the 'law' to exactly fit the 
data,, since he had moral and theoretical reasons to reject the asymptotic form of the curve 
(Creedyy 1986, 201-2). From these he argued that the curve 'wül cut both axes' (202, Creedy 
quotingg Wicksteed). A function cutting the axes makes the cubic a possibility, whereas it is 
excludedd on theoretical grounds in Jevons's case. 
277 A similar statement can be found in Creedy 1986. According to Creedy, Jevons 'clearly 
regardedd the "law" as being based on direct observation' (198). It is not clear though just 
whatt Creedy means. Jevons's formula cannot directly be deduced from these observations 
andd it seems uncontroversial that Jevons regarded the formula, and not the data on which it 
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add::  these are facts about the phenomena, not about the data themselves. 
Jevonss made use of the table to provide evidence for  his marginalist 
framework.. It was meant to counter  objections raised by, among others, 
Mil ll  and Cairnes that the concrete phenomena of political economy did not 
lendd themselves to the use of mathematics.28 Jevons assumed that a rise in 
pricee could be considered as an 'approximation' or  'test'  of the 'variatio n 
off  the final degree of utilit y - the all-important element in Economy' 
(1871,, 140). He was clearly aware of the inadequacy of this assumption, 
butt  he explained this in terms of his own theory: the final degree of utilit y 
off  the monetary unit is highly unlikely to be equal amongst all consumers, 
andd would be dependent on a person's income and expenditure pattern. 

Itt  is hardly conceivable that Jevons would not have been aware of com-
petingg explanations for  the price reaction to a curtailin g of supply. His aim, 
however,, was to show that given the problematic assumptions made, it was 
possiblee to explain the rise in the price of grain in terms of utility , as de-
mand''  s reaction to a diminished supply. Of course, the same functional 
formm could be derived from a variety of theories, as the very few data 
couldd be fitted to an equal variety of curves. Jevons's arguments for  the 
generall  form of the curve could be easily rendered in terms of a rise or  fall 
inn the final degree of utility . This curve did not fit the data as well as an-
other,, but it illustrated how one could take a new look at known data. 
Jevons'ss aim was to establish, in Kuhnian terms, a Gestalt switch. Hence, I 
cann only subscribe to White's conclusion that Jevons had to 'read and re-
write ''  the King Davenant table 'in marginalist terms' to serve as an argu-
ment.. In this sense, 'particula r  theories ... construct the form of their  own 
evidence''  (White 1989,441). 

wass based, as a law, though an empirical one only. 
288 In his 1986 survey of the history of the King Davenant "law"  of demand, Creedy stated 
matt  although Jevons was 'the only person to refer  to WheweU's comment on the "law of 
demand""  , ...[he] missed the most important part of his contribution ' (196). WheweU's 
'perceptivee remarks' related to the cubic form of die function that could be derived from me 
data.. In my view, Jevons did not miss these remarks, but had strong reasons not to accept 
themm as conclusive on the form of the function. Jevons was full y aware that the 'explicit 
recognitionn of die mathematical character  of the science*  did not by itself 'ensure' that the 
usee of mathematics would lead to 'the attainment of truth ' (1879, xxiv). 
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6.88 The autumnal pressure in the money market 

Shortlyy after his return to England in 1859, Jevons had started working on 
hiss so-called statistical atlas project. As Keynes suggested in his account of 
Jevons'ss life and work, with this name, Jevons most likely referred to Play-
fair'ss commercial atlas, a wonderful collection of plates and graphs that 
Playfairr had constructed at the end of the eighteenth century and which 
showedd him to be far ahead of his day in terms of visualising techniques of 
socio-economicc data. 

Inn a letter to his brother, Jevons described the aim of the project as visu-
alisingg the processes governing trade cycles, especially for the use of busi-
nessmen.. These processes should give an indication of the sort of universal 
laww governing their production. In thus describing the goal of the atlas 
project,, Jevons was consistent in shifting from a morphological way of in-
vestigatingg business cycles, to an abstract one. In effect, the very notion of 
aa business cycle had been an anathema to nineteenth century statisticians 
andd economists. With Jevons's investigations, the focus of business cycle 
researchh shifted from an explanation of, as Mitchell (1927, 3-4) said, 'the 
dramaticc surface events', that is, the commercial crises, to an explanation 
off  the cyclical movement. With this shift, it became less interesting to ask 
forr the specific causes of a particular commercial crisis, but to ask for the 
generall  causes producing this cyclical phenomenon. 

Inn Jevons's day, the use of statistical techniques for analytical purposes 
-- that is, to bring out the causes of a phenomena - met with considerable 
scepticism.. The reasons for this scepticism relate to the distinct split be-
tweenn abstract theory on the one hand, as defended by Mill' s and Cairnes's 
methodology,, and historical detail on the other - as exemplified by 
Tooke'ss History of Prices. The split is very much akin to that between 
morphologists,, who wanted to have all details right, and abstract scientists, 
whoo were only interested in general laws. In his diary, Jevons related his 
unsuccessfull  attempts to interest William Newmarch, then editor of the 
StatisticalStatistical Journal and working with and along the lines of Tooke, in his 
statisticall  atlas project. 'Newmarch,' Jevons wrote, 'looked at my diagrams 
withoutwithout interest & almost without a word so that I soon left him' (PC 
1:181)) and he finally ended up publishing two of his diagrams separately. 

Newmarch'ss reaction is however not that odd as it may seem from a 
modernn perspective, for Jevons, as in much of his research, was a pioneer. 
Justt like analytical statistics, the use of graphical techniques to bring out 
causall  relations was hardly used in the 1860s; they became a commonplace 
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replacementt  for  tables in the 1880s and it was only in 1901 that Bowley, 
whoo lectured in statistics at LSE, described graphs as being of use in 'dis-
coveringg or  illustratin g causal relations' (Morgan 1997, 50, quoting Bow-
ley).. In like terms Jevons described his diagrams to his relative Richard 
Hutton.. Jevons wrote: 'M y diagrams not only shew the minutest details 
givenn in the tables, but also supersede the taking of averages, since the eye 
orr  mind of itself notices the general course of a set of numbers' (letter  to 
Richardd Hutton, September  1, 1862, PC 2:450). Jevons's account of the 
importancee of visualising techniques is remarkable in that graphs make 
clearr  what a mere average never  can; a graph gives an image of general 
formm of the relation between two variables, and hence a first hint of the 
sortt  of causal mechanism involved. Jevons's purpose was abstract as well 
ass morphological; by bringing out the form of the curve, the underlying 
causall  mechanism is suggested. The theory should provide the general ex-
planationn of this causal mechanism. 

Itt  has been noted quite rightl y that Jevons's empirical studies were in a 
sensee all the offspring of his failed statistical atlas project.30 We can see 
Jevons'ss empirical studies as attempts to disentangle the various causal 
mechanismss which jointl y produced the pattern shown in the two pub-
lishedd diagrams. In these separate studies, Jevons attempted to unveil the 
phenomenaa laying under  the surface. Jevons's study in the autumnal pres-
suree in the money market may serve as an example. Jevons proceeded in 
twoo stages. By averaging weekly and monthly figures over  three different 
periods,, he eliminated 'disturbin g causes' from the data. He then pictured 
thee numbers produced in a graph. Jevons thus moved from the data to the 
phenomenaa which had to be explained.31 

Thiss first  graph, however, was only halfway to an explanation. Jevons 
explainedd that the regular  pattern observed could be attributed to 'artifi -
cial''  causes, such as the date of payments of dividends. According to him, 

299 In his Elements of Statistics (1901), Bowley distinguished accordingly 'two main methods 
off  elementary statistics*, one the graphical method, the other  the method of averages. See 
Morgann 1997,50, quoting Bowley. 
300 See Foxwell's introduction to Papers into Currency and Finance, 1884, xxv, also see Sti-
glerr  (1982). On the relation between Jevons's Atlas project and the Theory, see White 
(1995). . 
11 Or, in Judy Klein' s terms, from real time to relative time. The importance of the distinc-

tionn coincides, in my opinion, with the distinction between data and phenomena. By shifting 
too relative time, the focus of analysis becomes something behind the observational appear-
ances.. That such a shift were possible was, and for  some category of empiricists still is, far 
fromm evident. 
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FigureFigure 18. Part of Diagram showing the Average Accounts of 
thethe Bank of England, attached to 'On the Frequent Autumnal 
PressurePressure in the Money Market, and the Action of the Bank 

ofof England', reprinted in Jevons 1884, opposite p. 192. 
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inn the table from which the graph was constructed it was 'easy' to detect a 
monthlyy variation due to the 'occurrence of the settling-day at the com-
mencementt  of the month' (1884, 166). These 'artificia l variations*  were 
forr  Jevons of far  less interest than the 'annual tide in the accounts' (166). 
Thee shift in terminology should be noted; in contrast to cyclical variations 
thatt  were caused by accidentally fixed factors such as payment dates, the 
causess of the tide could be expected to be more like natural causes, and 
consequentlyy to obey general laws. The fixing of payment dates could be 
alteredd by human intervention, and did not obey any general principle, 
whereass cycles that could not be attributed to such accidental factors, could 
bee expected to obey general laws. 

Jevonss noted that one could observe a marked decline in the reserves of 
thee Bank of England in the first part of the fourth quarter, that is, in Octo-
ber.. From this fact, he concluded that the severe autumnal pressure in the 
moneyy market of 1865 could not be attributed to an accidental cause, but 
thatt  there was a regular  cause behind it, although the force of the pressure 
mightt  have been aggravated by accidental circumstances. To isolate this 
regularr  cause more clearly, Jevons averaged out monthly and quarterly 
movements.. The result was the following graph. (See fig. 19). The graph 
wass accompanied by a narrativ e to guide the reader  to notice the rise in 
notee circulation in the first part of the fourth quarter, for  which the causes 
'mustt  be sought in the influence of the seasons upon trade and industry' 
(170).(170).3232 Jevons's explanation was that 'the dispersion of money in wages 
duringg the summer, and the absorption of money and capital in buying up 
thee produce of the harvest, occasion a general autumnal drain upon the re-
sourcess of the bank' (172). This was a tidal movement indeed, and one that 
hadd consequences for  the perception of note circulation and the measures 
consideredd proper  to the central bank for  its regulation. When only looking 
att  surface data, one missed the fact that the underlying movement of note 
circulationn was in the opposite direction: 

Whil ee the newspapers are arguing in October  that the harvest is done, 
andd pleasure traffi c is over, and that therefore the coin should be flow-
ingg back, the coin is really dispersed among the non-banking classes of 
thee country, and the drain having previously fallen on the smaller  banks 
iss only just reaching the Bank of England (171). 

Thee importance of the narrative for understanding the economic world is examined in de-
taill  in Morgan (1999). 
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FigureFigure 19. Jevons's diagram (reduced) showing the divergence of the Accounts of 
thethe Bank of England from their Average values after elimination of quarterly 

variations.variations. In 'On the Frequent Autumnal Pressure in the Money Market, and the 
ActionAction of the Bank of England'. In Jevons (1884), between p. 192-3. 
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Thiss study by Jevons is exemplary for his approach to statistical data. Just 
ass an experimental scientist consciously manipulates reality to reveal the 
phenomenonn to be studied, Jevons manipulated the data in search of the 
moree general phenomenon. The form of the phenomenon exhibited a clue 
ass to its cause. He then attempted to bring this cause under a general law. 
Inn his study on the autumnal drain in the money market he left the cause of 
thee seasonal variation unaccounted for. In his attempts to explain trade cy-
cles,, this cause was however his main focus and in his search for this cause 
wee know that he was quite unsuccessful. By way of conclusion I will 
brieflyy turn to Jevons's sunspot studies. 

6.99 Unveiling the dramatics of society: sunspots and commercial cycles 

Morphologicall  scientists aimed at conserving the dramatics and complex-
ityy of nature, striving to arrive at a general classification of the phenomena, 
withoutt attempting to derive general laws. The interest of abstract scien-
tistss lay in precisely such general laws. These different orientations led to a 
differentt appreciation of experimental research. Morphologists considered 
experimentss to distort nature's complexity. In this chapter, I associated 
thesee two different attitudes towards the purpose of science with different 
economists.. Mil l and Cairnes, on the one hand, were taken as abstract sci-
entistss striving towards general laws, Tooke, Newmarch and Cliff Leslie, 
onn the other, were considered as attempting to do justice to the complexity 
off  social and economic events by aiming at an explanation of particulars. 
Butt both types of economists agreed on the uselessness of the experimental 
methodd for economics. Not being able to isolate a specific causal chain, 
experimentss in economics were by and large inconceivable. Though Mil l 
andd Cairnes, were convinced of the truth of their general laws, or tenden-
cies'' on other grounds, neither of them considered their abstract laws in 
mathematicall  terms. Neither did those who strived for historical detail in 
thee first place, such as Tooke and Cliff Leslie. Both types of economist 
agreedd that, in practice, the attempt should be to explain the particulars of 
history.. For Mill , as well as Cairnes, this limited the scope and validity of 
economicc explanations; economics was a science of tendencies, of truths 
'inn the abstract', when it turned to concrete facts it became an 'art'.33 

Jevonss broke through this split of abstract theory and concrete facts. He 
noo longer took empirical observations at face value, but realised that these 

Onn Mill' s struggles with facts in the concrete, especially see De Marchi (2000). 
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hadd to be actively manipulated to arrive at causal explanations. His ex-
perimentss on cloud formation form a case in point. Starting with the exist-
ingg taxonomy of clouds, Jevons experimentally constructed clouds from 
knownn causes, with the aim of showing that the morphology of clouds 
genuinelyy obeyed one and the same causal mechanism at work in different 
circumstances.. In demonstrating this, he needed to transform the daily vis-
uall  perception of clouds to match his experimentally produced clouds. 
Fromm this point of view, abstract theory and the explanation of concrete 
factss were no longer exclusive options. Stated properly: science never 
aimedd at explaining facts in the concrete but always aimed at explaining 
thee phenomena. For such an explanation, functional form was all impor-
tant.. Jevons considered experiments and the statistical manipulation of data 
equallyy appropriate for bringing out functional form, as exemplified by 
Jevons'ss search for the functional form of the King Davenant Price Quan-
tityy Table of grain and his study of the autumnal drain in the money mar-
ket. . 

Inn a similar vein, Jevons desperately attempted to explain one of the 
mostt incisive economic events of the nineteenth century, commercial cri-
ses,, from the regular occurrence of sunspots. At face value, his argument 
wass not a badd one. In his first separate piece on the relation of the solar pe-
riodriod to trade cycles, Jevons ([1875] 1884, 194) remarked: 'It is a well-
knownn principle of mechanics that the effects of a periodically varying 
causee are themselves periodic, and usually go through their phases in peri-
odss of time equal to those of the cause.' The plotting of sunspots on a 
graphh displays a similar pattern to that of trade or credit cycles, so as a 
consequencee there must be a mechanism binding both.34 Jevons argued that 
thee occurrences of maxima in the prices of corn were 'nearly 40 per cent, 
moree numerous than they would be if accidentally distributed ... we thus 
havee reason to believe that it is remarkably high ... prices which manifest 
aa tendency to periodical recurrence' (202). When Jevons realized that his 
(1875)) attempts were bound to fail, he decided not to publish the paper: 'I 
havee since made several attempts to discover a regular periodicity in the 
pricee of corn in Europe, but without success' (Jevons [1878] 1884, 207). 

Inn his better known 1878 article on commercial crises and sunspots, 
Jevonss explicitly discussed other explanations such as those of John Mills, 

344 Morgan (2000) traces the tradition of mimetic modelling in economics which is popular 
nowadays,, back to Galton, Slutsky and Frisch. Jevons never produced a model of course, 
butt his driving thought is certainly in keeping with this. 
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whoo like Jevons was a member of the Manchester  Statistical Society and 
whoo had attributed the occurrence of commercial crises to mental factors 
suchh as Variations of despondency, hopefulness, excitement, disappoint-
mentt  and panic' (203). Given the shift from an explanation of a specific 
crisiss to the explanation of the commercial tide, it was only natural for 
Jevonss to remark that he could 'see no reason why the human mind, in its 
ownn spontaneous action, should select a period of just 10.44 years to vary 
in''  ([1878] 1884, 215). This remark occurred in his second article on the 
subject,, when it had become clear  to him that his use of Buys-Ballot's 
periodogramm analysis in the 1875 piece was inconclusive as to the right  pe-
riodriod  of oscillation of trade cycles. Various cyclical periods fitted equally 
welll  and not only the period he first considered. When records of commer-
ciall  crises showed a period of 10.3-10.46 years and sunspots turned out to 
havee a cycle of 10.44 instead of 11.1 years, this improved the fit between 
sunspott  and trade cycles. Despite this close correspondence, which in 
Jevons**  s view was impossible to explain as a hazardous coincidence, he 
wass not able to construct a credible causal mechanism linkin g both phe-
nomena.. He remained convinced that that it was 'almost certain that the 
twoo series of phenomena, credit cycles and solar  variations, are connected 
ass effect and cause' (216). 

Convincedd that sunspots were of importance in the explanation of trade 
cycles,, Jevons continually shifted the burden of proof to more exotic and 
questionablee causal chains with sunspots at the beginning and commercial 
crisess at the end. In doing so, Jevons in effect harmed the case for  an ana-
lyticall  use of statistics. The conscious manipulation of the data that had 
helpedd him to sort out a distinct causal nexus in cases like his gold study 
(whichh will be discussed in the next chapter) came to be considered as 
somethingg pejorative. The copy of Jevons's Investigations which I used, 
belongedd to the late nineteenth century Dutch economist Beaujon, who was 
moree sympathetic to the Austrian rather  than the English marginalists, and 
wass critical to the use of mathematics in economics. When Jevons took the 
threee year  moving average to show the 'general form' of the cyclical 
movementt  of English exports to India in Periodicity of Crises, Beaujon 
wrotee in the margins: 'manipulation! '  (1884, 218).35 This may indicate how 

355 University of Amsterdam, Central Library, call mark 539 B 21. Contrary to what might be 
expectedd trom his critical attitute to marginalists like Walras and Jevons, Beaujon did much 
too promote the use of statistics for policy purposes in the Netherlands. See especially Stam-
huiss (1989,165-75). Also Kalshoven (1996). 
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widespreadd the resistance still was at the end of the nineteenth century 
againstt  attempts to stretch the meaning of statistics from collecting facts to 
itss use in sorting out causal relations. 

Stiglerr  (1982, 363) remarks, 'i f Jevons had succeeded in conclusively 
establishingg an important link between the cycles of the sun and those of 
economicc activity, it might have stood as the greatest triump h in social sci-
encee in the century.'  Indeed, Jevons would then have founded a science of 
sociall  physics, but, Stigler  concluded, he did not. However, one might un-
derstandd social physics in a different sense. Jevons did not prove that 
commerciall  cycles were causally linked to sunspots, but is this necessary 
forr  a science of 'social physics'? We can understand cloud formation by 
mimickin gg clouds in a wooden construct; the formation of clouds might be 
governedd by the same causal principles embodied in the section glass. In a 
similarr  way, we can think of statistical data as governed by the mechanical 
principless displayed by a mechanical contrivance such as the pendulum. 
Theyy give a mode of comprehending social and economic phenomena, 
thoughh they do not offer  any certainty with regard to the 'tru e physical 
process''  laying behind them. In his desperate search for  a causal link be-
tweenn sunspots and commercial cycles, Jevons stretched his ambitions too 
far.. The 'well-known principle' of mechanics that 'effects of a periodical 
changingg cause are themselves periodic, when applied to social statistics, is 
aa form of social physics. But this does not necessitate the search for  physi-
call  causes to explain social phenomena; it only gives an ideaa of the form of 
thee cause, and the mechanical analogy that might be used to explain it. 

Mimeti cc experiments enable the scientist to gather  evidence on the 
causess producing a phenomena. In the case of his sunspots study, Jevons 
hadd no such experiment at hand. Even though this chapter  has shown that 
thee method of means and graphical methods are closely related to Jevons's 
mimeticc experiments, it remains to be seen what other  tool was needed to 
distinctlyy infer  causal relations in economics. 

366 See Stigler 1982, esp. 354-5 and Stigler 1986. Also see Morgan 1990, 39. 
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2323 May 1864 
...... But we noticed also the letters RJ1845. There can be no doubt I think that they were 
carvedd upon the tree ... by my excellent but unhappy brother1... I  admired him &  the 

thingss he made. I have some few of them yet, for  instance the littl e set of grain weights, 
whichh he constructed for  his chemical balance. The latter  was ingeniously made of wood 

withh a common knife edge; the movement &  pans &  weights were all complete, &  he was 
ablee to make quantitative experiments with considerable exactness. 

-- Jevons, Papers and Correspondence I 

Inn other  branches of science, the invention of an instrument 
hass usually marked, if it has not made, an epoch. 

-- Jevons, Principles of Science 

7.11 Introductio n 

Throughoutt his life Jevons showed a keen interest in scientific instruments. 
Ass an example of this, we may point to the eight entries Jevons wrote for 
thee Dictionary of Chemistry and Allied Branches of Other Sciences (1863-
68),, most of them on measuring instruments: balance, barometer, hy-
drometer,, hygrometer, thermometer and volumenometer. Jevons wrote 
thesee entries in the early 1860s; the period in which his major statistical 
andd logical studies saw the light, and his outline for a mathematical ap-
proachh to economic theory was read to section F of the British Association 
forr the Advancement of Science.2 In his Principles of Sciences (1874) he 

11 In the introduction to Jevons (1972-81), Black gives us the following information on 
Roscoee Jevons. Roscoe (1829-69) was Jevons's elder  brother. He went insane at the age of 
aboutt  eighteen, shortly after  their  mother  died (PC 1:7). 
**  Another  instance is Jevons's interest in the so-called arithmometer, a calculating device 
thatt  the French engineer  Colmar  invented around 1820. In November  1878, Jevons gave a 
shortt  presentation for  the London Statistical Society on the gains in terms of depth and 
scopee of research a statistician might acquire by the use of this instrument. On the influence 
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evenn devoted a separate section to measuring instruments to point out 'the 
generall  purpose of such instruments, and the methods adopted to carry out 
thatt  purpose with great precision' (284). 

Inn highlighting the importance of measuring instruments for  scientific 
practicee Jevons differed from many of his contemporaries. Neither  'meas-
urement''  'measuring instrument', or  'instrument' is, for  example, an entry 
inn Mill' s highly influential Logic (1843). This was not by accident, for  the 
LogicLogic was a book about proof, not about discovery, as Mill' s friend and bi-
ographer,, Alexander  Bain (1882), noted. Mil l had no experience with, nor 
knowledgee of, concrete scientific practice (CW 1:21). Whewell's Philoso-
phyphy of Discovery (1856) also had extremely littl e to say on the importance 
off  measuring instruments, even though he included short autobiographical 
sketchess of some of the great practical reformers of science, such as Gali-
leo,, for  whom instruments such as the balance were indispensable tools to 
disclosee the laws governing the universe (Machamer 1998). 

Too depict Jevons's writing s on philosophy of science as an 'attempt to 
reconcilee some of the disputes between Mil l and Whewell on scientific 
methodology''  (Schabas 1990, 54) therefore diverts our  attention from the 
importancee Jevons attributed to measuring instruments in scientific dis-
covery.. Indeed, in the Principles ([1874] 1958, 272), he stressed the im-
portancee of scientific instruments for  the formation of scientific disci-
plines,, most notably for  chemistry. Chemistry, he suggested, 'has been 
createdd chiefly by the careful use of the balance', a claim widely supported 
byy historians of science (see, for  example, Levere 1990, 1994, Golinski 
1992,, Wise 1993, Wise and Smith 1989a,b, also Porter  2001; see Holmes 
20000 for  a dissenting voice). 

Forr  Jevons, measuring instruments were an indispensable part of scien-
tifi cc practice: they were analytical tools of investigation, as well as practi-
call  tools giving numerical precision to the conclusions derived. Jevons's 
dailyy use of these instruments shows, even more than the entries in the 
DictionaryDictionary of Chemistry or  the attention paid to them in the Principles, the 
importancee of using measuring instruments. For  Jevons, this was the 
meanss of accessing the world. There is virtuall y no page in his diary in 
whichh Jevons did not record his measurements together  with other  impres-

off  the Colmar arithmometer on Victorian scientific practice see Warwick 1995 and Johnston 
1997. . 
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sions.. There was no walk in the country on which Jevons did not take his 
barometerr  with him to measure the height of the hills. 

Onee instrument was predominant in these accounts: the balance. Lavoi-
sier,, Jevons's great predecessor  in chemistry, had used the balance as the 
'mostt  glorious weapon' in his battle against error,4 and Jevons, I will ar-
gue,, used it similarly . It was his weapon against those political economists, 
suchh as Mil l and Cairnes, who considered political economy to be an inex-
actt  science in contrast to the exact natural sciences, and hence not amena-
blee to the use of numerical research tools. 'I n matters of this kind' , Jevons 
wrotee in the Theory (1871, 9), 'those who despair  are almost invariably 
thosee who have never  tried to succeed'. Jevons's own empirical and theo-
reticall  investigations form, in contrast, benchmarks for  standards of accu-
racyy and precision in economics. My aim in this chapter  is to show what 
rolee measuring instruments, such as the balance, played in this transforma-
tionn of political economy. Focusing on measuring instruments reveals 
Jevons'ss essentially uniform approach to what we nowadays call distinct 
scientificc disciplines. 

Thee chapter  is organised in five sections. Jevons's entry on the balance 
inn the Dictionary demonstrates how it was both an analytical tool of inves-
tigationn and a measuring instrument. These different functions will be ad-
dressedd in the first  two sections. The remaining three sections of the chap-
terr  investigate how Jevons's analysis of exchange, in analogy with the bal-
ance,, changed political economy. The thir d section considers Jevons's use 
off  the balance to arriv e at a numerical causal inference about the fall in the 
valuee of gold. The fourth section explores how the balance was used as an 
analyticall  tool in the Theory in a way that restructured economists' think-
ingg about the 'laws of supply and demand*. 

33 Jevons's diary of his journey to the Gold diggings at Sofala, for example, is preceded by 
fourteenn pages of meteorological observations. 
44 See Levere 1990, 1994 and Bensaude-Vincent 1992 on Lavoisier's revolutionary use of 
thee balance. Also Wise 1993, Wise and Smith 1989a. Continuity with his predecessors 
comess to the fore in Holmes 2000. The use of the balance as an instrument commonly in 
use,, especially in assaying, long before Lavoisier's chemical revolution is emphasised in 
Newmann 2000. 
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1212 The balance as tool of analysis 

Thee balance played a pivotal role in Jevons's attempts to improve stan-
dardss of precision in economics. I have discussed the importance of 
Jevons'ss educational background in the natural sciences in the introductory 
chapterr to this thesis as has been noted in earlier accounts about Jevons 
(especiallyy see Black's introduction to the Papers and Correspondence, 
andd Schabas 1990, ch. 2), and this cannot be emphasised enough. In par-
ticular,, his training at Liverpool Mechanics Institute High School, and then 
-- after an interlude of two years at a private grammar school which was not 
too his liking - at the preparatory school for London University College and 
subsequentlyy the college itself, was of importance.5 But, as we have seen, 
hiss Unitarian and middle-class family background was significant as well. 

Afterr their initial foundation in the early nineteenth century, the Me-
chanics'' Institutes spread rapidly throughout Britain.6 The range of topics 
taught,, in many cases by outstanding specialists in their fields, was ex-
tremelyy broad, ranging from the first principles of mechanical philosophy 
too lectures on Milton, German Customs or phrenology (see Stephens et al 
1972,, 355, also Parssinnen 1974). George Birkbeck, the founder of the 
Londonn Mechanics' Institute, aimed at educating the craftsman, to 'keep 
himm abreast' of the technological changes that affected machines, tools, 
processess and materials he worked with, rather than the education of the 
meree operative 'doing a routine and mechanical job' (Stephens et al. 1972, 
352).. In some instances, schools for the education of youth were affiliated 

ss The importance of the educational structure for the development of political economy has 
beenn extensively discussed with regard to France. See, for example, Porter 1991 and 1995. 
Thee obvious reference for the relation of French engineering to the development of neo-
classicall  theory is Ekelund and Hébert 1999. In the English context, the influence of educa-
tionall  structure on me methodological and doctrinal developments in economics has, to my 
knowledge,, never been systematically addressed. 
66 The Mechanics' Institutes find their basis in John Anderson's 'Anti-Toga class' at Glas-
goww University, an experimental course on natural philosophy. Anderson deliberately al-
lowedd the general public to attend the lectures which were given using experiments, models, 
andd little formal mathematics so that even a labourer could understand them. See Katoh 
19899 for a short and helpful overview on the emergence of the Mechanics' Institutes as a 
formm of adult education. Inkster (1975), and Shapin and Barnes (1977) emphasise the politi-
call  role of these institutes. Their thesis is critically examined in Watson 1987. On the edu-
cationall  effectiveness of these institutes see Stephens et al 1972, and more positively 
Inksterr 1975. 
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too these institutes which were designed for  adult education, as was the case 
withh Liverpool Mechanics' Institute. 

Mechanicall  philosophy formed an important part of the curriculum . By 
closee study of diagrams the students learned to comprehend the mechanical 
principless obeyed by a number  of mechanical contrivances, ranging from 
thee balance to the steam engine. According to Brougham, an early advo-
catee of scientific education of the people, 'enough will be accomplished, if 
theyy are made to perceive the nature of geometrical investigation, and learn 
thee leading properties of figure' (Shapin and Barnes 1977, 49, quoting 
Brougham).. The practical use of an instrument for  measurements, such as 
thee balance, may have been part of the youngsters' educational pro-
gramme,, though I have been unable to find evidence on this.7 

Whetherr  or  not the younger  pupils gained practical experience in gen-
eral,, there is no doubt about it in Jevons's case. When he was still young, 
hee conducted experiments with his brother  Roscoe and his cousin Harr y 
Roscoee (who would later  become Professor  of Chemistry at Owen's col-
lege,, Manchester) in which they used a wooden balance with a fair  amount 
off  precision. His cousin Harry Roscoe recollects in his autobiography the 
'delights''  of making 'firework s for  the 5th November'  (PC 1:7, Black 
quotingg Harr y Roscoe). Jevons even became better  acquainted with the se-
cretss of the balance when he trained as a gold assayer  under  the guidance 
off  his Professor  of Chemistry at London University College, Thomas Gra-
ham.. His daily use of the balance as gold assayer  in Sydney meant its prin-
cipless became part of Jevons's second nature and it is not surprising that he 
framedd his empirical and theoretical work in accordance with them. The 
balance,, for  Jevons, was not just a metaphor, it was a genuine means to 
disclosee the mechanics of both the physical and, as we will see, the mental 
world. . 

Itt  was therefore natural that Jevons be asked to contribute several en-
triess to the Dictionary of Chemistry and the Other Allied Branches of the 
SciencesSciences (1863-68) on, among others, the topics of the balance and gold 
assayingg in a period when dictionaries were an important aid in the diffu -
sionn of scientific knowledge (Layton 1965). From the exposition of 
Jevons'ss entry on the balance we acquire an extremely rich and detailed 
ideaa not only of the balance itself, but also of the intricacies of its use, and 
thee precautions that should be taken into account to arriv e at significant re-

77 Literatur e about the Mechanics' Institutes tends to focus on their  role in adult trainin g to 
thee neglect of their  importance in establishing opportunities for  secondary education for 
higherr  working-class and middle-class youth. 
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suits.. The reader is struck by the effort Jevons makes to spell out all possi-
blee difficulties in making an accurate measurement with a balance and how 
too circumvent them. His entry was in this respect an effort to explicate tacit 
knowledgee and give practical guidance in using the balance. 

FigureFigure 20. Jevons's drawing of 
thethe geometry of the balance, in 
entryentry on 'Balance', A Dictionary 
off  Chemistry and the Allied 
Branchess of the Other Sciences 
(1863),, 1:481-91, p. 487. 

* , , 

FigureFigure 21. Jevons's drawing of 
thethe balance as a compound 
pendulum,pendulum, in entry on 'Balance', 
AA Dictionary of Chemistry and the 
Alliedd Branches of Other Sciences 
(1863),(1863), 1:481-91, p. 488. 

Jevons'ss entry contains a description of the geometry of the balance, a de-
scriptionn of the actual instrument and how it should be used with care in 
practice.. Jevons's geometrical account nicely captures the aim of such dic-
tionariess to convey useful knowledge without troubling readers with nota-
tionss they may not know.8 One of his drawings (fig. 20) gives a detailed 
geometryy of the balance, showing how the different forces acting on the 
balancee were interrelated. It is easy to see that the geometry of the balance 

88 Even though the secondary literature Jevons refers to makes use of the principle of virtual 
velocities,, which is mentioned in The English Cyclopaedia of 1861 as 'perhaps the most 
importantt generalisation in mechanics', Jevons does not use this principle in his dictionary 
entry.. I would like to thank Michael White for having drawn my attention to this. 
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iss identical to that of a lever. Fig. 21 shows how the effect of an additional 
weight,, p, added to a balance at rest, may be understood by conceiving of 
thee balance as a compound pendulum, where the greatest velocity of the 
beamm (proportional to 0) gives an indication of p. 

7373 The balance as a measuring instrument 

Givenn its role in Lavoisier's 'chemical revolution', it is no surprise that 
Jevonss described the balance as 'the chemist's most important instrument' 
(1863a,, 481). As Sibum (1995, 74n4) notes, in Jevons's day 'precision' 
andd 'accuracy' related to different aspects of scientific instruments. 'Preci-
sion'' referred to the tools and their quality, whereas 'accuracy' referred to 

FigureFigure 22. Jevons's 
drawingdrawing of a balance used in 
gold-assaying,gold-assaying, as Jevons ad-
dedded 'exactly as in use', in 
entryentry on 'Gold-Assay', A 
Dictionaryy of Chemistry and 
thee Allied Branches of Other 
Sciencess (1864), 2:932-38, p. 
933. 933. 

thee quality of the workmanship. Jevons discussed both these issues in his 
entriess on the balance and on gold assaying. An image of a balance used in 
goldd assaying, for which great precision and accuracy were required, ac-
companiedd his entry on gold assaying and is reproduced here (fig. 22). If 
wee look at this image of the balance, we see that it is placed in what looks 
likee an experimental setting. At some points in his entries, Jevons indeed 
suggestss that using the balance was the same as conducting an experiment 
(e.g.. 482: '... when a weighing is actually being made ... retain [the planes 
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onn the edges] in the exact positions proper for a new experiment...'). Such 
ann experiment places high demands both on the quality of the instrument 
andd on the accuracy of the weigher. 

Jevonss provided criteria for the best material for the balance, the 
weightss used and other technicalities concerning the construction of the in-
strument.. The material the balance was made of, for example, should be 
suchh that as many disturbing causes as possible were excluded. These con-
structionn requirements were intimately linked with the geometry of the 
balance.. That is, the geometry of the balance meant that special require-
mentss had to be met for the construction of the actual contrivance: 'In its 
mostt perfect form ... it consists of a perforated brass beam, cast in a single 
piece,, combining great strength and perfect inflexibility with compara-
tivelyy small weight' (482). These requirements were not easily reconcil-
ablee in practice. Small weights, for example, could be obtained by the use 
off  aluminium. However, aluminium was highly corrosive and flexible, and 
thesee properties rendered aluminium unsuitable. In practice, the instrument 
inevitablyy fell short of the ideal requirements.9 Other technicalities related 
too the adjustment possibilities of the beam or the edges. Screws - still 
knownn as precision instruments to this day - played an important role in 
adjustingg the edges or the beam itself. The balance should be enclosed in a 
'glass'glass case, with convenient windows' to be sure that there were no 'casual 
sourcess of mistake' (486). 

Suchh casual sources of mistakes related to the inaccuracies on the part 
off  the scientist, or weigher and these could not be known or corrected in 
advance.. Jevons gave the example of a 'scrupulously exact gold-assayer 
ledd into serious mistakes by a small fly, which settled on his balance, un-
observedd at the time' (486). Even such an accurate assayer could be misled 
byy not taking proper care nor paying attention to all the relevant details. 
Jevonss wrote, 'the casual sources of mistake are too many to mention' 
(486).. To minimise these sources of inaccuracy, Jevons provided a list of 
'suggestionss for the care of a balance' (486) which in fact urged the 
weigherr to follow minutely established routines in handling the instrument 
soo that, when in doubt, errors could be retraced. 

99 'All the instruments with which we perform our measurements are faulty' (Jevons [1874] 
1958,, 461). On the conflicting requirements of measurement instruments in relation to their 
mathematicall  ideal, especially see Boumans (2001). Attempts to combine conflicting attrib-
utess created a separate discipline and literature on instrument making. Jevons was well read 
inn thiss literature and refers to it throughout the Principles. 
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Evenn when the technical lay-out of the balance matched the highest stan-
dardss of precision attainable and the instrument was handled by a skilled 
weigher,, sources of error  remained. In some sources of error  the geometry 
off  the instrument came to the aid. The inequality of the arms of the beam 
wass a case in point 'for  the extreme edges can never  be adjusted at per-
fectlyy equal distances from the centre edge' (490). The geometry of the 
balancee gave however  a straightforwar d precept of how to correct this er-
ror .. Jevons referred to Gauss, who 'by simply weighing the object alter-
natelyy in one pan or  the other' had made use of the geometrical average of 
bothh measurements to obtain faultless results. It is easy to show that one 
cann obtain the true value of the required weight by following this proce-
dure.. Another  problem was the insensibility of the arms to very small 
weightss (a problem related to fig. 21): to turn the arm 'some definite 
weight''  was required. Both types of errors, Jevons argued, could be evaded 
byy taking recourse to mean values instead of the read values (490). 

Wee see then that the use of the balance involved a complex interplay of 
thee actual instrument, its geometry, and its users. The balance imposed 
routiness on its users for  otherwise accuracy could not be guaranteed. Its 
geometryy imposed demands on the materials used and on the construction 
off  the apparatus, for  otherwise precision in the results was unattainable. 
Thesee practical and analytical demands could not all be combined in prac-
ticee (see also Boumans 2001). However, it was the very same geometry 
thatt  placed such high demands on the construction (given the existing state 
off  technology at that time), which also suggested solutions to measurement 
problemss that could not be solved by merely following fixed routines and 
procedures.. Finally, users needed a considerable degree of expertise and 
training .. But even expert weighers could not just rely on these routines. At 
variouss moments in the weighing process, their  judgement was required to 
arriv ee at precise and accurate results. As Jevons remarked in the Princi-
ples:ples: 'Measuring apparatus and mathematical theory should advance pari 
passu,passu, and with just such precision as the theorist can anticipate results, the 
experimentalistt  should be able to compare them with experience' ([1874] 
1958,, 270). The balance served the same function for  Jevons as it had for 
Galileoo and Lavoisier: as an engine of discovery.10 

Evenn though the notion of an 'engine of discovery*  is somewhat Whiggish. See Wise and 
Smithh 1989a, also 1989b, 434. 
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7.44 Balancing disturbing causes: 'A Serious Fall 
inn the Value of Gold Ascertained' 

Wee have seen that for Jevons the imperfection of the measuring instru-
ment,, and the consequent occurrence of measurement errors, was the 
'normall  state of things'. In fact, he considered it even 'one of the most em-
barrassingg things' when 'experimental results agree too closely' (357-8). 
Parallell  to the usual argument in statistics: that small independent distur-
bancess or errors will cancel each other out on average, Jevons suggested in 
thee Principles eliminating 'the multitude of small disturbing influences ... 
byy balancing them off against each other' ([1874] 1956, 357). In other 
words,, for Jevons, averaging and balancing ideas are connected. Indeed, 
thee different methods of error reduction he discussed in Chapter XV of the 
PrinciplesPrinciples resemble his accounts of working with the mechanical balance. 
Evenn when he attacked situations in his statistical work for which he ac-
knowledgedd that causes were interconnected, he still argued that it was le-
gitimatee to treat them as 'noxious' measurement errors that averaged out 
whenn as many causes as possible were included.12 His famous gold study is 
thee best case in point. 

Oncee we see the importance of the mechanical balance for Jevons's ap-
proachh to the problem (his most discussed innovation in this context), the 
usee of index numbers to prove his point follows on naturally. Jevons used 
thee mechanical balance as a tool of investigation: first as an thinking tool 
too restructure our analysis of the causal influence of a gold influx on prices 
andd then, secondly, as a virtual, not a material, measuring instrument to at-
tributee a number to the fall in the value of gold. In doing so, he restruc-
turedd the thoughts of political economists and statisticians of his day and 
madee index numbers relevant for computing a measurement. 

Whenn Jevons undertook the gold study it was commonly considered 
impossiblee to give a numerical estimate of the influence of new gold dis-
coveriess on prices. Cairnes's views on the issue (1857,95) may serve as an 
example: : 

""  Especially see Peart 1995,1996 and 2001. 
122 Statisticians of the day might have considered this illegitimate. It gave Jevons, however, 
thee possibility of circumventing the problem of multiple causation, which, as pointed out in 
Morgann 1997, could not be dealt with then. Also see Aldrich 1987,1992. 
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Noww if Political Economy were an exact science, this question could be 
att  once determined by calculating the effect of the causes assigned, and 
comparingg the result of our  calculation with the actual market price. 

Butt  at that time, political economy was not such an "exact science", Cair-
ness therefore considered this 'impracticable' . Even had accurate statistics 
beenn available, there were simply too many other  causes involved to sepa-
ratee out the effect of the gold influx . Jevons's ingenuity lay in the use of 
thee mechanical balance as an analytical tool firstl y to circumvent the 
problemm of multipl e causation, and, secondly, to provide a numerical esti-
matee for  the fall of the value of gold. 

Jevonss began with the simple observation that 'the comparative values 
off  two articles are said to be altered when the proportion of the quantities 
usuallyy exchanged in the market is altered.'  The ingenuity lay in the se-
quel.. Drawing an analogy between an exchange on the market and the bal-
ancingg of two weights at once dramatically simplified the problem faced 
byy other  authors ([1863] 1884,18): 

Thiss alteration may arise from circumstances affecting the supply or 
demandd of either  article, just as a balance may be disturbed by an up-
wardd or  downward force, applied to either  arm. There is nothing in the 
simplee motion to indicate from which side the change comes. 

Jevons'ss recourse to the mechanical balance was however  more than 
drawingg an analogy, or  even invoking a metaphor; applying the balance 
argumentt  restructured the way one should think about the problem of mul-
tipl ee causation in price formation, just as the analytical properties of the 
balancee structured the way students at the mechanics' institutes were 
trainedd to understand the laws governing material objects. There was no 
needd to go into the causes of all the separate changes in prices of all the in-
numerablee commodities involved, for  the situation was simply this: the 
pricee of gold was in the one pan and the prices of all other  commodities 
weree in the opposite. The mechanics of the balance provided an immediate 
connectionn between a change on the one side of the beam and the other: 'I t 
iss obvious, in short, that an alteration in any one article is shown in its rate 
off  exchange with all other  articles, so that the fact of an alteration may be 
ascertainedd with a continual approach to certainty' even though 'there al-
wayss remains the alternative of a concurrence of causes affecting all other 
articles''  (19). The balance mechanism structured the way we should think 
aboutt  the cause of price changes in relation to gold. 
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Jevonss only loosely referred to probability arguments since he assumed 
thatt everyone would agree that the odds were clearly against all the 
weightss (prices) in one pan altering in the same direction; it was far more 
likelyy that all these different changes would average out. Thus, die cause of 
aa movement of the beam must lie in the other pan, that is, in the factors af-
fectingg gold. Indeed, the more commodities involved the more confidence 
onee could have in this kind of reasoning. 

Jevonss then used the analytical properties of the balance to compute a 
numericall  estimate of the fall in the value of gold. To ascertain this, one 
neededd to ascertain the general rise in prices based on the idea that, de-
partingg from an initial equilibrium, all or at least a preponderance of prices 
wouldd have risen against the price of gold. At this point in the argument an 
averagee was needed. But of what kind? Jevons chose the geometric mean 
too calculate the average change in the ratios of prices and perhaps this fol-
lowedd naturally from his use of the mechanical balance to structure his in-
vestigation,, for the balance measures ratios. 

Jevons'ss choice of the geometric mean to evaluate the fall in the value 
off  gold was then, and has remained, something of an enigma.14 Laspeyres 
interpretedd Jevons as making an index number argument and queried the 
usee of a geometric mean in that context. Jevons specially linked his choice 
off  the geometric mean to his balancing argument in answer to Laspeyres 
statedd preference for the arithmetic mean: 

133 At the turn of the nineteenth century some controversy arose as to whether measuring a 
ratioo could be considered as a measurement. For example see Carter 1907.1 owe this refer-
encee to Judy Klein. 
144 Arguments for the choice of the mean are nowadays sought in the distributional charac-
teristicss of the observations. In the nineteenth century, errors were considered to average out 
withh zero mean due to the 'Law of Error'. It is only in the twentieth century that explicit 
recoursee has been taken to the distributional characteristics of observations. See, for exam-
ple,, Kriiger et al 1987 and Morgan 1990. In relation to Jevons, see Stigler 1982, Aldrich 
1987,1992,, Kim 1995, Peart 1995a and this volume. Aldrich (1992, 674) rightly points out 
thatt 'the overall impression from [Jevons's] writing is that the use of the geometric mean 
wass divorced from any consideration of the distribution of price changes', but this does not 
renderr his choice the result of a 'jumble of reasons'. 
155 Jevons passed over Laspeyres's argument for weighting the price changes in the arithme-
ticc mean rather quickly. He had two other arguments for choosing the geometric mean. The 
firstt was that the geometric mean was to be preferred over the arithmetic or the harmonic 
(unweighted)) averages, because it lay in between, an argument that - as Marcel Boumans 
pointedd out to me - would be repeated by Fisher. The second argument was only for con-
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[Thee geometric mean] seems likely to give in the most accurate manner 
suchh a general changes in price as is due to a change in the part of gold. 
Forr any change in gold wil l affect all prices in an equal ratio; and if 
otherr disturbing causes may be considered proportional to the ratio of 
thee change in price they produce in one or more commodities, then all 
thee individual variations of prices wil l be correctly balanced off against 
eachh other in the geometric mean, and the true variation in the value of 
goldd wil l be detected (1865,122). 

Jevons'ss 'proof for the fallen value of gold began with the average rise in 
pricess of 39 commodities, and he subsequently enlarged the group of 
commoditiess to 118. Taking account of intricacies, such as the commercial 
tidee which could bias the outcome, Jevons's calculations led him to con-
cludee that there had been a fall in the value of gold 'by about 9 1/3 per 
cent**  (54). This result obviously convinced Jevons that he did not have to 
worryy too much about causes on the other side of the balance for the fall in 
thee value of gold was so considerable that Jevons hardly doubted the influ-
encee of the new gold influx. 

Inn his gold study, Jevons relied on common arguments used in his own 
experimentall  practices. Since he had shown that prices had risen on aver-
age,, he argued that this *is and constitutes the alteration of value of gold 
assertedd to exist' (21). Notwithstanding remaining problems - of which he 
wass fully aware - Jevons had no doubt that the result of his computations 
effectivelyy established a fall in the value of gold and enabled him to give 
numericall  evidence for the amount it had fallen in value. 

Manyy of Jevons's contemporaries missed the novelty of his approach to 
thee issue of multiple causation and argued that the causes of the change in 
pricess for all commodities should be investigated one by one. Cliff Leslie 
wass one of them. Against Jevons's argument that 'the average must, in all 
reasonablee probability, represent some single influence acting on all com-
modities',, Leslie argued: 'But why not a plurality of causes' (quoted from 
Peartt 2001). Hoover and Dowell (2001) rightly compare the alternative 
methodd political economists like Cliff Leslie suggested with Mill' s 
'Methodd of Residues'. Such an approach stood in opposition to the set-up 
off  Jevons's inquiry. Jevons fully admitted that it would be possible to give 
causess for price changes in all individual cases. But if, on these grounds, 
onee were to throw out the commodity in question from the inquiry, 'the 

venience.. Jevons had a strong predilection for using logarithms and this made the choice for 
thee geometric mean the most natural. 
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wholee inquiry would be thrown into confusion by any such attempt ... the 
impartiall  balance of the inquiry' would be 'overthrown' (58).16 The refer-
encee to the impartial balance should be taken literally here. If one changes 
thee weights in the balance during the process, the whole outcome is thrown 
intoo disarray. This just proves that the investigator is an inaccurate 
weigher. . 

Cairnes,, in contrast to Leslie, acknowledged Jevons's accomplishment. 
Hee referred to it in a letter in the Times and used Jevons's results to sub-
stantiatee his own conclusions in the same direction. But it is worth noting 
thatt in correspondence with Jevons, he underlined the complete differences 
inn methods used to arrive at the same results. Cairnes considered this an 
advantage,, since the argument was strengthened when the results were ob-
tainedd by completely dissimilar ways. Both Cairnes and Jevons were well 
awaree that they used 'entirely distinct methods of inquiry' (PC 3:17-18). In 
thiss case, it gave Cairnes no reason to dismiss Jevons's results. Things 
weree different, however, when it came to the use of the balance as a tool of 
investigationn in the Theory. 

ISIS Balancing pleasure and pain 

Itt was a widely held opinion in the middle of the nineteenth century that 
toolss and methods such as mathematics and experiments, that could be so 
fruitfull yy applied to nature, were inapplicable to the phenomena of the 
mind,, including political economy. This has been a recurring theme in this 
book.. Whewell, for example, had limited the sciences to the study of the 
naturall  world, but not the moral one, even though he himself pioneered the 
usee of mathematics in political economy. John Stuart Mill' s famous essay 
onn method (1836) and Logic (1843) had made political economy a science 
ass respectable as the natural sciences, yet its tools and methods were 
thoughtt to exclude experiments and mathematics. In short, political econ-
omyy was primarily conceived as part of the moral or mental sciences and 
thiss made a marriage with the tools and methods of the natural sciences 
hardlyy conceivable. 

166 To be able to make this argument, Jevons implicitly assumes uncorrelated price changes 
evenn though he knows this is not the case. This clearly made Jevons's argument flawed. 
See,, for example, Aldrich 1987,1992, Kim 1995, Peart 1995a. 
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Byy the time Jevons began to think about his new approach to political 
economy,, this view had lost its status as a self-evident truth . In Chapters 3 
andd 4 we have seen how developments within psychophysiology, and the 
engineeringg type of mechanics that led to the discovery of the conservation 
laww in physics, created doubts over  the categorical distinction between the 
phenomenaa of mind and matter. Physiologists such as Willia m Carpenter 
arguedd for  the so-called principl e of the 'correlation of forces', in which 
motivess were considered as forces, just as forces work on matter. Simi-
larly ,, the very idea that human labour  could be examined in the same terms 
ass the work performed by inanimate machines gained wide currency. 
Schabass rightl y highlighted Jevons's consideration in the Principles that 
'thee time may come ... when the tender  mechanism of the brain wil l be 
tracedd out, and every thought reduced to the expenditure of a determinate 
weightt  of nitrogen and phosphorus. No apparent limi t exists to the success 
off  scientific method in weighing and measuring, and reducing beneath the 
swayy of law, the phenomena both of matter  and mind' (Jevons [1874] 
1956,, 735-6, see Schabas 1990, 84-89). In the thir d chapter, I examined 
howw Jevons's reading in the new developments in psycho-physiology was 
off  influence on his Theory, emphasising the importance of Richard 
Jenning'ss Natural Elements of ^Political Economy (1855) (in particular , 
alsoo see White 1994a). Jevons wrote his new theory of exchange against 
thiss background. 

Thee analogy of exchange with the balancing of utilitie s is clearly ex-
pressedd in his early version of the theory:17 

Whetherr  the exchange will take place or  not can only be ascertained by 
estimatingg the utilit y of the objects on either  side, which is done by in-
tegratingg the appropriate functions of utilit y up to the quantity of each 
objectt  as limits. A balance of utilit y on both sides wil l lead to an ex-
changee (1866, 284). 

Forr  Jevons, the laws of supply and demand were founded on the 'laws of 
humann enjoyment' and these laws obeyed the causal mechanism of the 
balance,, leading to the surface event of exchange. Though Mil l did not be-
lievee that the laws of human enjoyment have any bearing upon market ex-

Hiss Notice of a General Mathematical Theory of Political Economy was read at Section F 
off  the British Association for the Advancement of Science in 1862 and published in 1866 as 
BriefBrief  Account. 
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change,, Jevons found these laws, as he said, in Bentham's 'springs of hu-
mann action', our  feelings of pleasure and pain. In thee Theory Jevons wrote 
thatt  Bentham had 'thoroughly' understood the mathematical character  of 
thee subject and quoted his description of how to estimate the 'tendency of 
ann action': 'Sum up all the values of all the pleasures on the one side, and 
thosee of all the pains on the other. The balance, if it be on the side of 
pleasure,, wil l give the good tendency of the act ... with respect to the in-
terestss of that individual person; if on the side of pain, the bad tendency of 
itt  upon the whole' (1871, 12, quoting Bentham). 

Bentham'ss balancing process, however, fell short of providing a genuine 
mechanism.. This can be illustrated with a similar  balancing procedure 
foundd in Benjamin Franklin' s so-called Moral Algebra. Jevons implicitl y 
alludedd to Franklin' s procedure in his own description of pleasure and pain 
ass positive and negative quantities (1871, 38-9): 'The algebraic sum of a 
seriess of pleasures and pains will be obtained by adding the pleasures to-
getherr  and the pains together, and then strikin g the balance by subtracting 
thee smaller  amount from the greater.'  In the same section, Jevons referred 
too Bain's The Emotions and the Will  (1859) in which Franklin' s procedure 
wass extensively quoted. In a letter  to Joseph Priestley, Frankli n had de-
scribedd his method of deciding in matters of great difficult y by making up 
aa balance of arguments: 

Too get over  this [the uncertainty that perplexes us], my way is, to divide 
halff  a sheet of paper  by a line into two columns; writin g over  the one 
pro,, and over  the other  con; then, during three or  four  days' considera-
tion,, I put down, under  the different heads, short hints of the different 
motives,, that at different times occur  to me, for  or  against the measure. 
Whenn I have thus got them altogether  in one view, I endeavour  to esti-
matee their  respective weights; and when I find two (one on each side) 
thatt  seem equal, I strike them both out. If I  find the reason pro equal to 
somee two reasons con, I strike out the three. If I judge some two reasons 
conn equal to some three reasons oro, I strike out the five; and, thus pro-
ceeding,, I find out where the balance lies; and if, after  a day or  two of 
furtherr  consideration, nothing new that is of importance occurs on either 
side,, I come to a detenriination accordingly. And though the weights of 
reasonss cannot be taken with the precision of algebraic quantities, yet, 
whenn each is thus considered separately and comparatively, and the 
wholee lies before me, I think I can judge better, and am less liable to 
takee a false step; and, in fact, I have found great advantage from this 
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kindd of equation, in what may be termed moral or  prudential algebra' 
(Frankli nn quoted from Bain 1859: 463). 

Franklin' ss balancing procedure is about the care taken by a weigher  when 
makingg measurements, adding new weights and quietly waiting until a new 
equilibriu mm is reached. The numbers (weights) attributed to the argu-
mentss are however  - as Frankli n emphasised - arbitrary . Franklin' s proce-
duree may be a useful routine, but it lacks the mechanics of a material bal-
ance.. Frankli n gives a prescriptive routine to aid judgement, not a mecha-
nismm that establishes equilibriu m in accordance with mechanical princi -
ples.. Franklin' s balance sheet without the prescriptive routine may contain 
numbers,, but that does not make it suitable for  applying the geometry of 
thee balance, let alone the calculus, to demonstrate its properties.19 To pro-
videe for  a mechanism, it is not sufficient to consider  feelings of pleasure 
andd pain as quantities, capable of more or less, and therefore susceptible to 
'scientific' ,, that is mathematical, treatment (1866, 282). Rather, pleasure 
andd pain have to be considered not just as numbers, but as feelings that 
movee the wil l automatically, just lik e forces move the balance (see fig. 20 
before). . 

Inn the Theory, Jevons interchangeably considers feelings of pleasure and 
painn as motives or  as forces. In fact, this marks a major  conceptual change. 
Individual ss do not act according to an array of different motives that each 
havee to be judged, but on forces that automatically move them into one di-
rectionn or  the other. Jevons's term 'feelings' applied equally to 'physical 
pleasuree or  pain' and 'mental and moral feelings of several degrees of ele-
vation'.. When Jevons, in his original 1879 criticism of Mill' s utilitarian -
ism,, refers to Bentham's procedure to estimate the 'values of pleasures and 
pains',, he adds that Bentham 'obviously*  meant by 'values the quantities 
orr  forces' (1971, 276, original emphasis). Jevons persistently framed the 
'lawss of human enjoyment' in terms of natural forces instead of motives.20 

Jevonss gave the following graphical illustratio n of how these different 
forces,, or  motives, were interrelated for  one person (fig. 23). In the dia-
gramm two utilit y curves are superposed and inverted upon one another, 

II  thank Mary Morgan, Hasok Chang and Marcel Boumans for encouraging me on this 
subject. . 
199 One might argue that a system of double entry bookkeeping provides such a mechanism, 
butt that was neither on Bentham's, nor on Franklin's mind. 

Warkee (2000) recently examined, from a slightly different perspective than is pursued he-
re,, the mathematical fitness of Jevons's rendering of Bentham's felicific calculus. 
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utilit yy is measured on the vertical axis, commodities on the horizontal. 
Jevonss showed how this person would make a net gain in utility by ex-
tendingg trade from a' in the direction of m, and would loose in utility when 
tradingg beyond that point. Jevons constructed thus a genuine mechanism, 
akinn to that of a mechanical balance. There would automatically emerge an 
equilibriumm for this individual at m. Jevons described our will , in conse-
quence,, with some justness as a 'pendulum' moved by pleasure and pain, 
'andd its oscillations are minutely registered in the price lists of the mar-
kets'' (1871, 14). 

FigureFigure 23. Jevons's 
diagrammaticdiagrammatic representation of 
thethe utility adjustments of one 
individualindividual (or trading body) to its 
optimumoptimum at m. The vertical axis 
(not(not drawn) depicts utility, the 
horizontalhorizontal two different 
commodities,commodities, apparently measured 
inin the same quantities. The two curves represent the utility functions for the re-
spectivespective goods, where the dotted one (p'qr') is superposed and inverted on the 
otherother (pqr). The Theory of Political Economy 1871, 97. The ratio of exchange is 
fixedfixed on 1:1. 

Whetherr such an equilibrium would arise was, of course, dependent on the 
formm of the curves. Here the developments within psycho-physiology came 
too Jevons's aid, most notably Jennings's Natural Elements but also the 
writingss of physiologists like Carpenter. For Jevons, the 'laws of human 
wants'' in which 'the basis of economy' was to be sought, seemed to be 
groundedd in mankind's 'chemical and physiological conditions' (1871, 
158).. His own experiments on the exertion of muscular force convinced 
himm that he was on the right track for his theory of labour. From these 
sourcess Jevons took the idea that additional increments of commodity 
wouldd lead to ever smaller gains in utility, an idea that was reflected in the 
formm of the curves in the diagram. In a situation of exchange of one thing 
forr another, such curves provide a functional relation between the different 
sidess of the individual's balancing of pleasure and pain. Jevons believed he 
hadd provided a genuine mechanism explaining commodity exchanges, a 
'mechanics'mechanics of utility and self-interest', in contrast with authors such as 
Mil ll  who made reference to the 'laws of supply and demand' without pro-
vidingg a genuine mechanism explaining their workings. 
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Jevons'ss theory not only provided for  a mechanism of exchange based on 
thee 'laws of human enjoyment', it also resolved the issue of how one might 
arriv ee at numerical estimates for  utility , or  feelings of pleasure and pain. 
Limitin gg himself to the static case, in which equilibriu m was reached, 
Jevonss rightl y argued that there were in fact no numbers needed at all. Just 
ass someone could roughly perceive the equilibriu m of a balance with the 
eye,, so the individual was able to judge the equivalence of pleasure and 
painn by merely observing their  marginal increase or  decrease. No assump-
tionn was needed as to whether  the mind was able to judge accurate numeri-
call  quantities of utility . It was only necessary to assume that the mind 
couldd perceive a rough equivalence (or  inequality) between them.21 n For 
thee static case, Jevons's utilit y theory rested on measurement without 
numbers. . 

Thee measurement issue may need some extra discussion, if only for  the 
extraordinaryy amount of intellectual energy that has been devoted to it in 
thee past century. Such questions were immediately raised in response to 
thee Theory. It is however  important to realise that it only has an impact in 
thosee cases where equilibriu m is not settled. In that case one should be 
able,, one way or  another, to assess the form of the individual (or  average) 
utilit yy functions in figure 23. This problem was intractable to Jevons, 
thoughh he made several attempts to overcome it.24 As argued in the previ-
ouss chapter, Jevons*s discussion on the King Davenant 'Law' of Demand 

Seee Peart 1995b for an extensive discussion of Jevons's approach to the measurement of 
utilityy in the Theory. 

Inn a different context, Collins (1990, 159) makes a similar argument when discussing 
weighingg with a chemical balance: To weigh out a fixed quantity one places an amount in 
thee pan, weighs it roughly, and then adds or subtracts a smaller quantity, reiterating the pro-
cesss until the desired mass in achieved. There is a philosophical nicety involved in weighing 
outt to a specific target. Unless one can judge the weights by eye one always adds on (or 
subtracts)) too much or too little. This is a practical version of Zeno's paradoxes ... The in-
escapablee and really rather striking logic is that if you can't judge the weight of something 
byy eye, then you cannot use a chemical balance to weigh out a specified quantity'. 

Inn this context, another set of experiments Jevons pursued are worth mentioning. In 1871 
Jevonss published a short note in Nature on the power of numerical discrimination. The up-
shott of these were that 'the mind is unable ... to estimate any large number of objects', but 
doess better for a small number (1871a, 281). 

Ass Grattan-Guinness (2000) points out, Jevons was well acquainted with the analysis of 
functionall  equations in which Augustus De Morgan, his mathematics teacher at University 
College,, was an expert. 
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relatess to this issue of functional form and is therefore less of a digression 
thann suggested in Creedy (1991). 

Itt is well known that Jevons's mechanics only worked when the ratio of 
exchangee was fixed. As Fleeming Jenkin rightly pointed out in his famous 
letterss on this issue, he saw 'no motive power' tending to move two indi-
vidualss towards an equilibrium rate of exchange and he challenged Jevons 
too show how such an equilibrium rate would come about (PC 3:167-78). In 
thee Theory Jevons circumvented the problem by taking recourse to his so-
calledd law of indifference, which effectively amounted to the statement 
thatt individuals adjusted their desired exchanges to a given exchange rate. 
Hiss explicit 'analogy' of the equation of exchange with the theory of the 
leverr in the second edition implicitly makes clear what the problem was. If 
thee ratio of exchange was not fixed, the fulcrum was not fixed either and 
thee balance was essentially a defective instrument. Nevertheless, in using 
thee mechanical balance as a thinking tool to disclose how exchange might 
bee related to the laws governing the deliberations of an individual, Jevons 
pavedd the way for his successors. 

7.66 Conclusions 

Inn the introduction to the Theory, Jevons approvingly quoted Augustus De 
Morgan,, his teacher in mathematics at University College London: 

Hadd it not been for the simple contrivance of the balance, which we are 
welll  assured (how, it matters not here) enables us to poise equal weights 
againstt one another, that is, to detect equality and inequality, and thence 
too ascertain how many times the greater contains the less, we might not 
too this day have had much clearer ideas on the subject of weight, as a 
magnitude,, than we have on those of talent, prudence, or self-denial, 
lookedd at in the same light. All who are ever so littl e of geometers will 
.... remember the steps by which this vagueness became clearness and 
precisionn (Jevons 1871, 11, quoting De Morgan). 

Itt is perhaps hardly surprising that Jevons, who was a chemist and natural 
philosopherr by training, made the balance his most important tool of re-
search.. It is surprising, I think, that this simple fact has escaped the atten-
tionn of historians of economics for so long. This is no doubt because 
economistss do not think of their subject as an 'allied branch' of chemistry. 
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Jevonss did. In this chapter  we have seen how Jevons used the balance as a 
tooll  of investigation to impose clarity and precision on economics. The re-
sultt  can be trul y termed a revolution. 

Inn his gold study, Jevons used the balance as a thinkin g and calculating 
tooll  to measure a fall in the value of gold and to make an inference as to its 
causee as well. Thinkin g with the balance restructured the way one might 
conceivee the causal influence of the new gold influx on prices and focused 
attentionn on the rise or  fall in the average level of prices as a numerical in-
dicatorr  for  the amount in which gold had fallen in value. In his Theory of 
PoliticalPolitical Economy, Jevons used the principles of the balance to reconstruct 
thee process of human deliberation. He was thus able to relate the marginal 
utilit yy considerations of individuals with exchange on the market. The bal-
ancee thus restructured economists' thinkin g about the laws of supply and 
demand::  by connecting exchange to the mechanics of the individual' s 
mind,, Jevons provided in outline an equilibratin g mechanism for  market 
exchangee resting on what we nowadays would call a preference ordering. 
Thesee accomplishments fundamentally changed the outlook of economics 
onn both the theoretical and practical plane. From Jevons's work onwards, it 
becamee feasible to ask for  numerical estimates for  empirical questions. It 
becamee equally feasible to consider  human deliberation in relation to price 
formationn in terms of the calculus. 

Jevons'ss approach was extremely successful in the case of the gold 
study,, and widely approved. To understand mental deliberation itself as 
madee by a mechanical balance involved however  a shift in perspective on 
thee phenomena of the mind that many of Jevons's contemporary econo-
mistss were not prepared to make. An anonymous reviewer  of the Theory5 

quicklyy spotted that the novelty of the book rested not primaril y on 
Jevons'ss use of mathematics, but on his persistent comparison of man with 
ann instrument: 

Inn what then, does Mr . Jevons's originalit y consist? First, in the fact 
thatt  he approaches the subject from a new point of view; and, secondly, 
thatt  this method enables him to express his conclusions in mathematical 
symbols.. To explain the first statement we may remark that, for  scien-

255 In the Saturday Review of 11 November 1871, possibly written by the mathematician 
Georgee Wirgman Hemming, fellow of St John's College, Cambridge. Better acquainted 
withh Jevons's mode of reasoning than might be expected from someone like Cairnes, the 
reviewerr was more perceptive with regard to Jevons's accomplishment, even though he was 
inn general quite sceptical about Jevons's undertaking in the Theory. 
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tifi cc purposes, human society may be considered as a vast piece of ma-
chinery,, in which the actions of the various parts is determined by the 
variouss forces which affect the will . Each man is regarded as an instru-
mentt moved by pain and pleasure; and the arrangements of society at 
largee are determined by the aggregate impulses of all its individual 
memberss (PC 7:152-3). 



Epilogue e 

Thoughh it is die end of Philosophy to allay that wonder, which either  the unusual or 
seeminglyy disjointed appearances of Nature, excite, yet she never  triumph s so much as 

when,, in order  to connect together  a few, in themselves perhaps, inconsiderable objects, she 
has,, if I  may say so, created another  constitution of things, more natural indeed, and such as 

thee imagination may more easily attend to, but more new, more contrary to common 
opinionn and expectation than any of those appearances themselves. 

Adamm Smith, History of Astronomy 

Whenn I started working on Jevons, my original hunch - as expressed in the 
prefacee to this book - was that something fundamentally changed in the 
wayy the human mind was perceived before and after  marginalism took 
holdd in economics. The subject proved however  much richer, and the con-
sequencess further  reaching than I had ever  anticipated. When we examine 
thee extreme variety of Jevons's empirical and theoretical work, which was 
nott  solely devoted to economics but to many of the other  sciences as well, 
itt  may seem impossible to consider  this variety as steiraning from one in-
tegratedd approach to the sciences. Yet, this is the conclusion I draw. Jevons 
practisedd a particular  style of reasoning which he made applicable to the 
widee variety of subjects to which he turned his prolifi c mind: to questions 
off  meteorology, logic, labour, the market and practical politics. For  Jevons, 
approachess to science were not compartmentalised by subject matter, but 
integratedd by virtu e of his aims to achieve numerical precision, his meth-
odss of inquir y and his refusal to draw demarcation lines between the natu-
ral,, mental and social world. In this study, I have termed this style of 
thinking ,, mechanical reasoning. It remains to be summarised, I think, in 
whatt  ways this term helps us to comprehend Jevons*s accomplishment, es-
peciallyy in economics. 

Evenn though the importance of Jevons's work for  the formation of eco-
nomicss as a modern scientific discipline is uncontested, we have seen in 
thee introduction to this book that the appraisal of his contribution to eco-
nomicss in Jevons scholarship diverges in two directions. The lasting im-
portancee of his work has either  been sought in his theoretical work or, al-
ternatively,, in his empirical work. The two monographs that have appeared 
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onn Jevons in the previous decade clearly show these alternative appraisals 
(seee Schabas 1990, Peart 1996). Jevons's contribution was either sought in 
thee deductive, theoretical department of economics, or in its inductive, sta-
tisticall  branch. There was no easy link found between these two branches. 

Interestingly,, Jevons himself made no distinction in principle between 
inductionn and deduction. In the introduction to the second edition of the 
Theory,Theory, where he could draw on his Principles of Science, he stated that 
'Inductionn is an inverse operation, the inverse of Deduction, and can only 
bee performed by the use of Deduction*  (1879, 19). In Chapter six, we ex-
aminedd how Jevons took recourse to the principles of his logical machine 
too clarify the connection between induction and deduction, and how this, in 
thee Principles, helped him to consider the formation of theory as closely 
connectedd to the surveying of the scientist's prime material: his empirical 
observationss or data. If the observations or data were quantitative, the ul-
timatee aim, for Jevons, was to find a mathematical expression that could be 
arguedd on theoretical grounds and that explained the phenomena for which 
thee data gave evidence. In the Principles, Jevons explicitly argued that this 
wass the format of all of the sciences. There was no one way from theory to 
data,, nor did the opposite hold; statistical data might suggest the range of 
functionss that come into consideration to explain the phenomena, while 
theoryy might dictate the admissible form of the functions on its part. 

Att various places we have looked in more detail at examples of how 
Jevonss established such a connection between theory and data in practice. 
Hiss study on the exertion of muscular force and his approach to the King 
Davenantt table of price and quantity data on com, which we have exam-
inedd in Chapters four and six respectively, form cases in point. In both 
thesee studies Jevons used empirical, experimentally acquired (as in the first 
case)) or allegedly statistical data (as in the case of the King Davenant ta-
ble)) to find functional relations. Jevons's search for functional form was in 
bothh cases informed by assumptions that could be traced back to psycho-
physiologyy as Jevons knew it or straightforwardly to engineering mechan-
ics. . 

Nott incidentally, both examples figure prominently in the Theory. For 
Jevons,, they underline the idea that the split between pure theory and sta-
tisticss was a false one. Both examples show at least in principle, as Jevons 
cautiouslyy emphasised in the Theory, how experimental and statistical 
methodss of research might be used to substantiate theoretical claims. The 
samee holds for his gold study. On the assumption of a specific causal rela-
tionn between the gold influx and prices, Jevons was able to construct nu-
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mericall  evidence in support of this causal relation. Jevons used theory to 
findd numerical precision which, for  his predecessors, was not to be found. 

Thiss is not to deny, of course, that one can analytically distinguish be-
tweenn induction and deduction. What I wish to maintain, however, is that 
thiss analytical distinction obfuscates how both branches were tightl y con-
nectedd in Jevons*s concrete research practices. To separate them makes his 
accomplishmentt  the mere work of a deductive or  inductive genius, without 
gainingg any insight into the uniform research strategy that he advocated. 
Theree is no doubt that Jevons's argument for  the essential uniformit y of the 
methodd of the sciences is one of the dominant themes in the Principles of 
Science.Science. As argued in this book, mechanical reasoning, conceived as a 
stylee of research, does make Jevons's work comprehensible from a unified 
perspective.. We can now see more clearly to what extent this concept fits 
Jevons'ss approach to the sciences, and how it helps to bring out his genu-
inee accomplishment. 

Thee most important feature of mechanical reasoning is the use of me-
chanicall  contrivances, like the balance, to unravel the secrets of the world. 
Thiss may be taken to mean that those doing so genuinely believe that the 
world,, in its very essence, behaves in accordance with the principles of 
thesee simple machines. The less far-reaching claim may also be made that, 
inn order  to make the subject of inquir y intelligible, we use mechanical 
contrivancess as analogies and see where the analogy halts. In this case, 
analogiess function as heuristic tools to make the world comprehensible. 
Mechanicall  reasoning thus entails an epistemic, not an ontological claim 
aboutt  the world. It provides a mode of intelligibility . We have seen that the 
heuristicc function of mechanical contrivances involves more than their  role 
ass analogies. They structure research. They change the type of questions 
asked,, and the sort of answers received. 

Onn a general plane, then, Jevons's logical machine serves as an exam-
ple.. The logical machine, itself a complex of pulleys and levers, structured 
Jevons'ss thinkin g about foundational questions on the nature of inductive 
inferencess in the sciences and made him argue against some of the ac-
ceptedd theories on the subject, most notably those of John Stuart Mill . 
Jevonss did not only use the logical machine to unravel the intricacies of 
induction,, however, he also considered it as an instrument that mimicked 
thee way our  mind works. It made the distinction between the phenomena of 
mindd and matter  scientifically flawed and obsolete. Whereas Mil l granted 
politicall  economists a separate and privileged route to truth by the use of 
introspection,, this procedure was denied its scientific credibilit y by Jevons. 
Heree the full impact of mechanical reasoning in Jevons's work becomes 
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visible.. It challenged the boundaries between the moral or social and 
physicall  sciences that were still cherished by John Stuart Mill , and also 
challengedd the sort of evidence that economists could take recourse to in 
supportt of their theoretical views. 

Grantedd that these boundaries may not exist, it is hard arguing against 
thee use of the tools and the instruments of the natural sciences in the moral 
ones.. The complexity of the subject, the multifarious causes that produce a 
singlee social fact may make it inconceivable how such instruments are to 
bee applied in the mental and social realm, but this is no longer a matter of 
principle.. De Morgan's suggestion considered in Chapter 5 then becomes 
thee relevant one: to consider the mind (or society) as a 'complicated appa-
ratus';; as a pendulum, a balance or a compound of such simple machines. 
Thiss typifies Jevons's approach not only to the laws of mind (in his work 
onn formal logic), as well as his approach to the laws of the market. 
Jevons'ss work in logic as well as in economics stem from a common 
sourcee in which mechanical contrivances provide the mode of intelligibil-
ity. . 

Theree can be no doubt that using mechanical analogies as aids in under-
standingg was far easier for those who had a practical as well as theoretical 
knowledgee of the workings of such machines, than for those who lacked 
suchh detailed knowledge. Indeed, the man-machine analogies that perme-
atedd the Victorian age were cherished by those whom we nowadays would 
calll  engineers. But they provided an insurmountable gulf with predecessors 
likee Mil l or Cairnes. How strange and terrifying it must have been to con-
siderr mechanical contrivances such as Jevons's logical machine, or Bab-
bage'ss calculating engines as in some way representing properties of the 
mind.. It is one thing to think of the mind as obeying causal laws, it is an-
otherr to consider the mind as nothing more than an extremely complex 
mechanicall  contrivance. How great a step it must have actually been for 
someonee in the Victorian age to consider a mere wooden construct, this so-
calledd logical machine, or the design of a more complex one, as capturing 
thee very laws of the mind. We have seen how for Jevons such mimetic ex-
perimentss were part and parcel of his scientific practice and this applied to 
alll  different branches of the sciences. 

Inn Jevons's use of man-machine analogies, the emphasis was not on the 
discipliningg effect of a specific social institution, as it was in many of the 
accountss by his contemporaries, but on the explanatory power of the prin-
cipless of machines when applied to man. However different the resources 
weree that the critics of such comparisons relied on, they were distinctly not 
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thee sort of resources that Jevons drew on. The emergence of psychophysi-
ologic,, the shaping of the physical concept of work, and the emergence of 
formall  logic, all contributed to Jevons's conviction that in searching for the 
lawss of political economy, the scientist should delve into the physiological 
'groundwork'' of man. We may nowadays think of the attempts of phre-
nologistss to locate sexual instinct, maternal behaviour, carnivorous instinct 
andd verbal memory (to name but a few) at specific centres of the brain as 
extravagantt and open to ridicule (Young 1970, 23). The phrenological 
movementt was condemned by John Stuart Mil l in similar terms. Yet, the 
phrenologists'' approach to the brain is not that different from ones which 
aree becoming increasingly popular and are practised today.1 

Thee first edition of the Theory states the case with a clarity and trans-
parencyy that vanished in the second edition: *A few of the simplest princi-
pless or axioms concerning the nature of the human mind must be taken as 
itss first starting-point, just as the vast theories of mechanical science are 
foundedd upon a few simple laws of motion' (1871, 24). By considering the 
analogyy of a mechanical balance with the deliberations of the mind, Jevons 
wass able to tie the laws of human desires to the laws of exchange. Psycho-
physiologyy provided the form of the utility relation. As we have seen in the 
previouss chapter, Jevons thus provided a mechanism suggesting that there 
weree no missing links between the utilities individuals attributed to differ-
entt quantities of commodities and the acts of exchange these individuals 
(orr trading bodies) engaged in. Jevons's gold study, discussed in the same 
chapter,, also concurs with the image of a scientist using the principles of a 
mechanicall  contrivance, the balance, to get to grips with an extremely 
complexx social reality. By obeying the principles and practices of the natu-
rall  scientist, which Jevons knew from his training in chemistry, it was pos-
siblee to overcome the despair felt by some concerning the possibility of ar-
rivingriving at numerical precision in economics. 

Thuss using instruments showed economists, and social scientists in 
general,, that the methodological challenges faced by them were not in 
principlee insoluble, and not that different from those facing the natural sci-
entist.. Economists did not need a privileged route to truth, as it had once 
beenn claimed by Mill . They could use the same tools and instruments as 
anyy natural scientist, if only they knew how to use them and how to adapt 

11 Indeed, the location of the Centre of Broca, the centre of speech, halfway during 
thee nineteenth century, was the first concrete evidence that it was not that far-
fetchedd after all to search for a neurophysiological basis for a mental processes. 
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themm for  the specific questions at hand. As a consequence of such studies, 
thee criteri a of what counts as theory and as evidence for  theories, at least in 
economics,, changed distinctly and irrevocably. In the Theory, Jevons re-
ferredd back to Adam Smith's day, in which electricity was considered im-
measurable.. Jevons*  s sympathy clearly went to those scientists who had 
slowlyy turned what was considered unknowable into something that could 
bee measured with a considerable amount of precision. It was the same in 
economics::  'those who despair  are almost invariably those who have never 
triedd to succeed ... the popular  opinions on the extention of mathematical 
theoryy tends to deter  any man from attempting tasks which, however  diffi -
cult,, ought, some day, to be achieved' (1871, 9). 

Inn many of the sciences, a 'satisfactory explanation' nowadays 'requires 
providin gg a description of a mechanism' (Machamer  et ah 2000, 1). Eco-
nomicss is certainly no exception to this. Robert Lucas (1980) even de-
scribess economic theory to be 'an explicit set of instructions for  building 
.... a mechanical imitation system'. Although today mind-machine parallels 
aree still far  from problematic, however. Indeed, for  the non-scientist, 
mimickin gg a piano player  by using a robot can hardly be regarded as an aid 
too understanding how the genius of a great piano player  transforms a score 
intoo a great work of art. Yet such research is currently common practice 
andd sets the standards of intelligibility . It has been my argument that 
Jevonss was the first to introduce this mode of research in economics. 
Jevons'ss achievement was that he thoroughly reconsidered the relation 
betweenn evidence and theories, and between man and machines. This did 
nott  make political economy just lik e the natural sciences, but a natural sci-
encee in all things. 
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algebra,algebra, 216-217. See also 
mechanicall  objectivity-, 
routine(s)/routinee acts 

actingg on a cause/reason, 52 
activee power, 52-54; 58-59 
algorithmi cc procedures in 

Babbage'ss work, 131 
amusementss of the elites, 122 
amusementss of the people, 97; 

103-104;103-104; 121-123; 125 
analogies s 

betweenn experimental and 
naturall  clouds 773-777;between 
mentall  and manual labour, 120; 
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graphicall  method, 185; 187; 
man-machinee analogies, 38-41; 
73,85,92,94,98;73,85,92,94,98; 106; 112-
114;114; 117-118; 121; 129; 131; 
134-136;134-136; 144-145; 149; 153; 
157;157; 200; 226-228. See also 
mechanicall  analogies; 
mechanicall  reasoning; 
metaphors;;  mimetic 
experiments;;  reasoning by 
analogies s 

AnalyticalAnalytical Engine, 129n.5; 133-
136;136; 138n.22; 141 

animall  bodies, 22; 24; 38-41; 52; 
nott  an assemblage of parts, 39; 
organicc as opposed to mechanic, 
39.39. See automata; mechanical 
analogies s 

AnimalAnimal Oeconomy, 39 

apprehensionn (as an act of the 
mind),, 141 

Aristoteliann logic, 139-140; 150-
151;151; 161 

arithmeticall  abacus, 139 
SeeSee chequer-board; 
arithmometer r 

art t 
itss various functions in 
Victoria nn England, 104-105; 
Cooke-Taylor'ss views, 107; 
Jevons'ss views, 125; Ruskin's 
views,, 98-99-, 105; 107; 125; 
uniquenesss a feature of art , 99 

associationn of ideas, 46-47; 55 
associationn psychology, 18; 55; 

63-70;63-70; 77-78; 82; 85; 87; 59; 
137 137 

Australiann literar y and scientific 
circles,, 12 

automata,, 37; 111-112; 134; 156-
157 157 

automatedd intelligence, 156 
automatic/mechanicall  chess-

player,, 112; 156-157. See 
automata;;  self-acting machines 

automaticc Turk , 156 
autonomyy of man, 767 
averages/averagingg techniques, 6; 

13;13; 31; 91; 164; 172-173; 175; 
177-178;177-178; 180-181; 193n.29; 
195;195; 199; 209-210; 212-213; 
219;219; 221. See See also disturbing 
causes;;  noxious errors 

Babbage'ss argument against 
miracles,, 132-133 

balance,, 26; 52; 112-113; 120; 
136n;136n; 202-221; as a mechanism, 
75-76;75-76; 217-218; in relation to its 
geometry,, 23; 75; 206; 208-209; 
thee moral balance of society in 
Smith,, 103; its various roles in 
scientificscientific research: 'the 
chemist'ss most important 
instrument' ,, 208; a thinkin g and 
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calculatingg tool, 211; 220; a 
virtualvirtual measurement instrument, 
211;211; an analytical tool of 
investigation,, 203; an engine of 
discovery,, 210; giving 
numericall  precision, 203 
usedd to comprehend nature, 23-
24;24; 26; used to comprehend the 
mind,, 145; 217-219. See also: 
mechanicall  reasoning; 
analogies;; simple machines 

balancing g 
arguments,, 216; disturbing 
causes,, 65; 208; 210; 213; 
motives,, 51-53; pleasures and 
pains,, 3; 28; 118; 217-219; 
utilities,, 216; 218; weights, 57-
53;53; 207-209; 211-212; 214; 
216-217;216-217; 219n.22; 220; 
mechanicall  balancing, 28; 53 

Bastilless for Labour built by 
Capital,, 102 

Bellagioo conference, 2; 6 
Bentham'ss 'springs of human 

action',, 216 
'blackk arts of inductive 

economics',, 1 
Boerhaave'ss mechanical views of 

thee human body, 24; 37-38; 42 
Booleann algebra(s), 140; 155 
Hartley'ss theory of vibrations, 55-

57 57 
Britishh Association for the 

Advancementt of Science 
(BAAS),, 2; 12n.l9; 14; 97; 147; 
201;201; 215n.l7 

Browniann motion, 16 
businesss cycles, 31-32; 192 
'businesss part of man', 100 
calculatingg machines, 127; 129; 

132-133;132-133; 141. See See automata; 
difference/analyticaldifference/analytical engine(s); 
self-actingg machines 

calculus,, 1-4; 6-7; 13n20; 14n.21; 
26;30;137;172;217;221 26;30;137;172;217;221 

calculuss of pleasure and pain, 17; 
93.93. See balance of pleasure and 
pain;; felicifi c calculus; 
mechanicss of utility and self-
interest t 

causation, , 
inn Hartley, 55; 59; in Hume, 45-
48;48; 76; in Hutcheson, 41; 44; in 
Johnn Stuart Mill , 68; 70-71; 75-
77;77; 79; in Priestley, 58-60; in 
Reid,, 52-53; in Whytt, 42; 
substantivee notions of causation, 
45;45; 48; 53; efficient/natural 
causation,, 52; causal 
explanation(s),, 64; 74; 87; 178; 
187;187; 197; causal inference, 204; 
causall  mechanism, 171; 193; 
198;198; 199; causal relation(s), 46; 
79;79; 81; 166; 177; 179; 181; 183-
184;184; 192; 199-200; constancy of 
causation,, 68; causal theories of 
morall  action, 41; 44. See also 
correlation;; mechanism(s); 
mechanicall  reasoning, 
(mechanical)) analogies; simple 
machines s 

Cavendishh laboratory, 166-167; 
178n.9 178n.9 

Centree of Broca, 227 
chemicall  method, 72; 74-75 
chemicall  revolution of Lavoisier, 

207 207 
chequer-board,, 139. See 

arithmetical/logicall  abacus 
cirrus,, 767; 170; 177n.9 
clairvoyance,, 92. See table-

turning;; spirit-rapping 
clouds s 

characteristicss of clouds, 173-
178;178; cloud formation, 163; 166; 
170;170; 172; 173; 198; 200; 
Howard'ss taxonomy of clouds, 
767;; 198; Jevons's experiments 
onn cloud formation, 166-172; 
Ruskin'ss criticism of 'modern 
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cloud-worship',, 110; 172-173; 
Turner' ss paintings of clouds, 
110 110 

commerciall  atlas. See Statistical 
Atlas s 

commerciall  crises/cycles. See 
businesss cycles; trade cycles 

commitment(s)) to an analogy, 20; 
27;27; 30. See analogies; 
metaphors s 

commonn sense (school of) 
philosophy,, 37; 49-50; 54; 66; 
82 82 

'compound''  as used in chemistry 
andd physics, 72 

consciousness,, 67; 70; 83n.l6; 85-
86;86; 89; 132-133; 135; 141; 144; 
146;146; 162; a 'coincident 
phenomenon',, 86; the spectre in 
thee machine, 162. See also 
deliberation;;  imagination; 
judgement t 

conservationn of energy, 28; 87; 89. 
SeeSee correlation of forces 

copula,, 140; 150-151; 154; 161 
correlation,, 59; 184n.l7. See 

causation n 
correlationn offerees, 87-89; 215. 

SeeSee conservation of energy 
coveringg law, 184 
Cox'ss museum, 156n.43 
craftsmanship,, 98 
cram(ming),, 96; 125; 157; 159 
cumulostratus,, 167; 169; 173 
cumulus,, 167; 170; 174-177 
cupel,, 91 
deductions),, 128-129; 152; 156; 

158;158; 181-182; 224-225; 
Jevons'ss distinction between 
directt  and indirect deduction, 
181.181. See induction 

degradationn of the workman, 101; 
110 110 

deliberation,, 1; 28; 52-53; 75; 76; 
89;89; 161. See also balancing of 

motives/weights/pleasuress and 
pains s 

denkstil,denkstil, 24. See mechanical 
reasoning,, paradigm 

Dee Prony's table project, 130-131; 
133;133; 160 

designn (in art/a product), 99; 109; 
110 110 

determinism,, 46; 59; 85; 89 
DifferenceDifference Engines, 129-135; 138; 

150 150 
dissenters,, 10; 54; 146 
disturbingg causes, 6; 65; 80; 84; 

180-181;180-181; 193; 209-213. See 
balance;;  balancing; method of 
means;;  noxious errors 

disutility ,, 118. See See utilit y 
divisionn of labour, 37; 101-102; 

104;104; 110; 124n35; 130; 133; 
136;136; 161-162 

dramaticss in nature, 166; 172; 197 
'dreamm of Jevons', 32 
economicc models/modelling, 26-

28;28; 30-32. See analogies; 
mechanicall  reasoning 

empiricall  formula(e), 115; 183-
184;184; 189n.24. See correlation; 
(empirical)) laws; functional 
form;;  rational formula(e) 

empiricismm in Hume, 46 
emulation,, 104; 104; 125 
energyy metaphor, 28. See 

conservationn of energy; 
correlationn of forces 

engineeringg mechanics, 117; 119; 
215;215; 224 

engineers,, 17; 226 
epistemicc uncertainty in Hume, 46 
exactnesss of economics, 5-6; 203; 

211 211 
exactnesss of machinery, 106 
exemplar,, 23. See paradigm; 

simplee machines 
exertionn of muscular  force. See 

experiments s 
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experiments), , 
inn chemistry and the natural 
sciences,, 2; 10; 74; 80; in 
Whytt'ss physiology, 42; in 
psychophysics,, 88-89; in 
Priestleyy 57-58; introspection 
andd experiment in John Stuart 
Mill ,, 75; 80-84; Jevons's 
experimentss on the exertion of 
muscularr force, 30; 114-119; 
187;187; Jevons's experiments on 
cloudd formation, 163-164; 166-
181;181; difficulties of controlled 
experimentss in the social 
sciences/economics,, 74; 79-80; 
179;179; 197-198; the heuristic role 
off  experiments, 117. See 
chemicall  method; mimetic 
experiments s 

experimentall  evidence, 42; 59; 67; 
79-81 79-81 

experimentall  method, 26; 
inn moral philosophy, 49; in John 
Stuartt Mill , 74; and 
introspection,, 79-81; 89. See 
chemicall  method 

experimentall  philosopher(s), 40; 
54 54 

Fabians,, 7 
factoryy system, 98 

aa means of controlling the 
workman,, 104-106; 132nJ2\ a 
noveltyy in history, 106; a 
triumphh of morality and 
intelligence,, 106; criticized by 
Ruskin,, 707; 777; 727; 767; 
extendedd by Jevons's to the 
workman'ss leisure activities, 
722;; 123n.34; Ruskin's and 
Jevons'ss different attitutes to the 
factoryy system, 126 

facultyy psychology, 138 
falll  in the value of gold, 128n.2, 

210-214;210-214; 221 
fatalism,, 69. See free wil l problem 

fatigue,, 772; 773-775; 777; 72Ö. 
SeeSee (Jevons's experiments on 
the)) exertion of muscular force; 
(Jevons'ss theory of) labour; 
man-machinee analogies; waste 

feeling(s) ) 
off  uneasiness, 40; 42; in relation 
too mental/moral philosophy, 37-
38;38; 40-41; 44-45; 51; 60; in 
Boerhaave'ss theory an 
epiphenomenon,, 38; in 
associationn psychology, 70; 
Mill' ss cultivation of the 
aestheticc feelings, 78; 
consciousnesss as mere feeling, 
767.. See pleasure and pain; 
(mechanical)) analogies 

felicifi cc calculus, 144n.33; 217 
fitnesss of political economy to 

mathematics,, 5 
fittingg an equation/graph to the 

data,, 185; 187 
freee wil l problem, 43; 69; 91 
freedomm and necessity, 42; 44; 47; 

48 48 
Frenchh engineering school, 31; 

113n.25;113n.25; 204n.5 
functionall  form, 29; 31; 165; 177; 

188;188; 191; 197. See also 
graphicall  method; 
rational/empiricall  formulae 

genius,, 97-102; 120; 133; 159 
geometricc mean, 725; 212-213 See 

arithmeticc mean; 
averages/averagingg techniques; 
index-numbers;; Laspeyres 

geometry,, 49; 51; 60; and 
mechanics/simplee machines, 23; 
26;26; 75; 207; in relation to 
mechanical/causall  explanations, 
38;38; 60; 74-75; 76; in relation to 
mental/morall  philosophy, 57; 
60;60; and economics, 77; Reid's 
non-Euclideann geometry, 49. 
SeeSee also mechanical reasoning; 
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simplee machines; graphical 
method;;  functional form 

Gestaltt  switch, 191 
goldd assayer, 11; 206 

Jevons'ss work as -, 70; 12; 13; 
16 16 

Gothic,, 97-98; 106; 108; 110-111; 
126 126 

graphicall  method, 185-190; 192-
193;193; 200. See also functional 
form;;  rational/empirical 
formulae;;  causation 

greatt  railway crisis of 1847,10 
grotesque,, 111. See sublime; 

picturesque e 
habit(s),, 40; 46; 48; 77. See also 

associationn of ideas; association 
psychology;;  causation 

hairdressers,, 131 
hardd core of neoclassical economic 

theory,, 27 
Hartley' ss vibration theory, 55-56; 

60 60 
Historicall  School in economics, 

179 179 
Housess of Terror , 101 
humann body, 24; compared to a 

machinee 37-40; 42; 45; 51; 60; 
70;70; 72. See also (mechanical) 
analogies;;  animal bodies 

humann brain 
chemistryy of the brain, 93; 143; 
215;215; compared to a laboratory, 
58;58; compared to a machine, 
135;135; 140; 157-158; excited by 
art/music,, 124 

hydrauli cc machine/model, 21; 24; 
27;27; 37 

hypotheticall  deductive method, 4; 
16 16 

imagination, , 
off  Jevons's scientific work, 1; 7; 
16;16; in Ruskin4 s views, 99-101; 
108-110;108-110; 120-121; in Mill' s 
views,, 99-100; in 

Bentham/Utilitarianismm 100; in 
Jevons'ss views, 101; 120-121; 
124-125;124-125; 160. See also genius; 
invention;;  ingenuity 

indexx numbers, 213. See also 
averages/averagingg techniques 

induction, , 
andd association psychology, 63; 
71n.7;71n.7; and causal inference, 
177;177; learning by induction,75o'; 
inversee process of (indirect) 
deduction,, 181-182; 224-225; 
sidesteppedd by Mill , 81 

inductivee economics, 1; 16; 30; 
33;33; 224 

inductivee inference, 182; 184; 225 
ingenium,ingenium, 100 
ingenuity,, 97; 106; 108; 111; 

113n.24;113n.24; 119. See See also genius; 
imagination;;  invention 

instinctivee acts, 40 
instruments,, 2; 10; 18; 145 
instrumentss of investigation, 24; 

30;30; 33 
introspection,, 75; 67; 78-86; 89; 

91 91 
introspectivee evidence, 67; 68; 79; 

81;81; 82; 83; 85; 86; 89. See 
experimentall  evidence 

introspectivee method, 57; 89. See 
psychologicall  method 

invention,, 97-98; 101; 104; 108-
110;110; 112; 119; 126. See also 
imagination;;  ingenuity; genius 

Jacquard-loom,, 134; 152; 158 
Jevoniann hedonic framework, 3 
Jevonss on John Stuart Mill : 

hiss 'essentially illogical'  mind, 
63;63; 89; his authority , 63; his 
logicall  reputation, 63 

Jevons'ss contribution to modem 
economics,, 1-3; 6-7; 19; 30; 34 
221-224;221-224; 227-228 

Jevons'ss prolifi c mind, 73-75 
Jevons'ss 'sad reverse', 13 
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judgement(s) ) 
inn faculty psychology, 141; in 
Dee Morgan, 143-144', 146; 162; 
neededd in handling the balance, 
209;209; in Benjamin Franklin's 
balancingg procedure, 217; in 
Smithh 20-27; 102; 104; in 
Ruskin,, 99; 108-109; 121. See 
deliberation;; logical machine; 
reasoningg machines; balancing 
off  arguments/motives 

Kingg Davenant price quantity 
law/table,, 30; 185; 187-191; 
219;219; 224 

labour,, 31 
inn Jevons 30; 97; 101; 115; 118-
123;123; 126; 158-160; in Ruskin, 
97-97- 98; 101; 104; 107-110; 126; 
inn Smith, 102-104; 113; 
measuringg labour, 113-114; 
mentall  and manual labour, 104; 
106;106; 109; 112; 120; 123; 131; 
133;133; 136; 158; routine labour, 
101-102;101-102; 104; 110-111; 120-
122;122; 133; 158-160 

law(s) ) 
andd fluctuations in the 
economy,, 192; 195; 197; and 
probabilityy theory, 180-181; as 
stablee functional relationships, 
165;165; 178; 184; 190; criminal 
laws,, 9; in psychology, 137-
139;139; 142-143; 151; 155; 157-
158;158; in relation to Jevons's 
theoryy of induction, 181-184; in 
relationn to the graphical method, 
187;187; empirical laws, 184; laws 
off  utility, 63; laws of 
associationn psychology, 63; 72; 
78;78; 80; laws of human 
enjoyment,, 96-98; 215; 219; 
lawss of matter, 26; 33; 80; 84; 
92-93;92-93; laws of physiology, 63; 
73;73; laws of political economy, 
5;5; 179; laws of society, 74; laws 

off  supply and demand, 13; 203; 
215;215; 218; laws of the mind, 19; 
33;33; 56; 64; 68; 70; 78-82; 84; 
92-93;92-93; 179; laws of thought, 
73n;; 75; 727. See also 
(mechanical)) analogies; logic; 
logicall  machine; mechanical 
laws;; mechanical reasoning; 

law-likee generalisation, 59 
laws/principless of the lever, in 

relationn to Jevons's equation of 
exchange,, 17; 29; 220; in 
relationn to mind/matter 
distinction,, 752; 755; according 
too Mil l not related to the 'trudis 
off  political economy', 33; and 
calculating/logicall  machines, 
136,152;136,152; 158 

libertariann moral scheme, 104 
libertyy of the workman, 777 
Liverpooll  Literary and 

Philosophicall  Society, 747 
Liverpooll  Mechanics Institute, 10; 

95-96n.2;95-96n.2; 204-205 
logic c 

Jevons'ss professorships in logic 
8-9;8-9; 147; his studies in formal 
logic,, 75-76; 707; 126; 128-129; 
influencee of Mill' s Logic 62; 69 
logicc of a machine, 30-32 
formall  revolution in logic, 737-
146;146; in relation to Jevons's 
logicall  machine, 146-147; 149-
155;155; in relation to the 
phenomenaa of mind, 155-158; 
161.161. See also logical abacus, 
logicall  machine(s) 

logicall  abacus, 128-129; 139; 146-
148 148 

logicall  machine(s), 128-129,149-
159;159; 162; 224,225,226 

logician'ss abacus, 139 
loww culture of the working classes, 

702 702 
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machine(s).. See analogies, 
difference/analyticall  engines, 
mechanicall  reasoning, logical 
machines,, reasoning machines; 
simplee machines, thinkin g 
machines s 

machinee intelligence, 132 
machine-era,, 112 
machineryy of the mind, 126; 132 
Manchesterr  Literar y and 

Philosophicall  Society, 147 
Manchesterr  New College, 90; 137 
Manchesterr  Statistical Society, 

199 199 
marginalismm the unifying core of 

modernn economics, 2 
marginalistt  revolution in 

economics,*;;  7-3 
marginalistt  theory of choice, 3 
materialism,, 40; 56 
mathematicss goal/standard of 

scientificc explanation, 178; 183 
 mathematical ratios as measures of 

virtu ee and vice, 50 
matter, , 

(cartesian)) distinction between 
mindd and matter, 28; 33-34; 36-
38;38; 40; 42; 55-57; 60; 85; 87; 
92-94;92-94; 144; 215; 225; this 
distinctionn opposed by Hume, 
47-48;47-48; this distinction defended 
byy Reid, 50-54; 61; 76; (dis-) 
similaritie ss between animate 
(human)) and inanimate 
matter/nature,, 22; 38-40; 42; 55; 
113;113; (Newtonian) concept of 
matterr  as inert, 39; 42; 45; 53; 
54;54; 57; 71; Priestley's concept 
off  matter, 59; 56-58; matter  in 
relationn to power  notions, 45; 
thee 'intimat e connection 
betweenn matter  and mind' in 
reasoningg machines, 142; 150. 
SeeSee also labour, laws of 

matter/mind;;  mind; reasoning 
machines;;  work 

measurements),, 202; in 
psychology,, 81; 83n.l6,88-89; 
inn science; 165n.5; of labour, 
113;113; of utility , 32; 219; part of 
dailyy practice for  Jevons, 202-
203;203; made with the balance, 
206;206; 209; 217; without 
numbers,, 219 

measurementt  errors, 6,180n.l3; 
210.210. See also 
averages/averagingg techniques; 
disturbingg causes, noxious 
errors s 

measurement-formulaa of Fechner, 
89.89. See Weber-Fechner  law 

measurementt  strategies, 89 
measuringg instruments, 15; 202-

203;203; 210. See instruments 
mechanicall  analogies, 4; 17-19; 

23-24;23-24; 26-33; Mill' s struggles 
withh mechanical analogies, 35; 
theirtheir role in science as: aids in 
measurement,, 27; constraining 
andd structurin g research, 28; 
225;225; heuristic tools, 28; 165; 
225;225; implying epistemological, 
nott  ontological claims of 
understanding,, 33; 225. See also 
analogies;;  mechanical 
reasoning;;  reasoning by 
analogies s 

mechanicall  causality, 137 
mechanicall  chess-player, 156. See 

automata;;  thinkin g machines; 
calculatingg machines; self-
actingg inventions. 

mechanicall  contrivances, 38; 41; 
145.145. See automata, simple 
machines. . 

mechanicall  engineering, 117 
mechanicall  metaphors, 21; 28. See 

analogies,, metaphors. 
mechanicall  objectivity, 136n.l9 
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mechanicall  philosophers, 22 
mechanicall  philosophy, 205 
mechanical/naturall  laws, 5; 23-24; 

37;37; 40; 166; 171-172; 179; 211; 
215;215; used to understand the 
realmm of mind, 29; 32; 35-36; 
55-56;55-56; 166; 220; in relation to 
labour,, 112; 114-117; in relation 
too mental/moral philosophy, 43; 
48;48; 53; 61; 68; 71-72; 82; 89; 
132-134.132-134. See mechanical 
analogies s 

mechanicall  reasoning, 7; 19; 21-
26;26; 223; 225; a mode of 
intelligibility ,, 22; introduced 
bothh in physics and medicine, 
22;22; introduced by Galileo in 
physics,, 22; the unifying 
characteristicc of Jevons' s 
approachh to the sciences, 30; 
223;223; in modern economics, 33; 
questionedd in Scottish 
Enlightenmentt physiology, 40; 
reasoningg by machines, 129; a 
modee of understanding the mind 
byy means of machines, 129; 
inn De Morgan, 145; as opposed 
too man's judgement and 
imagination,, 160. See also 
reasoningg by analogies; style(s) 
off  reasoning; simple machines 

mechanics,, 4; in relation to 
Jevons'ss economics, 17; 28; 93; 
199;199; 205; 211; 215; 217; 220-
221;221; 224; its varieties, 14n.21; 
28;28; in (problematic) analogy 
withh regard to economics, 18; 
33;33; the twin relation of 
mechanicss and geometry, 17-18; 
60;60; 206; disputed by John Stuart 
Mill ,, 75; 76n.U; and 18tii 
Centuryy physiology, 37; 39; 56-
57;57; Newtonian mechanics, 39; 
42;42; contrasted with the act of 
judgement,, 57; 144; Hartley's 

'mechanicss of the mind', 55; in 
relationn to association 
psychology,, 72-74; 76; 78; 93; 
inn relation to (human) work, 
114;114; 117; 119; in relation to 
logicc and psychology; 139; 145; 

Mechanics'' Institute(s), 9; 95-
96n.2;96n.2; 204-205 

mechanismm of anticipation in the 
AnalyticalAnalytical Engine, 135 

mechanisms.. See analogies, 
mechanicall  reasoning, 
mechanics,, simple machines 

medicall  faculties in Scotland, 39 
mentall  chemistry, 72; 74; 78; 81. 

SeeSee also chemical method in 
associationn psychology 

metaphor(s),, 19-21; 26-28; 31; 
156.156. See analogies 

meteorology,, 14n.22; 33; 161; 
164;164; 173; 223 

Methodd of Least Squares, 189 
methodd of means, 180; 200 
methodd of residues, 213 
methodologicall  monism in Mill , 

92 92 
mimeticc experiments, 162; 166; 

171-172;171-172; 200 
mimeticc modelling in economics, 

198n.34. 198n.34. 
mimickingg nature, 170; 173; 200 
mind,, passim. See analogies; 

matter;; mechanics, (simple) 
machines s 

Mintt in Sydney, 10; 11; 164; 
169n.7 169n.7 

mixedd sciences, 22 
modellingg in economics and 

physics,, 26 
models,, 19; 26 
monismm in Priestley, 57 
monotonymonotony in (art-) consumption 

andd production, 108-109; 120. 
SeeSee also (routine) labour; art 

morall  algebra, 216 
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morall  philosophy, 21; 37; 40-41; 
49;49; 51; 60; 147 

morall  sciences, 17; 20; 33; 63; 67; 
74;74; 80; 84 

morall  sense, 37; 40-43; 45 
morall  sensibilities of the higher 

classes,, 104 
morall  theory, 38; 44 
morphologicall  scientists, 166. See 

abstractt  scientists 
multipl ee causation, 6; 210n.l2; 

211;211; 213-214 
naturall  causation, 52-53. See 

(efficient)) causation 
naturall  histories of man, 40 
necessitarianism,, 61; 70-73; 77; 

79;79; 85n.l8; 89n.23 
neoclassicall  economic theory, See 

marginalistt  economic theory 
normall  day of work, 113 
noxiouss errors, 6; 181; 210; 

SeeSee disturbing causes 
numericallyy definite propositions, 

137 137 
Owen'ss College, Manchester, 8; 

11;11; 16n.25; 96n; 163n.2; 205 
paradigm,, 24 
parallelismm between mental and 

bodilyy states, 70; 88 
passions,, 44; 52-53; 60 

reasonn as slave of the passions, 
44;44; 53 

pendulum,, 23; 26-27; 32; 117; 
145;145; 200; 206-207; 218. See 
simplee machines 

peoplee of fashion, 103 
perceptuall  bewilderment, 110; 

125;125; as an index of art' s 'trut h 
too nature', 110 

periodogramm analysis, 199 
phenomenaa (distinguished from 

data)) 165-166; 169; 172-173; 
177;177; 179-181; 187; 191-193; 
197-200 197-200 

phenomenaa of the mind, 

SeeSee association psychology; 
reasoningg machines; mind; 
matter r 

Phillip ss machine, 27 
philosophyy of the mind. See 

pneumatology y 
phrenologicall  movement in 

Victoria nn England, 34 
phrenology,, 65-67; 70; 86; 204; 

227 227 
physical/physiological l 

groundworkk of economy, 62-63; 
93;93; 227 

physiologyy (physiological), 37-46; 
51;51; 55-57; 59-61; 63-68; 70; 72-
73;73; 78; 86-87; 90; 114-116; 
122;122; 219. See also 
psychophysiology; ; 
psychophysics s 

picturesque,, 96; 105-107; 111. See 
sublime;;  grotesque 

pleasure(s)) and pain(s), 3; 17; 28; 
35;35; 40; 51; 78; 93,125; 216-
219;219; 222. See also 
calcuhis/balancing/feelingss of 
pleasuree and pain 

pneumaticks,, 49 
pneumatology,, 49-51 
popularr  amusements, 97; 104; 

123;123; 125 
power,, 38-40; 42; 45-46; 51-54; 

56-61.56-61. See active power, cause; 
sentientt  principl e 

precision, , 
inn the data, 5; 36; 129; in 
expression,, 145; 216; of the 
balance/scientificc instruments, 
202;202; 205; 207-209; 220; in 
economics;;  203-204; 208; 221; 
227;227; Jevons's aim in the 
sciences,, 223; 225; 228. See 
accuracy y 

principiu mm individuationis. See 
genius s 
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principlee of similarity in Jevons's 
logic,, 160 

(private)) laboratory of the mind, 
58;58; 81; 92 

probabilisticc revolution, 180n.l3 
prudence,, 103. 220; 220; See self-

interest t 
psychologicall  laboratory at 

Leipzig,, 68; 81 
psychologicall  method, 82. See 

introspectivee method 
psychophysics,, 65n3; 68n.5; 

83n.l6;83n.l6; 88-90 
psychophysiology,, 19; 28; 63-68; 

85;85; 90; 93; 162; 215; 224; 227 
punchh cards, 134 
quantificationn of the predicate, 

139-140;139-140; 142. See also The 
Gorillaa War. 

quantitativee complexion of 
economics,, 4-5; 197; 211 

Queen'ss College Liverpool, 8; 95; 
127nl;147 127nl;147 

Quetelett the 'true founder' of the 
sociall  sciences, 180 

ratioo of utility, 13; 29 
rationall  formula(e), 115; 181; 184-

185;185; 187-188. See covering law; 
empiricall  formula(e) 

rationall  function. See rational 
formula(e). . 

rationall  mechanics, 29 
reasoningg by analogies, 151; 166; 

178;178; 181; 183. See analogies; 
mechanicall  reasoning 

reasoningg by equations, 151 
reasoningg machine(s), 99; 132; 

137;137; 147; 149; 155; 158-159. 
SeeSee mechanical analogies; 
logicall  machine; Logical 
Abacus;; Difference/Analytical 
Engines s 

reflexx action, 61; 65; 67; 68; 91 
Regentt system, 49n.l3 

regulaeregulae philosophandi (of 
Newton),, 20 

reignn of law, 43; 69 
religiouss relations between 

Scotlandd and the Netherlands, 
38 38 

religiouss sects, 104 
resres cogitans, 37; 43 
resres extensa, 37, 43 
routine(s)/routinee acts 

aidss in accuracy, 136n.l9; 209. 
SeeSee moral algebra; 156; mental 
actss compared to routine 
activities,, 101; 133; 158; 160-
161;161; routines of reasoning, 156; 
158;158; labour/work as a routine 
activity,, 99; 104; 110-111; 122; 
theirr role in controlling the 
workmen,, 104; separated from 
man'ss imagination, 99; 110; 
121;121; 157; 161 

Royall  Statistical Society, 8 
Rusholmee Town Hall Manchester, 

96 96 
Ruskin'ss reputation, 99 
scepticismm in Hume, 48 
sciencee of the mind, 64; 68-69; 74; 

81 81 
scientificc instruments, 202-203; 

207-208 207-208 
Scottishh Enlightenment, x; 35-40; 

60-61 60-61 
self-actingg inventions, 112n.23 
self-actingg machines, 112. See 

automata;; self-acting 
inventions;; automatic chess-
player r 

self-commandd in TMS, 20-21 
self-interest,, 17; 21n.26. See 

prudence. . 
sentientt principle, 38-40; 42-43; 

45;45; 56-57; 60 
simplee machines, 

exampless of simple machines, 
24-25;24-25; compared with Kuhnian 
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exemplars,, 23; model of 
intelligibility ,, 79; 23-24; 29; 56; 
113;113; 127; 145; 225-226; 
providingg constructive/visible 
evidence,, 23-24; 26; and their 
geometry/mathematics,, 26t30; 
ass instruments of investigation; 
26;26; 28; 58; 211; 220; then-
relevancee disputed with respect 
too physiology/moral theory, 40; 
51;51; their  familiarit y to modern 
economists,, 31-32; in relation to 
physicall  work, 112. See See balance; 
pendulum;;  mechanical 
contrivances;;  mechanical 
reasoning g 

slavery,, 110n.20 
slave-trade,, 110 
sociall  physics, 200 
sociall  reform (Jevons on -), 96; 

101;101; 125. See See amusements of 
thee people 

spirit-rapping .. See clairvoyance; 
table-turning g 

spleneticc passage in Smith, 
102n.l3 102n.l3 

spotss on die trout as painted by 
Turner ,, 110 

Statisticall  Atlas project, 8; 15; 
192-193 192-193 

statistics,, 1-2; 15-16; 134n.l8; 
147;147; 166; 179all; 180-181; 
192-193;192-193; 199-200; 210-211; 
224 224 

steamm engine, 105; 112-113; 136; 
205 205 
thee 'common assistant and 
friendd of all' , 105 

steell  yard used by Fisher, 32 
stimulus^,, 41-42; 72; 73n.8; 88-

89;89; 90 
stratus,, 167; 170-171 
strictt  moral code. See religious 

sects s 

style(s)) of reasoning, 23; 33; 171; 
224.224. See mechanical reasoning 

subjectivee theory of value, 4. See 
utilit yy theory 

sublime,, 105; 111. See grotesque; 
picturesque e 

suckingg reflex, 42; 86 
sunspots,, 1; 15; 197-200. See 

commerciall  cycles 
swayy of law, 94. See reign of law 
syllogism(s),, 137; 139-140; 144; 

151;151; 158 
table-turning,, 92. See 

clairvoyance;;  spirit-rappin g 
tacitt  knowledge, 206 
'target''  of scientific inquiry , 775; 

180 180 
tendencies,, 179; 181; 197 
Thee Gorill a War, 142n.29 
thinkin gg machine(s). See reasoning 

machines s 
thundercloud,, 167; 170-171; 173-

174;174; 177n.9; 179 
tradee cycles, 8; 192; 195; 197-199. 

SeeSee business cycles 
trainn of associations, 160. See 

associationn psychology 
true/trut hh to nature, 110-111; 172-

173 173 
uniqueness s 

ass a feature of (art-) production 
andd consumption, 98; 109; of a 
character,, 100 

Unitarian^) ,, 9-10; 39; 54; 66nA; 
90;;  137; 146n.34. 204. See 
dissenters;;  Manchester  New 
College. . 

Universityy College London, 70; 
139;139; 143; 145-147; 149; 159 

usefull  effect, 113-117; 119 
utilitaria nn half-image of man, 705 
utilitarianism ,, 76; 100 
utility ,, 7; 75; 77; 29; balancing of 

utilities;;  118-119; 215; final 
degreee of utility ; 797; marginal 
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utility ;; 3-4; 19; 221; utility 
curves/functions,, 31; 91; 93; 
118;118; 218-219; 227; utility 
theory,, x; 1; 7-8; 32; 63; 118; 
188;188; 219; 221; measurement of 
utility ,, 37; 29; ratio of utility, 
13;13; 29. See disutility 

Vaucanson'ss flute player, 112 
vicess of levity, 103 
virtuall  velocities, 28; 206n.8 
visvis viva controversy, 50-51 
visualisingg techniques in statistics, 

192 192 
waste, , 

off  labour in ornamentation; 107; 
minimisingg waste of labour, 

113;113; 117; 119; 123; minimising 
brainn waste, 124. See See useful 
effect t 

Weber-Fechnerr law, 90 
wholeness, , 

inn relation to animate nature, 39; 
45;45; 57; 60; conflicting with 
associationn psychology, 78; in 
ourr experiences of nature, 110. 
SeeSee animal body 

work.. See (Jevons on) labour; 
(man-machine)) analogies; waste 

workmenn as mere overlookers of 
machines,, 104 



Nederlandsee Samenvatting (Summary in Dutch) 

Ditt  proefschrift handelt over  het werk van de econoom en natuurweten-
schapperr  Willia m Stanley Jevons (1835-1882). In de geschiedenis van het 
economischh denken dankt Stanley Jevons zijn plaats eerst en vooral aan het 
feitt  dat hij , ongeveer  tegelijkertij d (rond 1870) met de Fransman Léon 
Walrass en de Oostenrijker  Carl Menger, de zogenaamde marginale 
nutstheoriee in de economie introduceerde. Met het marginalisme introdu-
ceerdee Jevons tevens de wiskundige calculus als het belangrijkste instru-
mentt  om het keuzegedrag van actoren in de economie te analyseren. Be-
slissingenn werden voortaan gezien als het maximaliseren (of minimalise-
ren)) van een doelfunctie onder  gegeven beperkingen. Deze elementaire ge-
dachtee heeft zich in de loop van de twintigste eeuw met succes uitgebreid 
naarr  wetenschappen als de ethiek, de politicologie, en de sociologie. Naast 
zijnn bijdrage aan de ontwikkeling van de economische theorie heeft Je-
vons''  empirische werk er  ook in belangrijke mate voor  gezorgd dat statisti-
schee instrumenten zoals indexcijfers tot het standaard gereedschap van de 
economischee en sociale wetenschappen zijn gaan behoren. Deze feiten zijn 
bekendd en behoeven eigenlijk - zeker  in het Angelsaksische taalgebied -
geenn verdere toelichting. 

Anderss is dit als gekeken wordt naar  de oorzaken en achtergronden van 
dezee zogenaamde marginalistische revolutie in de economie. Het wordt 
dann al snel duidelijk dat de veronderstelde eenheid van denken tussen Je-
vons,, Walras, en Menger, in feite ver  te zoeken is. Zo verzette Menger  zich 
heftigg tegen het gebruik van wiskunde voor  de analyse van keuzegedrag en 
steldee hij  om de juistheid van zijn theorie aan te tonen meer  vertrouwen in 
introspectiee dan in statistische technieken. Menger  toont zich in deze kri -
tiekk verwant aan Klassieke, premarginalistische, politieke economen als 
Johnn Stuart Mil l en John Elliot Cairnes die evenmin heil zagen in de intro-
ductiee van wiskunde en statistiek in de politieke economie. Mil l en Cairnes 
beriepenn zich eveneens op de bewijskracht van introspectie waar  het ging 
omm de basisprincipes van de politieke economie in plaats van op wiskunde 
enn statistiek. Marginalisme blijk t niet noodzakelijk samen te gaan met de 
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wiskundigee calculus en met statistiek, integendeel: de calculus en empiri-
schee statistische technieken werden, althans door  sommige invloedrijk e 
voorgangerss en tijdgenoten van Jevons, ver  gehouden van de theorie en 
empiriee van de economische wetenschap. Verder  heeft recent historisch 
onderzoekk duidelij k gemaakt dat voorgangers van Jevons, vooral in Frank-
rijk,rijk,  al gebruik maakten van de calculus, maar  zonder  de marginalistische 
nutstheoriee die daar  voor  Jevons mee verbonden was. Het probleem dat uit 
dergelijkee overwegingen naar  voren komt, is dat het bij  nader  inzien niet 
zoo duidelij k is waaraan Jevons eigenlijk zijn plaats in leerboeken over  de 
geschiedeniss van de economie verdient. 

Voorr  deze, in eerste instantie historische, kwestie draag ik in het onder-
havigee werk een oplossing aan. Mij n antwoord is dat Jevons een specifieke 
manierr  van redeneren introduceerde in de economische wetenschap, die tot 
dann toe met vrucht was toegepast in wat wij  tegenwoordig de natuurweten-
schappenn noemen. Deze manier  van redeneren noem ik 'mechanistisch re-
deneren'.. Zij  berust op een consequente vergelijking van de werking van 
eenn economie met simpele mechanismen, zoals de balans. Jevons' bijdrage 
aann de economische wetenschap moet, mijn antwoord volgend, niet zozeer 
wordenn gezocht in de introducti e van de nutscalculus als zodanig, of in de 
introducti ee van een analytisch gebruik van statistiek, zoals in zijn gebruik 
vann indexcijfers, maar  in de introducti e van mechanistisch redeneren in 
eenn vakgebied dat daar  tot Jevons' dagen niet geschikt voor  werd geacht. 

Hett  is wellicht nauwelijks voorstelbaar  dat een dergelijke manier  van 
redenerenn zulke ingrijpende gevolgen voor  de ontwikkeling van de econo-
miee als wetenschap zou kunnen hebben. Niettemin bevat mijn summiere 
verwijzin gg in het voorgaande naar  Mengers, Mill s en Cairnes' bedenkin-
genn tegen het gebruik van wiskunde en statistiek impliciet een tweetal pro-
blemenn die prohibitie f waren voor  mechanistisch redeneren in de politieke 
economie.. Het eerste probleem betreft de complexiteit van de sociale, in-
clusieff  de economische, werkelijkheid. Het tweede probleem betreft het 
categorischee onderscheid dat er, tot ver  in de negentiende eeuw en ook nu 
nogg wel, werd gemaakt tussen geest en materie. 

Dee kracht van mechanistisch redeneren is dat de complexe werkelijk -
heidd wordt gezien als opgebouwd uit simpele mechanismen, zoals de ba-
lanss en de pendulum. De analyse van dergelijke simpele mechanismen 
leentt  zich echter  bij  uitstek voor  de toepassing van wiskundige analyse, in 
vroegerr  dagen geometrie, en later  de calculus. De wiskunde hangt dergelij-
kee mechanismen - om het maar  zo te zeggen - aan de broek. Mechanis-
tischh redeneren levert daarmee niet alleen een manier  van complexiteitsre-
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ductiee die lange tij d uiterst efficiënt en toonaangevend bleek, zij  levert te-
venss een machtig instrument om de consequenties van een samenstel van 
mechanismenn te analyseren: de wiskunde. Sinds Dijksterhuis' magistrale 
studiee kennen we de zegetocht van mechanistisch redeneren in de moderne 
tij dd als de mechanisering van het wereldbeeld. Het was, en is, evenwel ver-
ree van onproblematisch om er  van uit te gaan dat datgene wat zich catego-
rischrisch lijk t te onderscheiden van de materie, de geest, zich op gelijksoortige 
wijzee als een samenstel van simpele machines laat analyseren. Deze scep-
ciss is in de verschillende Europese taalgebieden verschillend verwoord en 
alleenn al een verhandeling over  deze verschillen zou een leven kunnen 
vullen. . 

Voorr  het oogmerk van mijn studie ligt de zaak gelukkig heel wat sim-
peler.. De Engelse filosoof en politiek econoom John Stuart Mil l (1806-
1873)) heeft met zijn talrijk e publicaties in belangrijke mate de parameters 
vastgelegdd waarbinnen in het Victoriaanse Engeland de discussie werd ge-
voerdd over  de toepasbaarheid van wiskundige en statistische methoden in 
dee politieke economie. Op ingenieuze wijze muntte Mil l het nadeel van de 
politiekee economie ten opzichte van de natuurwetenschappen, dat werd ge-
zienn in haar  complexiteit en in de onmogelijkheid om door  middel van ex-
perimentenn deze complexiteit te reduceren, om in een voordeel. Het cate-
gorischee onderscheid tussen geest en materie, of in de terminologie van het 
Victoriaansee Engeland tussen de 'mental'  of 'moral sciences' (waaronder 
dee politieke economie) en de 'natural sciences', leverde juist een geprivi-
legieerdee toegang op tot de eerste principes van de wetenschappen van de 
geest.. Introspectie zou daarin een zelfde plaats vervullen als het experi-
mentt  in de natuurwetenschappen. Zo zouden de 'wetten' van deze weten-
schappenn een zelfde zekerheid kennen als de wetten van de natuur. Het 
wass niet nodig om een toevlucht te nemen tot de onzekere methoden van 
dee statistiek om de wetten van de politieke economie te verifiëren, noch 
wass dit mogelijk; de complexiteit van de economische werkelijkheid zou 
err  altij d voor  zorgen dat verstorende factoren de werking van economische 
wetmatighedenn - tendensen - zou verduisteren. Het was niet gewenst om 
dee introspectief gevonden wetmatigheden in wiskundige vorm te gieten, 
omdatt  hiermee een numerieke exactheid werd gesuggereerd die nu een-
maall  vreemd was aan de fenomenen van de geest. Zo bracht Mil l wiskunde 
enn statistiek buiten het bereik van de 'mental sciences', waar  deze voor  Je-
vonss juist tot het standaardinstrumentarium van de sociale wetenschapper 
behoren. . 
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Opp dit punt aangekomen is het wellicht van belang voor  ogen te houden 
datt  de invloed van John Stuart Mill s filosofische en methodologische in-
zichtenn op het negentiende eeuwse intellectuele klimaat in Engeland moei-
lij kk  kan worden overschat. Zijn Logic (1843) gold ondanks de kritie k die er 
ookk op was als het standaardwerk waar  het de methoden van onderzoek 
vann de natuur- en de geesteswetenschappen betrof. Zij n Principles of Poli-
ticaltical Economy (1847) was gedurende de gehele negentiende eeuw het stan-
daardd tekstboek over  politieke economie en zou pas vervangen worden 
toenn Marshalls Principles (1890) verscheen. Ondanks hun manifest eclecti-
schee karakter  liggen Mill s denkbeelden als een deken over  het Victoriaanse 
Engeland.. Geen wonder  dat Mil l met autoriteit kon stellen dat de economi-
schee waardetheorie, zoals met name door  Ricardo ontwikkeld, 'compleet' 
was.. Pas wie zich de autoriteit van Mill s denkbeelden goed voor  ogen 
houdt,, begrijpt waarom voor  Jevons de transformatie van de politieke eco-
nomiee samenging met een persoonlijke vendetta tegen Mill s filosofie. Het 
wordtt  dan pas duidelij k waarom Jevons zich, aan het eind van zijn The 
TheoryTheory of Political Economy (1871) keert tegen de 'schadelijke invloed 
vann autoriteit' . In een serie artikelen die rond 1878 werd gepubliceerd stelt 
Jevonss zich zelfs expliciet ten doel om 'als een ingenieur' de 'vesting van 
Mill ss logische reputatie' tot ontploffing te brengen en voor  eens en voor 
altij dd af te rekenen met Mill s 'essentieel onlogische geest'. 

Watt  in eerste instantie een vooral historische kwestie leek, krijg t zo een 
verstrekkendee methodologische betekenis. De vraag is hoe Jevons in staat 
wass de scheidslijn te slechten tussen wiskundige en statistische methoden 
enerzijdss en politieke economie anderzijds. In het licht van het voorgaande 
betekentt  dit dat nagegaan moet worden op welke gronden Jevons in staat 
wass de twee genoemde problemen, het complexiteitsprobleem en het cate-
gorischee onderscheid tussen geest en materie, anders op te lossen dan bij 
Mil ll  het geval was. Wanneer  beide problemen zijn weggeruimd, is het niet 
langerr  duidelij k hoe nog een methodisch en inhoudelijk onderscheid tussen 
dee geestes- en de natuurwetenschappen te maken is. Het is precies de een-
heidd van methode die door  Jevons zal worden gepropageerd. 

Mett  name het tweede probleem, het onderscheid tussen geest en mate-
rie,rie, heeft binnen de geschiedenis van de economie nauwelijks de aandacht 
gekregenn die het verdient. Het tweede en derde hoofdstuk van dit boek ge-
venn de achtergrond voor  en de wijze waarop Mil l tot zijn methodische 
blokkadee voor  statistiek en wiskunde voor  de politieke economie komt. Me 
beperkendd tot de achtergrond van het Victoriaanse gedachtegoed in de 
Schotsee Verlichting , laat ik zien hoe de zogenaamde associatie psychologie 
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tott  de helft van de negentiende eeuw een bevredigende theorie verschaft 
vann de werking van de menselijke geest, die tegelijkertij d als uitgangspunt 
diendee voor  sociale wetenschappen zoals de politieke economie. Pas rond 
18500 winnen in Engeland benaderingen aan kracht waarin de houdbaarheid 
vann het onderscheid tussen geest en materie wordt betwijfeld en waarin een 
reductionistischee strategie wordt verdedigd die mentale fenomenen conse-
quentt  herleidt tot hun fysiologische basis. Deze alternatieve benaderingen 
baserenn zich ten dele op de frenologie, van Franz Joseph Gall, en ten dele 
opp de theorie van reflexmatig handelen die voor  het eerst een systemati-
schee uitwerkin g vindt in het werk rond 1830 van Marshall Hall, maar  die 
inn feite terug te vinden is in het werk van 18e-eeuwse grondleggers van de 
associatiee psychologie, zoals David Hartley en Joseph Priestley. 

Naastt  de ontwikkeling van deze zogenaamde psychofysiologie, was de 
opkomendee Industriële Revolutie natuurlij k van belang. Het 'machinetijd-
perk' ,, zoals het Victoriaanse tijdper k ook wel wordt aangeduid, was door-
trokkenn van vergelijkingen tussen mens en machine. Ook door  dergelijke 
vergelijkingenn werd het onderscheid tussen de werking van de geest en de 
werkingg van materie steeds meer  in twijfe l getrokken. De ontwikkeling van 
dee (psycho-)fysiologie sloot hier  naadloos op aan en met een beroep op 
beidee werd, eerst aarzelend, maar  met Jevons' marginalistische theorie uit 
vollee overtuiging, in Engeland geopponeerd tegen de afgrenzing van de 
politiekee economie van de methoden van de natuurwetenschappen. Dat wil 
niett  zeggen dat de door  Mil l verdedigde methode van economiebeoefening 
vanuitt  andere hoek onbesproken was gebleven - met name door  diegenen, 
zoalss Ingram en Clif f Leslie, die concreet historisch detail stelden boven 
abstractee economische theorie. Maar  dergelijke auteurs waren met Mil l één 
inn de opvatting dat het natuurwetenschappelijk instrumentarium, met name 
wiskundee en experiment, voor  de sociale wetenschappen onbruikbaar  was. 

Dee oppositie tegen deze methodische afgrenzing van de sociale weten-
schapp wordt dan ook vooral succesvol gevoerd door  die wetenschappers 
diee hun achtergrond hadden in wat wij  tegenwoordig ingenieursweten-
schappenn noemen. Maar  eigenlijk past hier  maar  een term, namelijk die 
vann 'Victoria n polymaths': wetenschappelijke allesvreters die met een 
somss onvoorstelbare drijfveer  en werkkracht ieder  probleem dat hun voor 
ogenn komt aanpakken en proberen op te lossen. Mensen met een brede 
natuurwetenschappelijkee achtergrond, die tegelijkertij d breed cultureel on-
derlegdd waren, soms afkomstig uit de hogere klasse, maar  vaak ook expo-
nentt  van een middenklasse die een sterk geloof had in de zegeningen die 
dee natuurwetenschap de mensheid uiteindelij k zou brengen. Charles Bab-
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bagee is misschien het meest beroemde voorbeeld van een dergelijke 'po-
lymath',, als uitvinder van een negentiende eeuwse voorloper van de mo-
dernee computer en als scherp observator van de unificerende principes 
achterr het snel om zich heen grijpende fabriekssysteem, maar ook valt te 
denkenn aan voorgangers van Jevons als Dionysius Lardner en Jenkins. 

Ookk Jevons is zonder meer als zo'n wetenschappelijke allesvreter aan te 
merken.. Zijn wetenschappelijke belangstelling reikte van wat wij tegen-
woordigg kennen als 'Brownian motion' van moleculen via uitgebreide 
meteorologischee studies tot zijn werk op het gebied van de formele logica 
enn de politieke economie. Zijn belezenheid in de natuurwetenschappen 
blijk tt uit elke bladzijde van zijn magnum opus, de Principles of Science 
(1874),, waarin hij zijn opvattingen over de wetenschappelijke methode 
systematischh uiteenzet. 

Uitt dit werk wordt duidelijk dat er voor Jevons daadwerkelijk maar een 
methodee is om wetenschap te bedrijven, of dit nu de geestes- of de natuur-
wetenschappenn zijn. Met zijn zogenaamde logische machine als leidraad 
laatt Jevons zien dat het probleem van complexiteit, dat voor politiek eco-
nomenn als John Stuart Mil l met betrekking tot de geesteswetenschappen in 
feitee onoplosbaar was, zich niet tot de geesteswetenschappen beperkt, maar 
zichh ook in de natuurwetenschappen voordoet. Ook daar waar de natuur-
wetenschappenn dit probleem onder controle lijken te hebben: in het gecon-
troleerdee experiment. Jevons laat zien dat simpele (mechanische) principes 
all  snel uiterst complexe patronen kunnen genereren, waarvan het volko-
menn onduidelijk is of deze zich, wanneer de onderliggende (mechanische) 
principess onbekend zijn, daar wel toe laten herleiden. Ook al is volgens Je-
vonss het doel van iedere wetenschappelijke verklaring het vinden van een 
wiskundigg functioneel verband waarin een causale relatie tussen twee 
groothedenn tot uitdrukking komt, dan is toch in de wetenschappelijke 
praktijkk van alledag een samenstel van theoretische hypothesen, statisti-
schee technieken en, waar mogelijk, het experiment nodig om tot een der-
gelijkk functioneel verband te komen. Wetenschap richt zich nooit op de 
verklaringg van individuele feiten, maar altijd op de verklaring van gemid-
deldee waarnemingen. Over de volle breedte van Jevons' eigen weten-
schappelijkee werk is te zien hoe Jevons deze algemene gedachte concreet 
gestaltee gaf. Uit zijn theoretische en empirische economische werk wordt 
duidelijkk hoe Jevons meende hiermee het probleem van complexiteit han-
teerbaarr te hebben gemaakt. Waar economen met een beroep op het pro-
bleemm van complexiteit tot dan toe hadden betwijfeld dat het mogelijk zou 
zijnn causale claims over economische verbanden cijfermatig te onderbou-
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wen,, liet Jevons, zowel door  statistisch als experimenteel werk, zien dat 
eenn dergelijke twijfe l ongerechtvaardigd was. 

Jevons''  logische machine maakte tevens duidelij k dat ook het categori-
schee onderscheid tussen geest en materie niet kon worden gemaakt. Net als 
doorr  de rekenmachines van Babbage werd door  Jevons' logische machine 
dee bewering geproblematiseerd dat geest en materie geheel andere princi -
pess gehoorzaamden. Het bleek zeer  goed mogelijk om juist ook de hogere 
vermogenss van de geest te vatten in de mechanische routines van een dode 
machine.. Jevons' werk aan de logische machine past daarmee in de be-
langstellingg die hij  al eerder  aan de dag had gelegd voor  de nieuwe ont-
wikkelingenn binnen de psychofysiologie. De logische machine gaf extra 
vleess aan Jevons' vermoeden dat de werking van de menselijke geest kan 
wordenn begrepen met behulp van simpele mechanische analogieën. In de 
TheoryTheory of Political Economy (1871) diende het mechanisme van de balans 
omm duidelijk te maken hoe de nutsafwegingen van (gemiddelde) individu-
enn bij  gegeven marktprijze n bepaalde koop- en verkoopbeslissingen tot 
standd brachten. 

Mett  zijn werk heeft Jevons de parameters voor  wat geldt als theorie, en 
watt  geldt als empirisch bewijs voor  de economische wetenschap blijvend 
veranderd.. Geen econoom deelt nog het absolute vertrouwen dat Mil l stel-
dee in de bewijskracht van introspectie, geen econoom gelooft nog dat de 
complexiteitt  van de economische werkelijkheid een absolute beperking is 
voorr  een quantitativ e onderbouwing van theoretische claims. Het criteri -
umm voor  wat geldt als economische theorie is definitief verschoven naar 
hett  formuleren van functionele verbanden tussen variabelen. Statistische, 
enn econometrische technieken dienen tegenwoordig om dergelijke verban-
denn ook empirisch aan te tonen, of, omgekeerd, aan het empirische materi-
aall  te onttrekken. Het is een ontwikkeling die Jevons niet zou hebben ver-
baasd,, ook al is het technisch raffinement tegenwoordig vele malen groter 
dann Jevons in zijn pionierswerk wist te bereiken. Navolgers van Jevons 
vondenn al snel de gaten in zijn argumentatie, en zochten naar  manieren om 
dezee te dichten, of dit nu ging om zijn al te grove nutstheorie, om zijn the-
oretischh onzuiver  gebruik van indexcijfers, of in het algemeen om zijn al te 
simplistischee oplossing voor  het complexiteitsprobleem in de economie. 
Uitt  al deze gaten ontstonden aparte subdisciplines binnen de economische 
wetenschap.. Met enige overdrijvin g zou kunnen worden gesteld dat het 
juistt  deze gaten zijn die het aangezicht van de moderne economie blijvend 
hebbenn bepaald. Juist daaraan ontleent Jevons zijn blijvende plaats in de 
geschiedeniss van de economie. 
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